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PREFACE

This is a book by, for and about high school journalism educators in the 1990s. Along with providing new facts and figures about
the shape of scholastic journalism today, we hope to provide you with
some sense of how we got to this point.
We have provided plent... of charts, graphs and numbers to better explain where we are on a national basis. But this book is not
intended as a research study replete with esoteric jargon. Rather, we
have tried to tTanslate the many discoveries we've made about high

school journalism into a readable, usable antiwe hopeinteresting
format. Our purpose in compiling such a book is threefold: to help
secondary school teachers and media advisers know more about our
collective work; to help solve the problems that confront us daily;
and to learn anti grow in our jobs.

While all three of us have collaborated on parts of all the chapters and the bibliography, we have divided our work into primary
areas of responsibility.

In Chapter I, Larry Lain describes the journalism educator's
role in the school and the unique position that person holds. In
Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5, Jack Dvorak summarizes several recent stud-

ies involving journalism students and teachers. In Chapter 2, he
records journalism student achievements in various language arts
areas compared with their counterparts who have not taken journalism. In (Thapter 3, he outlines results of journalism student Advanced

Placement examinations and the role of Intensive Journalistic
Writing Institutes for teachers. Chapter 4 recaps the sheer numbers
vii
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of journalism programs, courses and publications in the United
Statesand for the first time, we believe, presents baseline data for
future examinations of this type. And in Chapter 5, Dvorak looks
closely at advisers' sink:tions nationallyincluding experience, forrm. education, salary, work load, job satisfaction, and many other
aspects of journalism educators' unique positions within the school
and community.

In Chapter 6, Larry Lain shares his recent national studies of
publication financing and advertising. He continues this theme in
Chapter 7, while expanding on it and linking it to various First
AmLudment considerations, including the crucial relationship
between funding sources and editorial autonomy. This is the most
authoritative study we find to date on this fascinating and most
important nexus.

Tom Dickson expands on legal issues in Chapters 8, 9 and 10.
In Chapter 8, he looks at the history of scholastic press freedoms

from the pre-Tinker (1969) era through the 1970s and 1980s.
Chapter 9 recaps research done following the Hazelwood (1988) deci-

sion of the U.S. Supreme Court, the only high school newspaper
case ever to reach the nation's highest court. And in Chapter 10,
Dickson examines student editor, adviser and principal attitudes
about student freedom of expression in the post-Hazelwood years of
the late-1980s and early 1990s. He uses his own extensive national
studies while summarizing studies of other researchers in providing
the most comprehensive look to date at the meaning and aftermath
of thize/wood as reflected in reliable national surveys. Larry Lain provides the final thoughts in the Concluding Thoughts section, and all

three authors and ERIC bibliographers helped compile what we
believe is the most extensive bibliography involving high school journalism research.

We hope our findings are helpful to all educators, curriculum
designers, administrators, student journalists and others interested in
high school journalism.
Our efforts in compiling such a hook have been buoyed by many
others. (:ollectively, we'd like to thank our many professional colleagues in the Scholastic Journalism Division of the Association for

I0
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Education in Journalism and Mass Communication who have provided encouragement, impetus, feedback and friendship. Your collegiality

has meant much to us for many years. To the thousands of high
school journalism teachers, administrators and editors who have
responded to the various surveys reported in this study, we give a spe-

cial thanks. To the dedicated teachers of journalism and advisers of
school publications, we salute your efforts and applaud the noble and
important knowledge and skills you share with so many teen-agers.
To ERIC Editor Warren Lewis, we appreciate your excellent suggestions, accommodating nature and willingness to engage in spirited
discourse as you steered us toward our goal. Many thanks to you and
your staff for accepting and producing our ideas in book form.

Specifically, we'd each like to acknowledge some special people
as we individually completed portions of this book.
L.L.

TD.
N

I want to thank co-authors Larry Lain and Tom Dickson for
their excellent scholarship, good natures, attention to detail, abiliry to
meet deadlines and perseverance as we put this book together. Indeed,
you epitomize what it means to be professional colleagues, and it has

been a pleasure to work with each of you on the project. For help
with data entry and analysis, many thanks to my associate Linda J.
Johnson of the High School Journalism Institut and to Allen Li,
Ph.D. candidate in Mass Communication at Indiana University. I am
also indebted to the I ligh School Journalism Institute of Indiana
University for funding the national adviser survey in Chapters 4 and 5
and to the Journalism Education Association and its Commission on
the Role of Journalism in Secondary Education for making possible
the ACI studies cited in Ch. 2. And especially to my immediate fhtni-

lymy wife Cathy, and our son Johnfor their understanding,

ix
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patience and time alone while this project was being completed, I
send deepest gratitude, love and respect.

Jack Dvorak
Ise IV

Ps/

IV Ist

No one undertakes a project of any significant size alone, and no
project ever stands by itself. Everything is cumulativt. The cumulative portion of these notes is too extensive to list in its entirety but I

need to mention Merle and Betty Lain of Valparaiso, IN, whose
determination and persistence in the face of obstacles even now provide a model for perseverance and faith; Lou Ingelhart of Ball State,
whose mentorship a quarter-century ago is probably still the greatest
single influence on my philosophy; and scores of advisers across the
country, many of whom are dear friends, whose collective insights
have educated me for many years. More immediately, I salute my coauthors, two men easy to work with and from whom I have learned
much both before and during this project. My admiration for them

both is unbounded. The University of Dayton and its Department
of Communication funded either directly or indirectly much of my
portion of the work that is included here. I am most grateful.
Finally, my inspiration, my best critic and my biggest supporter has
been, as always, the friend and companion of my life, my wife Barb,
without whom nothing is possible or meaningful.
Larry Lain

I would like to thank Mark Oglesby, coordinator of Acadennc
Computing at Southwest Missouri State University, for his assistance
with the computer programs for the 1990 and 1992 national studies.
I also would like to thank Susi Klug and Carol McNeil for assistance
ith mailing both surVeys and Southwest Missouri State Universitv
for funding hoth project,,.
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I have been interested in journalism ever since my grandfather
gave me a miniature printing press for my birthdayI think it was
my 12th. I started a neighborhood newspaper that lasted at least two
editions. If my interest in First Amendment issues doesn't go back
quite that far, it goes back at least to two experiences in my journalistic life that involved prior restraint.
The first incident took place when I was co-editor of the university newspaper. I wrote an editorial in response to a lecture on campus by William Rusher, editor of the conservative National Review. As
best I can remember, Rusher stated that academic freedom and freedom of speech on the college campus should go only so far. I wrote
in my editorial that Rusher seemed to be saying that it was OK for
conservatives to close a public forum to people who didn't agree with
them. I saw my editorial set in type.

The lesson I got about freedom of the press that day v'as that
you can write about anything you want as long as you don't write
what the adviser doesn't want written. My recollection, however, is
that I was more upset with what the adviser thought about me at the
time than the fact that my First Amendment rights had been taken
away. My rehtionship with the adviser never was the same.
AIN, second brush with censorship was in the Arnw in Vietnam. I
edited the newspaper for the 18th Military Police Brigade, which was

responsible for most of the military police units in the country.
Before we could print anything, we had to send it to military censors
in Saigon. Usually, the censors cut only a word here or there; however, if wF; had covered more hard news, I expect more deletions would
have occurred.
Those two experiences showed me a little of what it is like when

an adviser rides roughshod over the First Amendment and what it

would be like to be a journalist in a country with no First
Amendment. Because of those incidents, I gained a little more
respect for the First Amendment and for those people who fight for
their own First Amendment rights and for the rights of others.
'Am Dickyon

CHAPTER 1

WHAT ARE WE DOING HERE, ANYWAY?
What Am I Doing Here?
When journalism teachers and publications advisers get togeth-

er, discussion inevitably comes around to some variation on the
theme: "What am I doing here? Nobody understands me." That's
more than the mournful cry of somer.le caught in a mid-life crisis;
it's the honest fate of practically even, high school journalism teacher
in America.
Almost every other person in the building has real colleagues.
English teachers have legions of other English teachers to share their
frustrations with: All of them understand the agonies of teaching students about subject-verb agreement and sentence fragments. Social
studies teachers have other social studies teachers, and all social studies teachers grasp the lifficulties of making students care about histo-

ry and of making events long-past relevant to contemporary life.
Even head coaches have assistant coaches to share their troubles
with, and the problems of a head football coach are not dissimilar
from those of a head basketball coach. They can support each other;
they can just sit and talk shop.

Few journalism teachers, however, have anyone else in their
buildings who really understands. We admit that journalism teachers
do have professional colleagues in one sense: The greatest number of
journalism teachers are also teachers of English, so the hme journalist can talk to the other English teachers. But "pure" English teach-
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ers are also student journalists' greatest critics. Journalistic writing is

different from expository writingtighter, more direct, far more
spare of adjectives, unafraid of one-sentence paragraphs. These ideas
are foreign to the rest of the English faculty. All journalism teachers
know that, regardless of how carefully edited the newspaper is, typos

will occur; nevertheless, every school has at least one hard-nosed
English teacher who delights in circling the newspaper's mistakes in
red pen and sending the paper back to the staff.

Other aspects of the nature of the job sometimes tend to make
journalism teachers and publications advisers feel cut off from other
teachers. They spend far more time, as a rule, with their students in
an informal setting than do most teachers, keeping them company

during deadline nights or traveling to out-of-town workshops
together. Journalism teachers are often closer to their students in
casual ways that many other teachers would find odd, possibly
imprudent, or even impudent. Articles in two newsletters that arrived
in the mail within a few days of each other illustrate this point:

In Newswire, the national newsletter of the Journalism
Education .A.ssociation, 1992 national journalism teacher of the year
Gloria Grove Olman described a phone call from a former student
which begins, "Ili, O. Just wanted to keep in touch."'
Sarah Ortman, writing in a state newsletter, talked about a deadline night with her staff during which an editor said, "It's finished,
Ort."2 Larry Lain (one of the authors) recalled that as a newspaper
and yearbook adviser in Indiana, he was known to his staffsand to

nobody elseas "L.B."and that his own high school journalism
teacher 10 years earlier had been tagged "Mr. B" by his staffs.

Few lofty English teachers tolerate this degree of intimacy with
students, and most other teachers would deem such closeness inappropriate. Not all journalism teachers are this close to their staffs,
but the fact that so many journalism kids across the country feel able
to risk casualness with a teacher und,Jscores the special bond that is
common among journalism teachers and their students, a bond that
is unusual in other school activities.

Journalism teachers share a sense of purpose with their staffs,
and they are frequently more sympathetic to students' positions dur-
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ing the inevitable student/administration disagreements over the
school newspaper. Journalism teachers often feel that their loyalties
are divided, believing even that their first responsibility is to the stu-

dents, not the administration. Not all journalism teachers feel that
way, but many do.

If other teachers don't understand, can we hope that other activity advisers will? No one outside the group knows or cares very much

what the chess club or Future Farmers chapter is doing, but the
school newspaper is a high profile activity, as visible to the ..'hole
school community as is the basketball team. Even coaches, as buddybuddy as they may be with their teams, don't understand the prob-

lems of a journalism teacher, either. The important difference
between a coach and a newspaper adviser is that the coach makes the
big decisions: The coach establishes the game p:an, makes assignments to the players, substitutes players at will; he has power over his
players; they do, or try to do, what he says. Not so with the journalism teacher.

The newspaper adviser is different. He or she functions like a
coach as far as teaching the class or staff is concerned, but then the
journalism adviser turns the job over to the student editor. It's the
editor or other kid designated by the editor who determines the content of the paper, makes the assignments, edits the copy, lays out the
pages. If the adviser subscribes to the principle of maximum freedom
of expression for students, it is a fundamental precept that students,
not teachers, make those decisionsand they are all big decisions.
It's (.;fficult for most other teachers to understand how an article
the disapprove of, or even writing they consider substandard, gets
into the paper. "Just make them do it right," the critics may say.

If only it were that easy! There is far more to teaching journalism than getting students to use inverted pyramid leads and helping
them learn Page Maker. Journalism teachers may frequently disagree
with their administrators, with their teaching colleagues, and even
sometimes among themselves about what their proper role ought to
be, but most believe that what they are doing is important at a level
that goes far beyond the teaching of mechanical skills and producing
a not-for-profit periodical. Most feel significant amounts of stress

JOURNALISM KIDS DO BETTER

because they are being held accountable for things that in good conscience they feel they cannot, to a greater or lesser extent, control.
What Are We Doing Here?

Many high school publications advisers might respond to this
question, "I'm not really sure. It just sort of happened!" Surprisingly
enough, that's true! In Chapter 5 we talk about the absolute minority
of journalism teacher/advisers who were actually hired for their jobs.
Most were assigned the job by their principals or volunteered to take
it on. It's impossible to imagine a school appointing the head basketball coach or the band director that way. Only a small minority of
journalism teachers majored in journalism in college, and few have
themselves worked in the field professionally. Many states do not
even have a formal certification for journalism, yet there are few programs in the typical high school that are moi-e visible and more discussed.

Most journalism teachers do an excellent job of teaching and
advising their newspaper, yearbook, and magazine staffs, but they can
certainly be pardoned if their role seems ambiguous sometimes. So
many people have such different expectations of them. At least six
different, and sometimes contradictory, functions are often ascribed

to scholastic journalism programs, and there is, frankly, no way to
prioritize them. All these functions play a role in what we do sometimes, and all have their proponents in every school and among professional colleagues. All are well-supported in articles on academic
journalism that go back at least 80 years.

Four of the six functions are to a large extent essentially utilitarian. They concern things that people expect journalism education or

the school press to do. Utilitarian views might be described as the
four following perspectives:

a mechanistic perspective

a public-relations perspective
a vocational perspective

an informational perspective

17
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The other views are more conceptual in nature, a,- they are
more concerned with what press and education should t e. Thev are
these two:

a free-expression Ierspective
an integrative perspective
Utilitarian Perspectives
1. The Mechanistic View

In the mechanstic perspective, journalism is merely an extension of the English program, whose reason for existing is to provide

reinforcement for the grammar and writing skills taught in other
classes and, perhaps, to provide a means for students to have their
writing published.

By no means do we suggest that this aim is incompatible with
high school journalism! Indeed, in chapters 2 and 3, we demonstrate
the enormously positive influence that a background in academic
journalism has on subsequent attainment in English. Educators and
school journalism organizations across the country rightfully become
involved in pressing state and local boards of education to recognize
journalism classes as full partners in school English curricula. Full
academic credit for journalism courses ought to be awarded on the
same basis as for English elective classes.

English teachers, probably, are the greatest proponents of this
mechanistic view. Even the great majority of English teachers who
would never red-ink the newspaper are certain to sigh inwardly at

the spelling and punctuation errors that slip through the editing
process, and feel that the paper reflects badly on what they have tried
to accomplish in their classes. The view is an old one; Perry wrote in
1919 that newspapers should be published by English Departments,
and "the paper should be studied by the department to analyze the
department's own performance." From this perspective, the content
often seems to matter less than the form.
2. The Public-Rekttions View

A second, hut still utilitarian, view of the school press has been,
from early in this century, that of the press's role as school' eitiz.en. In
5
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an early high school journalism textbook published in 1922, H.F.
Harrington, director of the Medi 11 School of Journalism, contended
that the "duties" of a school newspaper include not only elevating to
a "fascinating art" the principles of English composition but also
promoting school spirit, building up respect for school and civic
authority, promoting good sportsmanship and good scholarship,
informing parents of school events, and working for the welfare of
the schoo1.4

Other educational specialists also described the role of the
school press in similar terms. Foster, writing in 1925, noted the value
of school newspapers to administrators in disseminating information

to the student body, and"rightly conducted"in promoting the
interest of students in producing more literary work. He also stressed
the importance of the paper in community relations and in strengthening students' skills in English.5 He cautioned schools not to "overemphasize the news value of high school publications."6
Probably no one who has had more than a week's experience as a
school newspaper adviser would fail to recognize this communityrelations function of the journalism program as a favorite of administrators. Many parents and school supporters would also agree with
this conviction, and they can be quick to criticize a staff and its adviser who publish anything that they construe as negative. "Boost.
Boost everything and everybody" was journalism professor Frances
Perry's succinct advice to high school newspapers in 1919. "Boost!'
3. The Vocational View

This is the only one of the six chief perspectives on the high
school press that no longer enjoys great currency, but it was once
very popular with educators.' Journalism was seen as possible career
training for students and, even today in a few places, journalism
teachers must have college-level coursework in vocational education
to be eligible for journalism certification. Journalism courses and
school publications work may indeed expose students to career alter-

natives that they had not previously considered, but nO one any
longer expects these academic experiences to provide the training
necessary for entry into die profession.

19
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4. The Informational View

The purposes of journalism in a school setting are considered by

some people to be not greatly different from those of journalism
generally. Its function is to provide useful information for its consumers and, perhaps, to serve as a vehicle for entertainment and
opinion. The news function, however, is paramount in this perspective. Journalism teachers, and many other teachers, too, and most of
the students in most schools probably see the journalism program in
this light.

Nearly everyone understands, of course, that newspapers do
more than merely provide information, and most of the other roles
we are discussing here are also compatible with it to some extent. For
many people, the issue is as simple as it sounds: The purpose of the

journalism program is, first of all, to provide information to the
school publics.
Conceptual Perspectives

If utilitarian views are focused more on outcomes, conceptual
views are more concerned with processes. These concerns have more

to do with learninglearning to reason, learning to think, learning
to articulate one's views, indeed, learning to learnthan they do with
the actual product.
5. The Free-Expression View

Despite the prominence this view takes in contemporary liteiature on school journalism, emphasis on the importance of school
publications as forums for student expression is anything but a recent
value. Perry, whose advice to "boost everything" was tempered with a

warning to avoid censorship, and McKown, who used the term
"freedom of expression" in 1927,Iu had more company than opposi-

tion in the belief that teachers should not require nor prohibit the
publication of particular material.

Probably no aspect of journalism education has been more discussed, dissected, and even litigated during the past generation, than
the issue of freedom of the press at school, and the issue is still a divisive one, as we demonstrate in chapters 8 to 10. Most, but not all,
journalism teachers advocate stretching the boundaries of expression

JOURNALISM KIDS DO BE7TER

permitted to high school journalists to limits comparable to those
enjoyed by their collegiate and even their professional counterparts,
and this is certainly the most important function of the high school
press as far as most student journalists are concerned. Students have
little interest in showcasing the school's English program, and few
care much about providMg good PR for the school in the community. Some may be interested in the training aspectexploring a possible area to study in college. For most students, however, the great
allure of working on the newspaper is probably the opportunity to
express themselves, to feel like they're making a difference. Indeed,

even studentsmaybe primarily studentswho work on underground newspapers want the official press to matter. They want to
find their voices and have a voice.11

Administrators, who often place a higher premium on boosterism, are often skeptical of too much freedom of the school press. A
press that enjoys wide latitude in what it prints and deals more often
with controversial subjects will cause the principal more headaches
than a press that sticks to reporting car washes and student council
election results. There are many principals who are deeply committed to an open student press, but there are probably many more who
have reservations.
6. The Integrative View

Journahsm and publications work are worth doing for reasons
that have little to do with the actual subject matter or the types of
publications produced. The kind of inquiry, clear thinking, discovery,
reasoning, and writing that are necessary to good journalisma will-

ingness to investigate and an ability to communicatecan be taught
no more effectively in any other context in the high school. The frequent and timely production of a newspaper, or the annual publication of a complex yearbook, are as effective as any other program in
the school in teaching responsibility, teamwork, self-reliance, and
thoroughness. Much is made of the teamwork and sense of loyalty
that athletics or band engender: "Fhose qualities are present in no
smaller degree in publicafions work. Much is made of the discipline
and critical-thinking skills that arc developed in studying mathematics and foreign language: Journalism requires exactly the same thing.

21
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A journalist, whether high school or professional, straddles the arts
and the sciences, using the investigative skills of the sciences and the

powers of communicationlinguistic and graphicof the humanities. All this makes journalism intrinsically worth studying.

OlmanI2 pointed out that there is a renewed attention to the

higher-order outcomes described in Bloom's Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives." Brieflv, these levels of achievement are, in
ascending order, as follows:
Knowledge: recall of specific information

Comprehension: the lowest level of factual understanding
Application: using abstractions and technical principles
Analysis: deconstruction into parts; seeing relationships

Synthesis: constructing meaning; communicating abstract
ideas to others
Evaluation: judgments of value, accuracy, and truth

The steps described above are progressive: learning starts with
simple knowledge and culminates with the ability to evaluate; mastery of each stage is a precondition for progression to the next.

The common complaint is that too much of the educational
process focuses on the lower-order skills; too much time is spent on
knowledge and comprehension functions, such as memorizing and
reciting; and far too little time is allowed for snidents to come to

grips with the meaning of their knowledge, i.e., the higher-order
skills in the taxonomy. In 1983, the National Commission on
Excellence in Education complained in A Nation at Risk that few high

school students were able to perform higher-order skills.I4 Ernest
Boyer, author of the Carnegie Commission report lligh School,
charged that students' poor writing skills are indicative of their poor
thinking skills.' 5

But Olman asked a journalism teacher's question that tells
against the Commission's complaint: "Where are our students?"
Then, Olman answered: "At . the highest levels. That's where
.

.

we've always been. What a shock!"I''

()
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In fact, journalism education at every level, from junior high
school onward, has always placed the highest premium on those
higher-order abilities. Reporterseven student reportersmust be
able to do much more than listen and repeat: They inu3t understand,
evaluate, reconstruct, and communicate clearly, or else their efforts
are wasted. This is what we journalism teachers have been teaching
all along, and this is exactly what the educational system purports to
value the most.
What Is This Book Doing Here?

We said at the outset that we, as journalism teachers, often feel
terribly isolated in our schools. Outside our school buildings, however, we are anything but isolated! The great body of literature that

exists, much of which will be spotlighted in the coming pages,
demonstrates most clearly the great scope of our field. There are
thousands of places to turn to for information, support, and collegiality: Individuals, associations, university programs, and professional
practitioners are there to meet our needs. Knowing that we are not

alone can be a terrific morale-builder at 11 o'clock on a deadline
night when the paper's still only half done. It may not get the pages
pasted up, but somehow ifs nice to know that scattered somewhere
out in the darkness are hundreds of other advisers who are also staring into the night and grinding their teeth.
In this book we focus on research in school journalism and, as
this portion of th( chapter suggests, it's appropriate to ask what it's
good for. As adviers, we're all too busy to spend a lot of time reading things just beci,use they're interesting. What good is it?

Knowledge of the research in our field can do at least three
things for us all, and we have put this book together with those outcomes in mind:

Know more about our field
Ile lp solve the problems we have
Learn and grow in our jobs
Let's look briefly at each.

10
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Knowledge

The more we know about our field, the more secure we'll feel
and the better we'll do our jobs. Much of the research in school journalism can provide us with that kind of background knowledge.
Demographic information about high school publications has been
around longer than most people realize, and while the methodology
of 70-year-old studies is shaky by today's standards, the awareness of
the importance of demographic study since early in the history of
school journalism is valuable.' 7

The research discussed in this book tells us about the following,
and more; this list could be pages long:
Who we, the journalism advisers, are

What our schools and publications are like
Just how good and important is the job we do
How our publications work
What the law is, and how it has developed

What editors, principals, and our colleagues really think.
Knowing the backgrounds of other advisers and the characteristics of other programs in schools like our own can serve as measures

of where we stand, of what we can aspire to, of how common our
problems are. Understanding the work that's been done with students like ours gives us new insights into our jobs. Our principals
probably don't know, for example, that studies as early as 198218
demonstrate empirically just how much better journalism students do
in advanced placement and honors English classes, and how much
better they do on the ACT test and in college English than nonjournalism students. journalism is not merely a vocational area any more,
and it hasn't been for decades. Journalism is an important academic dis-

cipline that enhances the ability of students to do well throughout
the curriculum. As 1983 high school journalism teacher of the year

John Bowen of Lakewood, Ohio, has emphasized, "[No other
course in the high school curriculum is more basic and more neces-

sary than journalism."' That is why we gave this book its name,
because journalism kids do do better, both in school and later on.

11
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One of the most significant movements of the past decade in
education is the rise of competency-based or proficiency testing in
several areas, particularly in mathematics and writing. The ability to
write well is so foundational to academic success in almost every
area, not just to English, that many state and national organizations
have prepared guidelines for the competencies that students need to
be able to demonstrate. Iowa's guidelines are n-pical. That list of proficiencies2" includes the ability to conceptualize ideas; organize them
into a coherent structure; write using correct spelling and mechanics;

vary writing style for different purposes and audiences; be able to
edit, revise and rewrite; and gather and write information from a
variety of sources using summaries and quotations. Members of the
committee that prepared the catalogue of competencies may have
been thinking. about English classes, but they were describing journalism classes!

Dennis Gripe, executive secretary of the Indiana High School
Press Association, has emphasized that journalism forces students to
apply what they've learned from all areas of the curriculum and thereby "define [their] own education and level of understanding."21
Problem-Solving

ournalism educators and publications advisers are concerned
mostly about practical, down-to-earth issues: How to structur:! a
journalism class, how to critique student writing, how to use comput-

ers effectively, how to make a budget for thc newspaper, how to
increase minority involvement in the journalism program, how much

or little to become involved in the content of the paper, and so on.
All these and other questions have been addressed in books and articles over at least the vast 80 years.

Some of the pieces arc merely descriptive, an exposition of one
idea or approach that has worked for an educator in some school.
Other articles are based on extensive study of hundreds of schools;
they not only provide an exhaustive description of what's happening
across the country but also they address, through the use of statistical
analysis, more universally meaningful questions and establish relationships that are not immediately apparent. This book is rooted in
such studies.
12
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School-journalism educators have had trouble finding this kind
of research information in a form that would be useful in solving the
problems of our profession. A number of excellent periodicals contain dozens of articles a year on "how-to" issues, but whereas most of
them also run some research-based pieces or legal reviews, the overall focus remains rather practical. Quill & Scroll magazine, Rends in
High School Journalism, Student Press Review, and CjET are the bestknown, and the journalism educator who has developed the habit of
reading them regularly knows how truly valuable they are. Since

1991, C:JET has published an hi-annual issue devoted to printing
condensed versions of important research about scholastic journalism
education, making CJET one of the few sources of this information
readily available to most high school teachers.

But there is much other important work out there! Our book is

a compilation and review of some of the most significant recent
research, assembled in as readable a form, with as complete a bibliography, as we and our friends at ERIC/REC could do. Knowing what
sort of information is available is a necessary first step to gathering it;
we have tried to point you in some useful directions.

Much of the most useful literature in our field is contained in
scholarly journals io which high school journalism educators do not
ordinarily subscribe. Other important work has never been published
at all, hut is to be found in papers delivered at conventions and conferences. Reproductions of most of those papers are available from
the ERIC database.
journalism adv;sers and educators at all levels in high schools
and colleges can achieve greater insights as journalists and greater

expertise as teachers by reading about the subsequent superior
scholastic attainments of journalism students as contrasted to the
lo er performance of those who had not been journalism students.
journalism teachers need to read about, and compare, the attitudes
and perceptions of principals, advisers, and student journalists. We
need to read and know about the relationship between a school
newspaper's sources of funding and the amount of free expression its
staff has. These and other issues, both mundane and subtle, are the
sniff of research in school journalism.
he well-informed about the
13
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essential matters is to grow beyond our natural preoccupation with
day-to-day tasks.
Learning and Growing

Every teacher at every level knows that it is difficult to keep up
with reading in the field. Teachers in journalism have a particularly
difficult time because they, like other English teachers, have an enormous amount of grading to do, and the thoroughness with which
they must do it takes much of the time that teachers in other areas
have for professional development. Nevertheless, important things
are happening in our field, and we have to make a real effort to keep
as current with important issues as we can. Only in that way can we
offer our students what they need in the classroom, and our staffs
what they need in the newsroom.
For example, the ground rules pertaining to student expression
have changed since the Hazelwood ruling in 1988. Advisers need to

have grasped the implications of that judgment so that they may
know what sort of guidance to offer to their staffs when they face
controversy. Apart from the practical matter of giving advice,
though, journalism educators who understand the ruling and the history of the decisions that led up to it, have a more complete sense of

their jobs and their professional performance. They are working
from a broader context, with a more complete understanding of the
field than someone has who is less well-informed.

With regard to Hazelwood and on other issues, this book became

for us the ideal oppornmity to make it possible for knowledgeable
journalism educators to point to the large and growing body of evidence that, in the words of an editor we know and the title of our
book, "Journalism kids do better!" Educators who know and understand the issues involved, issues that go beyond the how-to-solve-a-

particular-problem approach, are better equipped to serve their
students, their schools, and their field than other educators may be.
The problem of retaining knowledgeable publications advisers is
a difficult one. A substantial majority of high school journalism
teachers are restricted by severely limited backgrounds in journalism,
whether academic study or practical experience. They have had little
14
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of the benefit of reading about important issues in the field and discussing it with like-minded students and professors. No wonder they
feel isolated! This is a situation that hasn't changed appreciably in
many years; Fretwell noted in 1924 that nine of 10 advisers were
wholly untrained.22

TO make matters worse, the average professional life expectancy
for high school advisers is eight years, and at least 12 percent of jour-

nalism teachers are brand new to the field each year. Too often we
lose effective advisers just as they are building up an experience base

that will make their own work easier and will equip them to serve
effectively as resources for other advisers. That high rate of turnover
is a real shame because in most cases it probably means that an experienced adviser is being replaced with someone who has no experience and who must start at the bottom of the learning curve again.
We can retain more our veteran educators and advisers if we
can help them feel less alone and if we can show them more broadly
the power and importance of our fieldthat it's not all deadline
nights and budget meetings with the principal. Significant educational principles and issues are central to our jobs, and we can be important people in the greater educational process if we are willing to be,
if we are willing to confront those issues and grow in our jobs.
Burnout and turnover rates are always lower among people who feel
that the importance of their work goes beyond immediate day-to-day
concerns and involves broader and more consequential issues.

Jim Willis wrote about the need for greater communication
between the researcher and the professional journalist,23 something
that is just as true for the researcher and the high school journalism
teacher. If the growing body of literature in our field is really going

to improve our mutual conditions, it imist be accessible, both in
terms of the way it is presented and in terms of its ready availability.
That is what this hook is doing here.
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CHAPTER 2

GRADES, ACT TESTS, ATTITUDES,

AND INVOLVEMENT
Chapter Highlights
Journalism kids do better in 10 of 12 major academic areas.

Journalism kids write better in 17 of 20 comparisons of collegiate writing.

Journalism kids value high school Journalism more highly
than required English courses in fulfilling major language
arts competencies.

Journalism kids are "doers" in schoolsthey're more
involved in co-curricular and community activities.

Do journalism students make better high school and college
grades than their peers with no newspaper or yearbook staff experience? Do they earn higher scores than their peers on the ACT standard:zed examinations? Is their writing better? Is their opinion about

Journalism's worth in language arts more positive than nonJournalism students' attitudes about their own English classes? Are
they more involved in their school and off-campus communities?
Yes.

During the past decade, studies have shown a relationship
between participation in high school journalism and performance on
widely respected measures of academic success. While we arc not
prepared to ascribe direct causation, we have gathered and examined
19
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a wide body of evidence that, if nothing else, points to the worth of
involvement in journalism and publications as an outlet for talented
language arts students. Do these results mean merely that kids who
are more literate in the first place tend to develop an interest in journalism, and then do well in all their studies, or do they mean that
taking part in journalistic work sharpens all their literacies and thus
helps them to do better in all their intellectual endeavors? Perhaps in
time, and with further study of the direct effects of taking a high
school Journalism class, we will be able to draw the causal relationships more tightly.'
In a study conducted by the Journalism Education Association,
an independent variable was selected for analysis, Item #143 from the
ACT Student Profile Section that was completed when the student
took the ACF Assessment as a high school junior or senior. The item
was listed in the "Of Class Accomplishments" section, and students
had to respond "yes, applies to me" or "no, does not apply to me" to
the following item: "'Worked on the staff of a school paper or yearbook." Altogether, 19,249 students who went on to 10 U.S. colleges
and universities took part in the study, and 4,798 of them had served
on the staff of a school newspaper or yearbook.
College and High School Grades, Standardized Tests

When former high school publications staff members went to
college, they had significantly higher freshman overall grade-point
averages as well as higher grades in their first English courses, as presented in Graph 2.1. While it is true that the overall GPA is close,
2.67 for publications staffers and 2.62 for non-staffers, the difference
is statistically significant. Also, in their first college English course,
former high school staff members had average grades of 2.82 compared with non-staffers' 2.71.
"Ii) test the validity of the findings further, journalism Education
Association commissioners and ACI' officials drew another entirely
different sample of freshmen from 11 other colleges and universities.=

In the second sample, similar results occurred, as presented on
the right side of Graph 2.1. Anmng 6,251 students who had taken
"English Composition" as their initial language arts course as college
20
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freshmen, those who had taken journalism earned an overall 2.61
GPA, whereas the non-staffers earned only 2.51 as cumulative averages. In their first college composition course, students with high
school publications backgrounds averaged 2.66 compared with nonstaffers' 2.56. All these differences were, once again, statistically sig-

nificant. The replication of the test verified that the differences,
though small, were real. Students who had worked on a high school
newspaper or yearbook had higher overall freshman college GPAs

and higher grades in their first college English course, usually
English Composition.
Graph 2.1
College Freshman GPAs, English Grades: HS Staffers vs. Non-Staffers
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Journalism staff members also had significantly higher high
school grades than did their non-staffer peers.

In every area of analysis, the newspaper and yearbook staffers
did better in their school work than did their counterparts. Graph
2.2 shows the publications students had better final-course high
school grades in English, social studies, mathematics, and science.
Overall GPAs for these final courses were also averaged for a cumulative score, which was also significantly higher for those with publi-

cations experience. The four-course high school average for those
moi,o publications experience was 3.31 on a 4.0 scale, compared with a
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mean of 3.20 for those without newspaper or yearbook experience.
The high school English final-course mean grade was 3.45 for the
group with publications background whereas those without that
experience averaged 3.26. In social studies, the journalism staffers
earned 3.49, compared with 3.36 for the non-staffers. Also, newspaper and yearbook staff members earned slightly better grades in
mathematics (3.1) than did the non-staffers (3.04). In science, staffers

earned 3.3 GPAs in their final course compared with non-staffers'
3.22. In all five of these comparisons, differences are statistically significant, even though they seem numerically small.
Graph 2.2
High School GPA Comparisons: Journalism Staffers vs. Non-Staffers
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Another measure of scholastic ability and potential is the ACT
test, often used as one of many criteria in the college admissions and

placement process.' Once again, high school journalism students
with newspaper or yearbook staff experience performed well, with

significantly higher scores on the ACT Composite, the ACT
English, and the ACT Social Studies components. They had significantly lower scores on the ACT Mathematics Assessment, however,
and they scored about the same as their non-publications peers on
the ACF Science Assessment. Graph 2.3 shows differences between
the two groups across the five ACI scores.
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Graph 2.3
ACT Percentile Comparisons by Journalism Stan Experience
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Newspaper and yearbook staffers who went on to college earned
percentile scores about two points higher than non-publications students in the 10 colleges and universities used in the main part of this
study. We double-verified the statistical significance of this finding
by comparing it with a smaller sample of students from the 11 colleges referred to at the end of Endnote 2. In that study of 6,251 students, the ACT Composite score was four percentile points higher
for publications staffers than it was for non-publications students. In
the analysis of the larger sample, publications staffers scored in the
76th percentile, whereas non-staffers averaged in the 74th.

The largest difference, perhaps understandably, was in the ACT
English score, where former publications staffers achieved the 81st
percentile, compared with non-staffers in the 69tha 12-point difference.

Graph 2.3 also shows the ACT Social Studies Assessment is four

points higher for publications students (74th percentile) compared
with non-journalism people (70th percentile). Mathematics was the
only statistically significant lower score for publications students at

the 69th percentile compared with 74th for non-staffers. ACI'
2$
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Natural Science scores were about the same for each group (71st
percentile).

Among the 12 major bases for academic comparison thus far, we
note that those students who have completed at least one year of college and who have been on the staff of a high school newspaper or
yearbook earned significantly higher scores than did their non-publications counterparts in 10 areas, namely, cumulative freshman GPA;
first college English course; mean score of the final four high school
courses in English, social studies, mathematics and natural science;

final high school English grade; final high school social studies
grade; final high school mathematics grade; final high school natural
science grade; ACT Composite score; ACT English score; and ACT
Social Studies score.

In only one of 12 comparisonsthe ACT Mathematics score
did the group with high school publications experience show a negative significant difference. In the ACT Natural Science assessment,
no significant differences were observed, as shown in Graph 2.3.

While journalism students did not fare so well in the ACT
Mathematics subtest as did their non-pubhcations peers, they did
receive significantly higher mathematics grades in their final high
school math courses. Similarly, no difference was found between
ACT Natural Science scores between the two groups, vet journalism
students had higher science grades in high school than did their nonjournalism counterparts.

The discontinuity of scores in math and science could be
explained in a couple of ways. Publications students are high achievers who may have applied themselves harder to mathematics and science in high school, even though their natural abilities and acquired
knowledge in those areas were not so well-developed. We also think
it could mean that publications students did not take advanced-level
high school mathematics or science courses. By not taking elective
advanced courses in these areas, or by taking a minimum number of
math and science courses in high school, publications students might
have been able to earn higher grades. 'Whatever the case, when they
took the ACT Assessment, either their low math aptitude or lack of
preparation caught up with them.
24
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In the next phase of the analysis, we added the following items
from the ACT Student Profile Section to the 12 academic measures
just described: participated in high school radio/television; number
of semesters taken of high school English; had high school creative
writing published in a public magazine or book; wrote original but

unpublished work in high school; worked on the staff of a high
school newspaper or yearbook; won a high school literary prize for
creative writing; had poems, stories, or articles published in a nonschool publication; had creative writing published in a high school
literary magazine or paper; and had poems, stories or articles published in a school publication.

The seven items related to out-of-class writing accomplishments

were combined as one independent variable. Others were ACT
Composite score; the average of the final four high school grades
earned in English, social studies, mathematics and natural science;
and the number of semesters that thu student had taken in English.
These were used to predict both the first college-English course
grade and the overall CPA for freshman year.

The best predictor of success in the first college English grade
was the ACT Composite score, with the high school grade point
average almost as strong a predictor. Also significantly strong in predicting English class success was the out-of-class writing accomplishments component.4

Likewise, when the same four independent variables were used
to predict freshman-year cumulative CPA, the high school CPA sur-

faced as the strongest predictor, followed by the ACT Composite
score. Neither the out-of-class writing accomplishments nor the
number of semesters of high school English were significantly related. When out-of-class writing accomplishments were separated into
their seven components, and used as predictors, none surfaced as
predictive of t1. college outcomes under consideration. That does
not mean that they lacked scholastic or personal value to the students
either while they were still in high school or once they got to college.

For one thing, none of the sevenincluding that of serving on
the staff of a high school newspaper or yearbookis related to a specific class accomplishment or activity. Because our data from ACT
25
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did not include an item directly related to a course called
"Journalism," as opposed to one called "English," we could not test
effects that having taken such a course might have had on this part of

the analysis. Nor were we able to examine whether high school
course work in similaf areas such as creative writing, poetry, shortstory writing, or other forms of language arts was contributive to
greater academic success.

Our suspicions are strong. however, that the interactions among
Journalism and other similar language arts classes, but especially
classes in Journalism, do affect academic progress positively. Other
parts of our study provide evidence that students value highly their
classes in high school Journalism, especially when compared with
non-Journalism students' attitudes about their language arts courses
as preparation for college-level English and other classes.
Comparisons of Collegiate Writing Samples

Do beginning college students with high school publications
experience do better on various types of written communication than
do those snidents without secondary school Journalism staff backgrounds?
Yes.

About 1,200 college freshmen from 18 colleges and universities
were involved in taking ACT assessments geared towards measuring

their knowledge and abilities in general education. Three writing
samples were collected from each student as part of a battery of tests

taken early in the first semester. Samples were graded by English
professors, and the tests were found to be both reliable and valid in
measuring students overall writing effectiveness as well as their abili-

ties at writing for a specific audience, organizing well, and using
proper language skills. In 1; of 20 major comparisons examined
here, students with high school newspaper or yearbook staff experience had higher writing scores.'

Eighteen colleges and universities were randomly selected for
which ACT had both Assessment Standard Research Service Records

from high school testing as N\ ell as COMP (College Outcome
Measures Program) Prospectus data.' The latter was developed lw
2.6
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ACT in 1976.both to assist post-secondary schools in efforts to
improve general education and to build support for their programs.
With assistance from faculty at more than 160 colleges and universities, ACT personnel identified educational outcomes thought to be
critical to those students' success at graduating from colleges. Several
writing components were integral parts of the program.
COMP measures process areas (communicating, solving problems, clarifying values) as well as content areas (functioning within
social institutions, using science and technology, using the arts). The
writing portion of the instrument incorporates these areas through
three writing passages. Scoring was done at each of the 18 schools in
the study by faculty members who taught writing. A sample of those

writing passages was rechecked by ACT officials. The degree of
agreement among raters is high, with coefficients of interrater agreement typically ranging from .80 to
The Assessment consiszs of three 20-minute writing assignments
based on audio-tape stimuli material to which students listen. Each
tape is two- to four-minutes long. Areas covered are 'social science,
science, and the fine arts. Three individual letters were written, one
for each topic. One letter is personal, another to a U.S. senator, and

the third to a radio station. While practical in nature, the letters
(writing passages) were not journalistic, but they were meant to measure standard writing competencies thought by a consensus of educators to be important for college-age students. ACT reported that the

Writing Assessment provides college and university faculty with
diagnostic information as well as comparisons with college freshmen
and seniors in high schools at other participating institutions. New
forms are introduced annually, and three versions of the Assessment
are used each year.

Each writing sample includes a total possible score of 31, with

maximums being 10 in Aud.ence, 10 in Organization and 11 in
Language Skills. For reporting purposes here, we have converted the
raw scores into percentiles to disting-uish levels between those with
high school journalism staff background and those without that experience.
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Evaluators were prompted to grade each section holistically with
the following criteria in mind: Audience: appropriateness of writing
form for situation and intended audience; consistency in adherence
to audience perspective; reference to common experiences; use of
humor, tact, flattery, and the like. Organization: develops the points
called for in a direct fashion, with control of language and transition;
written on at least two levels of abstraction. Language: writes in a
precise or in a lively manner, with originality and effort to use interesting or clever phrases, and few scribal errors.
ACT provides the following general instructions to evaluators:
The (xaminee should show an awareness of audience and
create a "voice" with a fbcus on explanation and percuasion: there
should be a sense of organization and development, skillful use of
language and sentence structuring devices (such as antithesis or
parallelism), and no obtrusive scribal errory (e.g., spelling. punc-

tuation. paragraphing and form). A special caution: No credit
should be given for being "right," and no penalty should be given

for a position or attitude that you cannot accept, as long as it
seems to represent what the writer intended. Try to avoid credit
or penalties for penmanship.

In the three samples of writing used for analysis here, one
involved marriage roles, in which writers had to write a letter to a
mythical friend about defined roles of two other friends whose wedding was recent. Another sample required writers to respond to a
four-minute radio news broadcast involving the federal government's
development of synthetic fuels versus conservation allocations. A letter was to be written to the writer's U.S. senator supporting one side
or the other. In the third writing sample, students were to listen to a
two-minute selection of bluegrass music and then write the station's
management, encouraging them not to drop the weekly program of
traditional music.

Students coming from high school publications programs did
significantly better on the overall COMP Composite Writing component than did those without journalistic background, as is evident
in Graph 2.4. In the same graph, one can see that when individual
parts of the Composite score are analyzed, we find that ou rnal ism
28
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staffers did significantly better in both Audience and Language
scores while scoring slightly better on the Organization portion. All
1,161 students in this part of the study had taken the COMP tests
early in their freshman year of college; thus, effects of having taken a
college-level writing course do not figure into the results. These students' high school writing experiences were the most likely formal
academic influences on their performance on the COMP Writing
component. These results will be valuable to colleges later when stu-

dents are evaluated as sophomores and seniorsthe standard practice among participating ACT institutions. In this study, however,
results are of value because they indicate one of the first after-high
school records of writing ability.
Graph 2.4
ACT College Writing Percentiles by Various Subcategories
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COMP Language
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No Staff n = 790

Because publications staffers have better standardized scores in

the several areas already analyzedincluding the ACT English
Usage componentwe were fearful that these writing results were
reflective of better ability generally. So in the next phase of the
analysis, we divided the students according to four subgroups, based

on their performance on the English Assessment of the ACT test
taken while in high school. In this way, we grouped the students
according to generally recognized language arts knowledge and
29
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potential, and then we compared each group's early collegiate writing
samples. By looking at the results in this wav, the ACT COMP Total
Writing score would be more reflective of general high school writing experiences, including work on high school publications.

In Graphs 2.5 through 2.8, the following ACT English percentiles were used to group students: 1-42 Low; 43-77 Fair; 78-94
Good; and 95-99 High.
Graph 2.5
ACT College Writing Percentiles by ACT English: Total Writing Score
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Graph 2.6
ACT College Writing Percentiles by ACT English: Writing for an Audience
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Graph 2.7
ACT College Writing Percentiles by ACT English: Organization
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Graph 2.8
ACT College Writing Percentiles by ACT English: Language Skills
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To summarize writing abilities as seen in Graphs 2.4 through
2.8, we have observed that in 20 major comparisons of freshman col-

lege student writing abilities, those with high school publications
experience earned higher scores in 17 of 20 categories. In seven of
those 17 categories, the staffers' scores were significantly higher. In
only one of three scores in which non-staffers' scores were higher did
we find a significantly higher difference.

We contend that writing experiences enjoyed by students in
high school newspaper or yearbook efforts provide realism, cogency,
relevance, timeliness and appropriateness. Because of their obvious
applicability to real-world problem-solving, primary and secondary
research skills, critical thinking and communication with peers, journalistic writing assignments in many ways fulfill the very competen-

cies often espoused by English educators. Without these built-in
objectives in their traditional high school language arts courses, nonstaffers may find their writing experiences to be less meaningful and

less frequent. Based on this research, the extent that former
journalism students outperform non-journalism students when both

groups are challenged with writing for general audiences at the
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beginning of their college careers, it seems that journalistic writing
experiences teach skills transferable to other writing.

Journalism Students' Attitudes about Language Arts Courses
Our comparisons thus far have involved differences between
staff members of high school newspapers or yearbooks because data

were not available on the ACT Assessment that distinguished
between staffers and those who took Journalism as a for-credit class.

In this next segment, however, we examine the results of an ACT
Language Arts Experiences Survey that measures student opinions
about all of their language arts coursework in high schoolrequired
English, Journalism, and English electives such as speech, debate and
drama.

Do college students who took Journalism a a class in high
school think that it fulfilled well-defined language arts competencies

better than required English or English elective courses? Do their
free-response answers to an open-ended question support this point
of view?
Yes.

Part of the work of the JEA Commission on the Role of
Journalism in Secondary Education involved constructing a survey
that measured opinions of college students about all of their language arts experiences, not just Journalism. The survey was refined
and sent out under the auspices of ACT so that a Journalism bias
would not be detected. Students understood that they were reacting
to all of their formal language arts courses in high school.
The 29 items selected for the survey were based on generally
accepted language arts competencies found in various national and
state conunissions examining curriculum reform.' For each of the 29
competencies, students were asked to rate their experiences in any of
three categories that applied to then high school language arts classes: Required (Standard) English, Journalism Courses, and English

Electives. Each was rated on a three-point scale with "3" being
"helped a lot," "2" being "helped a little" and "1" being "did not
help." All of the students in the survey had been on the staff of a snident yearbook or newspaper in high school, but only 143 of 558 in
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the study had taken a class in Journalism, 125 had received credit for
newspaper lab, and another 159 took yearbook lab for credit. In most
of the comparisons between Required English and English Electives,
non-Journalism students outnumber those with Journalism course
experience by about a 4:1 ratio because several people who took a
Journalism class also took newspaper or yearbook for credit as well.

Of 2,687 surveys mailed, 558 of those returned were usable.'
The return rate was low because permanent addresses were used on
the mailing, and many of the students in the study were away at college, causing parents/guardians to have to forward the mail to them.
A postage-paid return envelope was provided.
Because of the low return rate, respondents were not typical of

the sample selected. Nevertheless, the study was of much value
because we found that those who answered the survey were in many

ways academically superior to those who did not respond. The
respondents were college students who have significantly higher
scores in the following areas: ACT Composite scores; ACT scores in
English, mathematics, social studies and natural science; high school
GPA in English; and first-vear college overall GPA. Another characteristic of those who answered the survey was that they tended to be
female non-minority students. While a more representative sample

would be ideal, thi anlysis is of value because it signifies the attitudes and ideas of academically superior snidents who have already
achieved success in college.

As shown in Graph 2.9, overall results of the 29-item survey of
language arts competencies show that students who had taken high
school Journalism classes perceived those courses to have fulfilled
more adequately language arts objectives than did any other classes.
The highest rating on Graph 2.9, Journalism, reached 65.9 points.

Those same Journalism students reported that Required English
courses helped them fulfill language arts competencies with a rating

of 60.8, and they rated their English Electives at 60.7. From the
other group of studentsthose who had not taken a Journalism
classratings for Required English classes were highest, with a total
of 62.4, and English Electives totalled 61. Those same students who
took a yearbook or newspaper lab for credit but who did not take a
34
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course in Journalism gave those lab experiences the lowest score of
any comparison, 56.8.
Graph 2.9
Language Arts Experiences Scores by Types of Classes
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When ratings of competencies garnered in various language arts

classes are totalled, it becomes evident that college students who
have taken high school Journalism claim that it has contributed to
the development of their overall competencies better than any other
Emdish classes.

Observe, further, that those students who did not take a
Journalism class were more satisfied with Required English and
English Electives than were Journalism students who took the same

courses. The lowest rating observed in Graph 2.QPublications
Labis not a Journalism class per se. The low rating would indicate
that these students believed that publications lab experiences for
credit did not do as good a iob at fulfilling the 2Q language arts com-

petencies as did either Required English or English Electives.
Although those who took a Journalism class rated it more highly
than any other group rated any other language arts classes, and thus
one might argue that these classes might easily fulfill high school
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English requirements or electives, some caution needs to he applied
in this area when looking at publications labs for credit when they
are not accompanied by a Journalism class.
Table 2.1 shows the average ratings of each of the 29 language

arts competencies, with "3" being highest and "1" being lowest.
Students who had taken Journalism rated it best in 15 of 29 competency areas. In one other area, Journalism tied with Required English
as a top competency. Those same students with a Journalism class
selected Required English as best in eight of the 29 competencies,
and they chose five items as best in the English Elective category.
Table 2.1: ACT Language Arts Experiences Survey Raw Scores by High School
Courses
Standard English
Competency

Journalism Non-Journ.
(n=143)
(n=415)

Journalism
Class

(n=143)

English Electives
J-Lab Only Journalism Non-Journ.
(n=159)
(n=88)
(n=240)

WRITING
I. Ability to develop topic ideas for writing

241

2.42

2.41'

1.98

2.21

2.45

2.02

2.07

2.51'

2.05

2.21

2.47"

2.15

1.99

1.93"

1.64

2.01

2.00

2.17

2.19

2.41'

1.97

1.94

1.97

2.02

2 14

2.54

2.19

2.34

2.36

2 42

2.44

2.56'

2 12

2.48

2.60

2.65

2.63

2 38'

1.97

2.20

2.38

2.26

2.12

2 65'

2.24

1.98

2.00

1.78

1 87

2 57'

2 15

1 79

2 03

2.42

2 49

2 39'

1 99

2 12

2 34

2 03

2 08

2 37'

1 02

2 11

2 17

5. Ability to vary writing style for different
readers and purposes

8. Development of a writing style applicable

to either fiction or non-fiction
9. Ability to write non-fiction concisely,

with clarity accuracy, and objectivity
19. Ability to write persuasively about issues
related to school and non-school issues

EDITING
2. Ability to organize a piece of writing
for a rpecific purpose and audience

3 Ability to organize, select, and relate
ideas, outline them, and develop them into
coherent paragraphs

6. Ability to improve writing through self

editing-correcting errors, and rewriting
sentences and paragraphs

10. Ability to edit, for a specific audience.

the writing of others

GATHERING INFORMATION / USE OF SOURCES
7. Ability tu gather information from primary
ond secondary sources, to write a report
using this research, to quote, paraphrase and
summarize accurately, and to cite sources properly

15. Ability to identify and comprehend the main
and subordinate ideas in lectures and discussions

and to report a«urately what others have said
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Standard English
Competency

Journalism Non-Journ.
(n=143)
(n=415)

Journalism
Class
(n=143)

English Electives
J-Lab Only Journalism Non-Journ.
(n=159)
(n=88)
(n=240)

CRITICAL THINKING

II. Ability to identify and comprehend the main
and subordinate ideas in a written work and
to summarize them

2.52

2.45

2.05"

1.75

1.84

2.00"

1.99

2.15

2.37'

1.89

1.93

2.10

2.11

2.19

2.22

2.00

2.36

2.36

2.16

2.26

2.31-

2.08

2.11

2.27

1.84

1.86

2.06

1.95

2.05

2.01

1.90

1.92

1.85"

1.61

1.88

1.96

2.13

2.14

2.24

1.84

2.07

2.14

2.41

2 38

2 13"

1.82

2.12

2.20

2 19

2.28

2 12'

1 77

2 18

2.16

2.67

2 74

2 09'

1 70

1.79

1.83

1 94

2 07

2 12'

1.82

2 44-

2.33

2.36

2 33

2.33'

1 93

2.45

2 16

2.26

2.37

2.51

2.36

2 67

2.64

2.04

2.11

2 50

2 31

2.53

2.47

1 64

1 81

2.51

2 51

2 29

2.19

1 85

1 88

2.66

2 56

2.40

2 31

1.99

1 98

2.59

1 46

2 S7

2.52

1 72

1 84

7 65

2 60

2 32

2 23

12. Ability to separate personal opinions and
assumptions from those of a writer
13. Ability to engage critkally and constructively

in the exchange of ideas, particularly during
dass discussions and conferences with instructors

14. Ability to answer and ask questions coherently
and concisely, and to follow spoken instructions

11. Ability to identify and formulate problems

and to propose and evaluate ways to solve them
18. Ability ta recognize and use inductive and

deductive reosoning, and to recognize errors
in reasoning
20. Ability to draw reasonable conclusions from

information found in various sources, whether

written, spoken, or in tables and graphs
21. Ability to comprehend, develop, and use

concepts and generalization
23. Ability to understand and synthesize main ideas
from reading, lectures, and other academic
experiences; and to apply information to new
situations

LANGUAGE USE

4. Ability to write Standard English sentences

in correct sentence structure using appropriate
verb forms, punctuation, capitalization, possessives
plurals, word choice, and correct spelling

16. Ability to use appropriate spoken language
with diverse individuals and groups
24. Ability to develop specialized vocabularies,

and to use them for reading, speoking, listening.
computing, and studying

AFFECTIVE DOMAIN
22. Ability to accept constructive criticism

and learn from it
25. Ability to communicate with peers and

older people on o professional level
26. Ability to deal with conflicts while working

with other people on o project
27. Development of a sense of responsibility,

leadership, and personal maturity
28 Development of self.confidence. personal
worth, and self-esteem
29. Development of a sense of a«omplishment
ond involvement in the school and community

within group (hi squore vgnificant beyond the .001 level
within group chi square significant beyond the .01 level

" within-group chi square significant beyond the 05 level
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The following areas of Table 2.1 are those in which students
thought that Journalism best fulfilled their high school general language arts competencies:
2.

Ability to organize a piece of writing for a specifir.s purpose
and audience

5.

Ability to vary writing style for different readers and purposes

6.

Ability to improve writing through self-editingcorrecting
errors, and rewriting sentences and paragraphs

9.

Ability to write non-fiction concisely, with clarity, accuracy
and objectivity

10.

Ability to edit, for a specific audience, the writing of others

Ability to separate personal opinions and assumptions from
those of a writer
14. Ability to answer and ask questions coherently and concisely,
and to follow spoken instructions
15. Ability to identify and comprehend the main and subordinate
12.

ideas in lectures and discussions and to report accurately
what others have said
17.

Ability to identify and formulate problems and to propose
and evaluate ways to solve them

19.

Ability to write persuasively about issues related to school
and non-school issues

20.

Ability to draw reasonable conclusions from information
found in various sources, whether written. spoken or displayed in tables and graphs

16.

Ability to deal with conflicts while working with other people
on a project

Development of a sense of responsibility, leadership and personal maturity
28.

Developinent of self-confidence, personal worth and selfesteem

29.

Dcycl(pmem of .a scoce of accomplishment :md inv(dyement
in the school and community

5)
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Journalism students also rated competency 1 on the survey as a
tie between Required English and Journalism: Ability to develop
topic ideas for writing.

Students who took Journalism rated nine of the remaining 13
areas as their second choices in fulfilling language arts competencies
(numbers 3, 4, 7, 11, 13, 16, 21, 22, and 25 of Table 2.1). In only four
of the 29 competencies did students who took Journalism rate those
courses lowest of the three areasnumbers 8, 18, 23 and 24 of Table
1.

Within each of the three language arts areas examined
Required English, Journalism, and English Electiveschi-square
tests were used to examine differences of answering patterns in the
three-point scale between those students who took Journalism as a
class compared with those students who had not. The most notable
number of significant differences occurred within the Journalism
course area. "Eventy-one of 29 competencies proved to be statistically
significant (numbers 1-12, 14-16, 18-21 and 23-24 of Tible 2.1).

A possible explanation for such consistent differences, especially

compared with relatively few found in either Required English or
English Electives categories, might be that when Journalism is taught

as a replar class, the teacher is most likely to hold certification or
other expertise in journalism. In many schools where this is not the
case, administrators might not allow a formal class to be offered, or
might call the class by some other name so as to avoid accreditation
or state department difficulties. Names like "Publications," "Practical

English," "Yearbook," "Newspaper," or "English Practicum" are
common.
In these classes, which are often heavy in laboratory exercises or

production of actual school publications, students might lack the
guidance of a qualified Journalism teacher or be so consumed with
production emphasis that they are not perceiving that many of the 29
competencies chosen as language arts ohjectives are being met. Also,
these students have not had a formal Journalism course before their

publications lab experience, and they have missed out in learning
fundamental principles, theories, discipline, and practices available in
a traditional classroom sittIation.
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This does not mean that school publications are not valuable as
co-curricular activities. Information presented above shows the worth
of co-curricular activities and points toward significantly better per-

formance of publications students performing in several academic
areas in high school, on college entrance examinations, and in the first
year of college. This means that students do not believe that publications experience alone is an adequate substitute for an academic class
in Journalism when it conies to fulfilling language arts competencies;
neither do they see it as being as meaningful as Required English or
English Electives. We can reasonably conclude that while Journalism

as a class in language arts is the strongest of all in meeting the 29
competencies, the same competencies are least met through publications experience unaccompanied, or not preceded, by a formal class.

In order to get a more simplified and unified picture of the 29
competencies at work, we subdivided them into six logical categories,

each of which comprised two or more of the 29 items. Table 2.2
shows the configuration after totalling points within each of the following subdivisions:
Writing:

numbers 1, 5, 8, 9, 19

Editing:

numbers 2, 3, 6, 10

Gathering Information and Use of Sources:
Critical Thinking:
Language Use:

numbers 7 and 15

numbers 11, 12, 13, 14 17, 18, 20, 21, 23

numbers 4, 16, 24

Affective Domain:

numbers 21, 25, 26, 27, 28,19

Journalism snidents rated four of the six category areas as having

fulfilled competencies better than they did Required English or
English Electives: Writing, Editing, Gathering/Use of Sources, and

Affective Domain. It was a close second in Critical Thinking to
Required English, and it was third in Language Use, but in this area

it was almost the same as English Electives and fairly close to
Required English. In the two areas in which Journalism courses did

not finish first, Required English was the top choice. Perhaps
because the Journalism course experience was so strong in fulfilling

the competencies, Journalism students' attitudes about other language arts courses \% ere relatively less positive.
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Table 2.2: ACT Language Arts Experiences Survey Total
Competency Scores by High School Courses
Standard English

Journoli sm

Journalism Non-Journ.
(n=143)
(n=415)

Competency

Class

(n=143)

English Electives
Rol:. Only Journalism Non-Journ.
(n=159 ;
(n=88)
(n=240)

Writing

10.53

10.62

11.35

9.34"

10.20

10.38

Editing

8.89

9.20

9.84

8.0I"'

7.99

8.53

Gathering / Use of Sources

4.39

4.48

4.64

3.90"

4.15

4.34

18.85

19.37

18.58

15.94"'

17.42

17.89

6.85

7.04

6.31

5.36"

6.33

6.03

11.27

11.64

15.15

14.63

13.85

Critical Thinking
Language Use

Affective Domain

14.28'

t test difference significant beyond the .05 level
t test difference significant beyond the .001 level

In the open-response part of the survey, students were asked to
react to the following: "If vou have suggestions for teachers of the
high school language arts courses that would benefit future college
students, please list \'our ideas in the space below." Of the 558
responses, 269 of them included at least one suggestion, and several
included more than one.
Of those people who mentioned "Journalism" experiences, all 15
statements seem to be positive. One student wrote about the value of

a yearbook experience as it related to expressing complex ideas in
concrete terms and in doing research:
11 thing style in college seems a lot different than in high
school. In research tmalysis we have learned to write complex tasks
(like factorial design experiment) in simple tC77115 for anyone to

understand. In high school we wrote with much more fillers and
-jargon." College pro.fi'ssors frown on that. I wish I had done
more research in high school. I would have been more prepared.
)iwrbook has prepared me fbr college way more than imy English
class did.

Another student, pleased that high school journalism preparation had been good for using grammar and a wide vocalnilarv, found
that Journalism was helpful in applying college-level styles of writing
to term papers and analysis papers.
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Other important college-level abilities were nurtured through
electives as well. One student v, rote about debate, forensics, and
Journalism in terms of immediate and long-term values:
The classes that most helped me not only throughout high
school but also well into college wen debate and forensics. There is
no substitute .for the experience these programs give the student in
composing thoughts quickly and effictively, or in appearing in an
interview or public speaking scenario. However, it is also impor-

tant to realize that these programs force the student to accept
responsibilitythe instructor cannot do the student's work for
him (or her). I believe that this aspect of debate and forensics can
and must be applied to the "Standard English courses." It is the

individual responsibility that journalism class places upon the
student that helps that student most. It is the responsibility placed
on the student that best prepares him (or her) most not only .for
post-secondaiy education but also for "real lifr."

Another student thought English should not be taught "straight
from books" but should focus on basic structures for each year of the
curriculum. Other structures or types of writing included "organiz-

ing skillsspatial, chronological, etc.; choice of wordingpoetic,
technical, etc.; and various writing stylesbusiness, journalism,
informal, fiction, etc."

Writing of college research papers was mentioned by several
students who had taken Journalism in high school. One wrote:
Students should be required to write papers often so they are
prepared to do so in college. A section teaching then/ bow to do

library research would also be helpfitl. I recommend taking a
.journalism

class and also stressing more reading with clew discussion. These are all helpfUl once you graduate whether .you continue school or work.

Others had advice concerning emphasis areas or approaches to
the handling of the classroom:
Empbaskc little more on grammar and writinga little
less on literature. Get students ready .fo' r college, and don't be so
lenient on things such as writing and term papery, fi.ach students
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the proper way of writing these things. Journalism, Newspaper
and Tharbook help a lot in learning tbe proper way to do these
things; therefore, all three should be counted as a credit.

Similarly, one student wrote that journalism and English
Elective courses helped more than Required English: "I suggest
incorporating these language arts into Standard English courses for
those students who would not choose electives."
Others compared Required English and Journalism with respect
to areas in the affective domaininteresting classes, broadening perspectives, and the like. One student wrote:
Teachers of Standard English classes seemed apathetic about

the classit was not challenging. I had Basic English which was

required freshman year, then electives such as Speech.
Journalism, and Debate fir the last three yearc. I learned more
from the elective classes because the teachers seemed more involved
and the work more involved and interesting.

Another student thought Required English courses "tried to
cover too many things in one term." The most beneficial courses for
this person were electives "such as British Literature and Newspaper.
(These were also the most interesting courses.)"
Some students stressed the importance of co-curricular activities
within the school because they broadened their outlooks and allowed
them to relate what they were learning to non-school situations. One
person wrote: "Encourage high school students to be involved with
outside activities, such as Drama, Yearbook or Newspaper staff to
broaden their opinions of people and the way we utilize the English
language other than in the classroom. I was greatly involved, and it
has helped me in my college career."

Along this line of reasoning, another student who did not take
publications and co-curriculars for credit wrote: "The Required
English classes I took helped me learn the basicsgrammar, punctua-

tion, etc., but I [had] learned that in grade school. High school
English was a mere repetition. Working on Debate/Speech team and
Newspaper/Yearbook for no credit is what helped me TRF.:\ IENDOUSIN! (Need to put Elective English classes hack in the system!)"
4;
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These few comments from respondents clearly support the
more formal findings of the survey: Journalism and related publications experiences powerfully accomplish the learning objectives in
the many aspects of literacy and communication that stt its so
importantly need to learn for academic success in higher education
and for personal and career success in life.
High School Accomplishments and Future Directions

Are these yearbook and newspaper staffers and journalism students more likely to be involved in other school activities than their
non-publications peers? Are they more likely than non-staffers to
choose communications as a major in college? Are they more likely
to want some type of communications career following college?
Yes.

As one might expect, high school staffers are much more likely
to serve on a collegiate publications staff than non-staffers from high
schoo1.10 In fact, by a ratio of almost three-to-one, high school publications staff members indicate that they would like to serve on collegiate newspaper or yearbook staffs, as seen in the first comparison of
Graph 2.10.
Graph 2.10
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In other comparisons on the same graph, we note significant
involvement by staff members compared with non-staffers when it
comes to curricular and co-curricular activities. For example, staffers

are much more likely to be enrolledor to have been enrolledin
Advanced Placement, accelerated, or honors English courses. The
second comparison in Graph 2.10 shows that while 54 percent of the
staffers have been involved in these English courses, only -14 percent
of the non-staffers have been.

Likewise, the third comparison in the same graph shows that
almost half of ail publications staffers were involved in student government during high school. Only 24 percent of their counterparts
were involved in their schools' political processnearly half as many.
And when it comes to departmental clubs like science club, foreign language club, math club, and so on, 50 percent of the journal-

ism staffers were members compared with 38 percent of the
non-staffers, as seen in the fourth comparison of Graph 2.10.

When other high school involvement in extracurriculars and
leadership activities is considered, publications staffers seem to be
much more active than non-staffers. For example, as seen in Graph
2.11, 52 percent of the newspaper and yearbook staffers were
involved in special-interest groups like ski club, sailing club, judo
club, card sections at athletic contests, drill team and the like. Only
39 percent of non-staffers were involved in those activitiesa difference of about 13 percent.

In leadership positions within the schoolbesides publications
staff membershipthe journalism participants show a greater percentage of activity. The second comparison in Graph 2.11 indicates
that 42 percent of the staffers were appointed or elected to student
office while only 22 percent of tilt.: non-staffers werea 20 point difference. Also, the third comparison of the graph shows that 48 per-

cent of the staffers received an award or special recognition for
leadership of some kind while in high school. Fully 14 percent fewer

non-staffers received such recognition. The fourth comparison in
Graph 2.11 shows that while 36 percent of the staff members were in
a student movement to change institutional rules, procedures or policies, only 23 percent of the non-staffers were.
45
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Graph 2.11
% High School Leadership and Activities by High School Publications
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Some other indicators reflect the involvement in voluntary academic pursuits as well as in the community, as shown in Graph 2.12.
Graph 2.1 2
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For example, publications staffers are more likely to have finished a work of artlike painting, ceramics, sculpture, and the like
on their own time and not part of a course than were their non-staffer
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peers. Likewise, in the second comparison of Graph 2.12, we note
that staffers compared with non-staffersby a 57 percent to 39 percent marginwere more likely to have written an original but unpublished piece of creative writing on their own, and not part of a course.

Staffers are also more likely to have been appointed or elected
cheerleader or captain of a varsity team than are non-staffers. In our
study, 6 percent more publications students than non-staffers fit in
this category, as noted in the third comparison of Graph 2.12. And in
non-school involvement related to religious participation, 21 percent
of the staffers indicate that they taught in a church or synagogue, or
led a religious service on a regular basis, whereas only 15 percent of
the non-staffers claim this type of religious leadership.

The tendency of high school yearbook and newspaper staff
members to be more involved in various activities both in school and
in the community can be seen in Graph 2.13.
Graph 2.13
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About 36 percent of the staff members indicate that they were
also active in programs that helped their communities or neighborhoods develop pride in themselves whereas only 25 percent of the
non-staffers were similarly involveda gap of 11 percentage points.
Staffers also seem to be more involved in assisting children or adults
47
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who are handicapped mentally, physically, educationally or economically. The second comparison in Graph 2.13 shows that 27 percent of
the staff members are involved in these programs while about 20 percent of non-staffers do volunteer work in this area.

Likewise, 5 percent more staffers say that while working at a job

while in high school, they supervised the work of othersas shown
in the third comparison of the graph. And, finally, by a margin of
almost two to one, staffers seem to have managed the financial affairs
of some organization while in high school compared with their nonpublications peers.
Some Concluding Thoughts

While high school Journalism classes and publications activities
are not designed primarily as vocational or career-influencing experiences, they nevertheless do attract a considerable number of snidents

who later select Communications (journalism, radio or television
broadcasting or advertising) as a collegiate major and as a likely
career.

Our ACT data show that when a high school student has taken
both journalism as a course and has been a participant on a newspaper or yearbook staff, that person is 10 times more likely to choose
Communications as a college major. About the same number indicate
Communications as their career choice. Implications abound for college and university Journalism educators, media managers, and secondary school curriculum designers. University educators ought to
realize the worth of high school Journalism and publications experience and accord them every possible considerationin teacher-train-

ing, through outreach, and via other recruiting programs. From
these high school programs come the next generation of college
Communication majors and teachers.

Media executives ought to support secondary (and collegiate)
Journalism programs because the talented and involved students
described throughout this chapter are the next generation of professional journalists.

I ligh school administrators. curriculum designers, and teachers
ought to accord journalism and publications activities a substantial
48
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place within the high school language arts curriculum. We have
shown here thatwhatever the reasonspublications staff members
show significantly better achievement on an array of well-respected
academic, individual, and social measurements than do their nonstaff counterparts. Perhaps these better students naturally gravitate
toward publications as an outlet for their talents. Perhaps their noted
tendencies to be more active in school and community life also weigh
heavily in their decisions to become involved with publications. In
any event, Journalism kids do demonstrably better. Regardless of the
motivations, the high degree of activity in intelligent, talented, and

involved students has a correlative and reciprocating effect in
Journalism students' other undertakings. Students who took a class
called "Journalism" found it superior in meeting well-recognized language arts competencies than did either required English courses or
other English electives. These indications from academically superior students affirm the worthiness of Journalism as a course at the
heart of ihe language arts curriculum, not to be relegated to distant
or second-class or adjunct status within the English curriculum, and
not to be squeezed out during times of budget crunch. All too often,
however, Journalism has been relegated to this less-than-noble place.

\Ve propose that language arts department chairs and others
involved in the English curriculum seriously consider re-evaluating

any negative biases towards Journalism and school-publications
activities, should such biases exist. Based on this solid statistical evi-

dence, we can say that Journalism classes and staff work on high
school newspapers and yearbooks are definitive educational experiences in students secondary-school careers that not only carry over
into higher education and future life but also make the difference for
distinction an(l success while in high school itself.

4')
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NOTES ON CHAPTER 2

1. For a more complete analysis of the ACT study, see High School
Journalism Confronts Critical Deadline. A Report lw the Journalism
Education Association Commission on the Role of Journalism in
Secondary Education, Journalism Education Association: Manhattan,
KS, 1987. All findings used with permission of that JEA Commission.

Throughout this chapter, we are using data gathered from the
American College Testing program.

2. Both sets of colleges and universities were randomly selected from
among those schools that participated in ACI-s Standard Research
Service during 1983-1984. The majority of analyses involved 19,249
students from Auburn, Arizona State, Arkansas, Denver, Northern
Illinois, Illinois, Kansas, Calvin College, Oklahoma, and Brigham
Young. For erification purposes, a second set of institutions was
selected from 11 participating institutions: St. Lukes (Iowa), Fort IIays

(Kansas), I lutchinson Community College (Kansas), Benedictine

College (Kansas). Michigan Christian, I lolmes Junior College
(Mississippi), Akron. Oklahoma State, Bob Jones University (South

('arolina), Christian Brothers College (Tennessee), and Freedlarman ('rennessee).
$.

According to information provided by ACT in 1985, about 1 million
high school juniors and seniors complete the ACT Assessment each
year. The results are used b\ more than 2,700 colleges and universities.
scholarship agencies, and state educational systems. Many of these
institutions participate each year in AC:rs research services, through
hich local normatix e data, predictive information, and c(illege freshman class profiles are generated. It is the prevalent standardized test of
this nature in 28 states.

4. For further description of this analysis, see Jack Dvorak, "Publications
Experience as a Predictor of College Success," jot/maim Quarterly 66
(Autumn 1989): 702-7(16.

5. For added details on ACT riting comparisons, see Jack Dvorak,
"Iligh School Publications Experience As a Factor in College-Level
11

Writing," journalism Quarterly (i5 (Summer 1988): 392-398: and Iliqh
School Journalism Confronts Crnical Deadline: -0-85.

6. kstitutions innled N ere \labama. South Alabama, Ariiona State,
1rkansas. DePaul, Northern Illinois, Illinois, Kansas. !lope College

C:
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(Michigan), Detroit, Creighton, New Mexico State (Las Cruces), Ohio

(Athens), Oklahoma State, Tennessee, Stephen F. Austin Cl'exas),
Brigham Young, and Wisconsin-Eau Claire. ACT Assessment scores
were gathered in the 1983-1984 school year, and COMP Prospectus

dataincluding writing sampleswere collected (luring students'
1984-1985 freshman college year.

7. COMP Prospectus booklet. American College Testing Program: Iowa
City, IA, 1985.

8. See, for example-1 Nation at Risk: The Imperative fir Educational
Reform. The National Commission on Excellence in Education
(Washington: U.S. Department of Education, April 1983); First in the
Nation in Education. Final Report of the Iowa Excellence in Education
Task Force (Des Moines: Iowa Legislative Council, 1984); Academic
Preparation fir College: II7.,at Students Need to Know and Be Able to Do

(New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1983); and
Educational Excellence fir lowa. Final Report of the Joint Committee on

Instructional Development and Academic Articulation in Iowa (Des
AIoines: Iowa State Board of Reg-ents and the Department of Public
Instruction, February 1984).

9. From a representative sample of 18 colleges and universities in 14
states participating in ACF high school and collegiate testing programs, ACT personnel matched up 8,063 students for whom both high
school and college records were accessible. Surveys were mailed to
2,687 college students randomly selected from this list in late March
1986. Because of time constraints, no follow-up mailing was possible
to non-respondents.

10. Data were gathered from "The ACT Interest Inventon. and Student
Profile Section" that was completed by high school juniors and seniors
as part of the ACI Assessment.
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CHAPTER 3

ADVANCED PLACEMENT
Chapter Highlights
Nearly 66 percent of students from Intensive Journalistic
Writing courses pass Advanced Placement exams in English
Language and Composition; all test-takers pass at an average
rate 5 percentage points lower.
Journalism students average 3.07 on Advanced Placement
language tests; all test-takers average 2.90.

African-, Hispanic-, Asian- and Native-American Journalism
students do better on tests in Advanced Placement language
and composition than do non-minority snidents.

Females and seniors do better on the tests than males and
underclassmen.

Other topics:

Evolution of the Intensive Journalistic Writing programs
Advanced Placement test content

Intensive Journalistic Writing course content

Teacher preparation for Intensive Journalistic Writing
classes

In the first four years of a national experiment, high school students from programs with specially trained Intensive Journalistic
Writing teachers have shm n marked improvement. They nok\ stir53
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pass the national average for all students taking the Advanced
Placement English Language and Composition Examinations offered
by the College Board. Much like the results we've already examined
involving journalism and non-journalism students who have taken
ACT tests, the data suggest that students in journalism-related writing courses do better than non-journalism high school students when
both groups are compared using College Board language and writing
tests.
Background

The Advanced Placement English Language and Composition
Exam is a three-hour exercise. One hour of the examination involves

multiple-choice questions that address syntax, sentence structure,
rhetoric, style and content. -1.vo hours are devoted to essay-writing.1

When snidents take a high school class that helps qualify them

to take the Advanced Placement exam, they are earning credit
towards graduation, but they might also be earning college credit,
should their scores be high enough on th(: AP exam. On a 5-point

scale, with 5 being highest, 3 and above are passing grades.
Depending on the college or university and the level of the passing

score, either college credit or an exemption from one or more
English Composition courses is granted.=

Beginning in the summer of 1988, The Dow Jones Newspaper
Fund has sponsored one or more two-week workshops on various
university campuses for journalism and English teachers whose
school administrators had consented to offer an Intensive Journalistic
Writing class during the next school year. While not designated as
"Advanced Placement" courses per se, the content of these classes
enable students to take the Advanced Placement English Language
and Composition Examination in much the same way that traditional
Advanced Placement or honors English composition courses have
done in the past. In fact, Charlotte Rosen, assistant director of the
Advanced Placement program for the College Board, has been quoted as saving that the journalistic course nmdel is "a practical frame-

work for the studs. of Advanced Placement Language and
Composition."'
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But the Intensive Journalistic Writing course does not officially
carry the "AP" label, nor are students required to take the Advanced
Placement exam. About 50 percent of the students who take the IJW
classes do, however, take the AP English Language and Composition
exam as a test of what they've learned.4

We estimate that more than 1,000 students took one of these
courses in the 1991-1992 school year; 507 of them chose to take the
_AP exam in May 1992.
Results

The 507 students from 35 schools in 18 states who took the
Intensive journalistic Writing classes passed the 1992 Advanced
Placement exam at a higher rate than those who took standard AP
English classes, as seen in Graph 3.1.
Graph 3.1
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Whereas 65.7 percent of the Intensive Journalistic Writing students passed the English Language and Composition Examination,

all students involved in the 1992 teststhe vast majority of whom
had taken traditional English AP and honors courses----passed the
same exam at the rate of (0.7 percent (N = 31.523 from 2,561
schools). The)(mrnalism kids did better.
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We note that a steady increase in percent of IJW students who
pass the exam has occurred in each successive year the program has
been offered. For example, in the first year of the program, 1989,

only 54 percent of the IJW students passed, whereas the national
average was 55.9 percent. During the second year of the program, in
the 1990 testing period, IJW students passed in much greater num-

bers (61.2 percent), even though about half of the students came
from programs in which teachers had offered the special journalism
course for the first time. That was almost identical to the overall
passing rate among all students who took the exam (61.3 percent). In
the 1991 testing period, journalism students surpassed the national
average for the first time, with 63.3 percent passing, compared with
an overall rate of 61.3 percent.
Given the newness of the program, and considering that 34 of the
72 teachers involved taught IJW courses for the first time in the 19911992 school year, the passing rates seem quite high. Experts from the
College Board and the Educational Testing Service indicate that the
rate of students passing grades increases with each year of experience
that teachers have with AP-type courses.5 Thus, with nearly half of the
teachers in their first year before the 1992 testing period, the passing
rates are likely to be even more positive in coming years.

Coupled with a higher-than-average passing rate, students who
have taken Intensive Journalistic Writing courses at their schools also

earned higher-than-average scores on the 5-point examination.
Graph 3.2 shows that IJW students averaged 3.07 on the Advanced
Placement Language and Composition exam whereas the average
score for all test-takers was 2.90. A score of "3" is considered passing.

Journalism students from African-American, Hispanic, AsianAmerican, and Native-American backgrounds did better than other
students on the I.anguage and Composition Examination. For one
thing, 68.8 percent of them passed the exam (compared with 65.7 percent of all IJW students, and in contrast to 60.7 percent of all test-takers). The ethnic-minority student average was 3.11 (compared with
3.07 for I j \ V students and 2.90 for all test-takers). Of the 507 IJW

students who took the AP Language and Composition Exam, 80 of
them (15.8 perc('nt) were from ethnic-minority backgrounds.
V 17
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Graph 3.2
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Females comprised 62.3 percent (N = 316) of all I.I\V students
taking the exam, and they averaged 3.10above the norm for MA"
students. Males comprised 37.7 percent (N = 191) of the test-takers

among IPA' students, and they averaged 3.02 on the examlower
than average for the group, vet higher than the average score among
all test-takers.
As might be expected. seniors did the best on the exam, averaging 3.29 (N = 255). Sophomores were next-highest with a 3.09 average
= 22), while MA' junior.; averaged 2.82 (N = 22(i), which is
slightly below the national norm for the Language and Composition
exam. While an analysis of previous years' exams would have to be
done to see if this is a pattern, it's safe to say that based on 1992
results, seniors' added years of maturity, experience, and course work
make a substantial difference in II\V students' performances. Because
only 4.4 percent of all UNV test-takers were sophomores, we guess
that they were rather advanced students. During the four years of
testing thus far, 1989 through 1992, a steady growth in number of

Intensive journalistic tVriting students passing the Advanced
Placement Language and Gmiposition Exaill can be noted. As seen

in Graph 3.3, those gradualk increasing percentages of passing
scores are accompanied k large increases in the numbers of students
taking the exam. This increase might he attributed to ,bnirnalism/

S
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English teachers' added experience in teaching the Advanced
Placement-type course. Here are the percentages of increase in the
number of test-takers in the IJW program: 24 percent increase from
1989 to 1990; 66 percent increase from 1990 to 1991; and 79 percent
increase from 1991 to 1992.
Graph 3.3
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Since its first year, test scores of IJW students have increased by
almost ..f2 percent, numbers of test-takers have grown by 270 percent, and the numbers of IJW teachers who have attended specially

funded workshops have grown from 15 in 1989 to 72 through the
summer of 1991. How and why did all this happen?

Evolution of the Intensive Journalistic Writing Program
Like so many other worthwhile programs, projects and work-

shops that hav supported school journalism, the Intensive
Journalism Writing Workshop concept has been nurtured since its
inception by the Dow Jones Newspaper Fund of Princeton, N.J.,
which began in 1959. The primary impetus in the development,

coordination, and continuity was provided lw Tom Engleman,
Newspaper Fund executive director for more than two decades. 1 le
left the Fund in the autumn of 1992 to become an administrator at
"Femple University in Philadelphia.

i8
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Engleman was one of several dozen scholastic journalism leaders
who met in New York at a "Summit Meeting" in the spring of 1987.

The group was following up on recommendations included in a

national study by the Journalism Education Association's
Commission on the Role of Journalism in Secondary Education,
which had just released its report following about three years of
study!' One recommendation of the Commission that Engleman and
others adopted was that "colleges and universities should lobby for
the development of a performance-oriented Advanced Placement
journalism education."-

The College Board personnel, however, were not optimistic
about the addition of a journalism test to their battery of 28 tests in
15 academic areas because of cost and time involved. Engleman
therefore pursued another route. Ile and colleagues with him from
the "Summit" realized that a good Journalism course might fulfill all

the same objectives that any intensive, honors, or Advanced
Placement composition course would provide.8 The College Board

had such a test in place, the English Language and Composition
Examination. Engleman realized that an intensive journalistic N riting
course, leading snidents to participate in that examination, would go
a long way towards legitimizing Journalism as a worthwhile academic
course in language arts.
Engleman wrote:
/t became clear that one al the reasons other academic fields
in the nation:c high schools hazT achicced academic respect is due
in some deg-ree to the direct and parallel relationship their 0111:Ses
Mai/Mull ith those disciplines at the college lez.el. One cf the
strong links berz:Yen 1.'10 Schools and L'ah'V IS the College Board.
Abridge bem.een high sehool journalism education as an academic

discipline and the nation's colleges did not exist that afternoon in
(19S.). It does nozz.

Within a short time. the D(wv Jones Newspaper Fund hoard of
directers approved funding of a two-week workshop at a university
campus that would prepare certified English and Journalism teachers
to offer a specialized course in Intenshe Journalistic Writing that
w(mld be wparate from regular ,,cho(d Journakm classes and puhli-
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cations production. In fact, the course was to be strictly "academic,"
and it would emphasize both non-fiction literatureincluding jour-

nalismas well as a strong writing component in which students
would practice writing styles but with an emphasis on journalism.
From among several proposals, the board selected Marquette
University as the site of both the first and second workshop in 1988
and 1989.

Since then, workshops have been offered at Virginia
Commonwealth Universitv (1990); the University of Alabama, Ohio

University, and Rutgers University (1991); and the University of
Alabama, Marquette University, and Saint Michaels College in
Vermont (1992). Indiana University was the site of the 1993 IJW
workshop for teachers.

The Newspaper Fund has supported teachers through fulltuition scholarships that include graduate credit at the participating
universities, as well as room, meals, and incidental expenses for about
115 teachers who have participated during the first six summers.

As Engleman envisioned the workshops, they would help fulfill
several of the recommendations for school Journalism set forth in the
JEA Commission's final report:

that minimum standards be established for academic-based
Journalism courses

that courses be accepted both lw schools and state depart-

ments of education as components of the high school
English/language arts curriculum

that these academic-based Journalism courses carry the same
full high school credit given any other recognized language
arts writing class, and also that these courses allow students

to earn college English credit based on the passage of the
College Board's Advanced Placement English Language and
Composition examination
that these courses in Intensive Journalistic Writing be accepted by colleges in the same wav tho accept other advancedlevel writing courses'

()(
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Based on students' fine showings on the Advanced Placement
exams thus far, it seems that Engleman's thoughts during the early

phases of the project are now coming to fruition. Everybodythe
teachers, the kids, the schools, and everyone elseis a winner.
Engleman wrote:
The students win because they become better writers and can
earn college credit while still in high school.
High school teachers bent:fit because they gain respect among

tbeir colleagues and add a dimension to their careen- as English
and journalism instructora
High schools Win because they are able to demonstrate bow
they are meeting national, state. and local pressures to intensify
z:v-iting instruction.

The nation's college-lez-el journalism schools and industry as
whole benefit because the students, profi.ssional writers of the
future, will be more productizT than ez.er bcfore.
d

The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund benefits because the project
directly addresses its primary purpose: encouraging young people
to pursue journalism as a career"'

Advanced Placement Test Content

According to the College Board, the Advanced Placement
English Language and Composition course, leading to the Advanced
Placement examination, is meant to cover both effective writing and
critical reading. The exam is intended for students who have developed their writing abilities and awareness of style and rhetoric out-

side the realm of fiction. "Their chief practice in composition has
been the writing of expository, analytical, and argumentative essays....

(0)n the AP English Language Examination, students normally are
not expected to analyze poetry or fiction; their main concern is with
expository prose."' I

Much like an Intensive journalistic Writing course designed to

establish concentrated writing competencies, the Advanced
Placement exam in language and composition includes reading passages from various periods, demonstrating a variety of styles and pur-
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poses. Following each passage of reading, on the multiple-choice
portion of the exam, questions are asked involving meaning, purpose,

structure, tone, syntax, and dictionin other words, items that get at
the heart of both the language and the composition of the passage
involved. The entire objective portion of the test, which takes one
hour, tests another student skill as well, namely, manipulation of syntax.12

The final two hours of the AP Exam involve writing three separate passages depicting different, specific types or styles of writing.
One of the questions involves analysis of the rhetoric and the style of

a prose passage but without the prompts offered in the multiplechoice portion of the test. 1Vpical writing exercises also include a
persuasive essay, a descriptive piece, and a narrative passage. All are
to be aimed at "the common reader," and all are written under strict
deadline: 40 minutes for each of the three essavs.1'

Expressed goals of the Intensive Journalistic Writing courses,
developed in the early years of the IJW workshops, are entirely consistent with aims of the AP program. Seven goals have been listed
that mesh the journalistic and general language arts skills that are
important to college-bound students in the courses that prepare for
AP examinations:
1.

To teach the writing process using a journalistic process
model

2.

"l'o correlate and integrate journalistic and rhetorical modes

3.

"Ib use journalistic techniques and models to teach writing
forms

4. To teach students to observe, to interview, to research and to
organize
5.

'lb provide a variety of classical and contemporary models

6.

"Ii) develop students' critical reading and thinking skills

7.

To teach students to compose in a variety of modes for different purposes and audiences14

In a 1iweller:c Guide for 1.INV courses published by the Newspaper

Fund, authors stated that the study and practice of journalism can

Advanced Placement

easily fulfill stated requirements of the Advanced Placement language
and composition course and examination:
Just as writerc of fiction wrestle with verisimilitude, journalists also must balance event, action, quotation, description and

background. lust as an editor at a publishing company may
require an author to add more detail and to develop characteriz.ation, the daily newspaper editor may require a reporter to verin,
accuracy of quotation and detail, to check the library or to rewrite
Jo- r a stronger lead.

The study of narration, description, exposition, definition,
argumentation and cause-effect influence the form and impact of
a piece and show how the modes interrelate .All modes can be
.finind in both (7ournalism and English composition) approaches to

writing.1'

Intensive Journalistic Writing Courses

Teachers with appropriate backgrounds, such as having taken
One of the UNV workshops, do their college-bound students a great
service when they offer a course in Intensive journalistic Writing as

part of the regular language arts curriculum. According to the
Teacher's Guide published by the Newspaper Fund, one wants to
cover three types of skills: composing skills, language skills, and
interpreting skills.16

While studying composition, students practice the following
detailed list of skills: interviewing skills; constructing questions; organizing; using quotations; punctuating and documenting direct quota-

tions; writing editorials, reviews, and other persuasive articles;
planning and writing features and other descriptive pieces; arranging

details in various types of orderchronological, spatial, thematic,
order of importance; creating personal narratives; writing and gathering news stories; aiming writing at specific audiences for specific
purposes on specific occasions; improving writing through pre-writ-

ing, drafting and revising; selecting and maintaining appropriate
point of view; adhering to proper voice; defining an idea and extending it; and participating in activities to generate ideas for writing.
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Study of language use in Intensive Journalistic Writing courses
covers the following skills: examining the diction of other writers in
order to determine reasons for their selections; recognizing how (fiction helps create and maintain tone and style; relating imagery and
word choice to tone and theme; citing rhetorical devices and speculating on their effects and the writer's intention in using them; identifying and differentiating between analogies, allusions, comparisons,
metaphors, paradoxes, onomatopoeia and similes; identifying and
explaining irony; choosing vivid verbs and verb tense; analyzing
giammatical structures of sentences by other writers; identifying and
using figurative language; selecting proper transitional words and
devices; and understanding and using connotations.
Study of interpretation lw
students involves the following:

understanding and differentiating main and subordinate ideas in
their and others writing; locating congruent and incongruent elements; determining a passage's emphasis by proportion and placement of details; locating textual references to validate a major point;
paraphrasing difficult prose; applying prototype questions to new
material; making
, generalizations based on research and inferences;
writing themes; analyzing plausibility of literary and nonfiction characters; reviewing humorous devi':es; identifying grammatical struc-

tures; evaluating effectiveness o: various sentence and paragraph
lengths; inferring authorship based on style; identifying cause-effect
relationships in a nonfiction work; using specifications to evaluate
news, features and editorials; identifying and writing various types of
journalistic leads; identifying in journalistic writing effective uses of

narration, description, anecdotes, senses, humor and organization;
and evaluating specific and general qualities of excellent journalistic
(and other) forms of writing.
I low are 1.1W courses organized?

11W teachers have thus far used the following organizational
approaches in designing courses: the rhetorical, the thematic, process
design, the historical, and current-events emphasis.'Readings vary widel% among existing courses, but among the
writers who shmv up on a regular basis in class outlines are the follow ing: Jane Adams, James Agee. Isaac Isimov, Carlos Baker, Russell
64
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Baker, James Baldwin, Lois W. Banner, James Gordon Bennett,
Erma Bombeck, Jimmy Breslin, Gwendolyn Brooks, Heywood
Broun, Art Buchwal

William E Buckley, "Thresa Carpenter, Stephen

Crane, Joan Didion, Annie Dillard, Paul Engle, Nora Ephron, Anne

Frank, Ellen Goodman, Vivian Gornick, Stephen Gould, Horace
Greeley, Bob Greene, Alex Haley, Ernest Hemingway, Nat Hentoff,
John Hersey, Langston Hughes, and Susan Jacoby.
Pauline Kael, James J. Kilpatrick, Stephen King, John Knowles,
Jack Lait, \Villiam Laurence, Fran Lebowitz, Alax Lerner, Anthony

Lew is, \Valter Lippmann, Jack London, Joyce Maynard, H.L.
Mencken, \Villiam Least Heat Moon, Toni Morrison, George
Orwell, Ernie Pyle, \Villiam Raspberry, James Reston, Andy Rooney,
Mike Royko, \Villiam Safire, Upton Sinclair, John Steinbeck, Studs

Terkel, Lewis Thomas, James Thurber, Calvin Trillin, Barbara
'Richman, Mark Twain, Jane Van LaWick-Goodall, Judith Viorst,
Eudora Welty, E.B. White, William Allen White, Thm Wicker,
George Will, Walter Williams, Thm Wolfe, Virginia Woolf, and
Cathy Young.

Several teachers also use collections of recent and historically
respected reporting, including these: Popular tithing in America edit-

ed by McQuade and Atwan; //ow I Wrote the Story edited by
Christopher Scanlan; .4 7i-easury of Great Reporting edited by Louis L.

Snyder and Richard B. Morris; various volumes of Best Newspaper
tithing if I 9 edited by Don Fry; various volumes of The Pulitz.er
Priz.es edited by Kendall J. Wills; The Literary Journalists edited by
Norman Sims; Eyewitness to Ifistmy edited by John Carey; and II thins;
Day by Day edited by Robert Atwan and William Vesterman.I'

Teacher Preparation for Intensive Journalistic Writing (lasses

Journalistically oriented, advanced language arts classes that
serve honors or Advanced Placement students well require specialized teacher preparation.
The two-week workshops that have been operating since 1988
with sponsorship by the Dow Jones Newspaper Fund and participat-

ing colleges and universities require a blend of journalism and
English instruction for teachers attending. Besides practicing jour64;
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nalistic techniques themselves, high school teachers interact with
English-education experts, College Board personnel, and participants of previous workshops who have since taught IJW courses at
their schools. In addition to the specific competencies and materials
already listed, each workshop has the following goals:
1

.

Raise critical and analytical thinking abilities

Improve personal communication
4.

3.

Establish journalistic forms and practices as viable additions
to traditional approaches to advanced writing courses in the
high schools

4.

Write a course guide for an Intensive Journalistic Writing
course

Attention to several specific objectives permeates the work.shop
program for these English/Journalism teachers as they prepare their
own courses:

Emphasize comprehension of the writing process at all stages
Of composition

Identify specific techniques for individualized instruction
Develop a body of knowledge about teaching writing

Use journalistic forms and disciplines as a foundation for
effective writing in high school: cover specific areas of gathering information, news-writing, feature-writing and opinion-writing

Enable teachers to teach the writing process using a journalistic process model

Assist teachers to correlate and integrate journalistic and
rhetorical modes in their classr(mms

Assist teachers to develop a stratep to improve student critical reading and thinking skillsi"

Through these IJW v. orkshops, teachers have been able to
retool both their journalistic and their English teaching skills to pro\ ide students w ith unusually stimulating courses. This is why these
students have performed as well or better than their non-journalistic

.4(17:aimed Placement

counterparts on the AP English Language and Composition
Examinationespecially in 1991 and 1992 testing periods.
Is MN a worthy offering for talented language arts students?
Ought it have equal status with any other advanced English writing
course in high school?
Yes.

The research tells us that
courses with a qualified instructor
can assume a status in schools alongside any of the traditional honors
or Advanced Placement language arts courses. journalism snidents'
performance on Advanced Placement exams, together with the many
other academic comparisons we've examined thus far, lead us to con-

clude that journalism experience correlates well with some of the
most highly regarded formal educational measures. Journalism kids
do as well, and often they do better.
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CHAPTER 4

JOURNALISM PROGRAMS INVOLVE ALMOST
A MILLION KIDS AND TEACHERS
Chapter Highlights

About 95 percent of U.S. high schools have some type of
journalistic class or media outlet.

More than 540,000 high school students are enrolled in
Journalisrn.
Nearly 720,000 students serve on school media staffs.

93 percent of U.S. high schools publish yearbooks.

Newspapers are produced in 79 percent of U.S. high schools.

Journalism educators tend to be married females in their
early 40s who have two children.

Nearly 95 percent of the secondary schools in the I_ nited States
have at least one of the following media-related activities: a journalism course for credit, a yearbook, a newspaper, a news magazine, or a

television or radio outlet. With 94.6 percent of the nation\ schools
reporting sonic type of journalistic activity, it means that about
21,55i of the country\ 22,785 high schools offer communications
Outlets or classes for students, as shown in Graph 4.1.

The,,e findings, among most others presented in this chapter
and t le next, are based on a scientificall selected national sample of
hiuh school journalism educator,- done under the auspices of the
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High School Journalism Institute at Indiana University. All 22,785
U.S. secondary schools that included at least grades 10-12 and were

listed in Patterson's American Education 1991 were potential
sources. Personnel at Quill and Scroll International Honorary for
high school journalists at The University of Iowa randomly selected
1,906 schools for the study. A seven-page survey containing 120
items was addressed to the "Journalism educator" in each school. A
postage-paid, self-addressed envelope was included in each. After an
initial mailing in February 1991, a follow-up to non-respondents was
mailed in April 1991.

Altogether, 834 school personnel returned the survey for a
response rate of nearly -14 percent. Some type of journalistic activity
occurred in 789 of the schools during the 1990-1991 academic year
(94.6 percent). Maximum sampling error for a random sample of this

size is 3.4 percentage points at the 95 percent confidence level.
Thlerances in sampling error were smaller than plus or minus 3.4
percentage points as responses moved away from the 50th percentile.
The stats break out as follows:
Graph 4.1
Percent and Number of U.S. Schools with Media Activity
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75 percent of the nation's :-chools offer Journalism for credit
in one form ( r am)ther: I aic, advanced classcs; newspaper,
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91 percent of America's high schoolsalmost 21,000offer
media labs so student journalists can work on newspapers,
Yearbooks, and the broadcast media.
Graph 4.2
Percent and Total U.S. Schools with Media
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Almost 93 percent of high schools produce a yearbook.

Almost 79 percent publish newspapers, and another 4.4 percent publish newsmagazines, for a total of 83.1 percent in the
print journalism business.

37 8 percent publish literary magazines--a low figure. con!.idering the high numbers of kids enrolled in English, literature, and other language arts courses.

Only 12.7 percent-- fewer than 2,900high schools have
TV/radio stations.
Average size for a journalism class is 31.5 students.
Average size for a media lab is 34.6 students.
About 5-1-0,000 students are enrolled in "Journalism."

About 720,000 students staff high school media activities.
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Graph 4.3
Percent and Number of U.S. High Schools Offering Journalism Credits
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66 percent of high schools offer "Basic journalism" or
"Beginning Journalism," a for-credit course that lasts at least
one semester.
56 percent offer yearbook labs for credit; 42 percent offer
credit for staffing the newspaper.
89 percent of journalism/media programs have computers for
student use. That figure now is surely well above 90 percent
partly because of the convenience of desktop publishing and
partly because of continued growth in computer acquisitions
since the survey was taken in 1991.
About 17 percent of schools offer broadcast and other media
labs for credit.
86.5 percent of high schools offer credit for journalistic work.
13 percent ofkr journalism or media labs as English requirements.
26 percent offer courses and labs ;Is, language art!, electives.

43.4 percent offer courses and labs as general electives.

4.1 percent offer them as "other"vocational education,
social studies, and the like.
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13.5 percent grant no credit, although they do allow lab time
during the school day. Most of the publication work done at
these schools, and all of it at the great majority of schools, is
done by student staffers with the guidance of faculty advisers
who labor long hours after school and on weekends.
Recruitment of Students for Journalism Classes

High school Journalism educators 3f.ten express concern over
the health of the program relative to number of students in it. Unlike
most other academic subject areas, Journalism often requires recruitment of students by school personnel, ordinarily the Journalism educator. Because in so many schools Journalism does not count as a

required language arts course, teachers are often known to take
extraordinary measures to recruit good students. It is possible that
these efforts to attract and retain good students account for some of
the academic superiority of journalism kids noted in Chapter 2. It is
also true that naturally talented language arts students might gravitate toward Journalism as a logical outlet for their interests, in much
the same way that students interested in drama, sports, art, chorus or
band find their way into those prm rams.

None of that is an argument against either Journalism or those
other programs, of course: and because we value literacy achievement in our society, it is an argument in favor of making opportunities for talented and promising kids to exercise their gifts.

Iere are the typical methods used to rer:c.it students for
Journalism classes:

student applications (66.2 per'ent): An application procedure

distinguishes Journalism classes from most other subjects
because the others don't require a special application process.
Advanced Placement or equivalent specialized courses are the
exceptions.
recommendations fr()in Fnglish teachers (3().6 percent)

scheduling and recommendations from guidance counselors
( ;1.2 p,!rcent1
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Journalism teacher visits English classes to explain programs,

answer questions and encourage interested students (21.1
percent)

other (22 percent): these methods include self-selection, rec-

ommendations from peers, parents' guidance, and recommendations from teachers of subjects other than English.
Recruitment of Students for Publications Staffs
Because a fairly high percentage of schools do not offer a yearbook lab for credit (37 percent) or a newspaper lab for credit (41 percent), many schools Journalism educators must make special efforts
to recruit student leaders who will perform the tasks well and get the

job done. Among those schools that do offer credit, educators have

the added inducement of a grade and a structured portion of the
school day in which to stimulate learning and quality production.
Because of the public nature of the output of school media productions, many educators recruit carefully so that maximum benefits
may be obtained by all staff members and so that the entire operation
is as smoothly run as possible.

I lere are some of the commonly used methods by which
Journalism educators recruit staff members:
adviser selects after students make application (61.7 percent)

adviser selects from among those who have taken a
Beginning Journalism class (29.6 percent)

other (27.9 percent), e.g.. faculty recommendations
vote among present or outgoing staff members (7.4 percent)
Journalism as Part of the School Day

For the typical Journalism educator in a U.S. high school, the
school day is comprised of 5.32 periods, of which more than half
(2.81 peri(n1s) are devoted to teaching Journalism or supervising
media labs. (;raph 4.4 shm%s these relationships. By v,a of contrast,
accor(ling to dle L.S. 1)_epartment of Fducation, a t% piCal secondan
school teacher spends a little le.s time per day in classes, 5.14 peri(Ids. The Department lists 6.1 1(1131 pei iods in an a\ erage secondary
selwol day,
h a ( lass peri()d 3craninmr, 51.1 minutes.'
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Graph 4.4
Class Periods of a Journalism Educator's Typical School Day
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The typical Journalism educator represented in this study
spends about 53 percent of the school day involved with Journalism
students and media staff members. The remaining 47 percent of the
day involves the teaching of English, social studies, speech/drama, or
some other academic area.
School Size, Type and Location

get a better picture of the overall environment in which
ournalism programs exist, we examined general characteristics of
the respondents' schools. Where possible, we compared Outcomes
with other studies to validate further our findings about Journalism.

The plurality of Journalism educators in the study taught at
schools that had grades 10-12 enrollments within the 200-500 student range (28.3 percent), whereas the next most likely size of school

was one with fewer than 200 students (25.1 percent). As seen in
Graph 4.5, that means that about 53 percent of the teachers in this
study are employed at relatively small schools. However, this is
indicative of school sins nationally. For example, even when total
student populations of the largest schools in the country are included
within the comparisons, the erage number of students in a typical
LS. high school is (ink ()81.C.

1.7 percent ()I the teachets in this stuck taught at sch()ols
lalge (more than 2,i(10 stulicni0. in fact, !mil\ about

that ere er
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25 percent of all Journalism educators in the country teach at schools
with more than 1,000 students in the school population. This is typical of school enrollments generally. Graph 4.5 shows other enrollment categories represented in the study.
Graph 4.5
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Further linkalre inav he se(:n between our study and the nation's
schools when looking at composition of public, parochial, and private
schools. Ciraph 4.6 shows the relationships.
Graph 4.6
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In latest figures available from the U.S. Department of
Education, we find about 1.14 million high school teachers in public
schools and about 147,000 teaching in private schools. Thus, about

88.6 percent of all high school teachers work in the public sector
while 11.4 work for parochial or private schools. In our study of
Journalism educators. we were well within the expected 3.4 percentage points of margin of error, which further validates our overall
study. Graph 4.6 shows that 89.7 percent of the participants in the
Journalism study are public school teachers whereas 10.3 percent
teach in non-public schools. Among the latter, 5.5 percent come from
parochial scimols, and 4.8 percent work in other private schools.

Location of School

We know that a majority of schools have grade 10-12 nrollments under 500, so e would expect that a good share of them are
in small towns and rural communities. Our findings bear this out,
and are further corroborated by a study released by the National
N%

Opinion Research Center.4
Graph 4.7
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Journalism educators work in schools that are in suburbs, cities,
towns, and rural areas of less than 100,000 population. In fact, we
found that only about 10 percent of the schools in which Journalism
educators work to be in cities of more than half-a-million population
and suburbs that surround those very large cities. Graph 4.7 shows
that our snidy closely parallels another national study of secondary
school teachers.'
AHANA (Minority) Participation
Participation by AI IANA (African American, Hispanic, Asian
American and Native American) students in journalism seems to paral-

lel enrollment trends in the overall school population. Our study
shows that journalism programs (classes and news media staffs) include

24 percent AHANA student participation, whereas total overall
AHANA enrollment in the same schools stands at 23.6 percent. One
percent was the mode when we examined both total school enrollment
and journalism program participation by AI RNA students, meaning
that the most commonly selected number (1 percent) comes from
these gomps. About 22 percent of both the total school enrollment
and the Journalism program involvement are found in schools with but
1

percent AllANA participation. However, the median related to

AHANA percentages in both total school enrollment and in
Journalism program involvement was 10 percent. This means that
AI IAN:\ students tend to come from schools with larger enrollments.

Graph 4.8 show s other relationships pertinent to AI IANA
involvement:

In nearly 33 percent of all schools studied, total AI !ANA
enrollments are between 1 and 3 percent. That is low, but
only 28.6 percent of Journalism programs are grouped in
schools thus categorized with low AI IANA enrollment.

In schools v,ith 4 to 9 percent or 10 to 28 percent total
AI IAN:\ enrollments. AI IANA students account for a far
higher rate of participation in Journalism, and in schools
where All \N \ enndlment is alHne 2() percent, \ I I \N.\
students participat,.. in fmirnaliqn at a higher rate than does
crail student population: 11o.) Iwreent to 25.Q percent.
841
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Our findings concur generall-; with the results of another
study, conducted through the ACT' Program: 10 percent of
college-bound school publications staffs included AI IANA
students, compared with 9.8 percent of the non-staff, college-bound school enrollment!'
Graph 4.8
Percent AHANA Involvement by Journalism / Total School Enrollments
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Academic Credit for Journalism and Media Labs
In Chapter 2 wc noted that when high school students took a
class called "Journalism," they rated it higher on several language
arts competencies than they rated their required English courses.
(;iven this findint4- and in combination with many others presented in
that chapter relating to experiences with both classes and school pub-

lications, we now examine some characteristics connnon amontt
schools that offer a basic Journalism course (e.g., Journalism I,
Beginning (lurnalism. Basic ournalism. Introduction to Journalism.
and the like). In our study of 834 U.S. high schools, we found that as

schools ircrease in size, they are decidedly more likel to offer a
basic _Journalism Com se.

:ew er than 200 enrollment: about .;() percent
2110 to 5.00: alitiut li() percent

501 itt 1,000: 3 poccnt
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1,001 to 1,500: 79 percent

more than 1,500: almost 84 percent

Whereas smaller schools tend to use faculty members to teach
Journalism basics within a fairly well-established curriculum in language arts, larger schools have more diversified staffs, support supe-

rior technical resources, offer more electives, and tend to make a
bigger place for different kinds and levels of Journalism.

Public schools (67 percent) more than parochial, and parochial
schools (54 percent) more than private (40 percent), offer Journalism.
Limited resources, smaller numbers of staff, and lesser flexibility
of scheduling prevent higher percentages of parochial and private
schools from offering Journalism. Most private schools have smaller
enrollments as well.

AI IANA students are also more likely to attend schools that
offer a basic Journalism course largely because a higher percentage of

minority students attend large schools in large cities with larger
enrollments than rural or .;mall-town schools have.

When it comes to offering other courses and media lab experiences for credit beyond the Basic Journalism class, those schools
offering that initial course are much more likely to offer other credit
experiences for journalistic actiNities. For example, almost 43 percent

of U.S. schools offering a Basic Journalism course also offer an
advanced classJournalism 11, Ad\ anced Journalism, or some other
course beyond the beginning one. By contrast, only about 7 percent
of the schools offer any type of advanced credit in Journalism where
A Basic Journalism course is m)t offered.

The Basic Journalism course is also significantly related to credits being offered for yearbook and new spaper lab experiences offered
in cimjunction with pritducti(m of those publicatiims. Sixtx percent
of the schools offering the beginning course also offer credi for

New spaper Lab, and 6() percent of the schools ha ing that course
offer Yearbook 1.ab credit. 11 comparison. in schools w ith no Basic

Journalism course. onk 28 percent offer Newspaper l.ab credit,
thi cugh

pei cent do oriel carboi it, credit.
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Journalism Educators' Profiles

We turn now to an examination of the people who lead journalism classes and who advise school media operations: Journalism educators. I lere are some overall findings of our national study of high
school Journalism teachers and media advisers (n=786), interspersed
with results from other studies, along with running commentary:
Age: 40.9 average

Graph 4.9 shows that Journalism educators are similar in age to
all other U.S. secondary school teachers (median age: 41.1).- By con-

trast, college journalism educators, about whom educational and
professional experience expectations are higher, are older (median
age:

Professional journalists in America (median age: 36), how-

ever, tend to be fully five years younger than their teaching colleagues in the high schools.'
Graph 4.9
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80 percent women in the smallest schools (fewer than 200
students)
74 percent women in the schools with 200-to-500 enro'lment

76 percent of first-year Journalism teachers are women
(Among older Journalism teachers, with 16 or more years of
experience, males have the edge: 63 percent)
more than 70 percent women in journalism programs with
either very high or very low participation by AHANA students

52 percent and 66 percent women Journalism teachers and
advisers in programs u ith moderately low and moderately
high numbers of AHANA students, respectively
Graph 4.10
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This clear majority of women is comparable to the majority of
high school teachers in general, which also is women: 70.9 percent."'
Among college imirnalism teachers, an opposite situation prevailed
in 1988: nearly 80 percent v. ere males,I I and in 1992, the majority of
professional journalists in America was also men: 66 percent.I2 This
tendency seems gradually to be changing, and while that change may
prollibly continue, for women comprise
have sloued a little, it
the majority (in I 98Q-Q) ) of lhOSC ho receked baccalaureate (61.0
per('ent) and master's (61.3 purcent degree!, (the iugh only 44 percent
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of doctorates were women)) The journalism profession, whether as
educators or as practitioners of the media arts, is turning female.
Marital status

72 percent married
11 percent divorced or separated
1 4 percent widowed

15.6 percent single, never married
Children

1.32

average

Religious practice (in youth)

Jewish: 2.1 percent

Catholic: 24.8 percent

Protestant: 63.1 percent
none: 3.1 percent
other: 6.9 percent
Religious practice (in adulthood)

Jewish: 1.3 percent

Catholic: 20.7 percent

Protestant: 47.5 percent
none: 22.3 percent
other: 8.2 percent

We note the curious drop-off in religious practice between
Journalism educators youth and current affiliation, especially among
Protestants. While nearly 9, percent were introduced to religion as
oungsters, only about 78 percent Omtinue to practice as adults.
Father's occupation

agricultural: 12.7 percent
.lomemaker: 0.1 percent
1

put dessional/manageri;d: 494 pevccm

sc
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trade/technical: 37.7 percent
other: 0.1 percent
Mother's occupation

agricultural: 0.7 percent
homemaker: 57.4 percent
professional/managerial: 15.6 percent

trade/technical: 15.6 percent
(see Graphs 4.11 & 4.12)
years as a teacher: 14.6 average

Years in Journalism education

years teaching journalism: 8.4 average

in their first sear of teaching: 3 percent
in their first year of teaching Journalism: 12 percent

in their second or third year of teaching: fewer than 10 percent
in their second or third year of teaching journalism: more
than lg percent
Graph 4.11
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Graph 4.12
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Ethnicity (see Graphs 4.13 & 4.14)
African Americans: 1.9 percent

Asian Americans: 0.8 percent

Caucasians: 95.3 percent

Hispanic Americans: 0.6 percent
Native Americans: 1 percent

Other: 0.4 percent
Graph 4.13
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Graph 4.14

AHANA Teachers
Percent Race by Type of Teacher
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Income (see Graphs 4.15 & 4.16)
annual salary (basic contract): S29,675 average

yearbook stipend: S1,096 average
newspaper stipend: $1,055 average
news magazine stipend: $1,453 average
TV/radio stipend:
average
literary magazine stipend: $600 average
family income (1990): S53,212 average
Graph 4.15
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Stipends for Advising
Average Pay Per Extra Duty in U.S. Secondary Schools, 1990-1991
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Salary and school enrollment
school size

% of Journalism teachers who make

$40,000 to $65,000 per year

under 200
201-500

1.7 percent
10.6 percent

501-1,000

22 percent

1,001-1,500

26 percent

more than 1,500
school size

38.2 percent
% of Journalism teachers who make
less than $25,000 per year

under 200

60.5 percent

201-500

31.9 percent

501-1,000

23.2 percent

1,001-1,500

14.4 percern

more than 1,500

10.5 percent

The trend evident in Graph 4.11 shows that many journalism
educators begin their teaching careers as specialists in other areas,
most notably English, and then are later assigned to teach journalism
89
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or to advise publications. While the largest number of peorAe indi-

cate that they have been involved with education in general for
between 15 and 20 years, the largest cluster of Journalism educators
shows that they have been involved in Journalism teaching and media
advising for between four and eight years. After this large clustering
ofJournalism experience tops out after the eighth year of experience,
it quickly drops off in successive years. By contrast, total teaching
experience seems to have a more gradual growth and decline rate, as
seen in Graph 4.11.

These trends indicate the likelihood that people are apt to be
involved with Journalism for a lesser time than their total teaching
experience. They start their Journalism duties later than when they
started teaching, and then they drop them earlier in their careers
while continuing to teach other subjects.
And as Graph 4.12 shows, people now teaching-advising in high
school journalism programs have almost identical total teaching
experience (14.6 years) as do all secondary school teachers (14.8
years) even though their time in Journalism education is but 8.4
years.14 By way of comparison, collegiate Journalism educators have

about 12 years of teaching experience combined with other media
experience totaling 21.3 years of professional activity altogether.' 5
The latest data collected on U.S. journalists show that they have
been practicing their craft for about 12 years (median)) 6

The percentage of AHANA students in high school journalism
programs is about the same as it is for the overall secondary school
population in the U.S., about 24 percent. This number is also identical to the 1990 U.S. Census estimate of the overall AHANA popula-

tion percentage. I lowever, teachers and advisers in those media
programs are decidedly from Caucasian backgrounds, as shown in
Graph 4.13.

Compared with all non-college teachers frthn Al IANA backgrounds (13.1 percent),r only 4.7 percent of high school Journalism
e(lucators come from African-American, I IispanicAsian-American,

Native-American or other non-Caucasian backgrounds. College
Journalism educators are close to the same small proportion of
AHANA faculty (5.2 percent) as found among high school ranks.'5 in
90
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a 1992 study of American journalists, Weaver and Wilhoit found that
8.2 percent come from AHANA backgrounds, which was more than

double the percentage of ethnic-minority journalists found in their
study a decade earlier.'"

We see that the same massive efforts will be needed to recruit
ethnic-minority Journalism educators that have helped professional
Journalism become more in line with the AHANA composition of

society. All four groups represented in Graph 4.13high school
Journalism educators, all high school teachers, collegiate Journalism
educators, and professional journalistsneed to expand their members with AHANA people in order to approach the 24 percent racial

and ethnic composition of their students or their readers, viewers
and listeners.

A more careful look at the individual racial and ethnic makeup
of the teacher groups is shown in Graph 4.14. When comparing high
school Journalism educators with all pre-college faculty members, we
find disparities among two of the four specific racial ethnic groups.

For example, 8.2 percent of all secondary school teachers are
African-American, but only 1.9 percent of the Journalism educators
are African-American.

The greatest disproportion of representation in view of population trends, however, is Hispanics. Although Hispanic-Americans are
our fastest growing ethnic minority, only 2.9 percent of all secondary
school teachers are from Hispanic backgrounds, and an infinitesimally small 0.6 percent of U.S. high school Journalism educators are
1lispanic.2°

Nearly 1 percent of A.sian American teachers and 1 percent of
Native Americans make hut a tiny representation in Journalism classrooms as well as non-Journalism classrooms.
We also find an inequity of distribution of Al LANA Journalism

teachers among types of schools: public, parochial, private. Of all
public school Journalism educators in this study (n = 694 schools),

only 4.3 percent come from ethnic-minority groups. Not one
Al lANA teacher represented the 42 parochial schools in this part of
the study, whereas 12.5 percent Al lANA Journalism teachers can he
found in other private schools. These percentages may not tell the
91
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complete story, for only 32 schools in this part of the study are nonparochial private schools.
Another significant relationship is observed when we examine

the percent of AHANA students in journalism programs and the
racial or ethnic background of teachers.

In school Journalism programs having 9 percent or fewer
AHANA students involved (206 schools), we find only three teachers-advisers who are from AHANA backgrounds, which is only 1.5
percent. Even when we look at the group of schools with 10-29 percent AHANA student composition, we find merely 3.4 percent of
those programs headed by a teacher/adviser from a non-Caucasian
background. In schools with a large AHANA student involvement in

Journalism, where the percentage is 30 percent and above (122
schools in the study), we note that the percentage is somewhat better
with nearly 16 percent of those programs being headed by an ethnicminority teacher/adviser.

Clearly, these discrepancies indicate the need for recruitment

and retention of AHANA Journalism educators in all kinds of
schools so that a closer relationship can exist between the multiculniral makeup ofJournalism students and their teachers-advisers.
Salaries and Other Income. High school Journalism teachers

seem to he lagging behind, by more than S2,000, in contracted
school-year salaries when compared with all U.S. secondary school
teachers.

Graph 4.15 shows Journalism teachers earning S29,675 in annual pre-tax salary (S28,000 median) compared with S31,781 for all
public and private high school teachers.2I College journalism educators' salaries are about S37,913 per year for the 1989-1990 school
year.22 However, it should be pointed out that collegiate educators'
average ages arc five years older, and their years of professional experience average about six years longer than their high school counterparts. It should also be noted that the current high school study was
based on the 1990-1991 school year, so a greater disparity might be

expected if college educators' salaries were adjusted to reflect an
additional annual increlse.
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Likewise, in the final figure shown in Graph 4.15, professional

journalists' salaries in 1991 were $31,500 (with a median of
$31,297).23 The periods of comparison between high school educators and professional journalists are slightly different because the
educators' incomes were based on the 1990-1991 academic year (9-

or 10-month), not on the 1991 calendar year. We might expect a
slight upward adjustment for the Journalism educators for strict
comparative purposes. However, we also note that professional journalists' salaries are based on -.hose with an average age of 36 who
have 12 years of professional experience.24 High school Journalism
educators are five years older and typically have two added years of
work experience than do "typical" professional journalists.
Many of the high school Journalism educators in the survey also
received added school-year income through stipends the schools paid

for media advising. In fact, 85 percent of the educators received a
stipend for advising one or more media outlets. Graph 4.16 shows
the average stipend for each.

Yearbook and newspaper stipends are virtually the same at
$1,096 and S1,055 respectively. While the news magazine compensation appears, at $1,453, considerably better than those of any of the

others, one must take into account that only 4.4 percent of the
schools in the study had news magazines. Generally, schools with
news magazines are in larger and more affluent school districts.
Lowest annual stipends among news media outlets are in radio or
TV advising with an average of $443. But because only 12.7 percent
of the schools have broadcast media, the actual number of schools
represented in this part of the study might be too small to judge
stipend .ize accurately.

School literary magazine advising, generally not considered the
prerogative of Journalism educators, pays S600 annually. Nearly 38
percent of U.S. schools offer literary magazine experiences to students.

Salaries and Related Issues. Not surprisingly, we finci that
school size is signitic ,itly related to salaries. Generally speaking,
greater numbers of teachers in higher salary levels are found in the
larger schools.
93
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Much the same pattern emerges when we look at salary levels of

Journalism educators coming from public or private schools.
Whereas only 29.2 percent of public school Journalism teachers
make less than S25,000 annually, more than 58 percent of the
parochial and private school teachers earn that amount or less per
year. At the higher end of the scale, more than 17 percent of all public school Journalism educators make more than S40,000 annually
while only 4.4 percent of the parochial and private school teachers

do. While a few of the private schools in the study are affluent
boarding schools, many others are church-related schools that traditionally pay teachers at less than the public school scale.

Summary
Journalistic activities are fairly common in U.S. high schools,
with nearly 95 percent of them offering a Journalism class or some
tvpe of media outlet for student staff members and their audiences.
More than half-a-million students take a course called "Journalism,"
and more than 700,000 serve on publications staffs. Yearbooks are
published in 93 percent of the nation's schools, and newspapers are
produced in 79 percent. Journalism educators typically spend more
than half of their school day teaching or supervising media-related
classes or labs. At 40-something, they are roughly the same age as
other secondary school teachers; they have about the same number

of years of teaching experience, almost 15; hut they have been
involved with Journalism teaching or advising for only about half
that time.
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CHAPTER 5

TEACHERS MAKE IT WORK, BUT HOW?
CERTIFICATION, SATISFACTION, PROFESSIONAL LIFE

Chapter Highlights

Only about 28 percent of high school journalism teachers/
advisers are certified in Journalism.

Fewer than 8 percent have a major in Journalism or Mass
Communication.

About 43 percent have been assigned to the Journalism prograin by an administrator, but most made an early commitment to teaching language arts.
Certified teachers are more likely to be found in larger public
high schools.

Journalism teachers/advisers are as satisfied as, or happier
than, their non-Journalism colleagues.

Job satisfaction predictors are faculn morale. annual salary,
amount of freedom adininistrators allow in advising, and age.

More than 80 percent say they wish to remain in teaching
until retirement.

About 25 percent have college or professional media experience; 40 percent were on high school media staffs.
Journalism people have a demanding work load hut are quite
involved in professional organi./ations.

7
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They tend to be right of center ideologically but more likely
to be Democrats than the population at large.
They are likely to value student press freedoms more highly
than do either their non-Journalism colleagues or the general

With the strong academic showing by student journalists, as
described in Chapters 2 and 3, one might assume that high school

journalism educators are well-qualified academically to teach
Journalism and advise publications. Not so.

Yes, there are several wonderful teachers and programs around
the country, but in general, we find that those who teach journalism
courses and who advise various media in the nation's schools are not
certified in Journalism by their states. Neither are their academic
credentials strong LI journalism.

\Ve assume that outstanding student performance must be
strongly related to some quality inherent within journalistic study
and practice itselfand perhaps to well-intentioned and hard-working educators who make up ':or academic deficiencies through a
strong commitment to their own lifelong learning. In any event,
however, the widespread successes of journalism students in high
school and college language arts cannot be linked to teacher certifi-41
cation or formal academic training.'
State Certification to Teach Journalism

For example, a mere 28.2 percent of the country's Journalism
educators hold state certification in Journalism, and journalism
requirements state-lw-state are varied, with sonic states having no
Journalism course work as requirements and others having minimal
standards for certification.= For example. 22 states, among them
Alaska, Connecticut, and Georgia, do not have Journalism certifica-

tion requirements at all. Another 21 states, including Illinois,
Michigan, Oklahoma and Washington, require minimal formal academic background to earn certification.'

So it is conceivable that several of the 28.2 percent of educators
in this study w ho In dd state certificati(m credentials might have taken

only one or two Journalism courses, accompanied In a teaching
98
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major in some other related field like English, but nevertheless still
qualify for state certification in Journalism. In other states, language
arts backgr-,und suffices. Some educators come from states with no

certification requirements, but they are well-qualified to teach
journalism, but this is an exception rather than the rule. Graph 5.1
shows the top four areas of certification among U.S. journalism educators. 4
Graph 5.1
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Among those people teaching Journalism in the nation, 78.5
percent of them hold English/language arts certification whereas
another 17.8 percent have credentials to teach social studies. Another
10.2 percent of the journalism educators have earned state certification to teach speech/drama.

One possible explanation for the relatively small incidence of
formal certification among Journalism educators can be found lw
looking at the dine during which they first considered going into
Journalism education. hi answer to the question "When did you first
think about getting involved in Journalism education?" the largest
response, 43.2 percent, was this: "after assignment by an administrator." .1-hus, while a high percentage of current Journalism educators
knew thev wanted to he teachers before and during college, a sub,,t;Intial portion of them had no inclination toward Journalism teach-
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ing/advising until they drew that assignment while under a teaching
contract that included a subject area of their first choice, namely,
English.

Graph 5.2 also makes plain some other interesting factors about
Journalism educators' initial interest in teaching in general and in

Journalism in particular. We observe that 85.4 percent of the
Journalism educators knew that they wanted to teach before their
college graduations, but only about 39 percent of them had even
considered Journalism during the same time period. We do observe
that almost one-quarter of the teachers considered Journalism educa-

tion while they were still in high school, perhaps a testimonial to
their own secondary school journalistic experiences. More than 50
percent of them had considered teaching careers before they went to
college.
Graph 5.2
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On the other hand, collegiate influences don't appear as strong.

About 15 percent of current Journalism educators considered
Journalism teaching/advising while in college, but more than 30 percent of them decided to he high school teachers while in college.

We see a decided commitment to teaching as a career choice
fairly early among the educators, hut we see nowhere near the same

commitment to journalkm education until either after college or
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until after being assigned by an administrator, once the teachers are
under contract.
Degrees

Given the lateness of entry into Journalism education, it is not
surprising that few educators hold a m ior in Journalism. We find
only 7.8 percent of all earned degrees are in Journalism. However,
the educators in our study hold many degrees, with more than 53
percent of them holding master's degrees and 10.1 percent of them
possessing post-master's degrees (education specialist and doctoral).
Graph 5.3 shows the breakdown of each degree categorv and the
percentage of journalism majors in each:

11.1 percent associate (2-year) degrees, 8 percent in
Journalism
97.2 percent bachelor's degrees, 8.5 percent in Journalism

53.3 percent master's degrees, 5.5 percent in Journahsm

10.1 percent post-master's degrees, 12.7 percent in
Journalism.
Graph 5.3
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Motivations for Entering Teaching
Even though it wasn't journalism that attracted most current

media educators to the field, some subject matter did (primarily
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English/language arts). Nearly 63 percent of the respondents cited
"interest in the subjects taught" among their three top reasons for
entering teaching.
The second-most cited reason turned out to be "desire to work
with young people," with 59.7 percent of the educators claiming this
as one of their strong motivators for entering the field. Next in line
are "importance of education to society," 38.1 percent; "desire to
serve others," 33.7 percent; and "work schedule (hours, vacation,
etc.)," 32.4 percent. Besides the academic attraction, we see a certain
altruism running through the top motivators.
Our study in many ways is similar to one taken of 1972 high
school graduates who have pursued secondary and elementary school

teaching careers, as seen in Table 5.1. B,-cause the teachers in the
general study are all about the same age, their motivations might be
slightly different from those in the Journalism educator study, which
represents ages 22 through 73. (Even so, the average of Journalism
teachers is 41, nearly the same as the teachers in the general study).5
Table 5.1: Motivation to Enter Teaching
Summary of Most Important Reasons for Becoming a Teacher
Item

J-Ed.

Rank

Interest in the subjects

63.1%

1.

49%

2.

Desire to work with young people

59.7%

2.

67.2%

1.

Importance of education to society

38.1%

3.

34%

3.

Desire to serve others

33.7%

4.

27.9%

4.

Work schedule (hours, vacation, etc.)

32.4%

5.

25.9%

5.

n

754

All Ed.

Rank

n = 1,011

Source: High School Journalism Institute, National Opinion Research Center

We note that the Journalism teachers were most attracted t.
"interest in the subjects." Most of these people knew that they wanted to be secondary school language arts teachers whereas teachers in
the general study knew that they wanted to be teachers on either elementary or secondary levels. but they did not have the same dedication to a subject area. Nonetheless, they selected this as their second-
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most frequent reason for entering teaching. Their primary motivation was "a desire to work with young people," which was the second-most common reason among Journalism educators. In all other
comparisons of Table 5.1, we find the rank ordering and the general
percents of each group to be similar, showing a consistency of motivations for entering a teaching career.
Influence of Former Teachers

Many current Journalism educators have been drawn to teaching
generally (not necessarily to Journalism teaching in particular) by
their former teachers. Influences from these role models might seem
obvious.

When ask,..td to rate "very important" or "important" reasons for
wanting to enter teaching as a career, more than 67 percent chose the

influence of a former high school teacher (non-Journalism); more
than 24 percent specifically mentioned a high school Journalism
teacher; 42 percent selected a non-Journalism college teacher; 17
percent mentioned a college Journalism educator. Thirty percent of
the current high school Journalism educators rated former elementary school teachers as being "very important" or "important" influences in their own decisions to opt for careers in education.
Even though influences of former teachers are important to
those now in the field, however, they were not among the most crucial influences, as mentioned earlier (See Table 5.1).
Certification: Other Considerations

We find many interesting relationships related to teachers' having or not having Journalism certification.
For example, it is significantly more likely that we will not find
certified teachers in the smaller ;,chools of the nation (e.g., under 500
enrollment) while being more likely to find them in schools of 1,001
and higher enrollments.
We also find the greater likelihood that certified teachers can be

found in public schools as opposed to parochial or private. The
parochial schools were least likely to employ a certified Journalism
teacher (only 9.3 percent of them had one on the faculty) whereas in
103
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public schools we find about 28.4 percent of all 1 ,urnalism teachers

to be certified in the field. In 20 percent o_ the nation's nonparochial private schools, certified teachers are involved in the journalism program.

Certification becomes more problematic when examining
schools that offer a credit course called "Journalism," "Beginning
Journalism," "Journalism I," or something similar. Even though
almost 66 percent of the schools in the U.S. offer such a course, in
only 34 percent of those schools are the instructors certified to teach
Journalism. A 1990 study by the U.S. Department of Education

found that about 20 percent of secondary school teachers are
involved in instructional areas in which they are unqualified.6
Journalism is certainly an area that far exceeds the already high portion of uncertified high school teachers generally.
The problem could be even more severe than this because it is a

fairly well-known practice for administrators to fudge on course
names for purposes of skirting state department or accreditation
guidelines. Thus, we might actually find a much higher percentage of
uncertified Journalism teachers were we to include those Journalism
courses called by some other name ("Practical English," "Vocational
Writing," "Writing Lab," and the like).

Another significant difference may be found when examining

Journalism certification among schools that offer some type of
advanced Journalism course for credit. In almost 25 percent of U.S.
high schools, a course in Advanced Journalism is offered. Of those
rather specialized Journalism courses, only 46 percent are taught by
certified journalism teachers.

Likewise, in the 42 percent of the nation's schools offering a
newspaper lab for credit, only about 41 percent have a certified
Journalism educator in charge. Among the 56 percent of schools that
give credit for yearbook lab, only 36 percent of those programs are
headed by a state-certified Journalism educator. While each of these
comparisons shows a significantly higher number of certified teachers available for students in schools wherein publications lab credits
are granted, one can see that the percentage of academically qualified
instructors is abysmally low,
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To their credit, Journalism teachers go back to school in direct
proportion to the time they remain in media education. About three
times as many first-year teachers are not certified compared with
those who are. By the time teachers reach 4-8 years experience, this
trend neutralizes, and we find a 50-50 split among those having certification and those who don't. For those who stay at it more than
eight years, a decidedly higher percentage of Journalism educators
have earned certification than those who have not earned it during

all those years. We suspect that some of these educators got
"assigned" to the Journalism program, became more and more inter-

ested in it, and went on to become certified. With others, the scenario is a bit more threatening and comes from administrative edict:
"Become certified or get pink-slipped." Whatever the case, the
longer teachers remain in Journalism the greater tfw tendency there
is for them to go to summer school, to attend workshops for credit,
and to take correspondence courses toward earning their certification
stripes.

As could be expected, those who first think about going into
Journalism education while in high school or during their college
careers are far more likely to be certified than those who come into
the field after teaching other subjects first or after being assigned by
an administrator. More than 73 percent of the teachers in the latter
categories lack certification, but by contrast, 71 percent of those who
have certification initially considered attaining it while in high school
or in college.

Obviously, the ideal recruiting methods for future high school
Journalism teachers and publications advisers ought to be concentrated during the high school years, and definite encouragement
ought also be made among college freshmen and sophomores now in
language arts teacher education sequences. Opportunities would
seem plentiful if current English majors who also have an interest in
and affinity for Journalism would become certified in both subject
areas while attaining their teaching degrees.

If all U.S. high schools that now offer credit were suddenly to
require that certified people actually teach the journalism courses,
there would be an enormous teacher shortage. Colleges cu7rently
1 05
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offering Journalism education sequences would be filled to capacity.
About 10,000 new Journalism teachers would be needed immediately
if 100 percent of the current programs offering credit but not now
having a certified teacher were to add one. If all the schools in the

country offering some type of activity, whether for credit or not,
were to seek a certified Journalism educator for the next school year,

college Journalism education programs would have to graduate
15,500 people immediately.

Given that about 414 U.S. colleges and universities offer programs in Journalism or Mass Conmninication, and assuming that all
of them would offer sufficient credits combined with Education
Departmolt courses in order to prepare students for such jobs, it

would mean that each institution would have to graduate 37
Journalism education students this next year. This is highly unlikely,

of course, because many colleges offering Journalism do not also
provide the course work or personnel necessary to support those
wishing to earn certification. To illustrate, the most recent listing of
U.S. Journalism programs in Journalism Educator provides an enrollment and graduation rate among 18 subdivisions offered in specific
departments (e.g., "News-editorial," "Broadcast news," "Public
Relations," "Advertising," and the like),8 but "Secondary School
Journalism education" is not listed at all. This indicates that a relatively small number of students, in only a small percentage of these
programs, are interested in Journalism education at this time.

One other relationship involving certification worth noting
involves standards and mandates. We divided states according to
'Marilyn Weaver's 1988 findings about Journalism certification
requirements into three groups: states with no requirements (N=22),
states with low requirements (N=21) and states with moderate-to-

high endorsement expectations (N=I 0). American Samoa, the
District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico bring the total to 53.' Graph
5.4 shows the relationships of the three major grouping of states and
the accompanying percentages of teachers in the current study who
have certification.
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% Teacher Preparation by State Certification Requirements

None

Sowce

Low State Requirements

Substantial Requirements

School Journalism Institute

It appears that as state certification requirements become more
rigorous, teachers are more likely to acquire, or possess before being

hired, state-mandated endorsement in Journalism. Perhaps when
these mandates are well-known, or at least a minimum requirement
is expected, administrators are more careful to hire qualified people.

Nevertheless, at a 39 percent certification rate among Journalism
teachers in the 10 states requiring fairly substantial academic background, the number is well below what most administrators, parents,
educators and students would expect of teachers in other academic
courses such as English, mathematics, social studies, and science.
Our guess is that if these areas were as poorly staffed in terms of the
formal education of teachers, the public would be in an uproar.

Depending on which study is used for comparisons, U.S. high
school Journalism educators appear to be at least as satisfied with
their jobs as non-Journalism teachers, if not more so.
Graph 5.5 shows degrees of satisfaction of Journalism educators
compared with all public school teachers,u) college journalism educators,1 I and U.S. journalists.I2 Ahnost 84 percent of the high sclmol
Journalism educators claim to be satisfied with their present careers.
In contrast, 86 percent of all public school secondary teachers claim
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to be satisfied. Almost the same percentage of college Journalism
teachers say that they are satisfied, 86.2 percent; but only 77.6 percent of professional journalists in the U.S. indicate being satisfied
with their jobs.
Graph 5.5
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In an earlier study of the high school graduating class of 1972
who went on to become elementary and secondary school teachers in
public and private schools, their level of satisfaction with teaching
stood at only about 70 percent, significantly lower than high school
Journalism educators in the current study. This could be because all
those in that 1987 study were graduated from high school in 1971
and are about the same age. Our current study includes a wide range
of ages.

Graph 5.5, on the other hand, does also signifr that high school
Journalism educators show less intensity of satisfaction than do their

non-Journalism counterparts. About 8 percent more of the nonJournalism teachers claim to be "very satisfied" (44 percent vs. 35.9
percent for journalism educators). This same approximate difference
in "very satisfieds" exists when comparing high school Journalism
educators and collegiate educators. I lowever, we find that only about
27 percent of current U.S. journalists claim to be "ven satisfied." a
considerably lower percent than high school Journalism educators,
all public school teachers or college Journalism educators.
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Another indicator of satisfaction with present teaching jobs is
found in Graph 5.6. Asked if they would choose to pursue teaching if
they could start back in college again, almost 64 percent of the secondary school Journalism educators said that they would start over
again, compared with only about 49 percent of the non-Journalism
high school teachers. Also, almost double the number of nonJournalism teachers say they would not teach again, given another
opportunity (30.5 percent vs. 16.3 percent of the Journalism teachers).14
Graph 5.6

Teach Again?
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Several oth( r factors would appear to be at work in effecting an

atmosphere fo:- teacher satisfaction. is pertains to high school
Journalism educators, we now lay out several of the basic findings of

our national study before looking at several relationships among
them.
Future Plans

Of all 1.S. secondary school Journalism educators, more than
60 percent wish to remain in teaching until retirement. Roughly 21
percent say they will probably continue in teaching unless something
better comes along. Less than 4 percent indicate that they definitely
plan to leave teaching as soon as possible, and nearly 15 percent are
undecided about their long-term prospects in teaching.
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Publication Advising Freedom

The vast majority of Journalism educators believe they are operating in schools in which administrators allow them to do most of the
decision-making with regard to the publications they advise. When
asked, "How much freedom do your school administrators usually
allow those who advise student publications?" more than 83 percent
claimed "almost complete" or "a great deal." Only 15.4 percent said

"some," and 1.1 percent claimed to have "none," a prospect that
seems rather unlikely but nonetheless would seem to indicate severe
restrictions for this very minor portion of our respondents.
Teaching Freedom

Academic freedom is another aspect that could contribute to a

teacher's sense of job satisfaction. Almost 48 percent of the
Journalism educators feel they have "almost complete freedom"
when it comes to deciding how to teach their courses. This accompanies another 41 percent who claim they have a great deal of freedom

in approaches to teaching their classes. About 10 percent say they
have "some" freedom, while only 1.7 percent claim "none at all."
Faculty Opinion of Journalism Programs

Another measure of satisfaction, we feel, is the Journalism educator's assessment of how other school colleagues view the journal-

ism program. Generally, the Journalism educators thought their
colleagues saw communications programs as equal to or better than
other departments. More than 52 percent thought other faculty evaluated journalism as "about the same as other units," and almost 28
percent thought colleagues' opinions of journalism were higher than
other units. Among 19 percent of the respondents there was a perception that colleagues' opinions of the journalism program were
lower than other units in the school. Thus, by and large, journalism

programs seem to be fairly well thought of by colleagues of
Journalism educators, as measured by the educators' self-assessments.
Faculty Morale

Besides faculty Opinion of the journalism program, another measure of educator satisfaction may be measure(l by examining the fac-
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ulty morale at the school. Journalism educators come from schools in
which the following levels of overall faculty morale exist, as measured
by Journalism educators' responses: Excellent 8 percent; Good 35.3

percent; Fair 36.4 percent; Poor 12.7 percent; and Very Poor 7.6
percent. Thus, we find more than 42 percent thinking faculty morale
is at least good while only about 20 percent think it poor.

We also asked a question related to morale change to see how
present-day attitudes compare with those formerly held. Journalism
educators feel there has been deterioration in faculty morale in the

last few years. More than 54 percent of them indicate that either
slight or substafflial deterioration in morale had occurred. By contrast, only about 24 percent think improvements have been noticed.
And 22 percent claim "no change" in morale during the past few
years.
School Improvement

Related to morale, in a sense, is the opinion educators in our
study have of the public schools in their communities with regard to
improvement or lack thereof. More than 29 percent indicate schools
have improved during the past five years; almost 27 percent say they
have gotten worse; nearly 37 percent say they have stayed the same;
and almost 8 percent claim they don't know. These responses are
nearly identical to public high school teacher responses collected in a
1989 Gallup Poll.I5 (However, in that study, 42 percent indicated

that schools stayed about the samerather than the 37 percent we
found.)
Tenure

Nearly 67 percent of the U.S. high school Journalism educators
have earned tenure at their respective schools.
Leave Teaching

journalism educators seem more strongly comnntted to remaining in teaching than do their non-journalism colleagues. We asked a
series of five questions that dealt with changing careers or leaving

their current teaching positions for other school-related employment.
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About 55 percent of the Journalism educators say they would
not leave teaching if offered a position in educational administration.
However, 37 percent of public and private school teachers say they
would not leave teaching for an administrative post.16

When we compare the same two groups on non-administrative
jobs, the differences are less noticeable. If offered a full-time nonteaching job (12 months, 40 hours per week) for $5,000 more per
year than the current teaching salary, 45 percent of the Journalism

educators and almost 47 percent of the other educators say they
would not leave teaching, but 34 percent of the Journalism teachers
say they would consider leaving while only 27 percent of the other
educators would. But 27 percent of the non-Journalism educators say
they would "probably" or "definitely" leave teaching for such a nonteaching job whereas only 21 percent of the Journalism educators
would do so.1:

What about being offered a teaching job in an elite private
school at the current teaching salary? Forty-three percent of the
Journahsm educators would not take such a position while more than

48 percent of the non-Journalism teachers would not take it.
However, more than 23 percent of the Journalism educators say they
would "probably" or "definitely.' leave for this other unique teaching
job, but onk- about 15 percent of the non-Journalism educators say
they would leave.15

What if offered a non-teaching job in a field in which they were
interested? About 18 percent of the Journalism educators and 22 per-

cent of thc other educators would not leave their current teaching

jobs for such a non-teaching job. But nearly 55 percent of the
Journalism teachers would consider leaving while only 47 percent of
the other educators would consider it. Close to 30 percent of each
group would definitely or probably leave teaching for this new job.'"
The final area involving commitment to teaching involves the
proposition of a non-teaching job at current teaching salary but with
greater possibilities for promotion. Basically, the two groups are virtually the same on this item. Answers and percentages of each group
Mow: Would not leave teaching: 37 percent Journalism educators,
40.8 percent other educators. kVould consi(ler leaving teaching: 38.1
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percent Journalism educators, 34.8 percent others. Would "definitely" or "probably" leave: 24.8 percent Journalism educators, 24.9 percent others.2('

In sum, we note the following trends about Journalism educators when compared with their colleagues in other departments:
They are less likely to leave current jobs for administrative posts,
they are less likely to be attracted to 12-month non-teaching jobs at
higher salaries; they are more likely to leave current teaching jobs to
teach at an elite private school for the same salary; they are more apt
to leave if offered a non-teaching job in a field of interest; and they
are no more attracted than are fellow fac_:,y to a non-teaching job
that has better promotion possibilities.
Predictors of Job Satisfaction
Many of the rather complex number of variables we have looked
at thus far, as well as others examined later, we submitted to multiple
regression analysis to determine the most significant factors that lead
to job satisfaction. In the final analysis, four of the variables surfaced

as powerful predictors of on-the-job satisfaction among Journalism
educators: faculty morale, annual salary, amount of freedom allowed
by administrators in advising school publications, and age of the educator.=1 We will examine each more closely as it relates to job satisfaction.
Satisfaction/Faculty Morale

Journalism educators perception of overall faculty morale at the
school is the primary variable leading to job satisfaction. In taking a
closer look, we find that in schools where teachers/advisers are dissatisfied, they perceive faculty morale to be low. Conversely, among

ery satisfied educators, we find that their perception of faculty
morale is that it is high. Graph 5.7 shows some of the relationships
hen we grouped advisers according to their job satisfaction as well
AS to the faculty morale at their schools.

Fxamining the "very satisfied" Journalism teachers/advisers, we
411.

find that a large percentage of them (65 percent) can be found in
schools with high faculty morale. On the other hand, we find the

opposite tenden::v among tl e largest group of dissatisfied
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teachers/advisers: The largest group of them (55.2 percent) is clustered in schools where morale is deemed to be "poor."
Graph 5.7
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A number of factors contribute to school morale, but we note
that various studies support the common perception that administrative leadership is a major contributor to an upbeat atmosphere.22
Perhaps Journalism educators have little control over serving in
schools with enlightened administrators who would be sensitive to
building a positive atmosphere; nonetheless, prospective teachers
might be able to probe this important and obvious area of job satisfaction before they sign a contract.
Satisfaction/Annual Salary

A significant relationship is found between job satisfaction and
annual salary. In addition to the analysis above showing that salary is

a predictor of happiness, we determined, by grouping Journalism
educators according to salary levels and degrees of satisfaction, that
those in higher income brackets tend to he more satisfied than those
at the lower end of the scale. 'lb illustrate, of those teachers earning
more than S40,000 annually, 53 percent are "very satisfied" with
their jobs whereas only 22 percent of those earning S20,000 or less
claim to be "verv satisfied." In the highest group, only 12 percent
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claim to be "dissatisfied" whereas more than 18 percent of the lowest-paid educators claim to be unhappy with their jobs.
Satisfaction/Advising Freedom

Another strong predictor of job satisfaction among Journalism
educators is the freedom allowed by school administrators in the
publications advising process. Where job satisfaction increases, an

accompanying greater amount of freedom has been granted by
administrators. Advisers in these freer circumstances enjoy a "handsoff" policy on the part of administrators when it comes to advising
student publications. For example, 60 percent of very satisfied advisers claim "almost complete" freedom whereas only about 33 percent
of dissatisfied advisers make the same claim. On the other hand, only
9 percent of very satisfied advisers say that they have minimal freedoms in making advising decisions whereas about 32 percent of the
dissatisfied advisers say they have minima! freedoms.
Satisfaction/Age

Higher percentages of older Journalism educators appear to be

very satisfied with their jobs. In our study, nearly 45 percent of
teachers older than 45 are "very satisfied" with their jobs whereas
about 33 percent of those under 32 show the same degree of satisfaction. Among those between 32 and 38, only 28 percent are "very satisfied."

Advising Freedom/Other Variables
Because freedom in advising school publications was identified
as important to an adviser's job s.,-tisfaction, we looked at this aspect
of administrative behavior a bit more closely.
Faculty Opinion

A tendency exists for advisers to sense that they have more free-

dom in working with school publications as they perceive faculty
opinion of the journalism program's quality to be higher than that of
other units. As degrees of administrative freedom lessen, so also does

the tendency lessen for advisers to believe that other faculty members perceive the publications program to be of high quality.

1
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Plans to Stay in Teaching

As the amount of administrative freedom granted advisers
increases, so does the tendency of the Journalism educators to indicate their desire to remain in teaching until retirement.
Teaching Freedom

A similar tendency exists when advisers are grouped according
to degrees of advising freedoms and degrees of teaching freedoms.
We find that in schools where administrators allow great free.lom for
the adviser in handling publications, those administrators are also
more likely to allow teachers to have wide latitude in selecting teaching methods, classroom techniques and publications management.
Faculty Morale

When Journalism educators are granted administrative freedom
to advise publications without interference, a much stronger likelihood exists that those same advisers perceive faculty morale at the

school to be much better than is the case when administrators
restrict publications advising.
Age

As might be expected, there's a significant tendency for advising
freedom to be more prevalent among those who are older.
Journalism Educators' Professional Lives
Tbday's high school Journalism educators seem to contradict the

disparaging adage that "those who can, do; and those who can't,

teach." Despite the well-documented weaknesses in formal
Journalism education, many Journalism educators have other mediarelated experiences that strengthen them in the performance of their
current educational duties.

Graph 5.8 shows us that more than 40 percent of today's high
school Journalism teachers/advisers served on the staffs of publications while they were high school students. Their average number of
years on the staff was 3.1.

Nearly 27 percent of the Journalism educators worked on college publications 1Gr an average of 2.7 years.
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One rather surprising finding about media experiences is that
more than 24 percent of today's high school Journalism educators
have spent time working in some aspect of professional journalism,
on average for nearly five years.

In addition to these media-related experiences, which no doubt
help educators bring depth and breadth to their high school classrooms, more than one-third of them have worked at non-teaching
jobs following their college graduations. Of the 33.8 percent who
reported doing non-school-related work, the average time spent not
teaching is 10.2 years.
Workload

Earlier, we described the typical U.S. high school Journalism
educator's workload as 5.32 classes per day, with about 53 percent of
that being devoted to media-related classes and labs.

Beyond these formal class and lab times totalling 26.6 hours per
week, teachers report spending 7 hours each week advising students
in their publications or media work outside the school day.

Ilere's the remainder of a typical (and busy) work week for
Journalism teacher/adviser:
3.9 hours on hall dury, study hall, supervising detention

2.9 hours completing forms and administrative paperwork
11 7
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10.5 hours preparing lessons, lectures, composing tests, grading papers
4.2 hours doing background reading in various subject areas

2.1 hours contacting employers on students' behalf and visiting students at worksites
2.1 hours conducting makeup work for smdents
3 hours per week counseling students
10.6 hours coaching athletics

5.4 hours directing non-athletic extracurricular activities
(non-journalism)

3.8 hours participating in non-school sponsored activities
with snidents (such as service and church/synagogue)

3.2 hours tutoring
In sum, a "typical" week of teaching, advising, preparing, supervising and doing other school-related tasks totals 85.3 hours. We suspect that this self-assessment of time might he a tad inflated; yet it is
the perception Journalism teachers/advisers have of their workloads.

Indeed, we know of several high school teachersboth journalism
and non-Journalism educatorswho routinely put in these types of
hours during the school year. A national study of elementary and sec-

ondary school teachers by the National Opinion Research Center
shows an average week of about 53.5 hours.2'
Professional Memberships

Given memberships or other involvement in educational, media

or student-related associations, we conclude that high school
Journalism educators value participation in these professional groups
and that they are considerably involved.

Listed below are the percentages of Journalism educators who
claim to be involved with each of the named groups. Because 786
teachers/advisers answered this part of the survey, one could roughly
calculate the total number of U.S. advisers active in each of the
groups lw multiplying the percentage by 21,474the baseline number of schools represented by the teachers/advisers taking part in the
study.
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52.3% State teachers association
50.8% National Education Association (NEA)

37.7% Other teacher associations

30.2% Quill and Scroll International Journalism Honorary
Society
6

27.9% State press association
21% Journalism Education Association UEA)
16.2% Columbia Scholastic Press Association (CSPA)

12.6% National Scholastic Press Association (NSPA)

10.2% American Federation of Teachers (AFT)
7% Other media associations

4.5% Phi Delta Kappa (PDK)
2.8% Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ)

2.2% Southern Interscholastic Press Association (SIPA)

1.5% Association for Education in Journalism and Mass
Communication (AEJMC)

Interestingly, the top three organizations represented are oriented toward the teaching profession in general, not Journalism or Mass
Communication specifically. Likewise, the top two organizations,
enrolling more than half of all U.S. high school Journalism educators,

serve the teaching profession in general, not specifically the
Journalism or Communications guild. By contrast, Weaver and
Wilhoit found in their 1988 study of college Journalism educators
that no more than 4 percent of them belonged to a non-communication professional association. The American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) was the only one of 21 such professional orgaMza-

tions listed that involved education generally. However, more than
half of the college educators in the study belonged to a Journalism
education group, AMIC.24 In a 1992 study, the same authors found
that only 36 percent of all U.S. professional journalists, lw contrast,
belonged to any professional organization.2'

Comparing these figures. we sec a strong commitment by high
school Journalism educators (and college Journalism educators) to
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membership in professional organizations, more so, at any rate, than
full-time journalists.
Of the media organizations, secondary school Journalism educa-

tors are most involved with Quill and Scroll, an international honorary society for high school journalists that has chapters in all states
and in more than 40 foreign countries. Thus, while Quill and Scroll
probably has more active involvement of teachers than shown above
because of its international nature, we would project that about 6,485
teachers/advisers work in schools with active Quill and Scroll chapters. Given our 3.4 percent maximum margin of error, we would estimate that between 5,755 and 7,215 teachers/advisers in the United
States are now working with a Quill and Scroll chapter. That same
formula may be applied to figures above for further estimates of
numbers of teachers actually involved.

Some of the groups, for example the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association and the National Scholastic Press Association, are organizations that register schools and publications rather than ,:eachers;
however, their services are aimed primarily at students. Teachers take
active roles in them lw attending conventions with students, making
sure publications are critiqued for students, and encouraging other
types of student involvement in activities sponsored by the national
and state organizations.
A further sign of active involvement by high school teachers in

these organizations is that nearly 24 percent of the teachers have
held an office in one or more of the associations.
Professional Reading

Journalism educators seem to read a wide variety of journals
related to secondary school media teaching and advising. No doubt
they read many other books and journals related to their personal
interests as well as those connected with their classes. I lere, we look
strictly at Journalism-related reading.

With a higher percentage of schools having yearbooks than
newspapers, and with professional yearbook companies blanketing
the markets with their publications, it is not surprising that the two
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periodicals best-read by Journalism educators are produced by yearbook publishers.

In the chart following, Journalism educators' responses to the
following question have been logged: "Which Journalism education
periodicals listed below do you read regularly?" The percentage of
readership among 786 respondents is listed before each periodical.
To get an approximate number of total educator readership in U.S.
schools, multiply the percent by 21,474, the baseline number of educators represented in this part of the analysis. (Readership should not
be equated with subscriptions. Some readers may use a library copy
rather than a subscription.)
40.5% Adviser (Jostens Yearbook Co.)
34.4% Thy kr Talk (Taylor Publishing Co.)
32.6% Quill & Scroll Magazine

22.9% State press association publications

21.8% Student Press Review (CSPA) (formerly School Press
Review)

17 .7% Student Press Law Center Report

17 fa CIPT rr
,..:ommunication: Journalism Education Today)
(JEA)

7.8% Other media publications
7% 'Mends (NSPA publication)

6.5% journalism Educator (AEJMC)
5.10/ journali.s-m Quarterly ( AEJ M C)

Of the non-profit organizations that produce periodicals for
teachers (and students), Quill & Scroll Magazine is the most widely
read. Publications produced by state high school press associations
are the next best read of the journals. Most of these include monthly
or quarterly newsletters and other specialized publications directed at
Journalism teaching/advising and student publishing.
Writing

About 4.7 percent of the Journalism educators indicate that they
have written an article for one or more of the professional journalism
121
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periodicals. Applied to the entire country, this means that about
1,000 teachers have taken an active role in writing various types of
articles, columns, or other instructional pieces to share with a wider
audience.
Use of News Media

High school journalism educators appear to be regular users of
local and national news media, and probably include it among their
class preparation time, given the 80+ hours they claim to work each
week.

In terms of use, here are the usual number of days each week
that a Journalism educator uses each medium:
local newspaper, 5.5 days per week

cable or early evening network TV news, 5.6 days per week
local newscasts on TV, 5.6 days per week
local radio newscasts, 5.4 days per week

national radio network news, 5.1 days per week

In addition to local media, 83 percent of the high schor,I
journalism educators listed general-interest magazines that they re.d
regularly (that is, almost every issue):
Time, 29.8 percent
Newsweek, 26.8 percent

Reader's Digest, 10.2 percent
U.S. News and Tibr Id Report, 9 percent

National Geogniphic, 7.9 percent
People, 5.7 percent

Aside from local newspaper reading, 54 percent of the
journalism educators read at least one non-local newspaper regularly
(at least once a week). Among the top non-local newspapers in terms
of readership are
USA Thday, 26.5 percent
Ne7z. Fork Times, 15 percent

11;d1 Street journal, 8.1 percent
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Journalism Educators' Political Concerns

High school Journalism teachers tend to be politically about as
middle-of-the-road as it gets. Our survey found that on a scale of 0

to 100, with 0 being extreme left and 100 being extreme right,
Journalism educators' average score is about 52, putting their average
a bit to the right, but not much. The median and the mode are 50.

When compared with public school teachers generally, we find
the Journalism educators to be a bit more liberal. Larger percentages
of Journalism educators see themselves as middle-of-the-road politically, and a smaller percentage see themselves as conservative; in

both groups, however, the conservatives outnumber the liberals
among the journalists and the non-journalists alike.

lb illustrate, The Carnegie Foundation found in a study of
more than 20,000 U.S. elementary and secondary public school
teachers that 29 percent of the te chers classified themselves as liber-

al, 29 percent middle of the road, and 42 percent conservative.
Converted to a 100-point scale, the average score is approximately
54.2' Our study of Journalism educators shows that about 27 percent
see themselves as liberal, 42 percent as middle of the road, and 31
percent as conservative. The average is 52.

By contrast, college journalism faculty are somewhat more left
of center politically, averaging 44.2 on the scale of 100 (median of 45
and mode of 50).2'
Political Affiliation

High school Journalism teachers tend to list themselves more so
as Democrats (43.4 percent) than as Republicans (34.2 percent). As
shown in Graph 5.9, the number of Democrats among them is similar in percentage to college Journalism teachers (1988)28 and to pro-

fessional journalists (1992), and all three groups register 5 to 10
percentag, points higher than do Democrats in the general population as a whole.2'

Iligh school Journalism educators, however, are about two times
more likely than either college journalism teachers or U.S. journalists to affiliate with the Republican Party, with about one-third of the
teachers claiming membership compared with only about 15 percent
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of college educators3° and about 16 percent of professional journalists.3' High school teachers/advisers are also much less likely to claim
that they are Independents politically than are college Journalism

educators or professional journalists. We observe in Graph 5.9 a
striking similarity of party affiliation between the college Journalism

educators and professional journalists, even though those surveys
were taken about five years apart.
Graph 5.9
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Journalism Educators and Freedom of the High School Press

We address legal issues in more detail in later chapters. In the
national study described in this section, we did, however, survey secondary school Journalism educators to find out where they stand on
the question of freedom of the school press.

SpLifically, we asked this question that involved the Hazelwood
kuldmeier case: "The U.S. Supreme Court (in 1988) ruled in favor
of more authority for high school principals to censor school-sponsored student publications. Do you believe that this was a good ruling or a bad ruling?" As shown in Graph 5.10, almost 33 percent of
the Journalism educators thought Hazelwood was a good ruling, a
considerably lower percentage than their non-journalism public high
school teacher colleagues, who agreed at a 71-percent rate that the
ruling was good.'2
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Graph 5.10
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The public in general (59 percent) was less likely than nonJournalism teachers to agree with the new restrictions on the school
press, but they were much more likeh. than Journalism teachers to
agree that the decision was a good one.33

We find it curious in Graph 5.10 that a high percentage (18.2
percent) of Journalism educators had no opinion about Hazelwood. By
contrast, public school teachers in 1989, and the public in general in

19881 had much lower percentages of those who responded "don't
know." One possible explanation is that the question was asked of
Jourmlism educators in the spring of 1991, fully three years after the
Supreme Court decision. We have seen that a high percentage of
teachers are new to Journalism, so a considerable number of them
might not have taken note of the ruling. Given the high number of
teachers/advisers who are not certified, who have been assigned journalistic duties by an administrator, who did not take a Journalism
major in college, and who did not aspire to teach Journalism when
they first considered education as a career, it is reasonable to expect
that a substantial percentage of them would show a certain indifference to the Hazelwood decision.

No matter what the reason, slightly more than 50 percent of
Journalism programs in 1991 were headed lw teachers who either
thought that the restrictions of Hazelwood Were good or did not know
one way or the other. Only 493 percent of the Journalism educators
thought that it was a bad ruling.
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Change in Freedoms

A related question was asked of journalism educators: "How has
the U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1988 (Hazelwood r. Kahlmeier)
affected student freedom of expression as applied to their work on
official school publications in your school?" Graph 5.11 shows percentages of today's Journalism teachers/advisers in relationship to the

degrees of freedom thev believe they now have in the wake of
Hazelwood.
Graph 5.11
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The largest percentage Journalism educators, almost 74 percent, believe that no changes in freedoms of students have occurred

related to their work on school publications. Nearly 12 percent,
however, claim that less freedom is now available for students. Less
than 1 percent claim "more freedom" is enjoyed by students, and
almost 14 percent either don't know or don't have an opinion.

We find that advisers' attitudes about the rightness of the
Hazelwood Supreme Court decision are related to several other fac-

tors that we've explored thus far and that are worth exploring in
more detail.
Type of School

Legally, I lazehz.00d applies only to those students, teachers, and

administrators within public schools among the 45 states currently
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affected by the decision.34 Parochial and other private schools were
not affected by the decision, though it is of interest for us to examine
reactions of teachers from those schools. We assume that for optimum learning experiences for students in such schools, many teachers and administrators in the private sector would want to consider
allowing an atmosphere in which students could express themselves
freely.

Public school teachers are much more likely to be in disagreement with the Hazelwood decision than are parochial or private
school teachers. Almost 51 percent of the public school teachers
believe that it was not in the students' best interests for the Supreme
Court to have limited press freedoms in the schools. But 43 percent
of parochial school teachers and 25 percent of private school teachers
believe the decision was a bad one.
Annual Salary

A direct, significant relationship exists between teachers' salaries
and their opinions of the Hazelwood decision. Those who make more
money are more apt to think that it was a bad ruling than those who
make less. Many more advisers in the $40,000+ income brackets were

likely to be in favor of greater student freedoms of the press than
those in the $25,000-and-under category.
Tenure

lligh school Journalism educators with tenure are more likely to
disagree with the Hazelwood restrictions on student freedom of the
press than are those without tenure. Of the educators who think the

restrictions are bad for the student press, almost 71 percent have
tenure whereas only about 29 percent who do not have tenure think
the decision was wrong.
Certification

Also significantly related to each other is the relationship
between the Journalism educators' attitudes about the Hazelwood
decision and whether or not they are certified to teach Journalism.
We found a much higher incidence of disagreement with the deci-
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sion among those with certification than among those who have not
attained it. Graph 5.12 shows the relationships.
Graph 5.12
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We assume that knowledge of journalistic practice and principles that accompany certification might lead to a teacher's greater
sense of independence and resistance to a meddlesome decision of
the Supreme Court that actually interferes with instruction.35 For
example, only 45 percent of those without certification thought it

was a had ruling whereas 61 percent of those with certification
thought it was bad. We also find that more than 20 percent of those
without certification do not have an opinion about the caseor don't
know about itcompared with about 13 percent who have certification. Graph 5.12 also shows that among those who think Hazelwood

was a good decision, almost 35 percent are uncertified teachers
whereas only about 26 percent of the certified teachers think it was a
decision in the best interests of students' freedoms.
Faculty Morale

We found that faculty morale was the single most important
predictor of the Journalism educator's job satisfaction. Faculty
morale is also significantly related to educators' opinions about
Hazelwood. Those Journalism teachers/advisers who think the restrictive nature of the Supreme Court's decision was good also tend to see
128
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morale at the school as being good. The same is true for those who
have no opinion or don't know about the case. Among those teachers
who thought the decision was bad, there is a much stronger likeli-

hood that they evaluate morale at school as also being "poor" or
"fair" than those who think the decision was a good one.
Morale Change

We also wanted to see if the 1988 court decision limiting student freedom was related to the Journalism teacher/adviser's notion
of change in faculty morale during the past few years. Similarly, we
find that those who are in agreement with the restrictive nature of

the decision are more likely to see either no change or actual
improvements in faculty morale in recent years than are those who
do not like the decision. Nearly 60 percent of the educators who
think the decision was bad also see a deterioration in morale during
the past few years whereas only 45 percent of those who think the
ruling was good agree that morale has deteriorated.
Teaching Methods

Journalism teachers who do not agree with the Hazelwood decision are less likely than those who agree with it that they have a great
deal of, or almost complete, freedom in deciding how to teach their
courses. For example, nearly 58 percent of those who agreed with the
ruling claim they have "almost complete freedom" in their classroom
methodoloF. Only 43 percent of those who think Hazelwood a bad
decision make the same claim.
Advising Freedom

Among advisers who think Hazelwood is a bad decision there is a

much greater tendency to say that there is "less freedom" now than
there was before the decision. Also, a much lower percentage of
them (71.3 percent) believe that there has been no change since the
decision compared with those who agree with the decision and who
also see no change (81.3 percent).
Holding Office

journalism educators who are involved in professional organizations as office holders are more likely to disagree with the Hazelwood
129
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decision than are those who are not involved as officers. We find that
those who disagree with the ruling are about twice as likely to hold
an office in an organization.
Political Ideology

Not surprisingly, Journalism teachers who claim to be left of
center politically are more likely than their conservative colleagues to
think Hazelwood a bad decision. By contrast, educators with a rightleaning political philosophy are much more likely to agree with the
Supreme Court in Hazelwood than their left-leaning colleagues. Also,
those who affiliate with the political right are more likely to have "no
opinion" on the Court's decision than are their more liberal counterparts.
Political Party

In Graph 5.13, we see that Journalism educators affiliating with
the Democratic Party disagree with the Hazelwood decision in a much
greater percentage (almost 51 percent) than do Republicans (28 per-

cent). Just about the reverse is seen when we note that Republican
educators tend to favor the decision that restricts student press freedoms (almost 46 percent) compared with just less than 32 percent of
the Democrats.
Graph 5.13
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Summary and Recommendations

Even with nearly 95 percent of all U.S. high schools having a
class in Journalism or some type of media outlet, only about 28 percent of the teachers and advisers are certified Journalism educators.
Considering that many states have few, if any, requirements for
Journalism certification, this percentage is all the more perplexing.
Furthermore, fewcr than 8 percent have a major in Journalism or
Mass Communication, but as length of time in Journalism education
increases, so does the likelihood that teachers/advisers return to
school for additional credits in Journalism. Many of them, while dedicated to the profession of teaching, did not choose Journalism as a
content area. About 43 percent have been assigned to the Journalism
program by an administrator, and another 18 percent thought of
teaching Journalism after they completed college. However, more
than half of them knew they wanted to be teachers (mainly high
school language arts teachers) while in high school, and more than
85 percent of them made that choice before finishing college.
Certified Journalism teachers are more likely to be found in large
public high schools rather than in smaller schools or private schools.
Even with an average week that finds them working many more hours
than their teacher colleagues, U.S. high school Journalism educators
are as satisfied as or happier than their colleagues. More than 80 percent saV they wish to remain in teaching until retirement. Predictors
of job satisfaction are faculty morale, annual salary, amount of free-

dom administrators allow in advising, and age. We find that they
bring some solid background in Journalism despite rather minimal
formal educational credentials: About 25 percent have college and
professional media experience; 40 percent were on high school media

staffs; and more than one-third of them have held non-media jobs
outside the secondary school environment. They are quite involved in

professional organizations, both educational and media-related.
Journalism educators tend to be in the center ideologically but more
likely to be Democrats than the population at large. They are likely to

value student press freedoms inure highly than either their nonJournalism teaching colleagues or the general public.

i.'
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Given these findings, we recommend the following:

Administrators should urge uncertified Journalism educators
to professionalize their credentials.

Journalism educators who lack certification should seek
workshops or summer, Saturday, correspondence or evening
courses that lead toward state licensing in Journalism.

Journalism educators who lack a major or minor in
Journalism or Mass Communication should consider adding
that teaching area to their credentials or seeking a master's
degree in it.
Administrators should take note of the extremely demanding

schedules of Journalism teachers/advisers and attempt to
improve those persons' situations through assignment of adequate preparation tnne and stipends.
School administrators doing job searches for Journalism edu-

cators, particularly at smaller schools where there exists a
greater tendency for a non-certified Journalism teacher to fill a
vacancy, should make contacts with nearby universities, colleges and state press associations for names of qualified candidates.

Administrators should provide an atmosphere in which trust,
freedom and faculty morale prosper, for in these situations
greatest job satisfaction of Journalism educators occurs.
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CHAPTER 6

WHO PAYS THE PIPER?
SOURCES OF NEWSPAPER BUDGETS
Chapter Highlights

There's almost no difference in the amount of money public
and non-public schools spend on their newspapers, but larger
schools and schools in larger cities spend much more.

Schools spend about the same total amount of money on
their papers no matter how many issues they publish.
Nearly 40 percent of newspapers get at least half their money
from the principal.

Only three in five school papers run ads, but more than half
of those who do generate most of their budgets that way.

Newspapers that sell ads are much more likely to make a
profit than those that don't.
The Purposes of a Newspaper

Wbat's the basic purpose of a professional newspaper? Many
ideas come to mind:

"Ii) inform people about what's going on in the
`lb entertain
"I() serve as a fbrum for public opinion

lb influence citizens on issues of public importance
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To promote democracy through an educated citizenry

Those are excellent answers that express ideals any journalist
can agree with. Those ideas form the very core of every Journalism
class in America, from junior high to graduate school. Journalists
both student and professionalare taught how to write leads, news
stories, features, and editorials; how to interview sources and use
public records to obtain information; and how to package the news
product graphically to lure readers into every corner of every page.

As much as those ideals drive the newspaper business and the
actual work of the staff, the newspaper industry thinks of them largely as a means to a greater end: The fundamental purpose of a commercial newspaper, publishers will tell you, is to make money for the
people who own it.
If that seems like a cynical and utilitarian view of the press, ifs
true nevertheless. Consider the National Observer The Observer was
one of the finest weekly newspapers ever produced. It was an exciting

and innovative paper in every respect: Its articles were lively and
insightful, its design was bold and original, its opinion columns were

thoughtful and well-reasoned. It was published by Dow Jones, the
same folk who publish the Wall Street Journal, so there was plenty of
money behind it. Yet it flopped.
Good as it was, and it was very good indeed, it never caught on

with readers, so it lost money by the truckload. Even Dow Jones
couldn't afford to keep it afloat, and the National Observer is now
nothing more than a fond memory. Any high school senior taking
Economics comes to understand that our system is largely based on
enterprises that pay their own way or else, and that the less they rely
on subsidies from government, the more free they are to chart their
own courses, free of suffocating regulation. Money means freedom:

Financial independence means freedom from control lw outside
interests and forces other than the owners of the newspaper.
Purposes of the Scholastic Press

A school newspaper, by contrast, is not so profit-driven as a
commercial paper. We have other ambitions besides making money
for our school publications. The brief catalogue of newspaper aims at
I 18
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the beginning of this chapter most certainly applies to high school
papers as much as it does to commercial newspapers. Moreover,
school newspapers serve an educational function that commercial
papers do not supply: The high school newspaper is a tool for teaching about information access in a democracy, for sharpening language skills, even for providing a social outlet for the student staffers.

None of those aims, however, is incompatible with making
money. On the contrary, the school press is stronger when it is able to
provide its own money than it is when it depends on principals or
school boards for the funds it needs to operate. That's why, even
though making money isn't the prime purpose of school newspapers,

financial strength is important for schools that want to offer their
students the best and freest press possible.
Who Controh the Checkbook?

Even if the purpose of the school press is not primarily to make

money, it's far better to show a profit than a loss at the end of the
Year. School papers are not in business to lose money, either!

Most high school publications advisers have little training in
Journalism, and even among those who do, their training typically
includes little or nothing about financing a publications program.
Financial policies and decisions are left to school administrators, who

may make decisions for publications based on what's best for the
school financially, not on what's best for the publication journalistically.

Financial decisions arc best made, though, by the people most
closely affected by them. As employees, we wouldrightlybristle
at the notion of our boss determining how our household budgets
should be allocated: The boss at work has no real idea what our
needs are at home. Similarly, most school administrators have no real
idea what the needs of a snident-run press are, either. It's hard to act
in a newspaper's best interests when you don't know what those best
interests are.
A school press is most effective when it takes responsibility itself
for its total product, and that means not only its editorial content but
also its financial affairs. There is no reason to insulate student jourI 39
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nalists and their advisers from the financial implications of the decisions they make, or to deny their programs the rewards that prudent

attention to the bottom line can bring. This, too, is education in
Journalism and for life. Publication staffs that control their own budgets will be stronger financially and freer editorially than those who
don't, and that makes finances worth learning about.
Balancing the budget of a school newspaper is no more compli-

cated than balancing the family bank account. Most of us have
incomes and household budgets that vastly exceed any publications
budgets for which we may be responsible. A first step in getting a
handle on finances might be to see what other schools are doing so
that we get a feel for how typical our own situation is. That's what
this chapter helps you do by outlining briefly what newspaper budgets at other schools look like.

Good information is lacking on the ways in which the high
school press is financed. Publications on school journalism and secondary school administration do deal with some issues piecemeal in
how-to articles on increasing advertising revenue, sales ideas that
work, and so on.1 Several handbooks give ideas for surviving, even
thriving, financially.2 Few attempts have been made, however, to
study systematically the sources of revenue for representative samples of the student press.
In 1982 a study of the student press in Iowa offered assurances
that high school newspapers that were members of the state scholas-

tic press association were not suffering from budget cutbacks so
badly as had been feared, although schools that were not members of

the association were not studied. Nearly half of the papers in that
study published their newspapers as a school page in the local community paper, something much less common in other states. Of the
papers published separately, about 40 percent accepted advertising
and about the same number received direct administrative subsidies.
Only 15 percent sold either subscriptions or single copies.

Mary Benedict4 found that 45 percent of high school principals
favored direct school subsidy of newspapers, with advertising second
(26 percent), followed by subscriptions (13 percent), and activity fees
(6 percent).
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In 1986, an Ohio srudy5 found that only 30 percent of schools in
the study received administrative subsidies and 6 percent received
activity fee money, while 62 percent of the newspapers received
advertising revenue, typically covering more than 40 percent of their
annual budgets in that way. Single-copy sales accounted for over
one-fourth of most budgets. That paper suggested, but did not
attempt to demonstrate, that a school newspaper that raised its own
revenues rather than relying on money from the school would probably have fewer restrictions placed on its content.
Mat is the point, quite apart from its more utilitarian interest in
allowing schools to compare their financial performance with that of
other school newspapers, that makes school publication funding of
particular interest. Do. in fact, school papers have more freedom to
publish if they're not reliant on the school administration for the
financial wherewithal that it takes to publish a newspaper? The first
task is to determine just where the money does come from.
The Cost of Newspaper Publishing

No two schools are alike; they differ in size, in religious orientation. and in countless other ways. They can be arranged according to
categories, though, and then we can look for the ways in which
schools similar to each other operate. That is what was done in the

1992 national study on which much of the rest of this chapter is
based. As we look first at how much schools are paying to publish
their papers, we pay the most attention to whether they were public
or non-public/parochial, to their enrollment, to the size of the community in which they were located. We also consider how often a
staff published its paper, whether each school's newspaper staff
received academic credit for its work, and how well they had done
financially the previous year.

The study was based on a sample of 434 randomly selected high
schools from throughout the country which were studied during the

w inter of 1991-92. Schools received a four-page questionnaire
addressed to the "Journalism "l'eacher (or Principal)" and a pre-paid
reply envelope; schools which did not respond within three weeks

rem ed a follow-up letter and another copy of the questionnaire.
-H
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More than half the schools returned the questionnaire, and demographic results corresponded well with the samples in larger studies,
a good indication of reliability.

In 1991-92 the average high school newspaper budget was
52,664. but that's a meaningless statistic because it lumps everybody
together. A few schools listed no budget at all, and 6 percent listed

less than S100. while a few papers reported budgets of at least
S10,000 a year, with two schools coming in at S14,400. Because
school papers vary so widely, it's necessary to break those figures
down to provide any meaningful comparison.
Public/Private

There is little difference between public schools and
private/parochial schools in their overall budgets: public school
papers spend about S2,667 a year, whereas non-publics average
S2,658. About half of all public schools with newspapers spend more
than S2,000 a year on their papers whereas 55 percent of non-public
schools spend that much. But non-public schools have a slightly larger share of the smallest budgets: 30 percent spend less than S1,000 a
year whereas just 25 percent of public schools do.
Enrollment

Not surprisingly, a much better predictor of the size of a school's

newspaper budget was the size of its enrollment. Papers at larger
schools, whether public or non-public, had significantly larger budgets than papers at smaller schools.

Papers at schools with 250 or fewer students had an average
budget of S966 per year; nearly 30 percent spent less than S250 per
Vear, and less than 18 percent had budgets of S2,000 or more.

At schools with 251 to 500 students, newspaper budgets averaged S2,466. While 40 percent of those schools spent no more than
S1,000 a yea r, 18 percent spent over S4,000. Newspaper budgets
averaged S3,004 a year at schools with 501 to 1,000 students. More
than a quarter of those schools spent at least S4,000 a year, and less
than 10 percent spent less than S250.
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The largest schools, those of more than 1,000 students, also had
the largest newspaper budgets, averaging $3,486. More than onefourth of those schools spent more than $5,000 a year whereas just 2
percent spent less than $500.
Community Size

Where a school is located also makes a difference: Schools in
large cities spend much more on their newspapers than rural schools
do. Urban schools are also frequently larger, but urban schools do
spend more than rural schools of comparable size.
More than a quarter of rural schools spend less than $250 a year
on their papers, and the average was $1,466. Seventy-one percent of
rural school papers spent less than $2,000 a year. Papers in small
towns of up to 25,000 population averaged budgets of $2,500.

Schools in cities of up to 100,000 population spent much more
on their newspapers: More than a quarter spent over $4,000 a year
whereas just 9 percent spent less than $500. The average was $3,421.
Newspapers published at schools in cities of more than 100,000
people had the largest budgets, an average of $3,633. None spent less
than $1,350 a year, and almost 20 percent spent at least $5,000 per
year.
Frequency of Publication

There is no clear relationship between a newspaper's budget and
its frequency of publication. Schools that publish their papers just
two or three times per semester spend fewer actual dollars than do
other schools, of course, but they spend an average of $314 per issue.
Schools that publish every tw o weeks have budgets more than twice
as large, but they spend an average of only $221 per issue. The expla-

nation is probably that schools that publish their papers less often
produce larger, and consequently

expensive, issues.

The most frequent publication cycle for high school newspapers
is monthly, accounting for more than half of the schools in the study.
Those papers spend the most per issue, an average of $331.
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Staff Credit

Eighty percent of the schools in this national study gave academic credit to students for their work on the newspaper. Not only do

the students in those programs get the credits but also they have
more money to work with. Newspapers in the credit-bearing programs have an average budget of $2,740 per year; papers that are
entirely extracurricular average $2,258.
Financid Stability

During the 1991 school year, about 23 percent of the school
newspapers in the country made money whereas 21 percent lost
money. A little over half broke even. Public school newspapers were
more likely to finish in the black than those in non-public schools,
although they were equally likely to lose money. Most non-public
schools just broke even.

Small schools seldom turned a profitjust 4 percent did so
whereas nearly 30 percent of schools larger than 500 students made
money. Rural schools were more likely to show a profit than those in
any other sort of conununity, more than 29 percent finishing with a

balance at the end of the year. Twice as many rural and big-city
schools made money as lost it.

Staffs that published a paper on an extracurricular basis were
almost twice as likely to lose money as those which received academic credit. Nearly one-third of those papers lost money whereas only
18 percent of the credit-granting programs did so. Schools appeared
to be more willing to subsidize papers that gave academic credit.
Who Pays the Bills, and How Much Do They Pay?

School newspapers have traditionally relied on at least five
sources of income:

money from activity fees paid by all students
subscription sales
single-copy sales

direct subsidy from school administrators
advertising revenue
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There are also other financial bases, of course: bake sales, candy
sales, car washes, and so on, but these generally raise relatively little
money, and they vary quite a bit from year to year. In this section we
look at the extent to which the different sorts of programs we're dis-

cussing rely on each of these five most common ways of raising
money. Only three schools in the study reported significant proportions of their revenues to have come from sources other than these,
and all were papers with very few dollars to spend. Percentages have
been adjusted, therefore, to eliminate those sources to make comparisons easier.
Activity Fees

Some schools charge their students a fee which entitles them
without further cost to a smorgasbord of activities like admission to
athletic events, availability of certain extracurricular activities, occasional dances, and so on. A copy of each issue of the school newspaper might be one of the things paid for by this fee. Money collected
from the fee is distributed to the sponsors of the activities, the school
paper included, and is used to defray all or part of their expenses.
In general, activity fees are not a major source of revenue for
most high school papers; only one in five school newspapers receives

any activity fee immey at all, but in the minority of cases where
papers do receive this sort of income, it is often substantial. More
than 44 percent of the schools that receive money from activity fees
generate at least half their budgeted income this way, and for 4 percent of schools it was their only source of income.
Public/Private

Public schools were less likely to get money from activity fees
than were non-public schools. liventy percent of non-public schools
rely on such fees for at least three-quarters of their income whereas

only 5 percent of the public schools received that much support.
Overall, non-public schools received 23.9 percent of their income
from activity fees whereas public schools averaged 10.8 percent.
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Enrollment

Papers at larger schools appear to get somewhat more activity
fee money than do those at smaller schools but the differences are
significant only for schools of 501-1,000 students. More than 10 percent of those schools generate at least three-quarters of their budgeted income from activity fees and nearly 30 percent of them get some
activity fee money. Only 10 percent of the smallest schools receive
any such fees, however.
Community Size

On the other hand, the size of the community in which the
school is located appears to make a more important difference.
Whereas rural schools report only 8.3 percent of their money coming from activity fees, the figure is about 12 percent in towns of

under 100,000 population and 20.9 percent in cities larger than
100,000. Activity fee money is more important for the rural schools

that receive it, but less than 10 percent do so; but more than onethird of the big city schools give activity fee money to school newspapers.
Staff Credit

Not surprisingly, newspapers that were published as an extracurricular activity received a much larger proportion of their budgets

from activity fees than did papers published as part of a class.
Extracurricular papers drew about 32 percent of their budgets from
activity fees whereas credit-bearing newspapers received an average of
only about 8 percent of their budgets from such fees.
Financial Stability

Newspapers that rely heavily on activity fee money aren't doing
themselves any favors financially; in fact they seem zo be worse off
than most other papers. While only one-fifth of all the newspapers in
the study lost money, the figure rose to about 60 percent among the
papers that relied on activity fees for most of their budgets. On the
other hand, among papers that received no activity fee money, less
than 18 percent ran a deficit. So.not only does activity fee money

apparently not help school new spapers balance their budgets, it
14()
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seems to work against it, either by providing a false sense of financial
security because of the early lump-sum cash infusion it supplies, or

by providing administrators with an excuse to deny papers other,
more lucrative, avenues for revenue.
Subscription Sales

Few school newspapers sell subscriptions any more: Less than 9
percent of the schools sold them at all, and just 2 percent derived half
or more of their budgets that way. Larger schools and public schools
seem to take in a slightly larger share of their budgets from subscriptions, but the number of schools involved is too low and the differences too slight for any of them to be of any statistical significance.
No general category of school represented in the study exceeded 5
percent of its budget by selling subscriptions.
Single Copy Sales

Sales of single copies of thc newspapers was somewhat more
importantabout as important as immey from activity fees. More
than 75 percent of schools received no single copy sales money at all,
but 8.3 percent received half or more of their money this way. One
paper in twenty supported itself entirely through sales of copies.
Only two notable differences among tApes of schools were noteworthy: N1edium-sized schools, those with enrollments between 250

and 1,000, received about 12 percent of their income from single
copy sales; larger and smaller schools averaged about 3 percent. And

size of community made an important difference. Rural schools
relied on individual sales for more than 20 percent of their income;
towns of less than 100,000 averaged just over 7 percent, whereas
schools in cities of more than 100,000 people took in an average of
just 1 percent of their newspaper income from single sales.
Administrative Subsidy

Direct administrative financial support is an important source of
revenue for most school newspapers. More than half of the papers in
this and other studies received subsidies, and the amount was usually
substamial. Nearly 40 percent of the schools received at least half of

their budgeted income from the administration, and about 22 per14 7
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cent, more than one in five, got all of their money from the principal
or school board.
Using the principal's money to publish a newspaper is not necessarily incompatible with good journalism. A study of award-winning
newspapers in the annual CSPA critical service evaluations found

that the most noticeable difference between contest winners and
nonwinners was in funding; winners received significantly more
school funding than non-winners did. Other research, however,
reveals some potential dangers in subsidy money. In the next chapter,

we address some of these concerns, but we do not question the
importance of the school administration's cash in subsidizing the
publication of school newspapers.
Public/Private

Non-public school newspapers are normally either heavily subsidized or receive nothing. Forty-five percent of the schools studied
received no administration money at all, but 35 percent were completely funded by the school. Public schools received a little less, on
the average. Half of public schools received no administration money
and just 20 percent were fully funded; about 40 percent of the public
school papers receiving money generated less than half their budgeted income that way.
Enrollment

Clear differences emerge among schools of different sizes in
how much money their papers received from administrative subsidies. Fully half of the newspapers at the smallest schools, 250 or
fewer students, were completely paid for by administrators, but only

10 percent of the papers at schools of more than 500 students
received full funding from the principal. In fact, more than half of
those larger schools received no administrative money at all.

Newspapers at larger schools are generally larger and more cost-

ly than papers at smaller schools, of course, and it's not surprising
that administration provides a smaller percentage of the newspaper's
revenue. Large schools may have avenues of income open to them
that small sch(mls lack, a larger advertising base or more potential
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subscribers, for example. But Chapter 7 shows that regardless of
school size, administrative subsidy is at best a mixed blessing.
Community Size

Few real differences showed up here. Schools in rural areas did
appear to receive more administration money than the others, but
differences among other types of communities were small.
Staff Credit

In programs where the school newspaper is an activity for which

students receive academic credit, normally in conjunction with a
Journalism class, a large share of the paper's income derives from

direct school subsidy, typically more than 40 percent. Wholly
extracurricular papers receive less; an average of 29.7 percent of their
annual budgets come from administrative grants.
Financial Stability

It may be surprising at first glance that the newspapers most
likely to make a profit were those which also received no administrative subsidy at all; almost 72 percent of the papers that took in more
than they spent received nothing from their principals. Schools are
not likely to bankroll papers that make money without administrative
subsidy, and staffs who know they can't count on the school for their
operating revenue may work harder at generating their own sources
of income. Schools that received the heaviest administrative subsidies
were most likely to break even.
Advertising

The second-most-important source of revenue for school newspapers is advertising, but the degree to which schools depend on it
varies tremendously. More than 43 percent of school papers don't
carry ads at all, many citing school policies against it. Nearly onethird of school papers, however, earn more than half their money
through ads; for more than 10 percent, advertising is the only source
of revenue.
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Public/Private

Advertising is much more important to public school newspapers than to private school papers, accounting for about 40 percent
of their income, compared with just 21.5 percent of the income of
non-public schools. About 12 percent of public school papers support themselves entirely through advertising, while only 5 percent of
the non-publics reported doing so. More than one-third of public

school papers counted on ads for more than half their income,
whereas 15 percent of the non-publics earn that much through ads.
Enrollment

The extent to which school newspapers use advertising to pay
their bills is clearly related to the size of the school. Schools of no
more than 500 students used ads for 22 percent of their revenues,
whereas schools larger than that took in more than 46 percent of
their money from the sale of ads.
Community Size

The size of the community in which the school is located, on
the other hand, appears to play little role in the use of advertising.
While rural schools do make less use of advertisingabout 27 percent of their revenues, on the averageschools located in cities and
towns of all sizes from less than 25,000 to more than 100,000 all earn

an average in the vicinity of 42 percent of their budgets through
advertising. The use of ads is probably the result of the availability of
nearby businesses as potential advertisers, something characteristic of
towns of all sizes but largcly absent in rural areas.
Staff Credit

Staffs that receive academic credit 14 their newspaper work sell
more ads. About 40 percent of the budgets of those papers is typically covered by advertising. Papers that are extracurricular activities do
far less well in ad sales: Only about 22 percent of their incomes are
generated by ads.
Financial Stability

The more a newspaper relied on advertking for its revenue, the
more likely it was to finish the year in the black. Profit-generating
1 50
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newspapers earned an average of 61 percent of their budgets through
ad sales whereas papers that lost money averaged only 38 percent.
Papers that reported breaking exactly even earned 29 percent of their
budgets through ads; these were, of course, the most heavily subsidized by administrators and had, perhaps, the least incentive to sell
ads or the strongest injunctions against doing so.

Graphs 6.1 through 6.5 show the relative importance of the
income sources described in this chapter to different sorts of programs. Graph 6.1 shows that activity fees are a significant source of
revenue only to non-public schoolsmore important than advertising, although only half as important as administrative subsidies.
Public schools get about the same amount of money from both
advertisers and administrators.
Graph 6.1
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Larger schools rely most heavily on advertising (Graph 6.2),
which accounts for nearly half their income. Newspapers at the
smallest schools, on the other hand, are heavily dependent on administration money.
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Graph 6.2
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Schools in larger communities make more use of
advertising revenue than do schools in towns of less than 25,000, and

rural schools depend very heavily on administrative subsidies, as
shown in Graph 6.3.
Graph 6.3
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Graph 6.4 shows the much heavier reliance on advertising of
papers produced lw credit-bearing classes. Extracurricular newspapers rely most heavily on a school activity fee and take in less than
one-quarter of their budgets from ds. This is the only type of paper
in which something other than advertising or administrative subsidy
is the principal source of a newspaper's income.
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Graph 6.4
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We will see in the next chapter that it appears to help the cause

of free expression for a newspaper to make some profit. Among
papers that made a profit, advertising was terribly important and
accounted for nearly four times larger a share of revenue than
administrative subsidy. (Graph 6.5) Papers that lost money showed a
larger share of administrative money and activity fee money.
Graph 6.5
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Each of these five financial ingredientsactivity kes, subscriptions, single copy sales, adnUnistrative subsidies and advertisinghas

been used as the principal method of funding outstanding high
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school newspapers, papers that are exc.:lent journalistically, that are

successful financially, and that meet the highest standards of free
expression for their staffs and readers. But which one is best?

Simply in terms of considering which funding method produces
the most money, it's a two-horse race between administrative subsidy
and advertising. Activity fees are usually supposed to replace the little

day-to-day participation fees in the schools that assess them: club
dues, athletic admissions, newspaper subscriptions, and so on. But
most schools don't have activity fees and among those who do,
there's little serious money in it for the newspaper; in fact, papers
that rely on fee money are more likely than others to lose money.

The subscription costs they were supposed to replace never
amounted to much themselves. Few publications at any level from
scholastic to commercial actually support themselves with revenue
from subscriptions or single copy sales, so schools that use activity
fees to replace money earned by selling the paper still are not making
their newspapers any healthier financially: They're just streamlining
circulation. The few papers in the study that relied heavily on subscriptions or sales were not particularly successful financially; only
newspapers that are printed virtually freeon mimeograph or on the
office photocopier, for instancecan hope to avoid losing money if
they rely mostly on circulation fees for their income.
Advertising and administrative subsidy are the methods that
bring in really useful money for most papers. They generate roughly
equivalent amounts of money, but unless a newspaper\ only concern
is with the bottom line, they are not equally good. It's easy to rely on
administration money. If you don't actually stand in the hall and wait
for the principal to deliver the check, at least you rely on the school
bookkeeper to let you know how much money is being transferred
into the newspaper\ account this year. Advertising takes more work
and sets up another series of tasks for students and adviser to do:

preparing client lists, running off rate cards and insertion order
forms, working the phones or the street making sales calls, keeping
records, invoicing, checking off payinents as they come in. Is it worth
all the fuss?

li4
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Yes, for three reasons. There are important lessons to be taught
to student journalists about aspects of the newspaper business other
than editorial production. Newspapers, indeed virtually all agents of
the mass media, are profit-driven enterprises in this society. We do
live in a society that professes to value initiative and capitalism, and
divorcing the production of a newspaper from the financial implications of the enterprise doesn't make either journalistic or educational
sense.

Second, we've seen in this chapter that papers that rely most
heavily on advertising were those most likely to make a profit.
Making a profit, however small, is important, even in a school setting, because it opens some possibilities for the staff that might not
exist otherwise, maybe the purchase of a new piece of equipment, or
the ability to afford front-page spot color in some issues, or a trip to
the state scholastic press association convention. Those extras can do
wonders for staff morale and can contribute to a better newspaper.

There is a third, more important, reason to favor advertising
money over the administration's money: It looks as though newspapers that support themselves are more free than those that don't. An
earlier study' suggested the following:
Some advisers do not want money from administrators,
however Student newspapers which are financially independent
have a better chance of remaining editorially independent, they
maintain, and of avoiding the pressures which even some of the
best principals exert to publish or withhold certain stories.

The school press is subject to the law and the courts, like all
presses. but there may be a psycholog,-ical climate for editorial control
IA the administ' .tion when administration dollars are going into the
editorial product. Perhaps the best way to minimize that is to accept
less administrative money. In the next chapter, we will discuss in
it-reater detail the way in which the possible correlation between the
funding of the school press and limits on free expression.
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CHAPTER 7

WHO CALLS THE TUNE? LINKING BUDGET
SOURCES AND FREE EXPRESSION
Chapter Highlights

Newspapers which lost money the previous year were more
likely to have stories killed by the principal.
Papers which make a profit are less likely to be reviewed by
administrators before publication.
About 44 percent of principals never reviewed copy before
publication but more than 14 percent always did so.
Few schools say they cannot publish stories on drugs or sex
anymore, but political and school board endorsements would
never be permitted in at least half the newspapers studied.
Freedom from Administrative Control: A 25-Year Battle
Between the Tinkert decision in 1969 and Hazelwood in 1988,2
scores of cases concerning student press rights entered the legal sys-

tem Some were resolved out of court; of those which went to trial,
student journalists fimnd themselves winning more than they lost.
Since the Supreme Court upheld a issouri principal's right to control the content of his school's new spaper in Hazelwood, however, an
aw areness has grown that the battle for freedom of expression in
,,chool publications must turn increasingh from the courtroom to

the classroom. What the courts arc rum re!uctant to urant as a
157
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Constitutional right in a single judgment must perhaps be won anew
in individual school districts, working inside the school system rather
than inside the legal system.

That is the battle, or rather, these are the battles, for which we
want to help lay the groundwork in this chapter. The courts have
broadened the kinds of circumstances in which a principal is permitted to censor school newspapers, but the courts have not said that he
or she must do so. Regardless of the state of the law, regardless of
local district policies, the school press will inevitably feel pressure
from time to time to publish certain stories or to refrain from publishing stories about particular topics. So another area to pay some
attention to might be on elements outside the legal and policy areas
that seem to have some effect on free expression, and which newspapers might be able to influence.
Strategies for Protecting Free Expression
While one battle for free expression remains in the broader legal
arena and another focuses on locally adopted policies, there is much
that school newspaper staff members and advisers can do to create a
psychological climate that makes administrators less likely to interfere
with the paper.

One obvious strategy is to produce a newspaper that is as profes-

sionally and competently done as possible. It's not a foolproof
answer, of course, for some of the best school papers in the country
have felt the administrative heat and censor's scissors from time to
time. Nevertheless, a staff that does its job well will give its principal
far less cause to watch over its shoulder than a staff that does its job
poorly.

Other factors have been suggested as promoting a higher degree

of freedom for school papers. The type of community in which a
school is located could be important; principals in larger, more heterogeneous communities might tend to take a more liberal approach
than principals in smaller, closer-knit communities.

The adviser's background, training, and experience might he
important in budding the confidence of a principal that the job is
being done right and there's no need to interfere. And. as m as sug1 i8
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gested in Chapter 6 of this book, money is usually important. Papers

published with school funds may be more closely watched than
papers that do not rely on the school for their budgets.

If it is possible to increase our understanding of the factors that
seem to promote higher levels of autonomy in high school publications, we may, by encouraging the development of those factors,
able to help the lawyers and policy-makers in the battle to foster a
free student press. While it may not be possible to do much about
the environmental factors under which school newspapers operate,
e.g., school and community size, public or private, etc., many elements are subject to influence. How school newspapers are funded,

and how advisers are hired, trained and compensatedthese and
other factors can be studied and over time modified in directions that
appear consistent with greater measures of free expression.
Campbell recognized that few high school newspaper advisers

had adequate backgrounds in Journalism, and the college courses
they had taken had little to do with their advising responsibilities.
Boyd4 reported that Journalism teachers in Indiana were seldom
hired specifically for the job and that they had little training in the
field. Pettibone' said much the same thing 10 years later. Driscoll('
emphasized the importance of school press and advisers' organizations to the school publication program, and a special issue of the
1551-) Bulletin ran a series of articles designed to help principals
hire, train, and keep effective advisers. A study by Trager and
Dickerson8 pointed up the lack of a consistent approach to high
school journalists but. affirmed the importance of community size.
Gal linger(' provided recent information on levels of cooperation
between the scholastic and the commercial press.

Most of the literature is based on state or regional studies;
national samples are less common, but Click and Kopenhaver") provided some national information on principals' attitudes toward student press freedom immediately prior to the I laz4wood decision, and
they included good demographic data about many characteristics of
the school press nationally. Most of Dickson's; I later work dealt with
the immediate Post-I laz.eh:'ood era, and he provided valuable attitudinal and demographic information from national samples about the
159
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high school press. Much of this literature is reviewed in the following
chapters.
While studies involving adviser or community characteristics are
not uncommon, there has been little investigation of the role, if any,

played by the funding of the school press regarding the question of
free expression. That work has been limited largely to the descriptive
studies reviewed in Chapter 6.
Some Characteristics of School Newspapers

Our purpose here is to identify some of the traits of schools,
publications, and advisers that are most often associated with certain
types of autonomy found in high school newspaper programs. The
word "autonomy" is used here not to suggest a wholly independent
press, accountable to no one, but a press that is responsible for making its own decisions about content and coverage, free from pre-publication review hy school authorities.

Few people suggest that there is, or can be, such a thing as a
completely imkpendent high school press, something that's rare even
in colleges and universities. As a practical matter, it is usually necessary for schools to provide a teacher/adviser for Journalism students
as well as facilities and equipment for the newspaper. Where academic credit is given for work on the paper, those requirements are obvious. Financial and academic support do not, however, have to imply
editorial control.

There aren't many high school football coaches who would
appreciate haying to consult the principal before calling each play or
to have their game plans approved by school administrators every

Friday afternoon for the Big Game that night. Few band directors
would stay at a school where the music was selected by the School
Board. Such actions would never occur to most principals, even to
those who insist on checking proofs of the newspaper.

Few prineiNIS, however, would simply assign the new biology

teacher the job of coaching the football team; the band director
invariably has formal training in music. Moreover, most of the costs
of those activities are covered lw paid admission to athletic events

and by baml and sports boosters. The financial situation with the
I 6(
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school newspaper is frequently much different.

The student press is vulnerable to pressures from many sources,
both inside and outside the school. We classify these styles of pressure in these ways:
1.;:nvironmental zwriables are those effects that arise from the general nature of the school, community, and newspaper:

The type of school: public or non-public
School enrollment in grades 10-12
Size of the community in which the school was located
Frequency of publication of the newspaper

The extracurricular or for-credit nature of the paper
lost of these were examined in detail in Chapter 4.
Adz'iser radables arise from adviser backgrounds and professional
affiliations in seven ways:

The extra pay, if any, that advisers receive for advising

Advisers' undergraduate degree major
Advisers graduate degree major, if any

llow advisers acquired their jobs:
Were they hired for the position?
Were they assigned the job after hiring?
Did they volunteer?
Years of advising experience

ype and duration of personal experience in the media
college

part-dine
lembership for themselves or their staffs in various scholastic and professional journalism organizations

A breakdown of these kinds of demographic information w a s
mnd in Chapter of this book.
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Financial variables measure the extent to which the papers rely
on various sources of amding and on their recent financial health,
using the fact rs discussed in Chapter 6:
The newspaper's annual bwiget
Money from activity fees

Money from subscription sales
Money from single-copy sales
Money from administrative subsidies
Money from sale of advertising

Whether the newspaper made or lost money last year
These variables were used in a 1991 study1 2 as independent, or
antecejent, variables. That is, these conditions that existed at each of
the schools in the study were either outside the newspaper's control
(school size or adviser's education) or represented the paper's way of
managing its affairs (the organizations it belonged to or where its
money came from).
Administration Control and Newspaper Autonomy

Autonomy zwriables, a fourth type of variable measured in the
study, describes some of the roles of staff, advisers, and school officials in establishing the content of the paper. Seventeen questions
w-re asked of advisers in the study, in the search to determine some
of the constraints under which their staffs operated.

TO learn someth:ng about who influenced the content of the
newspapers, and to see what sorts of stories could and could not be
covered, there were two general types of questions about constraints.
First, seven questions asked about who influenced the editorial process:

. w often did an administrator read copy for the newsparer before publication?
II

Must potentially controversial articles be cleared with
the administratitm hefore publication:
}low often has an administrator killed an article before
publication?
162
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How often does the adviser read copy for the newspaper
before publication?
I Iow often has the adviser killed an article or required a
rewrite for reasons of content, not for mechanical reasons?

Are teachers permitted to review articles about themselves or their organizations before publication, and
what changes may they make?

Must the principal select or approve the choice of the
newspaper's student editor?

Next, advisers were given 10 general story types and asked
whether each would definitely or probably he killed by the
principal, would definitely or probably be killed by the adviser, probably would run in the school's newspaper, or that a

similar story had run in tht paper in the previous year.
Advisers were told to evaluate only by subject matter and to
assume that the pieces were otherwise well-written and wellresearched. The story types were as follows:
Birth Control
- Abortion
Endorsement of a candidate for local office
Endorsement of a candidate for school board
Story critical of the school board
Story critical of school administration
Story critical of a school sports team

Story critical of teachers in general
Drug problems in your school

General story about teen, sex, and pregnancy
In general, environmental, adviser, and financial variables w ere
considered independent or antecedent variables with autonomy variables considered as dependent or criterion variables.
Because researchers have not aueed on a definiticin of editorial
autonomy for school newspapers. and there is nO standard v. a \ of
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measuring it, one could argue whether adviser responses to a catalogue of questions about both observed and hypothetical practices is
the best way to go about this task. But the results do provide some
useful directions for research into the freedom of the school press, a
matter that we believe is an important purpose served by this book.
For the time being, the associations reported in this chapter are the
best information available on relationships between many of the
antecedent variables (especially the financial variables) and the criterion variables.

Who Influences the Editorial Process?
Some differences on most of the autonomy variables could be
statistically associated with some of the environmental, financial or
adviser variables. In this section we report those differences on the
first type of autonomy variables, i.e., those bearing on who screens or
otherwise influences the editorial process.

Principals never screen copy for the paper at -14 percent of the
schools in the study, but they always do so at 14.5 percent of the
schools. (See Graph 7.1) About a third do so only on request of the
advisers. Newspapers that lost money the previous year were more
likely to have their papers screened by administrators." Papers that
had made a profit the previous year were less likely to have stories
killed lw administrators,14 and v,.q-e less likely to permit teachers to
review stories about themselves or their organizations before publication.1 More experienced advisers were less likely to have their
papers screened by the principal.la

About one-third of principals required that controversial articles
be cleared with them prior to publication. More experienced advisers
were less likely to work under that requirement in their schools.r

Two-thirds of advisers reported that their principals had never
killed a story. (( raph 7.2) A quarter said it happened rarely, and just
7 percent said it happened sometimes or often. Papers whose advisers
had no college or professional experience in journalism were inure
likely to have st(cries killed by the principal.I'
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Graph 7.1
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III Principals Censor

Advisers almost always read copy (Graph 7.3) before publication: Just 6 percent read less than every issue. Only a third of advisers

had never killed a story (Graph 7.4), but they were more likely to
have killed stories than the principalprobably because many questionable stories never made it past the adviser's desk to the principak
office. Chainer 10 will look at that conduct in greater detail.
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Graph 7.3
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1.1 Advisers Cersor

Other teachers are never permitted to review stories about
themselves or their organizations at 41 percent of the schools reporting. At 42 percent they may review stories for facts only, and at 17

percent they may require changes in any content. Papers that rely
most heavily on single-copy sales are most likely to allow teachers to
approve stories almtit themselves," as are papers that lost money the
previous year.20 Advisers' activity in professional organizations was
also significant, with more active advisers less often permitting teachers iwe-publication access to the stories.n
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In Chapter 1 we listed six functions of high school journalism:
mechanistic, public relations, vocational, informational, free expression forum for students, and integrative. We pointed out that traditional definitions of the role of the school press relied heavily on the

first three of those. For more than 20 years, however, journalism
teachers and associations have stressed the last three functions, i.e.,
that the school press ought to operate as much as possible like its
commercial counterpart and should serve as an honest voice for student thought. In doing so, it will best perform its integrative function
of leading students to better analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the
world around them.
Administrators and teachers too often focus only on the mechanistic and public relations roles of the school press, however, and

may attempt to control its content to promote those roles. That's
why the answer to the question -If 'ho influences the editorial content?"
is important.

A well-meaning friend asked the authors about what he called
the bias against the principal reading copy. "The school newspaper is
an educational tool," he said. "Why shouldn't a teacher help a kid do
a better job?" Most teachers do read student copy, 9.4 percent in this

study. They do it as part of their teaching role. That is part of the
mechanistic function of the school press, but there are higher functions. For those functions to be realized, students, not teachers or
principals, must determine the content of the newspaper.
just because a principal screens copy before publication does not
mean that censorship will surely follow. The very fact that the principal reads the copy, however, can produce a chilling effect on what
stories students will cover and how they will writeeven in editorials

and personal columns in w hich they are supposed to be able to
express opinion! If, as most journalism teachers believe, the integra-

tive function of the school press is hest pmmoted by thc informational and free expression functions, then the staff of the newspaper
itself should determine the c(intent of the paper, not the principal or
the adviser. Allowing principals or teachers to edit copy, i.e., to decide

v hat goes into the newspaper, w ill certainlx reduce the number of
typographical and grammatical errors. thereby enhancing the mecha-
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nistic function of the press, but it may badly inhibit the integrative
function, and that would be a steep price to pay for good spelling.

Results described in this chapter suggest that school newspapers

which make a profit are less likely to have to be approved tw the
principal than newspapers that do not make a profit. Advisers who
have more training or experience operate under fewer restrictions
than advisers with less. If it is important to minimize interference
with the newspaper from school authorities, then newspapers that
make a profit and that have well-trained and experienced advisers
would seem to have the best chance.
Who Publishes Controversial Stories?

Dozens of different types of stories have been spiked by school
officials over the years, and many advisers are given the word early
on that certain types of stories "just won't go over very well in our
community, so let's just leave them alone." elopics relating to sex,
politics, and drugs are often considered too hot to handle or inappropriate for student discussion; sports, the band, and the faculty are frequently accorded sacred-cow status in schools, making them immune
to any swzgestion of criticism. Every adviser has at least a mental list
of subjects that he or she knows will rock the administrative boat, but
it's a list that may vary quite a lot from school to school.
Advisers in the study were asked whether they could run stories
on 10 hot topics in the school paper or whether those stories would
probably be killed either by the principal or the adviser. The story
types mentioned were similar to many of those used in other studies
cited. All of the story types are controversial, and even those most
likely to run, we found, would be killed at 14 percent of the schools
that took part in the stuck.
Advisers were asked to consider on/v the subject matter of the
stories, and to assume that all stories were well-researched and wellwritten. Below are the 10 story types and what the study showed
about the sorts of school papers that probably would run each story.

Iable 7.1 shows the relative frequency with which these stories
would run or by yy hom they would be killed.
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Table 7.1: % Stories Allowed to Run in Your Newspaper
Story Subject

Could Run

Killed by
Adviser

Killed by
Principal

Girth Control

69

12

19

Abortion

72

13

15

Political Endorsement

52

35

'3

School Board Endorsement

41

42

17

Criticism of School Board

59

20

21

Criticism of Administration

61

23

16

Criticism of Sports Team

62

27

11

Criticism of Teachers

57

32

11

Drugs in School

86

5

9

Sex and Pregnancy

86

7

7

1. Birth control

More than 30 pet-cent of the advisers said that this story would

proLably by killed by either the adviser or the principal. Private
schools (mostly church-supported) would bc significantly less likely
to run a birth-control story,22 as also would smaller schools.2 Staffs
that received academic credit for their work were more likely to be
able to run such a story.24 Furthermore, newspapers that paid more
of their own expenses through advertising sales are more likely to be
able to run such a story.2' Adviser experience also mattered: Papers
with inure experienced a(lvisers were better able to run a birth-control story.2''
2. Abortion

0\ er a quarter 4 the sch(H)k indicated that any alHwtion sum-Y

would definitely or probablx be killed. Private schools would more
often forbid such a story,- and papers generating inure advertising
e tame were more likely than others to be able to run the story.28
Papers wltose ad isers w ere hi:cc] for the position were more likely to

run the stort than papers advised by appointees or volunteers2') as
were papers w hose advisers were active in associations.'"
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3. Political endorsements

Endorsement of candidates for local office is apparently a dangerous subject: Such a story would be killed at nearly half the schools
responding. Papers whose advisers were active in professional associations were somewhat more likely to run political endorsements.n
4. School Board endorsements

This was the story most likely to be killed; almost 59 percent of
the schools in the study would forbid its publication. None of the
antecedent variables was statistically associated with this variable.
5. Story critical of the school board

About 40 percent of respondents said that this story would prob-

ably be killed; however, it would be more likely to be run in the
school of an adviser active in professional associations.'2
6. Story critical of the administration

Iere, too, more than 39 percent of advisers said that a story
critical of the schook leadership could not run in their papers, but
there were more variables associated with those schools in which the
story could run. Papers that bring in more advertising revenue would
be more likely to run it,' as would schools in which advisers are better paid for their work.'4 Schools whose advisers had a bachelor's
degree in journalism, Education, or Social Science appeared more
able to run a story critical of the schook administration," as did
schools whose advisers had a master's degree in any field. Schools
with advisers who belong to professional associations were also better

able to run this story.'
7. Story critical of a sports team

Both because criticism of other students is often considered
inappropriate and because sports programs are a special focal point
of student life in many places, stories that criticiAe athletic teams are
relatively rare. Alore than 38 percent of the respondents said that
such a story could not run in their newspapers. But advisers with
bachelor's degrees in ournalism reported that they were more likely
to be able um do so,' as did advisers w ho themselves had had collegelevel or better experience in .fournalism." Advisers actk e in proks-
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sional associations were also more likely to have papers that could
run stories critical of school sports teams.4"
8. Story critical of teachers in general

A story critical of teachers could not run in nearly 43 percent of
the schools in the study, with advisers reporting that they would be

about three times more likely to kill the story than the principal
would be. Two variables are associated with this story. Advisers who
were paid more for their publications work were less likely than others to have a paper that would run the story41 but advisers who were
active in professional associations were more often associated with a
paper that woukl run the story.'
9. Story about drug problems in your school

Stories about drugs are seldom a problem any more: About 14
percent of the respondents said such a story would not be permitted
in their papers. Only two variables were significantly associated with
this kind of story: Advisers who were hired for the job were more
likely to run it in their Impers than were appointees or volunteers,4'
as also were advisers active in professional associations.44
10. Story about teens, sex, and pregnancy

Stories like this have become almost routine; only 14 percent of

the papers in the study did not permit them. Papers that generate
more advertising dollars are more likely to be able to run a story
about teens and sex,4 but papers that rely more heavily on administration subsidies are less likely to run it.4' Papers whose adviser had
an undergraduate degree in Journalism or Education are more likely
to run the story,4- as also were papers whose advisers were hired
specifically for the job." The newspapers of more experienced advisers were inure likely to run such a story,4' as also were those whose
advisers belonged to professional associations.'"

The influence of the factors of school :ype and size, and of the
adviser\ experience and membe-ships, have long been understood as

important elements in the degree to which student journalists
enjoyed high lex els of free exprey,i(m. \lore c\ periefwed ad isers in
this study were less likcl to have their newTvers copy reviewed by
171
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administrators before publication and less likely to be required to
seek clearance before running controversial articles. Stories about
birth control were more likely to run in their papers.
Advisers who were active in professional associations were less
likely than others to allow other teachers to screen stories about
themselves or their organizations before publication, and their
papers were more likely to run eight of the 10 hypothetical stories;
only stories on birth control and endorsements for school board candidates did not appear connected with membership in organizations.

Aside from experience and affiliation, a few other adviser characteristics were important in some features of the study. Whether
advisers were hired specifically to advise journalism programs or
were obtained in some other way, was rel.,ted to the ability of their
newspapers to publish articles on abortion, drugs, and sex. The academic degrees they held and their major fields were associated with
their papers' publication of stories about sex, criticism of the admin-

istration, and athletics. Advisers who had worked for newspapers
either in college or professionally were more likely to be able to run
stories critical of athletics and were less likely to have stories killed
by administrators.
Links Between Finances and Free Expression

Newspaper finances are a significant factor in a school publication's ability to achieve autonomy. Papers that supported themselves
largely through advertising were more likely to be able to run stories
on birth control, abortion, sex, and pregnancy, and stories that were
critical of school administration. Moreover, papers that had made a

profit the previous school year were less likely than others to be
screened by administrators before publication. Profit-generating
papers were less likely to have stories killed by administrators before
publication, and they were less likely to allow teachers to screen stories about themselves.
The ability to turn a profit IlraV not be a matter of life and death
for schotil newspapers in the Ya Mc sense that it is for their c(itniner-

cial cousins, but clear links do e \ist betw een profitabilit\ and free
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expression. The ability of a paper to pay its own way is important for
its autonomy and freedom.

If that's the case, what is the best way for a newspaper to r,aenerate as much of its own money as possible?
Advertising.

Other sources of revenue just don't do the job. Subscription and
single copy sales bring in too little cash. Few schools have activity
fees. Administrative subsidies have too many subtle strings attached.
Nothing else works as well as advertising.

Papers that rely more heavily on advertising are much more
likely to produce a profit-making newspaper than are papers that rely

on administrative subsidy. Among newspapers that take in half or
more of their revenues from advertising (Graph 7.5), 42 percent
make a profit ,11(1 only 19 percent lose money, whereas papers that
collect half or more of their budgets from administrators (Graph 7.6)
are as likely to lose money as not. Among papers that finance themselves entirely through advertising, 68 percent make a profit and just
11 percent lose money. Administrative subsidies at that level allow
most paers to break even but not, of course, to make a profit. Across
the sample, level of advertising support was strongly associated with
a newspaper's ability to make a profit.'1 That's important, because
more profitable newspapers were also more autonomous newspapers.
Graph 7.5
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Graph 7.6
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The Battle Lines of Free Expression
Three fronts are already well-understood as those on which the
battle fin- freedo:n of expression for America's high school journalists
must be fought; the fourth has newly emerged as a result of this study.
First, the shock troops are those fighting the legal battles to minimize the damage caused by the Ilaz..e17:.und precedent and the deci-

sions that are liable to he based on it. tVe discuss this aspect in the
remaining chapters.

Second. one of the most important efforts of journalism organizations and associations is that of working state by state and school
district by school district to enact local hn:-.s and policies protecting stu-

dent free expression. The process is lengthy and tedious, but each
success adds to the momentum for the next challenge.
"Fhe third battle line to be drawn is that of ad-ziser trainim; aml
inz.olzmenti front which is reinforced by this study. Advisers with
appropriate degrees and journalistic experience can provide their students with sitund training in the prokssional, legal, and ethical issues
that confront them. Few school sx stems mild consider hiring a
football coach or band director ho had no background in sports or
music. but less than 3- percent of t ile%% simper ad\ isers \ liii
responded to the survex had been hired specifically for a job in high
school .lournalism. Thirtx -one percent had xolunteered and 32 perNS
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cent were given no choice: They were assigned the job by their
administrators. Both for the sake of better teaching and of greater
freedom of the high school press, the effort must be made by teacher

groups and press associations to persuade schbol officials that
appointing underprepared teachers in Journalism is no more appropriate than is hiring untrained coaches in sports or unschooled teach-

ers for Music. Journalism students are as entitled to qualified
instruction as any other students in the school.
Moreover, advisers hired for their jobs stay on those jobs longer.
A strong relationship was evident between years of advising experience and the way that advisers were hired.52 More than 53 percent of
the advisers with more than 10 years experience were originally hired
for their jobs, more than twice the rate of appointees or volunteers.
Because greater adviser experience is associated with seveval autonomy characteristics, it would seem to be in the interests of scholastic
Journalism organizations to do what they can to encourage policies

in favor of hiring teachers with appropriate backgrounds as
Journalism advisers.

Advisers who join press associations or journalism education
organizations also appear in some ways to fare better than those who
don't. It is impossible to overstate the value of state, regional, and
national press associations in educating and assisting their members.
Where advisers and staffs are involved with their colleagues elsewhere, strong and active programs are all the more likely.
A fourth battle line for free expression for high school journalists has emerged from this study, that.ol.financial stability.
Newspapers that take responsibility for raising the greater part of

their operating budgets seem to enjoy greater latitude in several
respects than their administratively subsidized counterparts.

If further investigation confirms the apparent relationship
between free espression and self-funding, this perception will signal

a new ingredient to be added to the college courses and orkshop
sessions that advisers need. Advisers usually receive little training in
business practices. 'Illy\ are taup,ht an assortment (wf w riling, editing,
and layout skills, perhaps some computer or photography applications. legal and ethical issues. and a tzood deal bout lesson plans and
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teaching methods. In the light of the evidence presented here, it
seems that the time has come to make sure that Journalism education
classes in teacher certification programs include a strong unit in business practices and advertising sales. State and national associations
ought to make adviser sessions on budget, finance, and fiscal selfdetermination an important part of their programs at every convention. Financial self-sufficiency is not the only route to ensuring a free

and self-reliant school press, of course, and is not even the most
important factor. Economic autonomy is a contributor to freedom of
the high school press, however, and its importance needs to be recognized. The study of school press finances ought to be added to the
agendas of those who seek to understand the ways in which the student press can be brought to its full potential. Money is a driving
force in the commercial press: We should not be surprised to learn
that money is also an important dimension of the school press.
While research here and elsewhere shows that some difference::
exist in the amount of freedom students enjoy based on the size and

type of their school and community, the adviser can do little to
change those built-in factors. Free expression does exist at every level
of the high school press, however, and that's where the battles can be
foughc.

The campaign for economic autonomy is the one battle front
which can be opened anew with each i:isue of the newspaper; it is a
battle that can be won every month. The legal and Constitutional
contests are fought on state and national fronts. The struggles to get
state and district adoption of policies favorable to the school press
usually require carefully planned and well coordinated strategies
leading up to a single big push. 1 firing policies for journalism teachers are in the hands of administrators. Economic health, however, is
within the control of newspaper advisers and staffs.

We believe this chapter suggests two important things that
achisers can do to help themselves and their students achieve editorial autominW. First, advisers need to become active in professional
issociations. Not only do those organizath ins lead the light on the
legal and policy- ma...ng
ki
hattie :ronts. they can help advisers make up

for the gaps in their own backgrounds by providing conventions,
176
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workshops, publications, and personal contact with battle-wise veter-

an advisers. This and other rP.,c..arch shows the greater freedom
enjoyed by staffs whose advisers are more experienced in the craft
and better connected to the profession.

Second, advisers must put the economic side of journalism on
an equal footing with the editorial side. The two are not separated in
the "real" world, and there is no reason for them to be in the scholastic world. Newspapers which sell ads aggressively and watch spending carefully will find it easier to control their own editorial destinies
as well.

Principals have an important role to play, too. They must understand the importance of hiring qualified professionals as advisers of

school publications, and the urgency of encouraging advisers to
become active members of professional organizations. Students who
are taught by teachers who really know their subject matter are surely
less likely to violate legal and ethical standards than are students who

are taught by someone who may not be certain of what those stan-

dards are. Thousands of advisers without formal training in
journalism have done splendid work with student journalists, but
most of those advisers have plugged the gaps in their own backgrounds by working hard to do their learning on the job.

Principals must also encourage school newspapeN to pay for
themselves, whether by helping the staff wean itself from the administrative pocketbook, or by shelving outdated policies that prohibit
the sale of advertising. Newspapers that sell ads not only make economic sense, they make good educational sense: Students will not
really understand the role of mass communication in their society
unless they understand the economic realities of the media.
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CHAPTER 8

THE RUGGED ROAD TO
SCHOLASTIC PRESS FREEDOM
Chapter Highlights

Research suggests that most principals and advisers before
the 1960s did not think that the First Amendment applied to
student publications.

Beginning in 1969, a number of federal court cases provided
school publications considerable First Amendment protection.

Studies during the "Tinker Era" (1('69-1988) found that
advisers continued to censor publicaticns because they
believed it was their duty to the school.

Studies during the 1970s and early 1980s suggested that
direct censorship was causing student journalists to censor
themselves and had turned student publications into little
more than public rek!tions sheets for their schools.
By the earlv 198Gs

Sopreme Court was signaling that a

change was coming in regard to what First Amendment
rights it was willing to grant student journahsts.
Does the First Amendment apply to the secondary schc)ol press?

Researchers say that the place of the First Amendment in the secondart school \1 as not reall an issue until the um est of the late
I %Os swept over U.S. colleges mil secondary schools. That unrest
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led to the first of two Supreme Court cases that are used as dividing
lines separating three eras of school journalism. Tinker v. Des Moines
Conmmnity School District, the first case, is discussed in this chapter.
The second case, Hazelwood School District 7... Kull Imeier, which lends

its name to the current era, will be discussed in Chapter 9. \Ve will

call the three eras the pre-nnker era (1948-1%8), the Tinker era
(1969-1987), and the I lazelwood era (since 1988).

Robert P. Knight, whose 30 years of work in secondary school
journalism arched all three eras, wrote that the pre-Tinker era was a
time when students did not question the authority of school officials
or, if they did, they did not get away with it. The rapid change that
swept the country in the 1960s resulted in greater independence and
greater problems for youth, and it led to the Supreme Court's determination in 1969 in the Tinker case that students First Amendment
rights did not stop "at the schoolhouse gate." Professor Knight wrote
about the first two eras:
The pre-Tinker era, I9-IS-I96S, ws all in loco parentis
environment in .which things were placid, rules were rules and
daily dangers for teenagers were the exception. "Ii'acliet-s considered themselves publication -sponsors,- and Slant' had proprietan,
fielings about their newspaper or .yearbook. Some thought they

could achieve editorial independence with advertising and
mong-making projects. Principals did not see themselves as pith-

lisherv, for they ratily bad students trying to sneak things past
the sponsor...

In this Tinker era, 196949.ST, veteran -sponsory- W01tiered ult thr 11 e7.7 breed of publications -adz'iset;- who put greater

strt.ss (at students press rights and who let student editors deter/nine content They taught responsibility and ethics, but they gitZ'e
Students opportunities to get Into hot water if they wivbed.

Despite the Tin4er ruling, researchers continued to conclude
that principals still thought of the newspaper as a public relations
tool, that advisers thought that the\ owed it to the school to keep
contrinersial material ont of the new spaper. and that students rarek

qustioned the rules. \ccording in researchers, preptIblicAtion
rcqr,IIII1 hail been used (in occasion, Inn researchers tistiall\ !mind
182
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that it was not often necessary because students were intimidated
into submission. They concluded that school newspapers were little
more than bland bulletin boards filled with good news.

A question to be answered in this chapter is whether advisers in

the 1970s and '80s did give students opportunities to get into hot
water if they wished, or whether they used prior restraint and intimidation that resulted in apathetic students and bland content. In try-

ing to answer that question, we have attempted to determine
whether principals and advisers followed the letter and the spirit of
the law in regard to the Supreme Court's Tinker ruling and subsequent lower court rulings.
A Problem of Definitions

The term "censorship" has been used in nearly all studies
reported here; however, few researchers have stated the definition
they used in their research, and it appears that a variety of definitions
were used. One dictionary definition of censorship is "the act of
examining and removing or prohibiting anything considered objectionable." This definition does not include intimidation and must
include prior review only if restraint followed the review.

A definition used by some researchers is "any official interfer-

ence with student control of the newspaper." That definition
includes both prior review and prior restraint as well as intimidation
or suggestion that likely would be acted upon because of the position
of the person interfering; however, it would not include deference by
students. Thus, any advice given by an adviser might be seen as censorship because students could feel intimidated, or they might merely comply out of respect for the adviser or for the position that the
adviser occupies.

Yet another definition that researchers have used is "any official
interference by intimidation or coercion with student control of the
newspaper." While this definition might cover content prohibitions,
it does not seem to include the mosz obvious type Of censorship:
overt censorship; that is, prior restraint lw administrative fiat.
Another definition researchers have used is "specific incidents of
cutting controversial material and any policy or atmosphere of intim183
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idation that causes students to refrain from printing certain materials

in the school newspaper." This definition is probably the best of
these definitions because it seems to include content prohibitions;
however, it is not always clear whether students are refraining from
publication because of an atmosphere of intimidation or merely from
deference to, or out of respect for, authority.
It is clear from court cases that school press censorship cannot
be defined so broadly as to cover prior review if prior restraint is not
involved. Even in the Tinker era, federal courts ruled that mandated
prior review did not violate the Constitution, and prohibitions on
content were allowed as long as satisfactory procedural guidelines
were in place before prior restraint was used. Regulations, however,
had to "clearly set out what is forbidden and establish administrative
procedure by which students can challenge decisions to censor."2 Of
course, even at schools where prior review is not mandated, students

have no right, constitutional or otherwise, to keep the odviser or
principal from looking at a school-sponsored newspaper in advance
of publication.
The next problem concerns the definition of "self-censorship."
A definition of that term could include any of the reasons for student
self-restraint: because of intiMidation, because of deference for whatever reason, because of a desire not to be controversial for whatever
reason, because of a desire not to invade people's privacy or embarrass them, or even because of a lack of interest or knowledge. Use of
self-censorship for several of these purposes (such as not publishing
the names of juveniles accused of crimes or the names of rape victims
or witnesses to a crime) are seen as traits of responsible journalists,
and thus they cannot he equated with self-censorship resulting from
intimidation; however, most researchers have not attempted to make
such distinctions.
Professor J.C. Merrill, a scholar on journalism ethics, commented about law, ethics, and self-restraint:
Ethics has to do with "selflegislation- and -sell-enhrcemem"; although it is, of MOT, related to law, it is of a difkrent
nature. Although law quite often stems from the ethical values of
a society at It certaM time (i.e., law is often reflective of ethics),
184
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law is something that is socially determined and socially enfbrced
or should be.... It has always been difficult to discuss ethics; law

is much easiet; for what is legal is a matter of law. Mut is ethical transcends law, for many actions are legal, but not ethical.
And there are no 'ethical codelwoks' to consult in order to settle
ethical disputes.3

Because of these definitional problems, we use the term "censorship" when the researcher uses it, and we will supply the researcher's
definition when available. In other contexts, we use the specific term
for the particular component of censorship involved: content prohi-

bition, prior review, prior restraint, adviser suggestion, or adviser
intimidation. We also will use the relevant term for the type of student response we are analyzing: self-restraint, deference, or self-censorship.
Causes and Results of Administrative Censorship

The most extensive, and possibly the most critical as well as the
most criticized, study of secondary school press freedom was pub-

lished in 1974 by the Commission of Inquiry into High School
Journalism (the Kennedy Commission). The commission concluded
that the strongest push for censorship came from those at the top of
the school system: principals, superintendents, and hoards of education. The commission found that censorship affected not only the
student press, but also the entire academic environment:
Not only does direct administrative censorship stifle the free
expression of ideas in specific cases, but also it creates an atmosphere in which fliculty and students alike know that to deal with
controversial issues is to court official disapproval and perhaps disciplinary action. It breeds filculty censorship and selfIcensorship by
students who otherwise would be more inclined toward participating in a free press.

The result usually is an unquestioning attitude among students, an unhealthy acquiescence ill pronouncements of school
authorities no matter how unfair or oppressiTe they may bc..4

Research by the Kenne:iy Commission and others found that
advisers were censoring stories with considerable zeal for their work.
85
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The studies suggested that censorship was just one tool to assist
advisers in completing the assigned mission of the school newspaperto promote the values of the school. Not only advisers but also
teachers in general were found to be supportive of censorship. A
National Education Association survey, for example, found that 62
percent of secondary school teachers supported censorship of the
student newspaper.5

Such statements as "unpopular material should not be aired in a
studenf: newspaper" and "the newspaper should reflect the school's
public relations" did not seem unreasonable to advisers participating
in at least one newspaper workshop in the early 1960s.6 However, the
Kennedy Commission reported a decade later that "neither a stated
nor an implied policy of censorship is necessary in some cases for
advisers to censor the papers. They do it as a duty to the school."'
The Kennedy Commission referred to what took place in authoritarian schools, which it concluded were the norm:
(S)tudent rights are routinely denied, with little

07' 770

protest by the students. The cost of such controls i.- not only the
absence of a _free student press, but also bland, apathetic students

who are unaware or uninterested in their r:ghtc.8

Theories of Press Freedom

What are the prevailing theories of press freedom? What rights

are guaranteed the press by the First Amendment? And to what
extent, in the definition of the courts, does First Amendment freedom apply to the school press?

Theorists have classified the press (though other types of media
would be inclu(led) into four broad types: authoritarian, libertarian,
social responsibility, and communist or totalitarian. According to
Fred Siebert, Theodore Peterson, and Wilbur Sc-hramm, the press in
an authoritarian system is usually privately owned but is controlled

by the government through licenses (either written or unwritten)
that can be revoked if the press becomes unruly and criticizes the
government.

In a libertarian system, the owners of the press determine con-

tent, and the restrictions on what can be published are minimal,
186
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though punishment is allowed for publication of some types of content. In theory, responsibility is not required, and truth is expected to
win out because an enlightened public is expected to be able to distinguish the truth from the many divergent views presented in the
multitude of publications available. In practice, some social responsibility is good policy under the system because punishment after publication is allowed for some types of content, such as libel or invasion
of privacy.

In a system operating under the social responsibility theory, the
press (and other media as well) is both expected and required to be

ethical and responsible, as opposed to the libertarian system, in
which responsibility is desirable but not enforced. If a publication
fails to meet the level of responsibility required by the government, it
can be forced to act responsibly or be closed for lack of compliance.
Because social responsibility is defined by the government, critics of

such a system charge that it may be hard to distinguish between a
social responsibility system and an authoritarian or totalitarian one if
the government decides to close or take over a media operation that
it does not think is acting responsibly.

In a communist or totalitarian system, responsibility is not only
required hut also enforced through total ownership by the government or the ruling political party. The Soviet Communist system no
longer exists, but totalitarian systems can be found in many places
throughout the world.

The authoritarian theory was typified by England before the
advent of democracy and by Nazi Germany. The totalitarian theory
was typified by the media in Communist bloc countries. The libertarian theory has been best represented by the press in the United
States. The social responsibility theory, arguably, has been instituted
for the electronic media in the United States through licensing and

content controls authorized by the Congress and the Federal
Communications Commission.
Press Freedom According to the First Amendment

When the Bill of Rights was ratified in 1 79 1, the Freedom of
the Press clause of the First Amendment gave the American press
187
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freedom from prior restraint by the federal government, but a proposal in 1789 to require the states to provide freedom of speech and

press was rejected. It was not until the 20th Century that the
Supreme Court decided that the First Amendment did apply to
actions of the states as well as the federal government. Until then,
residents of individual states had to rely upon their state constitutions to protect them from state action to restrict freedom of speech
and freedom of the press. The Supreme Court ruled in 1925 that the
"due process clause" of the 14th Amendment ("nor shall any state
deprive any person of life, liberty or property, without due process of
law") requires the states to protect their residents' First Amendment
rights.'0 By extension, actions of entities created by the statessuch

as cities and school boardsalso are covered by the First
Amendment.

The protection guaranteed U.S. citizens under the First
Amendment has been strengthened over the years to assure that
journalists are free of most government censorship. The U.S.

Supreme Court ruled in 1931 that a state could not use prior
41,

restraint except when a publisher intends to aid the enemy in time of
war, to print obscene material, to incite people to carry out violent
acts, or to incite people to overthrow the government." In addition,
courts have allowed governmental restrictions on the time, place, and
manner in which information is distributed.
The media also are accorded First Amendment protection from
government punishment for printing truthful information obtained
legally from the public record. A series of cases in the 1970s culminated in a 1979 case that involved the publication of the name of a
junior high school student who was shot in the school's parking lot.12
The Court ruled that if a newspaper "lawfully obtains truthful information about matters of public significance," it is unconstitutional
for state officials to punish the publication of the information except
to further "a state interest of the highest order."
Protection fro.n prior restraint by the government was expanded
in several cases concerning commercial advertising. In a 1980 case,

the Supreme Court said the government's power to regulate any
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commercial message that was not misleading and did not concern
unlawful activity is limita1.1 3

The media can be punished if found guilty of libel or invasion of
privacy; however, courts have ruled that advocacy of illegal activities
(such as advocating smoking of marijuana or overthrowing the government) or use of offensive or foul language is not justification for
prior restraint.14

Whether a publication is covered by the First Amendment
rights outlined above depends upon whether it is a public forum.
Under the forum theory, once a forum is opened to the public, it
cannot be closed by government action unless sufficient procedural
safeguards are adopted to protect First Amendment interests. Courts
previously have ruled that a student publication in a public school is a
public forum when it (I) publishes news, student editorials and letters to the editor; and (2) is distributed outside the journalism classroom.' 5

The forum theory was upheld lw the Supreme Court in l975.16
Although it featured brief nudim the play Hair was found in that
case not to be obscene and, thus, the city of Chattanooga could not
keep it from being shown in the public auditorium. Courts traditionally have found some rights of access to government-sponsored publications that are public forums; however, public officials do not have
to allow access to government-sponsored publications that are not
seen as public forums.
Freedom of the High School Press Under the First Amendment

Against that background, let us consider what system best typifies the secondary school press in the United States. The heart of the

issue is whether the publication is a public forum. It is clear that
school officials are not allowed to censor contents of a school-sponsored publication that is a public forum. When the publication is a
public forum, student editors are expected to determine what news
stories and editorials are accepted for publication and what advertisements are run.
If the publication is a public forum, school officials cannot ban
such things as advertising that promotes a political cause, hut school
189
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officials can prohibit ads for things that students are not legally
allowed to purchase. For example, officials can stop publication of
ads for illegal drugs or liquor when the students are below the legal
drinking age, and they may prohibit ads promoting illegal acts, such
as discrimination based on race or sex.
If no public forum exists, school officials can regulate content of
the publication as they see fit, for they are the publishers. Such a
publication, then, operates under some theory other than a libertari-

an oneeither a totalitarian or a social responsibility theory. Press
systems at public schools often are called authoritarian, but we will
use the term "totalitarian" to apply to government-operated media.
While that name has a harsh sound to us, it is a press theory that
might be used in a closed-forum situation where the press is operated
for the benefit of those responsible for the publication. The government in a totalitarian system can provide as much press freedom as it

wishes. In a social responsibility system, considerable freedom is
expected.

From 1969 to 1988, the question of whether or not schoolsponsored publications were public forums usually was fairly easy to
answer. School-sponsored publications at public schools were public
forums when they published student-gathered news, student editorials, and letters to the editor and were distributed outside the journalism classroom. As in any libertarian system, the publication's content
could be restricted legally only for a few specific reasons and only

when certain procedural guidelines were met. Beginning in 1988,
however, the question became harder to answer, as we discuss in
Chapter 9.
High School Press Freedom in the 1960s

A study by Don I Iorinel' is a good starting place for looking at
the amount of censorship that took place in the 1960s. Like other
studies of high school press freedom during that period, the stimulus
for Ilorine's study was research about whether Journalism students
wanted to seek careers in journalism.

1-lorine undertook his study, published in 1966, to determine
whether censorship was prevalent at secondary sclumls in southern
190
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California. He wanted to look at policies and practices of high school

newspapers in order to understand why previous research18 had
shown that only one out of five high school students working on
school publications intended to undertake a career in journalism. He
suspected that the lack of press freedom experienced by student journalists was a factor in their choosing some other career.
As was the case in other studies in the 1960s and 1970s, the sample was limited to a relatively small area of the country. Horine sent
questionnaires to principals, school newspaper advisers, and newspaper editors at the 148 public and the 76 parochial high schools in Los

Angeles County. He received responses from about 40 percent of
each of the groups surveyed. In his results, he combined responses
from private and public schools.
Horine looked at such things as whether the newspaper was seen
as a public relations tool for the school, whether advisers and editors

read copy before publication, whether censorship was being practiced (though he did not define the term in his article, he presumably
meant prior restraint), and whether school officials thought that
press freedom existed at the school. He found that not only principals and advisers but also students considered the newspaper to be a
means for promoting the school. His key findings are reported in
Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Responses of Los Angeles County Public and Parochial Senior

High School Principals and Advisers to Questions about Press

Rights (Horine, 1966)
Principals Advisers
How often do principals and advisers read copy prior to
publication? (Principals: N=91; Advisers: N=91)
Always

7%

88%

Frequently

2%

9%

0«asionally

71%

3%

Never

20%

0%
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Table 8.1 (continued)

Principals Advisers

Editors

How often do principals and advisers say they censor

news stories? (Nincipals: N=91; Advisers: N=92)
Frequently

1%

3%

Occasionally

44%

61%

Never

55%

36%

How often do principals say they influence the editor's
editorial positions? (N=91)
Frequently

1%

Occasionally

52%

Never

47%

How often do advisers say they edit copy? (N=92)
Always

45%

Frequently

23%

Occasionally

30%

Never

2%

Why advisers and editors think the adviser approves copy

in advance (Advisers: N=92; Editors: N=94)
To correct grammar, spelling

86%

83%

To make copy more readable

74%

52%

To guard against libel

53%

35%

To guard against principal, faculty criticism

43%

33%

To guard against vulgar, obscene writing

43%

27%

To write headlines

16%

7%

The newspaper should criticize the principal and

administration.
Agree
Disagree

8%

12%

26%

92%

88%

74%

8%

13%

16%

92%

87%

84%

The newspaper should criticize the forulty.
Agree
Disagree

I 92
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Principals Advisers

Table 8.1 (continued)

Editors

The newspaper should criticize students and student

government.
Agree

70%

82%

78%

Disagree

30%

18%

22%

8%

4%

2%

Faculty

14%

8%

10%

Administrative policy

21%

27%

18%

Student government

59%

60%

53%

Educational policies

13%

22%

20%

School activities

70%

64%

64%

1%

1%

0%

.

(Principals: N=91; Advisers: N=92; Editors: N=94)
In the past year, the newspaper has criticized which of the

following?
Principal

District school board

(Principals: N=91; Advisers: N=92; Editors: N=94)

While school officials thought they had the power to censor,
they stated that they did not use the power very often. Horine found
that students as well as principals and advisers thought of the newspaper as a public relations tool. All but one of the 277 principals,
advisers, and editors responding thought that the newspaper ought
to be a public relations tool of the school. Moreover, most respondents in each group thought that the school newspaper was doing a
good job at its public relations mission.
Prior Review. As many later researchers would find as well,
1 -lorine found that nearly all advisers reN1 copy before publication
and that a majority of principals read it at least occasionally.

All principals and advisers responding said that they
had the power to censor the publication, but they stated that they did
not use the power often.
Press Freedom. Despite their other responses, seven out of nine
advisers stated that they gave the student newspaper "considerable
freedom," and one in nine advisers stated they gave the newspaper
"complete freedom."
Censorship.
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Horine concluded from his study that advisers held "a tight
rein" over student newspapers and that both advisers and principals
supervised the newspaper closely. Horine noted:
In the eyes of the principal, adviser and editor the high
school newspaper has two primaly functions: promotion and bul-

letin board. Thus, both the principal and adviser in this study
closely supervised the paper...

most adviserc, editors and principals were wholly satilied
with their nrwspapere overall pelfirmances. They felt news coverage was good and that editorials were moderately strong.19

Horine concluded with a question that sonic critics say is just as
pertinent today:
An important question remains: Is the school newspaper too
closely controlled, to the extent that it creates misconceptions of
journalism after high school?2m
Atwood and MacLean (1967)

Like Ilorine, L. Erwin Atwood and Malcolm S. acLean Jr.21
investigated why researchers22 had found that many staff members
on Iowa school publications were not planMng a career in journalism. They surveyed an unspecified number of students at the 1965
Iowa High School Journalism Workshop, and they sent surveys to
the students' parents. They also surveyed an unspecified number of
principals and advisers at Iowa high schools in April of that year.
From the responses, they formed samples of 120 principals, advisers,
and students, as well as 107 parents.
As Atwood and MacLean noted, the samples were not necessarily representative of all Iowa high school principals, advisers, student
journalists, or parents of Journalism students. They thought the samples were large enough, nevertheless, to pinpoint the basic types of

attitudes toward journalism among the four groups studied. The
researchers used factor analysis of 48 opinion statements lw respondents, which resulted in three distinct types of principals and parents
and two types of advisers and students.

According to Atwood and MacLean, Type 1 (opponents) are
generallv negative toward high school journalism, high school pub1i194
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cations, and journalism careers. Type II (public relations) are generally favorabie to journalism and high school journalism training, but
they have some reservations about high school publications and journalism as an academic subject. Type III (Proponents) were generally

favorable toward all aspects of journalism. All three categories
applied to principals and parents. Journalism students were either
proponents or opponents. The correlation between advisers who
were public relations types and those who were proponents was .99,
making it impossible to differentiate between the two types.
Atwood and MacLean concluded that there was a tendency for
opponent- and proponent-type princin-ls to express a preference for
the yearbook over the newspaper. Neiti..:r type of principal advocated strict control of publications content. Public Relations-type prin-

cipals were generally favorable to both the newspaper and the
yearbook, like proponents and opponents; however, they favored the
newspaper over the yearbook.
In contrast to proponent and opponent principals, Atwood and
MacLean noted that public relations-type principals saw the primary
purpose of the high school newspaper as providing good public relations for the school and the community. They felt that there should
be no criticism of school policy and no publication of anything that

would reflect negatively on the schools or principal. They also
thought that they themselves were best qualified to decide what
should go into the publications..
The two researchers found that some principals saw a conflict
between their practices and their preferences. For example, proponent-type principals thought that the student newspaper should be
used primarily as an outlet for the student. At the same time, however, they saw the newspaper as a means for providing good public
relations for the school. The researchers concluded that conflicts
about the newspaper's role in the school could work against development of high school Journalism programs.
Max James (1970)

Max James conducted a study in Arizona in the tall of 1969 to
determine, among other things, what type of censorship was being
195
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practiced in the state's schoo1s.23 James obtained responses from 89
Arizona high schools with student newspapers; however, he did not
state whether only advisers responded to his survey. While he did not

define his terms and discussion of his research methods does not
allow a determinat:on Aout the survey's scientific reliability or verifi-

ability, his findings on types of censorship do not seem to differ
much from what other researchers of the period were reporting.

James' found that four different means of censorship were being
used in Arizona: (1) "understood" prohibitions developed through
previous years; (2) specific prohibitions issued yearly by the adminis-

tration; (3) reading of pre-published copy by an administrator; (4)
cutting off or threatening to cut off funds for the.-publication.24

James' key findings are shown in Table 8.2. He stated that most
of the schools reported either censorship activities or punishment for

what was published, and most of the remaining schools showed a
potential for censorship. He poted that advisers often were pressured
by the principal to control content and were made responsible for
any material found objectionable. One adviser responding to James'
survey stated as follows:

I have been firmly told by the ladministrationl that
although the students put out the papet; the adviser is responsible.
I don't believe advisers should be blamed for mistakes made by

students. Students themselves should learn what it is like to have

to answer for their own errors. And isn't this what we teachers
are sapposed to be teaching?=5

Table 8.2: The Extent of Censorship and Potential for Censorship at

Arizona High Schools from 1966 to 1969 (James, 1970)
What censorship problems have occurred? (N=89)
Post-publications problems have occurred

32%

Some censorship has occurred

29%

Certain topics could lead to problems

27%

No problems with censorship have occurred

11%

Only criticism by faculty has occurred

1%
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The First Amendment Gets inside the Schoolhouse Gate

Many advisers in the 1960s felt a responsibility to ensure that
the contents of student publications promoted a positive image of the
school, often because they found themselves under considerable
pressure from the principal to do so. Students' First Amendment

rights were not a concern. While few educators questioned the
assumption that school authorities had absolute control over the contents of their school's publications, many of them felt that considerable press freedom existed there.
Reports of this state of affairs in the late 1960s and early 1970s

led researchers at the time to wonder whether freedom of high
school press was being abridged, so they researched the subject. A
1968 report by the American Civil Liberties Union and another in
1970 by the American Bar Association expressed concern about the
amount of censorship of high school newspapers that was taking
place. A survey by the National Education Association found that 62
percent of high school newspaper advisers favored censorship of the
high school press.2'

The assumption that the First Amendment did not apply to students in a secondary school setting was dealt what seemed to be a
devastating blow when the Supreme Court ruled in the 1969 case of
Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District.27 While

the case involved not the press rights of student journalists but the
freedom of speech of any student, it had a far-reaching effect on the
secondary school press.

The case began when three studentsages 13, 15, and 16
were suspended from school for wearing black armbands to protest
the Vietnam War. In its ruling, the Supreme Court enunciated the
students' right to participate in symbolic speech through protesting
by stating that "it can hardly be argued that either students or teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate."28

The Court also stated that schools should not be "enclaves of
totalitarianism" and that school officials "do not possess absolute
authority over their snidents." The Court did say, however, that the
1,17
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rights of students and adults were not coextensive. The point at
which student rights end, the Court said, was when their actions
"materially and substantially" interfere with the maintenance of discipline.

As a result of Tinker, the First Amendment rights of secondary
school students were upheld in more than a dozen decisions by federal courts of appeals in the 1970s and 1980s. Courts allowed stu-

dents freedom of the press for several broad content categories.
According to two First Amendment scholars, those categories of
speech included the following:

features on premarital sex and the problems of teen-age sexuality, including such controversiql topics as birth control and
abortion

articles about drug abuse, including advocacy of reform of
drug laws

criticism of school policies or personnel
unsigned articles

material that was "offensive to good taste" or which presented a "negative" image of the school
stories on such "non-school related" topics as the draft or the
war in Vietnam, civil rights, integration and racism29

Courts in the 1970s and 1980s upheld student press rights even
when the newspaper was published as part of a class while under the
supervision of a faculty member and paid for entirely with school
funds. The main argument used by school officials, that they had the
right to control the content of student publications because the publications were school-sponsored, was not supported by any court.'''

In virtually all cases in which students brought suits over prior
restraint by school officials, courts found that schools had not provided adequate safeguards to protect the students First Amendment
rights. Because courts required that sufficient procedural safeguards
he in place before disruption of school activities could be used as a
reason for prior restraint, students lost few cases. The court usually
found little pcnential for disruption at the school.
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While few school policies for prior restraint were found to be
entirely satisfactory, a few courts said that something similar to the
safeguards required for censoring motion pictures would be required.
Those safeg-uards mandate a timely hearing before censorship would
be allowed.31

An analysis in 1980 by Robert Trager and Donna L. Dickerson

determined that federal courts of appeals in the 1970s and 1980s
were divided three ways on the issue of student press rights: those
that held that prior restraint is acceptable if precise guidelines concerning the review procedures were in place; those that insisted on
explicit guidelines stating what content would not be acceptable for
distribution; and a single court which specifically rejected those two
approaches and held that prior restraint is no more permissible in
public high schools than in the community at large.32
The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals followed the third route

and overturned the expulsion of students who had distributed an
underground newspaper.33 Even though school officials had testified
that they thought disruption would occur because of the newspaper,

the justices determined that the threat of disruption could not be
used as an excuse for prior restraint.

While rulings in the various federal circuits in the 1970s and
early 1980s were not consistent, they gave students who wrote articles for school or off-campus publications, or who distributed underground newspapers, substantial protection against arbitrary actions
by school officials. The court rulings made it clear, however, that students could be punished after publication for some types of content.
In addition, some courts allowed prior restraint at a high school for
articles thought to be libelous.
According to the Student Press Law Center, guidelines for prior
review under Tinker had to meet the following requirements:
Regulations had to offer criteria and specific examples as to
what Was considered disruptive, obscene or defamatory so

that students would understand what expression was proscribed.
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Regulation also had to provide def, litions of all key terms
used, such as "disruption," "obscenity," "defamation," and
"distribution."
Guidelines had to have detailed criteria by which an administrator might reasonably predict the occurrence of "substantial disruption."

Publication guidelines had to be included in the official
school publications or circulated to students in the same
manner as other official material.

When publications guidelines allowed for prior review by
school officials, they had to specify to whom the material was
to be submitted for approval.

Any system of prior review had to give students the right to a
prompt hearing before the decision-maker to argue why disruption should be allowed.

Procedural due process also required that publication guidelines limit the time which the official had in which to reach a
decision on whether to prevent distribution.
Any system of prior review had to include an expeditious
procedure for appealing an administrator's decision to suppress student expression.'4
By the mid-1980s, the student press was riding high on a series
of supportive court decisions. A student press supporter wrote triumphantly:
The inescapable conclusion from the forum cases...is that
school officials may not exercise the powers of a private publisher

over student publications. They cannot tell students what they
may and may not publish; they cannot withdraw funding,-; they
cannot lire staff members at will. 5

Studies of Student Press Freedom after Tinker
Research conducted in the decade following the Thiker decision

tended to find that fewer school officials thought that they had the
complete power of censorship. contrary to the situation before the
'linker decision. Researchers also found that the decision had not led
200
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to as much of an increase in student press freedom as might have
been expected as a result of the Tinker ruling. A number of studies
suggested that principals, advisers, and students were not aware of
the extent to which student publications were protected by court rulings. Also, differences in the extent of student press freedom were
found based upon the size and location of the school.
Laurence Campbell (1971)

Laurence Campbell conducted a study of publications advisers
not long after the Tinker ruling. Because his article does not state
when the study was conducted, which advisers were surveyed, or
what the response rate was, there is no way to determine its validity.
The responses, however, do give us some idea of the condition of
secondary school press freedom shortly after the Tinker ruling. His
findings are reported in Table 8.3.
Table 8.3: Percent of Advisers Agreeing with Statements Concerning
Press Freedom Following the Tinker Decision
(Laurence Campbell, 1971)
(Sample size not reported)

The adviser should invariably read all editorial ropy.

75%

The school newspaper should be in a position to publish any news
about the school that local newspapers publish.

73%

The editor should be appointed by the adviser.

69%

The adviser should invariably read all galley proofs.

68%

Nothing should be put in the newspaper to impair the school's image.

32%

Content the adviser doesn't like should be eliminated.

31%

The adviser should be a censor who decides what copy to accept or reject.

28%

Content the principal doesn't like should be eliminated.

21%

Nothing should be put in the newspaper that may hurt the school.

15%

Prior Review.

Most advisers thought they should read all copy,

and most thought the advisers always should read galley proofs.
Prior Restraint. A minority of advisers stated that they ought to
determine what copy should and should not be published, and a
201
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minority stated that material the principal does not like should not
go into the paper.
Content Prohibitions. Most advisers stated that the student newspaper should be able to publish any news about the school that the
local newspaper could publish; however, a minority of the advisers
stated that nothing should go into the newspaper that would hurt the
school's image. A few advisers stated that nothing should go into the
newspaper that could hurt the school. A small minority of advisers
thought that the newspaper should avoid editorials and columns
dealing with controversial topics.
The First Amendment. Few advisers disagreed with a statement that
"Congress should make no law abridging the freedom of the press."

Most advisers surveyed by Campbell agreed that student journalists should be free to exercise their craft with no restraints beyond

the limits of legal and ethical responsibility; are as free as other
responsible citizens to probe every facet of the high school, community, state, nation and world; and should have advisers vested with the
mandate of defending the student's right in the pursuit of journalistic
truth.

Despite advisers' strong vocal support for student freedom,
Campbell concluded as follows:

(T)he newspaper consists of what advisers approve or
approve strongly, and it does not consist of what they disapprove
or disapprove strongly.

The same statement may be made with regard to the principal as one of the human variables in school newspaper publishing.

Usually he speaks fiir the board of education, parents, teachers
the academic establishment.

Tbe same statement may not be made with regard to the
staff. Its members work under an authoritarian or libertarian
poliq. Adults may or may not grant them .freedom with which to
develop responsibilimlo

2.1_2
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Kennedy Commission (1974)

The most ambitious study of school press freedom was that
sponsored by the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial in a book titled
Captive Voices.3 The Commission of Inquiry into High School
Journalism undertook public hearings, consultative meetings, surveys, content analysis of high school newspapers, and review of pub-

lished research papers and judicial decisions. Critics charged that,
among other things, principals were not involved sufficiently in the
study.

The commission surveyed students in 42 high schools in 30
states and conducted surveys of Journalism teachers and of faculty
advisers. Of the 2,755 student questionnaires distributed, 1,630
usable surveys were returned. Coordinators were asked to distribute
them at selected high schools in order to achieve "reasonable balance
among student respondents in terms of sex, grades in school, and
race." The 786 journalism students and publications staff members
in the sample were asked several additional questions.

As noted by the commission, the student survey did not meet
the rigor required by professional polling organizations because
schools were not selected randomly. Eightv-two percent of the
schools had more than 1,000 students, more than two and one-half
times more large schools than would be expected in the population.
Also, 41 percent of the communities had a population of mare than

150,000, a group almost four times larger than would have been
expected by chance. Surveys also were sent to 700 members of the
Journalism Education Association and 700 members of the National
Council of Teachers of English. The teacher samples, thus, were
biased to an unknown degree because members of two teacher organizations were surveyed.

Faculty advisers' responses are reported in "Fhle 8.4. Students'
responses to key questions are reported in tables 8.5 and 8.6. 'While
responses would not be expected to be representative of students,
advisers, and teachers as a whole, the studies do provide some valuable information about the groups surveyed. Nluch like previous
studies, the Kennedy Commission's report concluded that censorship
and self-censorship were not only rampant hut also an inhibiting lac203
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tor to good high school journalism. The apparent meaning of "censorship" used by the commission is prior restraint, though the commission sometimes used clearer terms, such as "overt censorship."
Table 8.4: Responses of Journalism Faculty Advisers to Questions Concerning

First Amendment Issues (Kennedy Commission, 1974)
Who in school has final right of approval of articles
to be published in the paper? (N=388)
School administration

17%

Publications adviser

67%

Student editor

16%

Do you place any limitations on subject areas cov-

ered in the paper? (N=388)
Yes

37%

No

63%

Does school administration place any limitations on
subject areas? (N=388)
Yes

30%

No

70%

Table 8.5: Comparison of Responses of Student Journalists and Student
Readers with an Opinion to Questions Concerning the Student

Newspaper/Publications (Kennedy Commission, 1974)
Student

Student

Journalists

Readers

Is the school publication representative of student

opinion? (Staff: N=723; Readers: N=701)
Yes

67%

64%

No

33%

36%

Yes

31%

26%

No

69%

74%

Are issues or topics adequately covered by the school's

publication? (Journalists: N=692; Readers: N=650)

2()4
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Table 8.5 (continued)

Student

Student

Journalists

Readers

Is the publication used to create a good impression
outside of school? (Journalists: N=684; Readers:

N.658)
Yes

69%

65%

No

31%

35%

Yes

53%

52%

No

47%

48%

Yes, read with interest

66%

52%

No, indifferent/read with little interest

34%

48%

Does the publication accurately reflect everyday

school life? (Journalists: N=723; Readers: N.734)

Do you enjoy reading the publication? (Journalists:

N.762; Readers: N=751)

Table 8.6: Responses of Publications Staff Members to Questions
Concerning First Amendment Issues (Kennedy Commission, 1974)
(N=312)
How is the editorial policy of the publication determined?

By students witli supervision of faculty adviser

58%

Solely by students

18%

By the faculty adviser

11%

Other

13%

Much like previous researchers had concluded, the commission
determined that the amount of overt censorship depended mainly
upon "d.e extent to which students attempt to deviate from the house
organ concept of the paper."' It also concluded that censorship was
the greatest factor in negatively affecting the "quality and relevance"
of high school newspapers.4() One adviser told the conunissim this:
..Idministrators look on the paper as an educational tool.
depending on the administrator and how well be Communicates
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with sponsors. Most items be desires are those that show the hest
side of the school, listing winners and spreading joy and sunshine.
Administrators look on the paper as a house organ and rightfidly
so. Paper staff should do its darndest to uphold the administrators
and present them in the best possible light. Howevei; the staff also
has the right to investigate administrative mistakes or injustices

because staff is part of the administration. This right is just as
long as the staff conducts its investigation in a mature reportive
Pshion. IT'e are not censored. Period. I am the censor41

The commission concluded that obscenity, libel, or potential
disruption at the school, while the basis for most publication guidelines, seldom were the cause of censorship. The three issue areas that
caused the most problems, according to the commission, were (1)
controversial political issues, (2) criticism of school administrators,
faculty policies, or the image of the school itself, and (3) lifestyles and
social problems (such as birth control and drug abuse).
The commission's report commented individually on the three
types of censorship it found: administrative censorship, faculty censorship, and student self-censorship.
Administrative Censorship. The Kennedy Commission concluded
that "generally the strongest force for censorship comes from the
topprincipals with support of superintendents and boards of education." It added:
Not only does direct administrative censorship stifle the free
expression of ideas in specific cases, but also it creates an atmos-

phere in which ficulty and students alike know that to deal with
controversial issues is to court official disapproval and perhaps dis-

ciplinary action. It breeds filculty censorship and self:censorship by
students who otherwise would be more inclined toward participating in a .fi-ee press.

The result usually is an unquestioning attitude among students, an unhealthy acquiescence in pronouncements of school
authorities no matter how unPir or oppressive they may be. 42
Adviser Censorship. just as studies a decade earlier had found, the
commission concluded that advisers were eager to work as censors

20n
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whether or not written guidelines stated that censorship was allowed
because "(i)n their eyes, the paper belongs to the administration, not
to the students." It also stated as follows:
hile a written policy is a clear warning to the Pculty, neither a stated nor an implied policy of censorship is necessary in
some cases for advisers to censor the papem They do it because
they believe it is their duty to the school.43
Self-Censorship. The commission concluded that self-inflicted
censorship by students was the most pervasive form of censorship
found. It found that Journalism students were quick to Lam what is
acceptable content. The commission stated that a major reason for
self-censorship was a lack of knowledge by students of press law and
of their rights.
The commission reported the following about student self-cen-

sorship:
In the restrictive climate that prevails at MOst Schools, st11dents who dare to rebel at censorchtp policies know they face official punishment, a factor which the Supreme Court has called a
effiTt" on the exercise of Fiut Amendment rights and an
unconstitutional restraint on the student press.
Such a chilling effi'd discourages most students and results in
the most pervasive form of censorchipthat imposed by students
on themselves. The result is apathy and passh.ity.44

The Kennedy Commission reported 12 findings concerning
censorship and the high school press. They are:
1.

Censorship and the systematic lack of freedom to engage in
open, responsible journalism characterize high school jour-

nalism. Unconstitutional and arbitrary restraints are so
deeply embedded in high school journalism as to overshadow
its achievements as well as its other problems.
Censorship of journalism is a matter of school policystated

or impliedin all areas of the country, although in isolated
schools students enjoy a relatively free press.

Censorship persists even where litigation or administrative
action has destroyed the legal foundation of censorship: such
207
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decisions are either ignored or interpreted in such a way as to
continue the censorship policy.
4.

Repressive policies are used against school-oriented media
published off campus as well as within schools; many of the
several hundred alternate or "underground" papers that have
sprung up in recent years have been actively opposed by
school officials.

Although substantive and investigative journalism and controversial or image-damaging information are most severely
censored, policies of censorship apply regardless of whether
the material is substantive or controversial.
6. Even advisers or journalism teachers who in private favor a
free student press often succumb to bureaucratic and community pressures to censor school newspapers.
7. ,-1,s part of the day-to-day operation of high school journalism, censorship generally is accepted by students, teachers,
and administrators as a routine part of the school process.
This has developed into the most pervasive kind of censorship, that imposed by students upon themselves.
5.

8.

Self-censorship, the result of years of unconstitutional

administrative and faculty censorship, has created passivity
among students and made them cynical about the guarantees
of a free press under the First Amendment.
9. Fear of reprisals and unpleasantness, as well as the lack of a
tradition of an independent high school press, remain the
basic forces behind self-censorship.
10.

Censorship is the fundamental cause of the triviality, inno,u-

ousness, and uniformity that characterize the high school
press. It has created a high school press that in most places is
no more than a house organ for the school administration.

11. Where a free, vigorous student press does exist, there is a
healthy ferment of ideas and opinions, with no indication of
disruption or negative side effects on the educational experience of the school.
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12. The professional news media do not take seriously the First
Amendment problems of high school journalism and do little
to help protect the free press rights of students.
Not only school officials but also professional journalists came
under attack by the Kennedy Commission. The commission blamed
the news media for not doing more to protect student press rights.
Key findings about professional journalists are reported in
le 8.7.
The commission surveyed random sample of 465 managing editors
at daily newspapers. It found that only a minority of the editors surveyed favored full First Amendment rights for student journalists.
About half supported First Amendment rights for student journalists
under some situations. Approximately an equal number of newspaper
editors thought student journalists in high schools in their community were allowed enough editorial freedom as were uncertain about
the situation. A majority of the editors were not even aware of the
Tinker decision. Also, more than a third of the editors stated that
high school journalism was of little value.
Table 8.7: Responses of Managing Editors at Daily Newspapers to
Questions Concerning First Amendment Issues

(Kennedy Commission, 1974)
(N.180)
Are students in most schools in your area permitted to exercise First Amendment rights in the production

of school publications?
Yes

26%

No

28%

Uncertain

46%

Do you consider that First Amendment rights should apply to high school students producing school publications?
Yes

35%

No

10%

Under certain conditions

52%

No opinion

3%

111.
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Are you aware of the recent court decision in favor of high school students in censorship cases, e.g.,
Tinker v. Des Moines, etc?
Yes

43%

No

57%

Louis Ingelhart, then chairman of the Secondary Education
Division of the Association for Education in Journalism, criticized
the report on several fronts. He charged that the recommendations
were based on inadequate data from too few organizations involved
in secondary school journalism, that survey percentages were not
computed correctly, that the content analysis was weak and biased,
and that the report indiscriminately mixed information about high
school and college publications. He concluded that the report "produces greater confusion instead of clarifying legal matters for the
high school le\
Laurence Campbell (1976)

Laurence Campbell conducted a study soon after the Kennedy
Commission's report was released. To sonic extent, his study was a
response to that report. He studied 14$ principals and 317 newspaper advisers who participated in critical and evaluation services by
Quill and Scroll in 1974. Like the Kennedy Commission's samples,
Campbell's samples were not randomly drawn, so we do not know
how representative the results were of the opinions of all principals
and advisers in the country.
Campbell, director of Quill and Scroll Studies at the time, criti-

cized Captive Voices in his report. After noting the Kennedy
Commission's first two findings, that "censorship and systematic lack
of freedom...characterize high school journalism" and that "censor-

ship of journalism is a matter of school policy...in all areas of the
country," Campbell stated:
Obviously many .friends qf student journalism believe that
censonhip of the school pre.is is much too commonaS data bi:ke
the 1970s revealed. E't it is a flagrant affront to both publication
adviserc and mulerstanding admistratorc to spread all (waggeratiim of this magnitude. that is, to aiseil that 7'irtMIlly all take
an authoritarian role.
210
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As early as 1936 Quill and Scroll conducted a nationwide
study of 613 publication advisers and 306 principals, but despite
this precedent, the Captive Voices did not invite principals in
any significant 'lumber to express their viewpoints directly.46

Campbell attempted to rectify that oversight in his study. He
called the study "a modest inquiry," however, and noted that the data
do not justify sweeping generalizations because of the nature of the
sample. He suggested, though, that respondents probably were more
supportive of student journalism than principals and advisers not
represented because they were undertaking evaluation by a national
organization for student journalism.

The research question for the study was this: "Who is responsi-

ble for the quality of high school newspapersteenagers alone or
principals and advisers as well?" His definition of quality was based

upon the five-point evaluation form for judges in the Quill and
Scroll's newspaper and neNksmagazine evaluation. The first four items

deal with adviser qualifications, course offerings, financial support,
and facilities provided, which are not the focus of this chapter. The

fifth item, respondents' attitude toward censorship, is pertinent,
however. Though not stated, Campbell presumably defined censorship as prior restraint. Campbell excerpted portions of court rulings
supporting press freedom and asked whether advisers and principals
agreed with them. As Table 8.8 shows, in most cases only a moderate
proportion of advisers and principals did agree.
Table 8.8: Percent of Principals aud Advisers Agreeing with CourtApproved Concepts of Freedom of Speech and of the Press

(Campbell, i 976)
(Principals: N=143; Newspaper advisers: N=317; Yearbook advisers: N=142)
"The risk taken if a few students abuse their First Amendment rights of free speech and free press is outweighed by the far greater risk run by suppressing free speech and press among the young. The remedy

for today's alienation and disorder is not less but more free expression of ideas."
Newspaper advisers

51%

Yearbook advisers

51%

Principals

46%
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Table 8.8 (continued)
"It would be incongruous and dangerous...to hold that students who wish to express their views on mat-

ters intimately related to them through traditionally non-disruptive modes of communication, may be
precluded from doing so."
Newspaper advisers

61%

Principals

58%

Yearbook advisers

46%

"Students may not be confined to the expression of those sentiments which are officially approved."
Newspaper advisers

71%

Principals

67%

Yearbook advisers

58%

"In the absence of a specific showing of constitutionally valid reasons to regulate their speech, students

are entitled to freedom of expression of their views."
Newspaper advisers

65%

Principals

60%

Yearbook advisers

54%

"The vigilant protection of constitutional freedom is nowhere more vital than in the community of
American schools."
Yearbook advisers

60%

Newspaper advisers

58%

Principals

58%

"In our system, state-operated schools may not be enclaves of totalitarianism."
Principals

62%

Newspaper advisers

52%

Yearbook advisers

48%

As Thb le 8.9 shows, Campbell also found fairly strong support
for limitations on the student press. For example, most principals
and advisers thought that understood prohibitions were not a sign of
censorship. Principals and advisers tended to think that their schools
had press freedom; however, the way some questions were worded
makes the responses difficult to analyze.
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Table 8.9: Percent of Principals and Advisers Agreeing with Statements
about Press Freedom at the School. (Campbell, 1976)
(Principals: N=143; Newspaper advisers: N=317; Yearbook advisers: N=142)
Censorship and lack of freedom to engage in open and responsible journalism may characterize some

schoolsbut not ours.
Principals

68%

Newspaper advisers

59%

Yearbook advisers

49%

There is no censorship in our school though it is simply understood that some kinds of content will not be
published in student publications.
Yearbook advisers

58%

Principals

57%

Newspaper advisers

49%

No student publication in our school has created a clear and present danger of the immediate and substantial physical disruption of our school.
Principals

83%

Newspaper advisers

68%

Students should be afforded experiences in exercising concepts in the freedom of the press.
Principals

81%

Yearbook advisers

63%

Newspaper advisers

62%

Teenagersas well as teachers and other adultsare entitled to express spoken or written vim without fear of retaliation.
Yearbook advisers

75%

Principals

72%

Newspaper advisers

71%

Students who participate as editors and staff members should be given the opportunity to gain educational and realistic experience in the concepts of the First Amendment to the Constitution, which asserts
the freedom of speech and press.
Principals

81%

Newspaper advisers

64%
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Despite his criticism of the Kennedy Commission's findings,
Campbell concluded from his study that the First Amendment was
not at all secure at the secondary schools in his sample and that "the
situation in schools in which principals and advisers do not respond
probably is less encouraging." He noted that the differences in attitudes of principals and newspaper advisers "were not as great as
might have been predicted," however, and that they "are not on a
collision course." He concluded, though, as follows:
7i) some extent, then, both principals and nra'spaper advisers
reptdiate the idea that "students should be affirded experiences in
exercising concepts in the.freedom of the press. "47

Despite his criticism of the Kennedy Commission's findings,
Campbell's conclusion seemed as critical of principals and advisers as
was the commission's. He commented:
It is probable that the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution would not have been adopted today if- it were Aft up

to representatives q- the participating principals and advisers,
many of-whom rdlect the attitudes of-summer soldim and patriots:48

James J. Nyka (1976)

The publication of Captive Ibices. and the considerable criticism
questioning the accuracy of the study that followed, prompted James
j. Nyka to study press freedom in Illinois.41 Nyka sent surveys to 171
Illinois principals and newspaper advisers. Ile asked questions concerning the rights of high school journalists, prior review of contro-

versial material by school administrators, maturity of student
journalists, distribution of controversial material, the need of school

newspapers for guidance from administrators, and the role of the
adviser. He received 123 responses, a 72 percent response rate. 'fible
8.10 reports Nyka's findings.

Nyka found that advisers were more likely than principals to
believe that First Amendment rights should be the same for high
school and professional journalists. In addition, more principals than
advisers thought that special circumstances of public high schools
require principals to restrict distribution of sen .itivc stories.
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Table 8.10: Responses of Illinois Principals and Advisers with an Opinion
to Questions about School Press Freedom (Nyka, 1976)
Principals Advisers
Do you believe that First Amendment rights to freedom of
expression are the same under the law for high school
and professional journalists? (Principals: N=65; Advisers:

N=51)
Yes

58%

62%

No

42%

38%

Yes

54%

78%

No

46%

22%

Yes

50%

67%

No

50%

33%

Yes

62%

35%

No

38%

65%

Yes

55%

81%

No

45%

19%

Do you believe that First Amendment rights to freedom of
expression should be the same for high school and pro-

fessional journalists? (Principals: N=65; Advisers: N=51)

Do student journalists at your high school have as much
freedom of expression as professional journalists have?

(Principals: N=66; Advisers: N=52)

Do you feel that the special circumstances of public high

schook make it necessary for principals to restrict distribution of material which focuses on matters that may be
sensitive in the community? (Principals: N=53; Advisers:

N=48)

Do you feel students in your high school are mature
enough to publish a school newspaper without guidance

from the administration? (Principals: N=60; Advisers:

N=47)

Nyka concluded from these and other findings, as well as from
previous research by others, that high school students in Illinois and
elsewhere in the country "enjoy only a limited amount of journalistic
freedom" despite the Tiuker ruling. Ile \\rote:
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llany newspaper advisers and administrators appear to be
either unaware of students' constitutionally protected rights of free
expression, or have simply chosen to ignore them, hoping that the
legal pendulum will swing the other way aml that the courts will
whittle down to the size of impetuous children the "persons" created by Tinker and its successors.

The results of the present survey seem to indicate that a considerable number of teachers and principals still consider all high
school journalists to be nothing more than "impressionable adolescents," incapable of' coping with controversial ideas that are at
variance with those commonly accepted in the community....

In order for students to bene.fit from their experiences as
high school journalists, not only will many of those who run the

schools have to reverse their notions of adolescents' capabilities and
sense of responsibility, but they will also have to reexamine their
idea about what the function of the school press really is.5"

Broussard and Blackmon (1978)

Studies by the American Civil Liberties Union in 1968, the
American Bar Association in 1970, and the Kennedy Commission in

1974 found little support among educators for students First
Amendment rights. Those studies led E. Joseph Broussard and C.

Robert Blackmon to investigate whether school officials and
Journalism students knew- much about students' constitutional rights
as defined lw federal courts following the nnker decision.'I
In their study, released in 1978, the researchers selected 10 cases
involving student press rights. They asked the adviser, the student
editor, and the principal of 126 randomly selected high schools in 31
states how they thought a judge would rule in each case. The cases
involved the principak power to censor the student newspaper or
underground newspapers and to suspend students for writing articles
or distributing the offending newspaper. Forty-two principals. 61
advisers, and 48 student editors responded. While the number of
respondents was too small for a reliable national survey, the results
are worth discussing.
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Advisers gave correct answers to 48 percent of the cases, students to 38 percent, and principals to 33 percent. Using chi square as
a test of statistical significance, however, Broussard and Blackmon
found that student editors did significantly better in their analysis on
three of 10 scenarios involving press freedom. Advisers and principals did not do significantly better than the other two groups in their
analysis of any of the law cases. Editors were more likely correct con-

cerning whether the principal could stop the distribution of an
underground newspaper on campus, whether the principal could stop

publication of a newspaper containing "four-letter words," and
whether school officials could stop publication of a story in the
school newspaper that stated that sexually active students at the
school were not using contraceptives.

While principals as a group scored lower than did students and
advisers, principals who had taken courses in Communications Law

or Education Law scored even lower than principals who had not
taken such courses. In addition, principals as a group gave divergent
analyses of two cases that involved the same aspect of the law.

Principals scored high on their analysis of a case involving
whether the principal could stop a story that attacked the way the
police handled "a situation at the school." They scored extremely
low on a case involving whether the principal could stop a story that
unintentionally contained "incorrect information of a damaging
nature to the superintendent of schools and School Board members
for some of their public actions." The researchers concluded, however, that principals tended to respond according to what they thought
they would do rather than what the law allowed them to do. The
authors proposed that schools provide training in communications
law for administrators, advisers, and students.

According to Broussard and Blackmon, the knowledgeable
teacher or adviser could be described as follows:

had a degree in education, usually a Bachelor of Science in
Education

pursued an undergraduate maior or minor in Journalism
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had a master's degree in Journalism or had taken graduate
courses in Journalism

had studied Communications Law and Education Law

taught only Journalism or Mass Communications courses,
introductory and advanced
was adviser to the school newspaper
received supplemental pay as newspaper adviser
had had experience as a professional journalist
Trager and Dickerson (1980)

Robert Trager and Donna Dickerson. like Broussard and
Blackmon, found that students were better versed on their constitutional rights than were advisers and principals. 'File two researchers
assumed that the amount of student press freedom would be greater
in the Seventh Circuit than in other federal circuits because of the
1972 Firjishima case.'2 which gave the student press there the same
rights as the non-school press.5'
In the spring of 1976, Trager and Dickerson sent a clue ionnaire to each school in the circuit (composed of Illinois, Indiana, and
Wisconsin). The surveys w ere sent randomly either to the principal,
the adviser, or the student editor at 1,215 schools. Though not stated
in the article, it appears that responses were obtained from 146 student editors (35 percent), 158 advisers (38 percent), and 170 principals (41 percent) for a total of 474 usable surveys. Thble 8.11 reports
on Trager and Dickerson's major findings.
Table 8.11: Percentage of Principals, Advisers, and Student Editors in the
Seventh Circuit Agreeing to Statements about Student Press
Freedom (Trager and Dickerson, 1980)
(Editors: N=146; Advisers: H=158; Principals: N=170)
Administrators have the power to review material prior to publication.
Principals

81%

Advisers end editors

67%

Respondents at small schools

86%

Respondents at medium-sized schools

76%
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Respondents at large schools

60%

Advisers without journalism degrees

81%

Advisers with journalism degrees

41%

Advisers without professional journalism experience

74%

Advisers with professional journalism experience

53%

All printed material is reviewed by administrators before publication.
Principals, advisers, and editors overall

9%

All material in the school paper is reviewed by administrators before publication.
Principals, advisers, and editors overall

6%

Controversial material is reviewed by administrators.
Principals, advisers, and student editors overall

50%

Respondents at large schools

65%

Respondents at small schools

42%

Respondents at medium-sized sdiools

40%

High school and college students' rights are the same under the law.
Principals, advisers, and editors overall

58%

High school and college students' rights should be the same under the law.
Principals, advisers, and editors overall

61%

High school and college students have the same rights of freedom of expression in practice.
Principals, advisers, and editors overall

33%

High school students' and professional journalists' rights are the same under the law.
Principals, advisers, and editors overall

46%

High school students' and professional journalists' rights should be the same under the law.
Principals, advisers, and editors overall

54%

High school students and professional journalists hove the same rights of freedom of expression in practice.

P incipals, advisers, and editors overall

20%

First Amendment rights to freedom of expression should be the same for high school and professional
journalists.
Student editors

68%

Advisers

60%

Principals

43%
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The researchers found that nearly half of
those responding to the survey stated that the rights of high school
Student Press Rights.

and professional journalists were the same under the law and slightly
more than half said rights of the two should be the same; however,
only a small minority responded that rights of student journalists at

their schools actually were the same as those of professionals.
Student journalists in the Seventh Circuit were significantly more
likely than advisers, and advisers more likely than principals, to
think, correctly, that First Amendment rights of students in the circuit were the same as rights of professional journalists.
Use of Prior Review. Most principals, advisers and student editors
thought that the principal had the power of prior review, which the
principal legally did not have. A statistical analysis of the data determined that significantly more principals than advisers and students
thought that the principal had the right of prior review.
The authors found that the smaller the school and the smaller
the community, the more likely respondents were to state that the
principal had the authority to use prior review. Advisers without a

Journalism degree were more likely than were advisers with the
degree to think that principals had the power of prior review. Also,
advisers without Journalism professional experience were significantly more likely than advisers with professional experience to think that
the principal had the power of prior review.
Although most respondents thought that the principal had the
power of prior review, few of them stated that the principal actually
used that power. I la If of the respondents, however, stated that the
principal reviewed controversial material. Principals in large schools
were significantly more likely to review controversial material than
were principals in small schools. The researchers also found that the
likelihood of school officials to review controversial material differed
from state to state in the circuit.
Changes in Prior Review.

Trager and Dickerson found that the

amount of prior review of newspaper content had not changed since

the Fujithima ruling. Contrary to what some proponents of prior
restraint had expected would happen, the number of underground
new ',papers had not increased since the ruling either. Few principals
220
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and advisers who responded knew of the case by name, and the
researchers concluded that most principals and advisers were not
aware of the ruling. The authors found differences in responses
based upon size of school, size of community, and the amount of the
advisers' advising and professional experience.
Trager and Dickerson concluded from their study:
The finding of a lack of consistency in freedoms beliez.ed in
and granted within one circuit shows that the state of First
Amendm,nt protection granted high school students remains
based on the whim of those in charge, not the law.54

Nicholas Kristof (1983)
The most reliable national study of editors in the Tinker era was

conducted by a Ihrvard University student for his senior thesis.'5
Nicholas D. Kristof wanted to determine how much freedom editors
had and what school and community characteristics were most closely
related to censorship. He defined censorship as "any official interference by intimidation or coercion with student control of the newspaper";56 however, he did not define the term on his questionnaire and it
might be expected that students considered it to mean prior restraint.

Kristof sent questionnaires to editors at 500 public schools in
October 1980. Of that total, 358 surveys were returned. Kristof
phoned another 27 schools for a total of 385 responses, a response
rate of 77 percent. Of the questionnaires returned, 278 were completed by student editors and were analyzed. The rest were completed by advisers or were from schools without a student newspaper.
I lis findings are reported in Table 8.12.
Table 8.12: Student Editors' Responses to Questions about Censorship and

Self-Censorship (Kristof, 1983)
(N=278)
Has there been any censorship of a student publication at the school in the previous three years?
No censorship

48%

One or two incidents

33%

Three to 10 incidents

13%

Repeated and continual censorship

6%
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Has the school newspaper been censored in the previous three years?
Yes

43%

No

57%

Does the newspaper adviser or school administration discourage the newspaper from probing into controversial areas?
Yes

33%

No

67%

How restricted is the newspaper in covering sensitive subjects?
Completely unrestricted

18%

Somewhat restricted

77%
5%

Very restricted

Does the administration at the school think the editor has any legal rights of freedom of the press?
64%

Yes

7%

No

29%

Not sure

Is the editor familiar with the legal rights of high school journalists?

Very familiar

15%

Somewhat familiar

63%

Not familiar

22%

How do editors describe the newspaper?

Not controversial

29%

Sometimes controversial

68%
3%

Often controversial

If the paper is not often controversial, why is the newspaper not more controversial?
I don't think a school newspaper should spend much time

criticizing the school or people who work in it.

24%

We're not allowed to be more controversial.

14%

Other

62%
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What rights do editors think they should have?
The same rights as adult newspaper reporters and editors

54%

Some rights, but under supervision of the school
43%

administration
The administration should have final authority

2%

over the newspaper.

If a conflict arose at the school between the administration and the newspaper staff, whose side would
the adviser take?

Administration's

11%

Students'

45%

Would not take sides

15%

Don't know

29%

Who has the final right of approval of articles and advertisements in the school's newspaper?
Adviser

62%

Students

14%

Administration

18%

Don't know

6%

Who assigns articles for the newspaper?
Editor alone

47%

Editor and adviser

37%

Adviser alone

10%

Other

6%

Does the adviser as well as the student editor edit articles?
Yes

78%

No

22%

How is the newspaper editor selected?

Appointed by newspaper adviser

57%

Elected by newspaper staff

16%

Chosen by outgoing editor

8%

20%

Other

Publications Policy. Only about one in seven schools had a written
Publications Policy.
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Just under half of the student editors reported no
censorship in the past three years, and one-third reported only One
or two incidents. The editor in few schools report repeated or conPrior Restraint.

tinual censorship. Of those students reporting censorship, most
noted that the censorship involved the student newspaper.

Only a small minority of editors stated that they had the final
right of approval of newspaper content, and only a minority of the
student editors stated that they were completely unrestricted and
could not imagine any censorship taking place. Very few editors,
however, reported being very restricted.
Controversial Content. lost editors stated that their newspaper was
sometimes controversial, containing some news or editorials critical

of school staff.
Intimidation.

A minority of the student editors reported that

school officials discouraged their newspapers from probing into con-

troversial areas. In few schools did student editors report that they
were completely unrestricted in covering sensitive subjects.

One-fourth of the student editors who stated that
their newspapers were not often controversial stated that a school
newspaper should not spend imich time criticizing the school or the
staff. Only about one editor in seven said that the newspaper was not
Self-Censorship.

more controversial because the staff was not allowed to be.
Student Press Rights.

Most of the student editors stated that they

were somewhat or very familiar with the rights of student journalists.
Slightly over half of the editors stated that student journalists should
have the same rights as adult journalists.
Adviser Support.

Of student editors with an opinion, most thought

that the adviser would take the students' side if a conflict arose
between the newspaper staff and the administration.
Variables Related to Censorship. Like Trager and Dickerson three
years earlier, Kristof determined that the smaller the school, the
more likely censorship was to have taken place. Censorship also
tended to increase as the size of the community decreased. In addition, kristof found less censorship in the \Vest and about the same

anmunt in the Central region, the East. and the South.
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Kristof concluded that editors were discouraged from aggressive
reporting by "implicit or explicit threats or discipline that results in
stifling self-censorship by the students themselves." Kristof concluded that student editors were "deferential and submissive" and that "a
lack of conflict over censorship in a school is as likely to indicate a
deferential and submissive editor as it is a tolerant principal."57

Like Trager and Dickerson, Kristof suggested that the amount
of censorship had decreased little since the Tinker decision. He also
estimated that only 7 percent of the schools indicated no potential
for censorship. Ile isolated three factors that explain the "vapid flavor" of many high school newspapers:
First, many schools enwrience censorship at its most blatant
form, when' the adviser or principal prohibits publication of specific articles or editorials. Second, the principal or adviser may,
without actually fbrbidding publication of specific articles, cultivate a clbnate oPntimidation in which the cruder form of censor-

ship is unnecessary. Third, many editors in traditional
Mill ill Unities possess a stultit-ying defiTence that keeps them away
from anything,- that might offend or shock a reader58

John Bowen (1985)
John Bowen attempted to see how much change had taken place
since the release of captive I bices.' lie was able to undertake a longitudinal study by replicating research he did 10 years previously for a
master's thesis. In his first study, Bowen sent surveys to 175 schools.
In his 1985 study, he sent surveys to principals, advisers, and editors

at 100 schools. It is not clear from the article how the sample was
selected and whether it was random. Also, for a national study, the
sample size and number of returns are rather small for reliability.
Only 17 editors, 23 advisers, and 13 principals returned the questionnaires.
nit

Though we cannot be sure that the findings are reliable,
Bowen's conclusions are worthy of mention. Bowen reported three
conclusions from his two studies:
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Many student editors were less willing to tackle potentially
sensitive topics, and they were more conservative than they
had been I() years earlier.

Administrators gave lip service to students First Amendment
rights until there was a conflict, and then they pulled back.
Advisers continued to give strong support to students' First
Amendment rights. In fact, the advisers appeared to be more
liberal than their students.
Bowen wrote:
There appears to have been some improvement in the position of student editors, but that movement may well have been,
for 1111111V,

ill just the opposite direction the investigators of

Captive Voices would hare liked to have seen.

While there has been recognition of student First
Amendment rights and responsibilities in the 1 0 years since pub-

lication of Captive Voices, substantive change may still be too
evasive and fleeting. The chany,-es resemble apathetic, passive and
sellIcensw-ing students that led to Captive Voices originally.

For thlvisers wbo believe in the essential concept (ft/ free and
vigorous press, the fight may now be swinging to the position or
convincing student editors to piwctice responsible student press
freedom.'"

(lick and Kopenhaver (1988)
A study that, in conjunction with Kristof's study, gives us a picture of attitudes toward secondary school press freedom in the early

1980s was conducted by J. William Click and Lillian Lodge
kopenhaver.'d The tw o researchers conducted a national survey of
principals and advisers at 492 public and private high schools over a
12-month period from October 1984 to September 1985. Responses
were obtained from 191 advisers and 144 principals.

Click and Kopenhaver found that advisers were more protective

of student rights than were principals. In reporting their data, the
two researchtffs did not differentiate between public and nonpublic
schools. Nonpublic schools do not have First Amendment restraints,
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however. As we reported in Chapter 5, public school teachers appear

more supportive of press freedoms than do private and parochial
school teachers.

In their discussion, Click and Kopenhaver reported opinions
that were strongly held and omitted neutral and slightly agree/slightly disagree responses.62 Table 8.13 reports their main findings.
Table 8.13: Percentages of Principals and Advisers Who Agreed or Agreed
Strongly to Statements about Student Press Freedom
(Click and Kopenhaver, 1988)
(Principals: N,191; Advisers: N=144)

Principals

Advisers

Articles critical of the school board should never be published.

20%

10%

Articles critical of local politicians should never be published.

21%

14%

30%

22%

19%

37%

expression of student opinion.

59%

40%

Student newspaper adviser should review all copy before it is printed.

97%

89%

Having school administrators read student copy is a form of censorship.

56%

70%

66%

71%

36%

18%

68%

66%

49%

45%

75%

41%

70%

63%

Articles critical of teachers and administrators should never be
published.

Guarantees of freedom of expression in the student newspaper
outweigh public relations considerations.

A student newspaper is more a learning tool than a vehicle for

Advisers should correct factual inaccuracies in copy even if students

cannot be told in advance of publication.
An adviser who knows that the newspaper will publish something that

will put the school in a bad light should see that it isn't published.
Newspaper advisers who do not read student copy before publication

should be held personally responsible for complaints about the
newspaper.

It is mre important for the school to have a good image than an
uncensored newspaper.

The adviser is obligated io inform the administration of any
controversial stories before the newspaper goes to press.
If the student newspaper takes one side of a controversial issue,

it should be required to publish the other side.
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Student Control. Most principals and advisers thought that a free
press is fundamental to American society. Whereas most principals
did not think students should be allowed to exercise that freedom, a
minority of advisers held that position. Most principals disagreed
with the statement that students should have full control of all editorial content of the newspaper after they have been trained in press
responsibility. Most advisers agreed that students should have full

control, however.

The authors found that most principals and advisers
thought that prior review by administrators was a form of censorship.
Nearly all principals and advisers stated that advisers should read all
Prior Review.

copy.
Prior Restraint. Principals were much more likely to want to use
prior restraint on constitutionally protected but distasteful speech.

Most principals but only a minority of the advisers agreed that
administrators should be able to stop publication of articles they
thought were harmful, even though not libelous, obscene, or likely to
cause disruption.

Most principals and advisers thought that the student newspaper should be required to publish both sides of controResponsibility.

versial issues.
Prior Notification. Most principals but only a minority of advisers
agreed that the adviser should inform the administration of contro-

versial stories before the newspaper goes to press.
Public Relations. About half the principals and nearly half of the
advisers in Click and Kopenhaver's study thought the school's good
image was more important than an uncensored school newspaper.
Only a minority of principals and advisers stated that the adviser has

a professional obligation to see that an article that would put the
school in a bad light not be published. About half of the principals
and a minority of the ach isers stated that the student paper should
not be allowed to print stories that would hurt the school's reputanon, even if the story is true.
Discipline vs. Freedom. Pri nc.pa.s were inure likek than advisers to
think that the maintenance of discipline was more important than
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having press freedom. Nearly half of the principals but few of the
advisers thought that it was more important for the school to function smoothly than for the student newspaper to be uncensored.
Most principals but only a minority of advisers agreed that maintaining discipline in the school was more important than a free press.
Personal Attacks. Only a minority of principals and advisers stated
that stories critical of the school board or local politicians and stories
critical of teachers or administrators should not be published.
Correding Copy. Most principals and advisers thought the adviser
should correct misspellings and factual errors in stories.
Adviser Liability. The two groups also were in agreement about the

adviser's liability in case a problem arose. Click and Kopenhaver
found that most principals and advisers stated that a newspaper
adviser who had not read copy before publication should be held personally responsible if complaints should arise over an article.

Click and Kopenhaver concluded that the opinions of the principals and advisers reported in the study "do not suggest a fostering
of a free student press in American high schools."63

Like Campbell in his study of principals and advisers, the
authors concluded that the amount of disagreement in many
instances was not as large as they had expected.

The two researchers noted three findings that strongly suggested to them that U.S. high schools were not promoting freedom of
the press: that nearly all principals and advisers thought the adviser
should review copy before publication; that most principals and a
good-sized minority of advisers stated that administrators should
stop publication of articles that they thought were harmful though
not libelous, obscene or disruptive; and that a quarter of principals
responded that they did not think it Nk as censorship for administrators to read copy before publication.
Click and Kopenhaver commented:
One z:.ould assume that principals a/1' likely to be concerned
mat' tend to
about the image of their schools and that their
be more restrictizT or press freedom. One would also assume that
adi.isers should undeotand the principles of press .freedom and
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ethics (and) would tend to differ significantly _from principals in
defemling and ensuring student press freedom. I lowevei; the
degree of disagreement between the two is not very strong in
many instances.m

Click and Kopenhaver concluded the following:
Even though most advisers and principals agree that a free
press is fundamental to American society, both groups' reactions to
strident press freedom belie this contentioes

Summary and Conclusions

At the beginning of this chapter, we asked two questions:
(1) Did principals and advisers in the Tinker era follow the letter
of the law in regard to the Supreme Court's Tinker ruling and subsequent lower court nilings? (2) Did they follow the spirit of those rulings? We can conclude that a number of principals and advisers did

not do well at upholding either aspect; however, they were the
minority. Advisers did a much better job upholding the letter and the
spirit of the law than did the principals.

Not only pre-Tinker but also post-Tinker studies indicated that a
number of principals and advisers continued to see the school newspaper as a public relations instrument as well as a school bulletin

board. In addition, large numbers of both groups thought that the
adviser had the dun to try to persuade students to withhold some
npes of content. Some principals and advisers also thought they had
the duty to use prior restraint on potentially objectionable material.
Post-linker studies also suggested that many principals and a
number of advisers either did not realize that courts had granted students considerable First Amendment rights or they chose to ignore
that fact. Researchers, in essence, noted that if prMcipals and advisers
did not want objectionable contents to go into the newspaper, those

contents did not go into it. Most often, however, principals and
advisers used self-restraint instead of prior restraint.

In addition, studies showed that some students before and after
7inke often did ru question authority, and a number of them also
seemed to agree with school officials public relations goals for the
230
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newspaper. Studies also showed that overt censorship often was not

necessary because students resorted to self-censorshipeither
because of intimidation, because of deference, because they did not
find anything controversial to write about, or because they them-

selves believed that the newspaper should not be controversial.
Whatever student journalists reasons may have been not to cover
controversial topics, researchers concluded that the content of the
newspapers was bland.

The results of these studies, however, are open to differing
analyses depending upon one's definitions of censorship and self-cen-

sorship and the level of press freedom expected or thought to be
desirable. If censorship is defined as "any official interference with
student control of the newspaper," then it apparently is censorship
for an adviser to read the newspaper before publication or for an
adviser to correct misspellings and factual errors. That definition of
censorship could also cover not only intimidation but also any suggestions for story content that an adviser might make. Under a strict
definition of censorship, very few school newspapers were free from
censorship. If censorship is defined as the actual deletion of passages

or entire articles because of controversial content, the amount of
censorship in the Tinker era was fairly limited.

The amount of self-censorship used also is problematic. What
some school officials and some student journalists would see as
responsible journalism also could be called self-censorship. If the
definition of self-censorship includes refraining from publishing stories without being threatened or being told by the adviser to withhold a story, then student journalists during the Tinker era might be

seen as apathetic and passive. If other reasons for self-restraint
besides intimidation (such as deference or responsible journalism) are
not seen as self-censorship, then the amount of self-censorship found
was somewhat limited.

We also set out in this chapter to determine whether the Tinker
era w as one in which advisers "taught responsibility and ethics but ...
gave students opportunities to get into hot water if they wished," or
hether the student press's rights w ere "niutinely denied, with little
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or no protest by the students." Our conclusion is that the truth is
somewhere between those two extremes.

The Tinker era certainly was a period of increased emphasis on
freedom and responsibility for students in some schools. Several
researchers found such factors as school size, community size and
location, and adviser characteristics had a lot to do with how much
freedom of the press was practiced at a school. Student characteristics also were found to be important.

Based upon the degree of press freedom allowed by federal
courts, the amount of prior restraint, indmidation, and self-censorship found during the 'linker era was excessive. Based upon strict libertarian standards, any prior restraint, intiiMdation, or self-censorship
would be objectionable. Alost advisers during the Tinker era were supportive of press freedom, and journalism snidents thought their advisers would side with them rather than with their principals, if problems
arose. Aloreover, no prior restraint was found at a majority of schools,

and only sporadic instances of prior restraint were reported elsewhere.

The press system in operation during the Tinker era more closely
resembled a system based upon the social responsibility theory than

one based upon libertarian or totalitarian concepts. Paraphrasing
Laurence Campbell, it is an exaggeration to assert that virtually all
principals and advisers took an authoritarian role. One's conclusion
about student press freedom in the Tinker era will depend greatly
upon how much press freedom one thinks ought to exist. The clues-

don of whether any restriction upon the free exercise of student
expression should be tolerated is open to debate.

Cmirts throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s continued to
provide considerable support for students who charged that their
schools' restrictions upon Press freedom were excessive. Because of
differing rulings by the various courts of appeal, proponents of full
First Amendment rights for students looked to the Supreme Court to
abolish prior restraint, if not intimidation. What happened when the

Court finally did take up the matter of freedom of the secondary
school press was not what First Amendment supporters had expected, how ever..l'hat is a matter we w ill take up in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 9

HAZELWOOD: THE SUPREME COURT
SETS UP A DETOUR
Chapter Highlights
The Supreme Court stated in Hazelwood v. Kuli lmeier that the

principal can regulate the contents of a school-sponsored
newspaper "in any reasonable manner" if the newspaper is
not a foruM for public expression.

While many professional journalists thought the Court's ailing was sound, most journalism education experts disagreed
with the ruling.

While a number of observers assumed it w ould result in
more censorship, researchers conducting surveys in the
months after the ruling concluded that few advisers anticipated changes in their publications because of the ruling.

A hmgitudinal study of principals and advisers in one state
found no significant increase in censorship of school newspa-

pers a year after the decision and no apparent change in
newspaper content.

A national study two years after the ruling fimnd that most
advisers noticed no chantre in censorship or content since the
ruling.

For more than 15 years after the 'linker decision, the Supreme
Court declined its opportunities to clarify the confusion between
234
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various federal circuits, ordinarily by declaring cases brought by students to be moot because the student involved had graduated. When
the Court finally ruled directly on the First Amendment protection
given the public school press. it was not faced with a divided nation
and anti-war demonstrations on college and high school campuses as
it had been when Tinker was decided. Instead, the country was united
under a popular conservative president, and the Supreme Court was

decidedly more conservative than the one that had decided the
Tinker case.

That the Court would be taking a more conservative direction
when it ruled on student press rights was evident in a case that had
been decided in 1986, Bethel School District z. Fraser The case
involved a student who had been disciplined because of a speech he
gave in support of a candidate running for a snident body office.
While not using obscenities. Fraser included a number of sexual
innuendos in his speech. In his opinion for the Court, Chief Justice
Mrren Burger concluded that the case was different from Tinket; in
which students were engaged in political protest. Burger wrote that
"simply because the use of an offensive form of expression may not
be prohibited to adults making what the speaker considers a political
point, [does not mean] that the same latitude must be permitted to
children in a public school." Ile wrote:
7be undoubted .fteedom to adzwate unpopular ami contmz.ersial z-iews in schools and classrooms must be balanced against
the societyly counterzwiling interest in teaching the students the
boundaries qf socially appropriate behaz.lor Ez.en the Most heated
political disourse in 11 democratic society requires considowtion fir
the personal sensibilities qf the other participants and audiences.-

When the Supreme Court finally ruled in a case concerning the
student press, it took Fraser for its model instead of Tinker In its
decisi(m released on January 13, 1988, the Court differentiated the
case from the "Iinker decision because that case involved student
speech that merely occurred on school property and was not schoolsponsored.

The CAW resulted from action during the 1982-83 school year
by the principal at lIalelw twd Fast 11igh School in suburban St.
138
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LouisVlissouri, to stop the school newspaper from publishing articles that he said invaded the privacy of students and parents. The
nespaper was witten and edited by a Journalism class and, thus,
was part of the school curriculum.

When the adviser submitted page proofs to the principal, he
objected to a story about teen pregnancy because he thought that
students would know the pregnant girls even though their names
were not mentioned in the story. He also thought that references to
sexual activity and birth control were not appropriate for younger
students at the school. I le objected to an article about divorce
because the page proof identified a student who complained about
her father's conduct; however, the adviser had dele'ted the name from

the final version. The principal thought that the parents should be
invited either to respond to the remarks or to consent to their publication. Deciding that there was no time to make changes before the
end of the school year, he ordered the two pages containing the articles to be withheld from publication.

The federal district court ruled that the editor's First
Amendment rights had not been violated, but the decision was overturned on appeal. The U.S. Supreme Court, however, ruled that the
principal had acted reasonably and that his action was not unconstitutional because "First Amendment rights of students in the public
schools are not automatically coextensive with the rights of adults in
other settings" and that "a school need not tolerate snident speech
that is inconsistent with its basic educational mission, even though
the government could not censor similar speech outside the school."

The determining factor in the I lazelwood case was that the
school's newspaper was not seen as an open forum for student
expression. Because the newspaper was not a forum for public
expression, the Court stated, the principal could regulate the contents of the school-sponsored newspaper "in any reasonable manner." It gave the following definition of a public forum:
(S)ebool fikilities may be deemed to be public lbrums only if
school authorities ban. -by policy o by practices' opened the
ties ''finr indiscriminate use by the general public," or by some segment q.lhe public, such as student 0i:wink-whim1.'
139
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The Court's definition differed from the one usually used by
lower courts, which stated that a forum for student expression existed
when a publication printed such things as student editorials and snident letters as well as snident-written stories and when the publica-

tion is distributed to students outside the Journalism class.4 Under
the Supreme Court's definition, schools presumably would have to
allow "indiscriminate" use lw the general public or by school organizations.

The Supreme Court in the I lazelwood case, however, said that
the I lazelwood East's Spectiwm newspaper was not a public forum
because the adviser was the "final authority with respect to almost
even aspect of the production and publication of Spectrum, including
its content." In addition, each issue was reviewed by the principal
prior to its publication.
The Court noted that the written policy of the school board was
that the school newspaper "accepts all rights implied lw the First

Amendment" and that "school sponsored pul3..cat.ons will not
restrict free expression or diverse viewpoints within the rules of
responsible journalism." It concluded, however, that the board did
not intend to make Spectiwin a public forum because the policy also
noted that school publications were "developed within the adopted
curriculum and its educational implications." The Court said that
school officials had not indicated an intent "to open the paper's pages
to indiscriminate use by its student reporters and editors, or by the
student body generally."

Justice 'White stated that it (lid not matter whether school publications that are not public forums according to the Court's definition
are part of a class or an extracurricular project "so long as they are

supervised by faculty members and designed to impart particular
knowledge or skills to student participants and audiences." The niling meant that the Tinker standard applied only between the schoolyard gate and the school's front door. 1\:hite's opinion made the
totalitarian theory the appropriate model not only for student nek\ spapers but also
all other Teech dui ing school-sponsored activities. Fch()ing Fraser, White \\ mte:
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(E)ducators do not ofli'nd the Piro Amendment by exercising editorial control over the style and content of student speech in
school-sponsored expressive activities so long as their actions are
reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.'

Justice Brennan, writing in dissent, disagreed with the distinc-

tion made between school-sponsored publications and student
speech taking place in other school settings, and he charged that
Tinker had been abandoned. He challenged the three "excuses" upon

which the majority based its decision: "the public educator's prerogative to control curriculum; the pedagogical interest in shielding the

high school audience from objectionable viewpoints and sensitive

topics; and the school's need to disassociate itself from student
expression." I le noted that the Tinker case addressed the first concern, that the second concern was not a legitimate one, and that the
third could easily be achieved by other means, such as by the publication of a disclaimer. Even Brennan, however, rejected a libertarian
theory for the secondary school press and espoused a social responsibility theory instead. Brennan concluded that poor grammar, bad
writing, or faulty research could be targets of prior restraint because
they would detract from the purpose of the Journalism curriculum.
Journalists' Reaction to the Hazelwood Ruling
The chairman of the Freedom of Information Committee of the
Society of Professional Journalists, Paul McMasters, said the ruling
"cuts the First Amendment legs off the student press. The executive director of The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund also was critical of

the ruling. As might have been expected because of the Kennedy
Commission's findings more than a decade earlier, professional journalists* support for the school press was limited, however. Dorothy
Bowles found that newspaper organizations were split on the issue
and that most newspaper editorials applauded the ruling.- She found

that a few newspapers opposed the ruling. The St. I.ouis PostDispatch, for example. criticized the opinion for giving the school
board too much latitude, and the headline of the Miami Ilenild editorial was "I ligh Court Hunks."
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Whereas articles by Richard Schmidt and Frank Wiggins8 and
by Fern Valentine' questioned the lesson being taught by the Court
in its ruling, the publication of the American Society of Newspaper
Editors ran articles on both sides of the issue. The publication of the
American Newspaper Publishers Association, which did not join in
the lawsuit because its members were divided, also ran articles supporting each side.1() Whereas the Columbia journali.cm Review ran a
story critical of the decision, the lir'ishing-ton jourmilthn Review's article did not take a stand.

An article in Editor and Publisher concluded that most news-

papers' supported the decision. It noted: "Unlike some media
lawyers and journalism association heads who last week denounced
the I ligh Cmirt decision as a 'First Amendment disaster,' the editorials, in general, seem to say, 'That's life, kids."1 Supporters of the
decision include(l The New )brk Times and the lUishiiiçrton Post, the
Cincinnati Enquire,: the Detroit News, the Philadelphia Inquire,: and
the Chicago Sun-Times. A Chicago Tribune editorial agreed with the
decision while simultaneously questioning the Court's reasoning in
reaching it.
Why the lack of support among prolessi(mal journalists for the
freedom of the secondary school press? Journalists tended to see
principals as having the role of publisher, ignoring the function of
principals as agents of the state. "I'he logic of editorial writers basical-

ly followed the viewpoint expressed in the follming

Philadelphia

Int/Hirer comment:

(/)./ the students bad won their case, student editorc around
the country would have ended up with (treater rights than their
eountoparts in the adult world, where editorc at many newspaperc qien have to pot against timid owners to get controversial
errticles into print.I2

\Vhereas journalists usually shield themselves behind the First
Amendment so as not to be forced to follow someone else's standard
of social responsibility, some journalists rejected the need of student
journalists for such protection. They saw school officials actions not
as malevolent. but altruistic. The New 1,rk' Times, for example, commented that it thought the ruling meant mq censorship but responsi242
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bility. "The decision is a challenge to educators to help their students

tell the story fairly and accurately," the editorial stated, -not to
squelch them." 3
School Officials' Responses to the Ruling
Some secondary school officials who supported the ruling did so

because they felt the school newspaper should represent the school
and its policies. Others agreed with many newspaper editors that

school officials had a right to require that the student press he
responsible based upon a school officiak determination of what was
responsible. Some school officials held the opinion expressed by a
number of editorial writers that the principal is the publisher. Others
assumed that the school and school board are legally responsible for

all newspaper content even if the school did not exercise prior
review. They thought, therefore, that school administrators must
protect themselves from laN% suits by using prior review and prior
restraint.'4

All of those views were represehted in conments of the
National School Boards Association and the National Association of
Secondary School Principals. Ivan Gluckman, counsel for the principals organization, said that school officials "are responsible for what
comes out in the newspaper. No reporter has an unfettered right to

publish what he wants in the paper." The president of the school
board members' organization said: "It is not the student who is sued;
it is the school board."'' Ile said it took school districts out of a position "between the rock and the hard place" by giving them the rights
of a publisher to determine what will be printed in the school news-

paper. The (leputy general counsel of the school board members'
association stated that if the I laz.ell.z.00d case had gone against the
principal, schools "would ha e had either anarchy or no student
newspapers at all."'
Alost of the readers (presumably mainly school board members
and principals) responding to a survey published in The American
Sdwol Board sjournal in April 1988 supported the fhtz.elz:wod decision.

Eighty-five percent of the readers participating in the unscientific
survey responded that they welcomed the decision, and 71 percent
24;
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agreed that "schools must teach student journalists to exercise free
speech responsibility before bestowing it on them." Only 14 percent
of readers responding, however, replied that the decision "merely
gives school people the freedom to control editorial content that
newspaper publishers already enjoy."

One Pennsylvania board member wrote: "Rights and responsi-

bility go hand in hand. Peoplesuch as school board members
who have responsibility for protecting others must protect everyone's
rights." A Texas board member responded: "Journalism classes are
tax dollars. They are used as instructional tools and not
paid for
primarily as sounding boards for students who wish to make statements to their classmates." A New Jersey principal noted:
Freedom of speech in the school context applies to the publish-

er and not the indi-cidual. The school is the owner and publisher
of the newspapo; not the students. Thungsters are free, if they

wish, to write their own newspaperon their own time and at
their own eapense and liability.

Among the 15 percent of respondents who did not support the
ruling, a board member from Washington State asked: "Ilow can
students learn responsibility if the principal takes responsibility for

what appears in the newspaper?" A school board member from
Illinois wrote: "Now that we know for certain what our authority is,

we must be very careful not to be heavy-handed or dictatorial.
Otherwise, we'll wind up demonstrating the need for the First
Amendment."is
Teachers' and Students' Responses to Hazelwood

Editor-in-Chief Jeff Massey was quoted in an article in the
January 29, 1988, Panther Press at Mountain Grove, Missouri, I ligh
School as saying: "It's pretty much been like this anyway. I.ast year
when we wrote on a touchy subject, we always cleared it with the
principal first."

Kevin 1 ienderson, editor-in-chief of the Prairie News at
Kickapoo lligh School in Springfield, Missouri, wrote in the January
29, 1988, issue:
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The recent Supreme Court decision regarding

the

Ha:elwood case, and censorship in general, was justice due to the

circumstances. Controversial items aren't the best news around
and are too often used fbr their shock' yfect....kickapoo News
will not shirk away fi-om any issues that are bard-hitting as long
as they can be covered tastefUlly and on a purely.ktual basis.

A high school journalist in the St. Louis suburb of Ladue
which, like Hazelwood, is located in St. Louis County, Missouri
wrote a full-page editorial about the ruling in the February 12, 1988,
edition of his school newspaper, the Panorama. The student, David
Bianco. stated:
The decision will hurt schools, because anytime freedom of
expression is limited, creativity is dampened and enthusiasm for
journalism is diminished. It will hurt students, because not only
will vital infbrmation on important issues be withheld, but also
high school newspapers in some school districts will either become
propaganda fin- the school's beliefs or they will become void (y real

news, filled with only sports articles and pshion pages. Most
importantly, bowevei: the case will hurt freedom of expression
throughout America. Tbe ruling will, without a doubt, Selwe as a
precedent fini fUture cases, and a 7:.hole generation cfjournalists
may just grow up under the specter q'the principal's veto.

After noting the Laduc School District had a strong publications
policy that was reviewed each Year, Bianco added:
The 1 lazelw ood decision is clearly wrong, as it will dimin-

ish student rights to intelligent discussion of the issues. I'm just
lucky I live in Ladue and not in Hazelwood, or .you probably
wouldn't be reading this.

Other Reactions to Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier

Student press groups. Journalism educators, and civil liberties

organizations led an outcry against the ruling. The Secondary
Education Division of the Association for Education in Journalism

and Mass Communication and the entire membership of the
AFJ %IC. composed mainly of college Journalism educators, passed
resolutions condemning the ruling.
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Jean Brown, a Michigan college professor, wrote that the decision "strikes an ominous blow to the whole issue of the essential purpose and value of education as it is conceived in this country." Scott

McNabb, an instructor at a Afichigan junior college, noted: "The
Supreme Court decision in Hazelwood is a mandate for mediocre
education."2° College professor Nathan Essex, however, noted that
the decision does not mean that administrators "may arbitrarily suppress student speech" hut that they must have "compelling evidence
to demonstrate that the content of the publication does in fact create
a disruptive influence on the school's program."21

First Amendment scholar Louis E. Ingelhart analyzed the
majority and minority opinions in the Hazelwood ruling and each
citation.21 l le found 28 things the Court did not rule on or did not
understand. I lc stated that the court ignored the equal protection
and due process provisions of the 14th Amendment and ignored the
First Amendment rights of students to read or to receive information
or to share viewpoints.

Ingelhart also noted that the ruling ignored a variety of other
facts: that children can be treated like adults in court, that 16-yearolds may marry, 18-year-olds may vote and serve on juries, and that
17- and 18-year-olds may see R-rated movies; and that many girls
can become pregnant by age 11. I le noted that the ruling also established liability for school officials without requiring that a system of
prior review be established. In addition, he stated that the Court
failed to deal with academic freedom for faculty members who might
disagree with the principal about what should be prohibited in the
newspaper.

Ingelhart attacked Justice White's deterniination that the clause
in linker that allows school officials to censor only student speech
which would "substantially interfere Nkith the work of the school or
impinge upon the rights of other students.' was not the standard to
be used for student expression sponsored by the schoo1.2' Ingelhart
commented:
dll astonishing z.iew to oath' from the natioa'y highest
court 7:'h1h apparently dismisses legal proz'isions yo that ii 0///
rind am/ legally based zvewpoinh as a bibi. .1?)r deciding legal,
24t)
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even constitutional, issues.... II 'bite
shaiply with a statement attributed in a school board policy which proposed that "only

speech that materially and substantially inted-eres with the
requirements of appropriate discipline can lie _timid unacceptable
and there.tbre prohibited."24

Thomas Eveslage, a First Amendinent scholar and a member of
the Student Press Law Center Board of Directors, called the languat4-e used by the Court "frighteningly broad and repressive" and
stated that "the Court has stirred smoldering cinders that threaten to
erupt in damaging ways."2 I le noted that the ruling that school officials could censor student publications did not especially "surprise or

alarm" advisers, adininistrators or students, because most of them
thoue:ht censorship was allowed or, at least, operated as if it were.
I lowever, he said, the decision presents inure problents for the student press than were obvious in wire service summaries of the decision.

Eveslage noted that the Court answered three previously unresolved questions about student press rights: Who is responsible for
school-sponsored student speech? (Answer: School officials.) Is the
student newspaper a public forum and, therefore, free from censorship by school officials? (Answer: Not unless school policy says so
and the school "behaves accordingly.' and, in practice, follows the
policy.) Does it matter if the student speech is in a publication produced bV a class or if it is produced outside of a formal classroom set-

ting? (Answer: School officials are allowed to control any
school-sponsored activity not involving a public forum, whether
inside or outside a classroom.)

Eveslage stated that the answers to the questions were not as
much of a threat to student ritEhts as was the way the Court answered
the questions. First, the Court did not detThe what it meant lw regu-

lation "in a reasonable manner." Second, the school may censor
without having specific written guidelines to let students know what
school officials think is objectionable. Third, the school can set stan-

dards for the student press that are higher than those required ht
prolessi(mal kmrnalists. Fourth, sclumls may censor articles written
b students n ho ha\ e not "mastered" all aspects of Journalism cur247
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riculum concerning the handling of controversial topics, the right to
privacy, and the "legal, moral and ethical restrictions" on journalists.
Fifth, school officials may censor student expression that they think
does not support the school's educational mission if it is likely that
members of the public might think the school is endorsing the viewpoint put forth in that expression. "Obviously, the Court has gone far
beyond the central questions of liability and curriculum control,"
Eves lage stated.2'

A 1988 article in the Phi Delta Kappan magazine noted that
litzelwood, Bethel School District z. Ftwset; and New jersey

(in

which the Court said that only "reasonable suspicion" and not "probable cause" was necessary for school officials to search student lockers for illegal drugs) indicated a major change in the Court's attitudes
about the rights of students. The article stated:
It will take time and subsequent court decisions to determine
the impact of the Kuhlmeier li.e., I lazelwood/ decision. Since
there is no cTidence to suw.st that the status of student IltT'splperS is a major issue in most high schools across the countty, it

may be that initial reactions are more spirited than is justified.
That remains to be s a. l -bat is certain is that the Supreme
Court has, in its three recent decisions dealing,- with student
rights, fixed
which those rights are to be
com-idered.28

The article noted that courts taking student press cases still
could look to Tinker as well as I laz.elwood because the Supreme Court
distinguished between them. However, the Kappan article concluded
that the 1 laz.elwood decision would mean fewer student press cases

ould be going to court because of the decreased likelihood that
decisions by school officials w ould be overturned.

The Kappan author reasoned that the three cases showed that
the school could control activities if the school would be seen to have
responsibility for those activities, particularly if those activities would
send the wrong kind of message about the nature of the school. Only
"reasonableness" is required of the acti(ms
schocil officials under
1

the three school cases. I b)wever, the author appeared to disagree
w itli F.eslage in statim4 that policies restrictine. stu&nts' rights must

4f)5s
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be "grounded in clearly enunciated policies and rules, the contents of
which have been communicated to students."2-'
Phi Delta Kappan's 13 Conclusions about Student Rights Based
upon Hazelwood, Bethel, and T.L.O.
(Source: Phi Delhi Kappan, February 1988, pp. 6-7.)

1. The guarantees and protections provided by the Constitudon of the United States are applicable to students; howev-

er, these rights will be interpreted in terms of the unique
environment that prevails in the public schools.
2.

School officials, in carrying out certain disciplinary functions,
are agents of the state and must act in accord with substantive
and procedural guarantees provided in the U.S. Constitution.

3.

Students have a legitimate right to privacy; however, this
right must be balanced against the state's right to maintain a
school environment that is conducive to learning.

4. "Fhe standard test that school officials must meet in search-

and-seizure activities is one of "reasonableness.- This is not
as severe a test as the "probable .:ause- standard that prevails
in adult criminal settings.
5.

School officials are not required to obtain a warrant before
searching a student under their authority.
The First Amendment free-speech rights of students are not
as extensive as those provided for adults.

Schools and parents have a recognized interest in regulating
student speech to prevent language that is sexually explicit,
vulgar, lewd, or obscene.

8. The decision as to w hat speech is appropriate in the public
school properly rests with the school hoard.
9.

School authorities do not violate First .Amendment rights of
snidents in exercising control over the style and content of
student speech in school-sponsored expressive actk ides as
long as their actions are reasonahly related to legitimate educational concerns.
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10. The courts will intervent_ to protect the First Amendment
rights of students only %vhen the school's decision to censor
student expression is made without a valid educational purpose.
11.

-Ile school can disassociate itself from speech and/or actions
that are inappropriate in the school setting.

12. The school is not a public forum unless school officials have,
by policy or by practice, opened the schools indiscriminately
for use by the public.
13.

Once the decision is made that the school is not a public
forum, school officials may impose reasonable restrictions on

the speech of students, teachers, and other members of the
school community.

Although the Hazelwood ruling concerned rights of administrators as well as of students, other researchers have noted that it also
concerned the rights of teachers. Mike Simpson, an attorney with the
National Education Association's Office of General Council, stated
that the Supreme Court's "broad decision may adversely affect not
just student press advisers but all teachers, threatening their ability to
expose students to controversial ideas." I Ie noted that the Court's
minority in i1a.eIood \\rote that the school's responsibility to "inculcate moral and political values is not a general w arrant to act as
thought police," and he called the ruling "a stunning defeat for the
rights of student journalists." Concerning the way the rights of all
teachers could be infringed because of the ruling, he rote:
II hat impact will the Hazeh:.00d ease bare on the rights- qr
teacherr? Jar starterc. jourmtlism aduisers will now haz.e to kowtow to phncipals 7rbo 7:4ant 10 keep ensitizT or contm-ersial issues

(Ji the pages q student publications. NEI has argued that an
adz.iser can relnse to obey all administrator's order to censor the
selnwl paper because to do so would z.iolate the eonstitutional rights
q students. Such an arwwlent no longer zlable. .-Idzvserv
heazy blue pencil may find theirjobs at risk because
to
the principal objects to what their .tudents write.
tic

'50
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Afore important, the C01117'S ruling has dire implications.*
the rights
teachers. While the Supreme Court has never
ruled on whether teachers enjoy a right to academic freedom ...
the legal reasoning used in 1 lazelwood could be applied to
se-cerely limit the right of teachers to speak freely in thc classroom
or to assign outside readings.31

After noting that "a school arguably has an even greater interest
in controlling what's said to a captive classroom audience or assigned
for required reading," he concluded:
In short, if school officials can censor articles in an official
publication because' they're sensitive, controyersial, or age-inappropriate, then they can also censor reading lists, library books,
and teachers themselves.32

Jack Dvorak and Jon Paul Dilts also concluded that the
ruling endangers teachers' freedom of expression and
could lead to conflict between teachers and administrators. They
noted that because the Court all but overlooked the adviser's role as
teacher, "it has moved the debate about the uses of a free press in
Hazelwood

schools from an issue concerned with student rights to an issue concerned with teachers' rights.'° Because of the ruling, they cautioned,

a teacher who decides to fight censorship can appeal "only to her
own limited claims to academic freedom or, more in the spirit of
laz.elwood,

to the needs of journalism pedagogv."'4

Dvorak and Dilts noted that if the ruling "does not mean an end
to journalism education as a means of teaching democratic values,
then it must mean that journalism educators are in a pedagogical
quandary."' l'hey noted a basic conflict for an educator in trying to
teach the importance of press freedom while students live with the

reality of state-sponsored censorship in the school. The two
researchers wrote that "(ink under remarkably narrow circumstances
e(mld one imagine teaching the value of free speech by ceny wing it."
They added:
Wnhercut ontradictions result when a public School j011rllali.s111 adviser teaches about protections from goz.ernment censorship

and secrecy while at the same time serz.ing as a state censor or
standing idly by as the .cchool principal censors_ (flhe simulation
251
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of Constitutional freedomwhether created by school policy, state
law, or the needs of pedagogyis a teaching method vital to the
success of a journaliym curriculum.; 6

Censorship: Promoting Propaganda or Good Educational Policy?

Max James suggested in 1970 that those who advocated censorship of student publications as well as those who opposed it thought

their actions furthered identical education goals"the liberation or
fuller development of the humanity of the individual, for his own
betterment as well as that of society."3- Thus, while some educators

see censorship as fostering propaganda, othersand the Supreme
Courtsee it as promoting good educational policy. James, who
took the view that fostering propaganda cannot be good educational
policy, stated:
II 'hat seems to be most at stake is this fundamental question:
Should the taxpayers' money be used to support a school newspaper which is essentially a propaganda sheet presenting II rosy, cozy

view of the school, the community, and the world at large and
thus protecting its readers (whether students, filculty, parents, or
community taxpayers) from controversial matters which might
divide or_from unpleasant realities which might defile or corrupt,

or should the taxpayers' money spent on school newspapers be
expected to contribute to the intellectual growth and development
of both newspaper staff and the readers of school newspapers by
allowing the staff responsible _freedom in the handling of all news

(pleasant Or unpleasant) in the best tradition of tl well-dcfined
publisher-editor relationship Jimnd in all good proPssional journalism? That is, should school newspapers exist .fin- propaganda or
education?;

The issues on both sides of that argument were set forth in two
papers presented at the 1988 summer meeting of the Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Comimmication, an organization

for college and university Journalism educators. In their paper.
Professors Lollis Day and John Butler concluded that the Hazelwood
decision was sound educational policy and represents a "restoration
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of the proper balance between the pedagogical mission of the public
schools and the role of the student press."3'
Day and Butler presented three reasons why Hazelwood is good

constitutional law and good educational policy: (1) The ideas
espoused in the Hazelwood decision are historically well-grounded in

libertarian philosophy and educational ideology; (2) The general
thrust of the I lazelu'ood majority opinion is compatible with a large
body of legal precedent recognizing thc "limited capacity" of juveniles to exercise fully the rights and privileges accorded to adults; and
(3) At the least the Hazelwood case represents a pragmatic view of the

role of scholastic journalism within the public school curriculum.
The two authors added:
/1 lazelwood wasl not just a moz-e by a consercatizT Court
to restritin indiziibtal liberties but represents a beliefk a majority of' the justices that school officials should be accorded substantial

dt:Prence in their fbrmulation aml implementation qf educational
polio,. 40

Day and Butler saw the ruling as the reemergence of the "cultural transmission ideology," which emerged in the United States
with the mass arrival of immigrants from around the world but which
has its roots in the classical Western academic tradition. The ideolo-

gy states that "schools had to help synthesize people around a
demand for a new, functional, and positive conception of the school's
role in societv."41 They also saw the ruling as the dendse of the "progressive" educational theories of John Dewey and others.

Day and Butler argued that when the exercise of liberty runs
counter to the educational mission of the school, the schook mission
should prevail "in the interest of teaching ethical and moral standards." They wrote that the ruling at least "represents a pragmatic
view of the role of scholastic journalism within the public school curriculum." They added:
High school newspapers are not public Iiirums established to
Pcilitate an unfiltered marketplacc or ideas. These school-sponsored publications are educational tools, designed to teach .journal-

istic knowledge, skills and ethical behaz'ioll .1dministratiz.c
the principal ftels are in poor taste,
roiranns
artIcley
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contain ol9ectionable material or are likely to violate the interests

of third parties do not abridge the general free speech rights of
student reporters and editors....(A)dministrators and journalism
teachen- must hare flexibilih, in fin-mulating and implementing
policies regarding the ethical and legal "standards" to be incoiporated into scholastic journalisin hist-Ma/M.4'

Day and Butler presented a five-point rationale for supporting
the Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier decision: (1) The underlying values of
free speech are not as important in the public school as in society at
large; (2) Some control of the high school press is essential to maintain academic standards; (3) Decisions regarding high school publications should be based upon local educational objectives rather than

on a national constitutional standard; (4) The lack of maturity of
high school students justifies a "limited capacity" free speech right;
(5) Student journalists are not completely denied their rights of
expression; there are alternative channels of communication.

In their paper about the Hazelwood decision, lawyers J. Marc
Abrams and S. Mark Goodman concluded that the Supreme Court
was in error in its conclusion that the Hazelwowl East I Iigh School
newspaper was not a public forum and that such school-sponsored
publications do not have constitutional protection.4' They reasoned
that Spectrum was a public forum because of the school district's publication policy. because students not in Journalism II class could contribute letters and other material for publication, and because around
one-fourth of the newspaper's revenue was generated by sales. They

concluded that "Spectrum was by intention and in fact a student
new spaper for the presentation of student news. view and opinions."-'4 rhey noted that in 19834' the Supreme Court established
three types of public forums: the quintessential public fOrum; the
limited public forum; and the non-public forum. Abrams and
Goodman argued that Spectrum fell under the second category
because it as open for unrestricted use by a particular group
ilazehood Fast students. 'I'hey stated:
ITIbe Supreme Court has sent a Mesidge not Merely to those
nalists but to all public schua students. On the one hand, the
( ourt has tohl those students that the educati,nal system exists to
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inculcate in tomorrow's leaders "the fundamental values necessary
to the maintenance of a democratic political system." The Court
has also stated that public education serves to prepare the youth of
our nation to deal with "our increasingly complex society and...
the duties of citizenship in our democratic Republic." The
howevei; is telling students that these values must be received passively, without sioificant opportunity to debate on a school-wide
basis the issues and concerns of the day. It blithely presumes that
there will be other equally efficient mechanisms such as local news
media by which students in a public high school may receive the
information they need to make their own choices."

Expectations About the Impact of the Hazelwood Ruling
A number of advocates for school Journalism made dire predic-

tions about the contents of school publications and the future of the
secondary school press following the Hazelwood ruling. For example,

Mark Goodman, the executive director of the Student Press Law
Center, said after the Hazelwood ruling that he expected "many more

qudents will be subtly intimidated to no longer cover topics like
pregnancy, divorce, AIDS, or others of vital importance to thein."4Michigan college instructor remarked:
SOME' /educators/ will use it to limit students' freedom qf
speech as thi:y see lit. Anything they _find offensive will become a

leg-itimate pedagogical concern' and disappear from students'
newspaperc. Others- will use it to shut down student papery completely or slowly strangle them until they contain nothing of any
interest So that students quit and go away.

And others will continue to do what they've always done, at
least until someone with more authority stops them: to provide
students with a realistic and valuable learning experience, and to
teach them writing, editing, judgment skills, civics, ethics, and
responsibility on one q the most meaningful situations the public
schools ever bad the guts to offer

I lowevei; providing that meaningful experience just got a
harder and, in some school.,, impossible:Is
hundred i
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Louis Ingelhart suggested that the decision had considerable
potential effects on student speech far beyond the school newspaper.4' Ingelhart stated that the decision authorized complete control
by public school officials of all student and faculty expression "anywhere or anytime on the school campus." Ile said that "the right to
read or see or hear ideas, information, or viewpoints can be denied."
f Ie came up with a list of 64 types of content specified in the Court's
decision as something that could be censored: from advocating the
use of alcohol to vulgarity; from content lacking fairness to content
that is not responsible journalism; from content revealing intimate
concerns of individuals to particulars of teen-age sexual activity in
high school; from content unrelated to legitimate pedagogical concerns to content inappropriate to adolescents or readers within the
school.

On the other hand, "linn Eveslage said that the case could end
up strengthening high school journalism. While noting that "conciliation is preferable to a courtroom challenge," he provided advisers
with some suggestims for living with liaz.elwood.

First, advisers should "(e)stablish areas of agreement and build
(their) case for student press rights on that foundation." 1 le noted
that the adviser could find support in Justice Brennan's dissent that
"exposure to offensive or contradictory messages introduces students
to valued diversity of ideas."

Second, the Court did not require censorship, and school officials have several reasons not to censor: (1) The burden of proof still
remains on the censor, and schools officials must show that the cen-

sorship was "reasonable" and for "valid educational reasons"; (2)
Officials who regulate their student publications have a financial liability that they did not hme w hen they were public forums; (3) More
restrictions on school-sponsored newspapers may encourage students
to begin underground publications that are more difficult to control;
and (4) Journalism courses, which help improve students writing and
critical thinking, may become less appealing to students.'"

Robert R knight noted three reasons for emmcern among postsecondary Journalism educators about the ruling: (1) They could lose
the brightest piing' minds because students will reject tia...7.elwooll256
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tvpe journalism in their high schools; (2) They could be fiiced with
reshaping scholastic journalists who accept the Hazelwood philosophy; (3) All public school students might be deprived of real understanding of the role of the press in a free society.51

From a post-Hazelwood perspective, Knight wrote that it was
evident that advisers in the Tinker era had become de facto publishers, maintaining control over budget, personnel, and circulation but
having only minimal control over editorial content. In the meantime,
snidents were using investigative reporting techniques and turning
newspapers that previously had been little more than bulletin boards
into real newspapers. :kt the same time, student journalists were
engendering conflict with school officials.

Because the option is allowed under Hazelwood for schools to
allow their newspapers the status of public forum, Knight wrote, the
ruling established several possible situations along a continuum. The

continuum ranges from Justice White's majority position, which
allows for almost total restriction of newspaper content, on one end,
to Justice Brennan's minority position, which allows what Knight saw
as almost total press freedom, on the other. Knight wrote about the
challenge of the post-Hazelwood situation:
Let's be honest about this one. For almost 20 years, we would
not say the teacher was acting as publisher orheal'en forbid
editor
ezwded the intriguing question in the public school sqting: II'ho is the publisher if the agents ()lam state cannot control
content?

lazelwood implies that in American Nth& Schools a continuum on am scale qf control is possible. It rang-es fi-om strong
control by the principal/publisher to light-handed. Tinker-like
nulnagement. In either case, students would have as much or as
little control as has existed * private and parochial school publications, whose principals are not agents q'the state.'2

Abrams and Goodman feared the effect of the ruling on choices
that student journalists would have to make. The\ stated that students interested in journalism would have to choose between remaining with the school-sponsored newspaper or going to an unofficial
publication. 'Filet. concluded Os follows:
25 7
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ITIhe serious student who wishes to be a journalist, or mealy
'shes to learn to write bettei; will recognize the clear advantage

in having access to a journalism adviser, particult,ly if that
adviser has formal e.vperience or training in writing and journalism. 1....or students such as these, the asset of a trained teaching
proftssional overseeing their writing and the development of their
reporting skills is incalculable. The student who maintains ties

with the student publication subsequent to the Kuhlmeier
Iazelwood/ decision, in order to gain these adt'antages, will
merely have to sacrifice any thoughts of absolute editorial freedom."

The two lawyers feared that most school officials would conclude that the ruling gives them the authority to censor the student
newspaper unless they decide to call it a public forum. They questioned, however, why schools would want to take control over a previously uncensored student newspaper. In doing so, the school takes
responsibility for all material published, which means financial liability if a lawsuit results from what is published. State officials, by not
exerting prior review take on no such financial liability because they
would be in no position to prevent publication of the material. "Fhus,
Abrams and Goodman concluded, "Th convert a student newspaper
that is a forum for student expression after Kuhlmeier [Hazelwood]
int() a non-f()rum publication could be a serious financial mistake.'4

If a school publication policy declares the newspaper to be a
public forum as defined by the Court in Hazelwood, on the other
hand, the First Amendment provides protection to student editors.
Many First Amendment experts would argue that the ruling also
would not apply at high schools (or possibly even junior highs) at
which publications had traditions of being public forums and where
prepublication review did not normally occur. State law or the state
constitution can provide further protection to students. By the fall of

1993, five states (California, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, and
Massachusetts) had passed such laws, providing varying anmunts of
protection to the student press. In all such situations, legal experts
say, the principal could not censor because of content except under
the 'linker guidelines (that is, if disruption was likely or, in Milne
25S
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cases, because of the mamrity level of students), and school officials
could not withdraw financial support or dismiss editors.
Abrams and Goodman, like the Phi Delta Kappan article, argued
that many procedural rights given students in previous court rulings
remain in spite of the Hazelwood case. Those rights include the provision that procedures must be in place so that students know exactly
what is not to be published and that, under HazelTz'ood, such regula-

tions must: be "reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical con-

cerns." They said that such guidelines also must describe the
procedures involved in the review process and provide students the
right to a prompt hearing and a timely appeal of the administrator's
ruling. Because of those protections, they saw the ruling as a significant step backward for school press freedom, "but not the end of the
debate." They concluded:
lany student publications remain unaffected by
Kuhlmeier aml many more can be protected through state and
local rather than J'ederal mechanisms. Keeping this in mind, there
iS 110 reaS011 to belitTe that stmlent johrnalism will not remain a
aml zwal Jo' rce in the years ahead as long as its contributors
conthwe to stand up for 7:bat they beliezT in and to speak about
the great issues that affect their constituencies.''

Thus, predictions concerning the effect of the Hazelwood ruling
ranged across the spectrum of opinion. Some commentators thought
it would result in a bland school press, whereas others held the opinion that the school press already was bland. For example, the execu-

tive director of the Gannett Center for Media Studies, Everette
Dennis, noted rhat "the school press already was timid. It was always
a captive voice and now is more captive." 'I'he executive director of
the National Scholastic Press Association, hun Rolnicki, stated, on
the other hand, that "the principal is not interested in sticking his or
her finger into the newspaper business." I le predicted that the effect

of the ruling would be limited largely to schools where animosity
between the administration and the newspaper already existed.'

2'9
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Early Research on the Effect of the Hazelwood Ruling
.As we saw in Chapter 8, studies of high school press freedom in
the Tinker era suggested that a number of school officials used prior
review, prior restraint, intimidation, and written or unwritten content prohibitions to keep objectionable content out of the school
newspaper. They also found that overt prior restraint was not necessary because students used self-censorship because of adviser intimidation or because of the snidents' own deference or like-mindedness
with their school authorities. Thus, researchers found that students
at some schools were pressured to change stories, to withdraw them
voluntarily, or not to write them in the first place.
\Vhile methodological rigor was not apparent in some of the
earlier studies, the evidence overwhelmingly suggests that principals
and advisers during the Tinker era were routinely ignoring court rulings requiring First Amendment rights for students. That conclusion

was supported lw a 1988 study of low a advisers in which Jane
Peterson found that advisers agreed more with principals on student
press rights and responsibilities than they agreed with student edit"

Tom Eveslage (1987)

In a study at about the same time aS Peterson's research, Tom
Eveslage compared social studies, language arts, and journalism
teachers views of their students' knowledge in five areas: understanding of responsible citizenship, at areness of free speech issues,
appreciation of societal values, support for American institutions, and
':ritical thinking."

Fveslage found students were less aw are of free speech issues
than they had been five and I() years earlier and that teachers rated
students lower in all areas except for their support of American institutions.
Kay Phillips (1989)

KM' Phillips conducted a study that included interviews with a
gong) of princip,ds and .1(1 isers before and after the Ha:eh-mid ruling

and w ith student editors after the ruling. Ihe schools were chosen
bet ause the adfseis had attended the North Carolina Scholastic
.26()
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Press Association Workshop in June 1987. Therefore, they may not
be representative of all North Carolina editors. In her study, Phillips
defined censorship as "any official interference with student control
of the newspaper."

Because Phillips' study was not quantitative, she was able to
draw only general conclusions from her research. She found both
student deference to advisers and adviser deference to principals. She
concluded: "Fear for their jobs, born largely of uncertainty in their

roles, and deference to the principal's authority long before
kuhlmeiet; characterize these advisers."

She noted that the advisers'
lack of knowledge about student press law \Vas the basis of much of
their insecurity, and she found that pri cipals were equally unaware
of the law. She concluded the following about the role of advisers
and principals:
In all schools, aikisers exert subtle pressure, and, in practice,

most of them are censors by the definition applied in this study:

both cutting controz-ersial material and iastituting a policy or
atmosphere or intimidation that caused students to nfi-ain froiii
printing certain material in the school nez:Vaper Clearly, persistent student editor deference to such authority has a stultifYing
effect on the student press.mi

Researchers conducting surveys in three states in the months
after the llazelzrood ruling concluded that few advisers anticipated
changes in their publications because of the ruling.
Renfro, Renfro, and Bennett (1988)

Within a few days after the laz.elz:'ood ruling, Paula Renfro,
Bruce Renfro, and Roger Bennett sent questionnaires to the principal, the newspaper ad% iser, and the newspaper editor of all 300 high

schools belonging to the 'ftxas Interscholastic League Press
Conference, a statewide high school journalism organization.'d Of
the 000 questionwaires, 343 of them were returned and usable. As
noted by the authors, the schools were not necessarily typical of all
Journalism programs in Texas.
Whereas nearly all of the principals with an
opinion approved of the ruling, only 3 small minorit% of the ad% isers
Support for Hazelwood.
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approved, a statistically significant difference. (See Table 9.1.)
Advisers who had majored in Journalism in college were more likely

to favor the ruling than were those with a journalism minor or no
journalism hours. Also, advisers who had been advising more than 10
years were significantly more likely to approve of the decision than
were other advisers. (See Table 9.2.)
Table 9.1: Attitudes toward Hazelwood Ruling Held by Principals and
Advisers Who Had an Opinion

(Renfro, Renfro, and Bennett, 1988)
Disapprove

Approve
Principals (N=139)

94%

6%

Advisers (N=90)

17%

83%

Table 9.2: Attitudes toward Hazelwood Ruling Held by Advisers Who Had
an Opinion, Controlling for Years of Service as an Adviser

(Renfro, Renfro, and Bennett, 1988)
(N=90)

Approve

Disapprove

years or less

10%

90%

More than 10 years

31%

69%

10

Expected Change.

Few respondents expected any change in the

character of the newspaper because of the ruling. Nearly all principals
and most advisers and ediuws expected no change would take place
because of the ruling. Only a few advisers believed the ruling would
have a chilling effect on freedom of expression. (See Table 9.3.)
Table 9.3: Expectations of Change in the Newspaper Becave of the
Hazelwood Ruling (Renfro, Renfro, and Bennett, 1988)
Expect

Expect

Not

change

no change

Sure

Principals (N=148)

1%

97%

1%

Advisers (N=100)

4%

76%

20%

Editors IN 951

4%

78%

18%

262

272
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The researchers concluded from their survey:
Control of the high school newspaper has been taken out of
the hands of the stmlents who produce it and advisers who work
closely with them. It has been given to high school principals who

have no journalism training and sometimes little .qmpathy fbr
the concept ola free press....The degree to which public NO school
newspapers after I Iai.elwood deal with the real issues affecting
high school students depends now entirely on these prinapals.62

Dorothy Bowles (1989)

In mid-March 1988, Dorothy Bowles sent a 30-item questionnaire to publications advisers at the 109 schools that belonged to the
Tennessee I Iigh School Press A.ssociation!'' Publications advisers at
just over 29 percent of the schools ($2) responded. Because the sample consisted only of members of the press association, it may not
reflect the situation in all "lnnessee schools. The low number of
responses reduces their reliability; however, Bowles fThdings are similar to what other researchers at the time were reporting.
Support for Hazelwood. .\..ost
I
limnessee advisers who responded
said they were undecided about the ruling. One-quarter of the advisers disagreed with the ruling, and half as many agreed with it.
Expected Change. Only one ac.v.ser expected the decision would
result in more censorship than in past years. Two advist:rs expected
more prior review but not more censorship.
1

Extent of Press Freedom. Nearly two-thirds of advisers ranked their
publications high for the amount of press freedom allow ed them.
Self-Censorship. 11
ow.es concluded that self-censorship was the
norm for student journalists in "nnnessee, even before the ruling.
She suspected that students w ere given a free hand as long as they
were not attempting to be controversial. Bowles concluded that the
1

results of her study w ould be disappointing to scholastic press advocates. She wrote, reminiscent of Laurence Campbell's c(mtments w ell
over a decode earlier:
If 4tthiscrcr hu demonstrate enough interest in the scholasth

press to enroll their publications in the owe high .chool press
01:1,Inizati1tn and to
rtici/titt Ill workshops are lukewarm in

26;
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their suppot fir students' Firct Amendment rig-hts, then nonparticipating advisers could be expected to be even less supportive.64

Tom Dickson (1988)

-IWo months after the ruling, 'limn Dickson conducted a mail
survey of principals's and advisers°' at 100 randomly selected high
schools in Missouri, the state where I lazelwood is located. The sam-

ple accounted for more than one-sixth of the state's public high
schools. Seventy-four percent of the questionnaires sent to principals
and 56 percent of the questionnaires sent .to advisers were returned.
Virtually all of the schools from which questionnaires were returned
had a yearbook, and more than 90 percent of those schools also had a
student newspaper.
concluded that a stated policy was not
k
Publkation Polkies. ._.c..son

an important tool in determining content. Ile found that few
Missouri principals had written policies about what was suitable con-

tent for publications. A majority of Nlissouri principals stated that
their student newspapers were public forums, however.

Most Missouri principals said they had not made
use of prior restraint. Most principals, however, said that they would
suppress some content if it was objectionable. lost principals also
said they expected the adviser to notify them of anything that might
be objectionable.
Dickson concluded that most principals did not necessarily use
prior restraint as part of a policy of prior review of the newspaper.
Instead, they were more likely to have become aware of questionable
material by reacting to problem content brought to them by advisers.
Prior Restraint.

(

Dickson Iiitind that most control by advisers of the newspaper's
content was by suggestion. Prior restraint was used as a last resort.
Though most advisers did show potentially controversial articles to
the principal, it was usually as a precaution or as a onirtes\ rather
than because they were required to do so.
he expected. Dickson found that school
Newspaper Content.
si/c Was related to \\ healer the newspaper had cox ered potentialk
controversial topics. Significantly more ad isers at Missouri high
261
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schools with more than 500 enrollment said that the newspaper had
covered the topics of sex, AIDS, student pregnancy, and divorce than
was the case at schools with fewer than 500 students.

The greatest differences between responses based upon school

size involved whether stories about sex, student preirancy, and
divorce had been published within the previous year. k statistically
significant difference also was found for whether their newspapers
had run stories about AIDS and drugs. In addition, advisers at larger
schools were less likely to say that their newspapers were "goodnews" publications and were more likely to say that they were open
forums.
Expected Change.

Dickson's study indicated that the I Iaz.elzrood rul-

ing would not have much effect on the contents of school newspapers in Missouri. A large majority of advisers said that they did not
plan to look any more closely at the content of the newspaper, and an
even larger majority said that their principals did not seem to be
more interested in the content of the publication than before the ruling.

Dickson concluded from his I Q88 study that advisers would be
under continued pressure to be on guard against potentially objeeti(mable material, and they would be more likely than they had been
to check with principals about questionable copy. I le commented:
It seems likely that adz.isers zrill continue to respond to pi-Mei/WC It'at'llOilS to the content of articles by seeing that question-

able stories are not printed. If principals do become more
interested in the content of articles because Qf I Iazelwood, adz.is-

erc might be more likely to bring questionable material to them
fr their prior rez.iezr to limit after-publication
prillaptils. Such posyible courses or action zrouhl not necessitate a
change in procedua.'-

Dick,,on concluded that most \lissouri high scho(ds lud been
oper:Iting under I
lzrood-ipe guideline,, before the Supreme
Court ruling. I le wrote:
If 'bat primibaly and !be Court may agree WI ItIo.ct iv the
matter or -appropc.itenec,..- One n-spondent's Sit/tell/ell! lefleCH
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comments by several principals. He stated: -I frel that you
find most admhiistrators have no desire to control free expression
of opinion as long as that e.vpression is appropriate to the school

setting.- That appears to have been the viewpoint of most
Ilissouri principals lujiwe and atier the l lazekvood
Tom Dickson (1989).

A Year later, Dickson conducted a study of advisers and principals at another 100 randomly selected Missouri high schools. He
wanted to determine what change had taken place in advisers' and
principals attinides toward press freedom, and he wanted to discern
whether changes had taken place in the amount of prior restraint
used or in the content of newspaper.
Of the 58 advisers responding to Dickson's mailing. 12 advised

only the yearbook and the rest advised the newspaper or both the
newspaper and yearbook. Of the 75 principals returning surveys, 55
were at schools .kk ith a student newspaper.

Dickson found that whereas some changes in advisers' attitudes
were evident from 1988 to 1989, most changes were minimal and
none was statistically significant. Table 9.4 compares advisers'
responses in 1Q88 and 1989.
Table 9.4: Advisers' Responses Concerning School Press Freedom in

Missouri Immediately after the Hazelwood Ruling and a Year

after the Ruling (Dickson 1988 and 1989)
1988

1989

Do you see t!,e newspaper as being an open forum for
student expression? (N=44)
Yes

64%

No

36%

What do you see as the most important purpose of tl.3
newspaper?
1st

1st

2nd

3rd

As on open forum for student expression

3rd

2nd

As an extracurricular adivity for students

4th

4th

As a classroom teaching tool

As a "good-news' publication for the school
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1988

1989

Yes

33%

41%

No

67%

59%

Yes

33%

22%

No

67%

78%

Yes

11%

9%

No

89%

91%

Yes

74%

69%

No

26%

31%

Do you, as adviser, have a stated policy that guides stu-

dents writers as to what topics are not to be included in

the newspaper? (1988: N=52; 1989: N=46)

Does the school have a policy about what should go into

the newspaper? (1988: N=48; 1989: N=46)

Is there a written policy? (1988: N=56; 1989: N=58)

If no school policy exists for determining appropriate content, would you support the establishment of a policy?

(1988: N=38; 1989: N=36)

Have you ever submitted individual stories or photos to

the principal to get his opinion about their suitability?

(N=49)
Yes

69%

No

31%

Do you ordinarily submit the newspaper to the principal

for his review before publication? (1988: N=51; 1989:
N=45)
Yes

18%

16%

No

82%

84%

Did you ordinarily submit the newspaper for the princi-

pal's review before the Horiwood decision? (N=45)
Yes

14%

No

86%
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1988

1989

Has the principal ever asked you to let him/her review
the entire paper, stories or photos that may be controver-

sial? (N=51)
Yes

14%

No

86%

If you do not ordinarily submit the newspaper for review,
has your principal asked you since the Hazelwood deci-

sion to let him review the entire paper, individual stories
or photos that may be controversial? (N=38)
5%

Yes

95%

No

Does the editor determine the topics of stories to be pub-

lished? (N=54)
Yes

11%

No

89%

Because of the Hazelwood ruling, do you plan to look

more closely at the content of your paper? (N=48)
Yes

33%

No

67%

Because of the Hazelwood ruling, have you looked more
closely at the content of the school newspaper? (N=44)
Yes

45%

No

55%

Have you been able to determine that your principal has
become more interested in the content of the school newspaper since the Hazelwood decision? (N=50)
Yes

14%

No

86%

Has your principal become more interested in the content
of the school newspaper since the Hazelwood ruling?

(N=41)
Yes

24%

No

76%

k..
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MM.

1988

1989

Since the Hazelwood case, have you recommended to an

editor or student that a particular story or photo should
not be published because of content? (N=42)
Yes

52%

No

48%

Have you ever had to suppress a story or photo? (N=52)
Yes

52%

No

48%

Have you had to suppress a story or photo during the

past 12 months? (N=40)
Yes

37%

No

63%

Since the Hazelwood decision, have you yourself had to

censor a story or photo over the objedions of the editor?

(N=44)
Yes

27%

No

73%

Since the Hazelwood ruling, has there been a change in

the amount of censorship you have used? (N=44)
An increase

8%

A decrease

3%

No change

89%

If you have had to suppress a story or photo, what is the
reason?

Possible libel

1st

Invasion of privacy

2nd

2nd

1st

Too controversial

3rd

3rd

Obscenity

4th

4th

"Dirty language"

5th

5th

26')
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1988

1989

Percent of newspapers having covered topics during the

previous year:
Alcohol

80%

Drugs

59%

Smoking

46%

AIDS

39%

Sex

34%

Student pregnancy

30%
9%

Divorce

Please rank the following types of articles or topics in

order of importance for the newspaper:
1st

School activities

Editorials, staff-written columns

2nd

Edvitional issues affecting students

3rd

Societal issues affecting students

4th

School administrators' views

5th

(tie) 5th

Letters to the editor

Polky Changes. According to advisers, their schools' publications
policies had not changed much in the year after //dzehvood. Advisers
were more likely in 1989, however, to state that the most important
purpose of the student newspaper was as an open forum and less likely to state that being a -good-news publication was the most important purpose of the newspaper.

Advisers in 1989 were somewhat more likely than those in 1988
to have a policy concerning what topics mere not appropriate for the
student newspaper, but Dickson found no change between 190 and
1989 in the percent of schools w ith a ritten policy. Also, advisers in
ii)89 were slightly iess likel to support the establishment of a policy
on appropriate content in 1989 than the\ had been in 1988.
Prior Review. I )icksfm finind imlY a slight increase in the alnimnt
ulpriur iem from I Q88 to 10). I le found a negligible decrease in
the nuniher of adk isers ho said that they ordinarily submitted the

ne spaper to their principals for roicw. Ad\ iseis in I ()SI) M hit did

0

'11
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submit the newspaper for their principals' review most often did so
"as a courtesy" or "in case problems arise" instead of "because the
principal has asked me to," "because I know the principal wants to
review it," or "because of a written school policy."

Dickson found little difference between the
amount of prior restraint taking place in 1989 and what had been
Prior Restraint.

reported in 1988. For example, he found no noticeable change from
1988 as to the percent of advisers who said their principals had suggested to them that they not publish a particular story or photo.

Fewer advisers in 1989 than in 1988 said that they had suppressed a story or photo in the previous year. Moreover, 90 percent

of advisers in 1989 said that no change in the amount of prior
restraint had occurred in the 12 months since the Ilaz.eL.00d ruling as

compared to the 12 months before the ruling. One adviser stated
that the amount of prior restraint had even decreased.

Some change was indicated in the reason for prior restraint.
however. While potential libel had been a slightly greater cause of
prior restraint than privacy or embarrassment to students in 1988,
privacy was more likely to be the cause of restraint in 1989. Dickson
found that advisers in 1989 were more likely to state that they had
used prior restraint for "journalistic reasons" and "because the stories
were harmful to students" rather than "because the principal would
Object."
Changes in Newspaper Content. Dickson thought that the content of
the new spaper might change even if the amount of prior restraint
had not. either because of increased pressure on students or because
of increased student deference. Dickson knew that advisers had considerable input into story topics because Dickson had fi)und in his

1988 survey that most advisers said that they chose ston topics.

Despite expectations, he found that the contents of Missouri's
newspapers had not changed much since the ruling, and he found little indication of increased editor deference or increased ad iser pressure for less-contrmersial content. .1(I\ isers in 1Q8') \\ ere no less
likel to state that the newspaper had co\ ered an\ of the potentralk
controkersial issues listed in the 1988 stir\ c\ except for di\ oree.

\dieN "ere shi.liii it"'re id" to state that the ne"spaper had
c21
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run a story about drugs and about smoking. Newspapers, however,
were no less likely to have run stories about snident pregnancy, sex,
and MDS.
Stories that were seen as an invasion of privacy or embarrassing
to students were most likely to cause an adviser to suggest that a
story or photo not be published. They were followed by stories containing possible libel and "dirt-y language." Controversial topics were
least likely to result in pressure on the editor. Few advisers had suggested that a story not run because it was too controversial.
Dickson found that while some changes in principals' attitudes
were evident from 1988 to 1989, most were minimal and none was
statistically significant. Table 9.5 compares principals' responses in
1988 and 1989.
Table 9.5: Principals' Responses Concerning School Press Freedom

in Missouri Immediately after the Hazelwood Ruling md
a Year after the Ruling
1988

1989

Yes

61%

47%

No

39%

53%

If your school has a student newspaper, do you see it as

being an open forum for student expression? (1988:
N=67; 1989: N=57)

What do you see s the (most important) purposes of
your newspaper?
As a classroom teaching tool

1st

As a "good-news" publication for the school

2nd

As an extracurricular activity for students

3rd

As an open forum for student expression

4th

Because of the Hazelwood ruling, do you foresee any

change in the procedure oncerning the content of the

student newspaper? (1=67)
Yes

19%

No

81%
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1988

1989

Have you looked more closely at str.i.at publications

because of the Hazelwood rulin0 (N=58)
Yes

28%

No

72%

Has it been the usual practice at your school for you to
review the yearbook before publication?(N=74)
Yes

22%

No

78%

If you have a student newspaper, has it been the usual
practice at your school for you to review the student
newspaper before publication? (N=68)
Yes

32%

No

68%

If you have a student newspaper, was ii the usual practice
before the Hazelwood case for you to review the newspa-

per before publication? (N=58)
Yes

40%

No

60%

Since the Hazelwood case, has it been your practice to

review the newspaper before publication? (14.58)
Yes

36%

No

64%

Is there a written policy requiring the newspaper adviser

to submit copy or photos for your review? (1988: N=70;

1989: 11.48)
Yes

4%

No

96`'D

Have you ever had pressure from any of the following to
suppress content of the student newspaper? (11.14)
Superintendent
School Board

Communq

12%
8%
12%

61

94%
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1988

1989

99%

100%

1%

0%

Would you expect the adviser to talk with you if she/he
had any question about the appropriateness of some

material? (1988: N=72; 1989: N=66)
Yes
No

Before the ruling, did you ever have to censor the student
newspaper? (N=75)
Yes

37%

No

63%

Since the ruling, have you had to censor the student

newspaper? (N=55)
Yes

18%

No

72%

Because of the Hazelwood ruling, are you more con-

cerned about the appropriateness of the contents of any

of the student newspaper (N=55)
Yes

22%

No

78%

What type of subject matter do you think you might suppress in a student publication if you found them objec-

tionable? (1988: N=74; 1989: N=75)
"Dirty language"

89%

Invasion of privacy

97%
76%

Sex

61%

76%

Drugs

57%

59%

Student pregnancy

42%

42%

AIDS

37%

38%

Problems related to divorce

34%

33%

Publications Policies. Numc cif thy principals in 19X9 stated that a

ChM)! p(1110 had been put in place since the /1,1.ch:.00,/ ruling
requirin!! the 3th 1`,C1 It) slthillit c(ip ir phin Iir the principal's
re\ le\.
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Dickson found no statistically significant
change between 1988 and 1989 in the percent of principals who stated that they looked at the newspaper or yearbook before publication.
Prior Restraint. Few principals in 1989 said they had used prior
restraint on the newspaper since the 1 laz.eh:Tod ruling. All principals
Changes in Prior Review.

without a policy requiring the adviser to submit the newspaper to
them for prior review said in 1989, however, that they expected their
advisers to keep material that might be objectionable out of the
newspaper.

Dickson found virtually no change from
1988 to 1989 in the t pe of stories that principals thought they
would suppress if they found them to b..! objectionable. Fewer than
half of the principals either year said they likely would suppress a
Oblectionable Content.

story about student pregnancy, AIDS, or problems related to divorce.
Dickson concluded that the l laz.elzz.00d decision had little immediate effect upon Missouri public high schools. Advisers continued to

advise students about suitability of content, but they were no more
likely to suppress stories. Principals were less likely to see their newspapers 3,, public forums, but they were no more likely to review the

paper before publication. The% were mit practicing inw.:11 prior
restraint. but most of them appeared to be ready to du so if necessa

The response of an adiser to Dickson\ 1988 study is representatke of continents about many school officials attitudes about the
sell( u

new simper:

bazy little impact on the content of
The recent doi.,Ion
our schwil paper It bils ahniis been ultimatelt controlled hi the
adinmiyfratitm/hodni. Thty pill rtir it."'
Kopenhaver, Martinson, and Habermann (1989)

FindinLts similar to Diekson's in .\lissouri w ere reported
researchers in Florida at about the same tnne. Prompted 11% reports
that the Student Prl'v, 1 aw Center had PPled a sharp hICIC.P.0 in
requests for assistance in the fall It Mow in1i the 1 la.:cl;:.00d
Da\ id
\lartinson, nd Pete!
illicit oilm: kopenha
1

1

1

.

11.114 rinann undertook a stud\ of prin, Mal. and 3iiIsers ,11 the (),!
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public high schools in four Florida counties in the Miami-Palm
Beach area.' They did not, however, state exactly when the study
was undertaken.
The researchers used a seven-point scale for respondents to note
their level of agreement with statements about scholastic press free-

dom. They received responses from 41 advisers and 29 administrators, and all but three surveys were usable.

Nearly all administrators and advisers in southeastern Florida
who responded indicated that the hazeL ood decision had not influ-

enced the status of the student newspaper at their schools. The
authors surmised that the impact of Hazelwood was so limited because
students were using self-censorship to avoid controversy.

Kopenhaver, Martinson, and I Iabermann noted that advisers in
Dade County (Miami) schools supported press rights to a greater
extent than did advisers at schools in the other three counties studied. From that determination, the authors concluded that "the level
of freedom enjoyed by higil school snidents will be impacted as much
by the attitudes of the school district as a whole as by the individual
administrator at a particular school."-I

The three researchers also found in their Florida study that
advisers took a more favorable position than adininistrators on 24 of
25 statements about press freedom, and in 18 cases differences were
statistically significant.

They concluded that newspaper advisers and high school
administrators view student press-related First Amendment issues
quite differently. They decided that public school administrators support First Amendment freedoms but that they balance those freed(mis against (idler concerns.

A quote by One south Florida administrator was representative
of what other principals seemed to think: "I landled properly, with a
good sponsor, conflict hem een disciplins_ and freedom does not
Click and Kopenhaver (1990)

lii the spring of 1089,

Click :Ind Lillian Lodge

.

kopenha\ cr conducted a national stud\ to !)ct prink ipals and ad\ is2-6

24;
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ers' Opinions about First Amendment issues.' The questions on the
survey were similar to the ones they used in their 1984-85 study.

The researchers sent their 41-question survey to principals and
advisers at the 531 public and private schools that were newspaper
members of the Columbia Scholastic Press Association. The findings, therefore, are not necessarily representative of all U.S. high
schools. In reporting their results, the authors did not differentiate
between responses received from public and private schools. Unlike
public schools, private schools do not have any First Amendment
protection.
Click and Kopenhaver received responses from 41 percent of
the principals (220) and 68 percent of the advisers (360). Just under
90 percent of the surveys returned were from public schools. As in
Click and Kopenhaver's previous study, responses were based upon a
seven-point scale. The two researchers omitted the three middle
responses ("slightly agree," "neutral," and "slightly disagree") in their
analysis. Their most relevant findings are reported in Table 9.6. In
the table, however, all responses except "neutral" Ones are reported.
Table 9.6: Percent of Columbia Scholastic Press Association Principals and

Advisers with an Opinion Whr, Agfeed with Statements about

the Role of the Student Newvape.
(Click and Kopenhaver, 1990;
Principals

Advisers

47%

30%

71%

40%

It is more important to the school board for the school

to have a good image than to have an uncensored student
newspaper. (Principals: N=191; Advisers: N=324)
The student newspaper is more a learning tool than a vehicle
for the expression of student opinion.

(Principals: N=183; Advisers. '4=313)
Guarantees of freedom of expr.Lsicsii in the student newspaper

outweigh public relations considerations.

(Principals: N=202; Advisers: N=334)

51%

85%

Artides critical of the school board should not appear in the
student newspaper. (Principals: N=202; Advisers: N=342)

29'

29%

4%

.5

Or
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Principals

Advisers

71%

14%

55%

83%

100%

92%

82%

79%

92%

72%

89%

75%

38%

13%

81%

51%

3%

1%

90%

39%

88%

95%

12%

25%

School administrators should have the right to prohibit

publication of articles they think harmful, even though
such articles might not be legally libelous, obscene or disruptive.

(Principals: N=202; Advisers: N=349)
The student newspaper should be allowed to print a story that it

can prove is true even if printing the story will hurt the school's
reputation. (Principals:N=205; Advisers: 11=331)
The student newspaper adviser should review all copy

before it is printed. (Principals: 11=218; Advisers:N=349)
The adviser should correct factual inaccuracies in student copy

before publication even if it is not possible to confer with the
students involved. (Principals:N=209; Advisers:11=335)
Newspaper advisers who do not read copy of student
newspapers before publication should be held personally
responsible for any complaints about the newspapers.
(Principals: 11=214; Advisers: 11=339)

The adviser should correct misspellings that students make

in their copy. (Principals: 11=209; Advisers:N=338)
If the adviser knows that the newspaper is going to publish
something that will put the school in a bad light, the adviser has a

professional obligation to see that that particular item is not
published. (Principals:11=202; Advisers: 11=335)

The faculty adviser is ultimately responsible for the content
of the student newspaper rather than the student editors.
(Principals: 11=212; Advisers: 11=342)
Controversial issues have no place in a student newspaper.

(Principals: 11=218; Advisers:N=360)

The adviser is obligated to inform the administration of any
controversial stories before the newspaper goes to press.
(Principals: 11=211; Advisers: 11=331)

Society has an obligation to protect the First Amendment rights
of high school students. (Principals: 11=202; Advisers: 11=349)

If school officials do not exercise prior review over the content

of the newspaper, they ore not legally liable for its content.

(Principals:N=188; Advisers:N=311)
A written editorial policy giving student editors final determination
of the content of the new)paper has no effect following

44'

Hue/wood (Principals: 11.179. Adviwrs: 11=314)
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Principals

Advisers

27%

SO%

If student editors have clearly been given final authority over
content decisions, or if the school has specifically designated the
student publication as a forum, the Hazelwood decision does not

apply and school officials will still be very limited in exercising
censorship. (Principals: N=176; Advisers: N=318)

Role of the Newspaper. Whereas principals were more likely to
agree that the student newspaper was a learning tool than that it was
a means for student expression of opinion, advisers were more likely
to disagree with that statement. The difference was statistically significant.

Extent of Press Freedom. Whereas a majority of principals and

advisers with an opinion agreed that guarantees of freedom of
expression in the student newspaper outweigh public relations considerations, advisers were far inure likely to think so. The difference
was statistically significant.

Prior Review. Whereas all principals and most advisers stated that
the newspaper adviser should review all copy before it is printed, sig-

nificantly more principals than advisers agreed with the position.
Most principals with an opinion agreed with the statement that the
adviser is obligated to inform the administration of controversial stories before the newspaper goes to press, but only a minority of advis-

ers did. The difference in principals' and advisers' responses was
statistically significant.

Prior Restraint. Whereas a majority of both groups thought that
the student newspaper should be allowed to print a factual story even
if it would hurt the school's image, significantly more advisers than
principals agreed with the statement. In addition, significantly more
advisers than principals expressed disagreement with the statement
that articles critical of the school board should not appear in the snident newspaper.
Advisers and principals disagreed over whether school administrators should have the right to prohibit publication of articles they
thought were harmful, even if not libelous, obscene or disruptive.
Most principals felt they should be allowed to prohibit such articles,
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hut few of the advisers agreed. Most principals and editors thought
that advisers should correct spelling and factual errors.
Understanding of the Law. Click and Kopenhaver found that a large
number of principals and advisers were misinformed about important
issues of student press law. For example, many of those who knew
about the Hazelwood decision did not understand that they are not
liable for the newspaper's content if they do not exercise prior review.
Significantly more advisers than principals understood the law, however.

Principals and advisers also showed considerable misunderstanding of the Hazelwood ruling, though advisers were correct significantly more often than were principals.

Click and Kopenhaver concluded that it was unlikely that an
adviser could use prior review without censoring the newspaper. To
them, changing mistakes and correcting spelling both were censorship. 'They concluded, therefore:
From the results, it appears as if advisers see themselrff as
the last line of ddi'nse Jo. r the school and its admMistration before
the newspaper is pulnished; that is, they see themselves as editoa
who must review copy and correct misspellings and inaccmwcies
but not necessarily remove entire stories that will hurt the school's
reputauon.

The authors provided other results from their 1989 study in an
article published in 1993.7' In it, they reported that only one-fourth
of the advisers and three-tenths of the principals who responded stated that prior restraint was used on their school newspapers. In addition, three-quarters of the advisers stated that prior restraint had not
increased since the Hazelwood ruling.
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CHAPTER 1 0

SCHOLASTIC PRESS FREEDOM IN THE '90s:
HOW ADVISERS AND STUDENTS

ARE COPING WITH HAZELWOOD
PART I: HAVE ADVISERS BECOME CENSORS?

Section Highlights

Most advisers are somewhat more likely to state that the
newspaper is a learning tool for students rather than that it is
a means for student expression.
Most advisers sav that their newspaper is a public forum.
The Hazelwood ruling did lead to more prior review by principals, but few principals read the newspaper before publication even after the ruling.
The use of prior restraint did not increase significantly after
the Hazelwood ruling.

Stories that are not fair or balanced are most likely to result
in both conflict between advisers and student journalists and
to result in prior restraint.

Advisers think student self-censorship did not increase
because of the I lazelwood ruling.

Most advisers did not think stories were more fair and balanced after the ruling.

Jo URN:4 L ISM KIDS DO BIE7TER

The advisers' experience as an adviser is the variable most
related to differences in advisers' attitudes toward student
press freedom.

As discussed in Chapter 9, all reported studies in the two years
following the Hazelwood ruling indicated that prior restraint, while
being used in some schools, had not increased much since the ruling.
None of the studies, however, was based upon a random sample of all
public high schools in the country.

With the financial support of Southwest Missouri State
University, the staff support of the university's Office of Academic

Computing, and the sponsorship of the Secondary Education
Division of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass
Comimmication, we undertook a study of a random sample of all
public high schools in the country. It was the largest reported survey
of high school press freedom.

We not only wanted to ascertain the impact of the Hazelwood
ruling on the public secondary school press, but also we wanted to
establish benchmark data for a longitudinal study of advisers. "Ibward
those ends, we tested variables that earlier studies had indicated were
related to school press freedom. Some of those variables were inves-

tigated by Trager and Dickerson in 1980, kristof in 1983, and
Dickson in 1988 and 1989. Those studies are reported in Chapter 9.
In our study, conducted in 1990, we asked eight general research
questions about press freedom:
1.

Did the Hazelwood decision result in a significant increase in
the principal's use of prior review of the student newspaper?

1.

Did the Hazelwood decision result in a significant increase in
the adviser's use of prior restraint of the student newspaper:

;. What was the reason for most adviser prior restraint:
4.

Did the Hazelwood decision result in a significant increase in
student journalists' use of self-censorship?

5.

Were stories more fair and balanced Mowing the Hazelwood
ruling?
:

7
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6. Were student newspapers less likely to contain stories about
controversial topics following the Hazelwood ruling?

7. What were the biggest causes of student-adviser conflict?
8. \\That community/school and adviser characteristics are most
related to the amount of press freedom in public secondary
schools?

In the spring of 1990, we sent a 36-question survey to 1,600
public high schools (approximately 7 percent of the high schools in
the country). We received responses from 32 percent of the schools
04). Of that number, 379 responses came from schools with a student newspaper. For the data reported below, we used chi square to
determine statistical significance. Any correlation at the .05 level of
confidence or above was considered statistically significant. Cramer's
V, which can range from 0.0 to 1.0, was used to measure the strength
of the association between variables: The higher the V score, the
greater the strength of the association.
General Characteristics of the Sample
School and Community Size/location. Just over four-tenths of the
newspaper advisers responding were at small schools (defined as
those with 500 or fewer students in grade 10 through 12). The
remainder were about evenly divided between medium-sized and
large schools. (See Graph 10.1.) Almost half of the schools with

newspapers were in rural areas or communities with less than 10,000
population. Slightly under a third were in middle-sized communities
(those with a population of 10,000-50,000), and about one-fifth were
in larger cities (more than 50,000). (See Graph 10.2.) One-third of

the schools were located in the Central region, about one-fourth
each in the South and \Vest, and about one-sixth in the Northeast)
(See Graph 10.3.)

Monthly publication was the norm for
newspapers in the sample. Nearly half of the advisers said that their
Frequency of Publication.

newspapers were published about once a month. Slightly under onethird of the advisers said that their newspapers were published less
often, and about one-filth said that they were published more often
than once a month. (See (;raph 10.4.)
2 89
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We found that a variety of procedures were
used tor determining who can work on the newspaper staff. About
three-tenths of the advisers said that Journalism courses were not
offered and that anyone in the appropriate grades could be on the
The Newspaper Staff.

staff. About one-quarter said that staff members must at least be
enrolled in a beginning journalism course, and almost one-quarter
said that staff members were not required to have taken a Journalism
course even though courses were offered. A variety of other policies

accounted fer the rest of the responses. (See Graph 10.5.) About
one-fourth of the advisers said that no credit was given for working
on the newspaper staff.
Graph 10.5
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Purpose of the Newspaper. Nearly two-fifths of the advisers thought
the newspaper's main purpose was to be "a means for journalism snidents to learn skills," and almost a third gave "a means for student
expression" as the main purpose. The remainder responded that the
newspaper's main purpose was to report both good and bad things
about the school, to publicize school activities, or to promote positive things about the school. (See Graph 10.6.)
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Policies on Acceptable Content. Despite fears bv some educators that
the Hazelwood ruling would close the door on school press freedom,

most advisers said that the nr -.vspaper was an open forum for all
speech or for speech that had constitutional protection. just under
one-fourth said that the school policy stated that some subject matter
should not go into the newspaper, even if it were comtitutionallv
protected speech. A few advisers said there was no policy. (See Graph
10.7.)
Graph 10.7
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Answers to Research Questions Posed
Prior Review. In response to the first research question, we found

that the ruling did lead to more principals using prior review. Only a
small minority of advisers were submitting the paper to the principal
for review in 1990. (See Table 10.1.) One-third of the advisers who
had begun to submit the newspaper after the Haze/wood ruling said
they had done so only as a precaution or as a courtesy, not because
they were required to do so.
Table 10.1: Length of Time Adviser Had Been Submitting the Entire
Newspaper to the Principal for Review (1990)
84%

Adviser Doesn't Submit Newspaper to the Principal
Adviser Began Doing So Before Hazelwood and Continued

9%

Adviser Began Doing So After Hazelwood

7%

Most of the advisers reported that they discussed potentially
contrmersial items with their principals on occasion. Advisers were
nearly four times more likely to have done so as a precaution rather
than to have done so because they were asked. (See Table 10.2.)
Table 10.2: Reasons for Advisers to Consult with the Principal About
Potentially Controversial Stories (1990)
As a Precaution

59%

Adviser Was Asked to Consult

15%

Adviser Does Not Consult

26%

Only a small minority of advisers stated that they had discussed
potentially controversial items with their principals more often after

the ruling than they had done before the ruling. just over half of
those who had done so mon: oftn said it was because the principal
had told them to do so. (See lable 10.3).
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Table 10.3: Reasons Advisers Discuss Potentially Controversial Items

More Often Than before Hazelwood (1990)
Because Principal Has Told Adviser to Do So

10%

Because Principal Seems More Interested

7%

Because of Change in School Policy

2%

Adviser Doesn't Discuss Controversial Items More Often

81%

In response to the second research question, we
found that the amount of prior restraint had not increased significantly. When we asked advisers whether more stories had been kept
from publication in the previous 12 months than in that period of
time before the Hazelwood ruling, most cf the advisers stated that
there had been no change in the number of stories kept from publication. (See Table 10.4.) The results were quite similar to what Click
and Kopenhaver had found in their study of Columbia Scholastic
Prior Restraint.

Press Association advisers and principals a year earlier.

just over one-third of the advisers said they had changed the
wording of a story in the previous 12 months over the objections of
the editor. Again, the findings were quite similar to what Click and
Kopenhaver had found about use of prior restraint.
Table 10.4: Change in Amount of Prior Restraint by Adviser (1990)
No Change in Number of Rejections

82%

More Rejections

4%

Fewer Rejections

1%

Unknown

13%

Reasons for Prior Restraint. Concerning the third research question,
we found that advisers were more likely to have rejected stories or
editorials in the previous 12 months because they were not fair and

balanced. They were next-most-likely to have rejected stories
because they might embarrass students or invade their privacy,
because of a controversial topic, or because the story had attacked a
teacher. I laving a possible legal problem was least likely to be a reason for rejecting a story. (See 'Ethic 10.5.)
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Table 10.5: Reasons Why Advisers Had Rejected Newspaper Content

(1990)
Not Fair or Balanced

37%

Embarrassing or Invaded Privacy

23%

Too Controversial

19%

An Attack against a Teacher

17%
7%

Possible Legal Problems

Advisers also were more likely to report multiple story rejections
because of lack of fairness and balance. About one-fourth of all advis-

ers reported rejecting stories for that reason between two and five
times. Fewer than 3 percent of advisers reported more than five
rejections in the previous year for any single reason.

Self-Censorship. In regard to our fourth research question, most
advisers said that self-censorship had not increased. (We use the term
self-censorship to mean that students hold back from writing some

stories because they do not think they would be published.) just
under one-third of the advisers said that student journalists were less
likek to write about controversial subjects. Most advisers stated that
students had been about as likely to write about such subjects, and a
few stated that students had been more likely to do so. (See Table
10.6.)

Table 10.6: How Likely Students Were to Have Written about
Controversial Subjects since Hazelwood, According to Advisers
(1990)
Much Less Likely to Write about Such Subjects

10%

Somewhat Less Likely to Write about Such Subjects

20%

About as Likely to Write about Such Subjects

63%

Somewhat More Likely to Write about Such Subjects

6%

Much More Likely to Write about Such Subjects

1%

Changes in Content. The fifth research question concerned whether
newspapers were nmre likely to contain stories that were fair and bal-

anced after 1 htzehrood. The Supreme Court had said that students
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could be held to a higher standard than was expected of professionals. If Hazelwood-type controls on the student press were necessary
because unfair an I biased stories were being printed, it seemed likely
that stories would be more fair and balanced after the ruling. Few
advisers thought that much change in fairness and balance of stories
had taken place, however. (See Mb le 10.7.)
Table 10.7: Change in Fairness and Balance of Stories (1990)
Stories

Editorials

More Fair and Balanced

6%

9%

less Fair and Balanced

4%

2%

Can't Tell Much of a Difference

51%

53%

Don't Know

39%

36%

Controversial Subject Matter. The

sixth research question concerned
whether newspapers were less likely to contain stories about controversial topics following Hazelwood. Of the five types of potentially

controversial story topics listed, most newspapers had run stories
about alcohol or drug abuse. Just over half had run stories about
teen-age sexuality, and slightly under half of the newspapers had run
stories about AIDS. A small minority had run stories about divorce.
(See Tib le 10.8.)
Table 10.8: Percent of Newspapers to Cover Various Types of Potentially
Controversial Topics in the Previous 12 Months (1990)
Stories That Concerned Alcohol Abuse

73%

Stories That Concerned Drug Abuse

71%

Stories That Concerned Teen-Age Sexuality

54%

Stories That Concerned AIDS

44%

Stories That Concerned Divorce and Broken Homes

21%

Cause of Student/Adviser Conflict. The seventh research question
concerned what the biggest causes of conflict were between the

advisers and student journalists. Of the five choices provided, advisers N ere most likely to report that stories that were not fair or wellbalanced were the greatest cause of conflict. About one-fifth of the
297
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advisers thought that stories that invaded privacy or embarrassed students had caused the most conflict. Stories that contained potential
libel, stories that attacked a teacher, and stories that had obscenities
or dirty language were at the bottom of the list. (See Table 10.9.)
Table 10.9: Cause of Most Student-Adviser Conflict, According to Advisers

(1990)
Stories That Were Not Fair or Well-Balanced

55%

Stories That Invaded Privacy or Embarrassed Student

20%

Stories That Contained Potential Libel

11%

Stories That Attacked a Teacher

7%

Stories That Had Obscenities or Dirty Language

7%

Important School and Adviser Variables. In our eighth research question, we wanted to know what community/school and adviser characteristics were most related to differences in responses. We analyzed
four types of community/school variables and three types of adviser
characteristics. Community variables were location (region), community size, school size, and whether journalism courses were offered at
the school. Advisers' variables were the number of college Journalism

hours the adviser had taken, the number of years the adviser had
been teaching Journalism or advising, and whether the adviser had
state Journalism certification.
We found that the adviser's years of experience teaching journalism or advising accounted for the greatest overall average variance
among respondents for all questions on the survey. It also accounted

for the greatest variance for questions concerning the amount of
change that had taken place since the Hazelwood ruling.

The school's enrollment accounted for the second-greatest overall variance and for the most variance for questions based upon the
extent of press freedom at the school. City size ranked third overall
for variance. Whether Journalism classes existed at the school ranked
only fifth for overall variance, but it contributed the most variance
for the questions concerning what advisers saw as the newspaper's
purpose and concerning changes in content since the Paz.elwood decision.
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The following are the statistically significant findings when controlling for school/community and adviser characteristics:
Purpose of the Newspaper. Advisers in communities over 10,000
population were significantly more likely than those in smaller com-

munities to state that the main purpose of the newspaper was as a
means for student expression. Advisers in communities under 10,000
population, on the other hand, were significantly more likely to state
that the purpose was to promote positive things about the school.
Policy on Acceptable Content. Controlling for schools with a policy,

advisers in the South were significantly more likely than those in
other regions to say that some subject matter was not allowed in the
newspaper.

We found that the more teaching and advising experience the teacher had had, the less likely the adviser was to discuss
the newspaper's contents with the principal before publication.
Prior Review.

The smaller the school, the more likely the
adviser was to have submitted the newspaper to the principal before
the Hazelwood decision and the more likely to have begun doing so
after it.
Changing Wording. We found that advisers with less than 10 years
of experience were significantly more likely than advisers with more
experience to have changed wording over the objections of the ediChange in Prior Review.

tor.
Change in Prior Restraint. We found no differences among advisers
with an opinion based upon any independent variables analyzed.
Change in Content. We found no differences among advisers with
an opinion based upon any variable analyzed.

Controversial Subject Matter.

The larger the school and the more

teaching and advising experience the adviser had had, the more likely

the newspaper was to have run stories on all types of controversial
topics studies. Newspapers at schools in larger communities were

more likely to have run stories about teen sexuality, AIDS, and
divorce. Newspapers at schools with journalism classes were more

likely to have run stories about drug abuse and teen sexuality.
Newspapers at schools with an adviser who had college journalism
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training were more likely to have run stories on teen sexuality and
divorce, and newspapers at schools with advisers who were state-certified were more likely to have run stories on teen sexuality.
Change in Self-Censorship. We found no difference in the amount of
change in student self-censorship based upon any variable analyzed.
Cause of Student-Adviser Conflict. Advisers in schools in cities larger
than 10,000 were more likely than advisers in smaller schools to have
conflicts with students over fairness and balance of stories. Advisers

in schools under 10,000 were more likely than advisers in larger
schools to have conflicts over invasion of privacy and attacks on
teachers.

Advisers at schools at which Journalism classes were offered
were significantly more likely than advisers at schools with no
Journalism classes to state that stories that were not fair and balanced
were the cause of the most conflict with students. Advisers at schools
at which no Journalism classes were offered were more likely to state
that stories that invaded privacy and stories with dirty language were
the cause of most conflict.
Advisers who were state-certified in journalism were significant-

ly more likely than teachers who were not certified to state that
potential libel was the cause of the most conflict with editors.
Conclusions

The survey was designed to answer questions about content
changes and changes in the use of prior review and prior restraint by

principals and advisers. We concluded from the study that the
Hazelwood ruling had not made much of an impact on newspaper
content or on the amount of prior review and prior restraint taking
place. We found differences, however, based upon community,
school, and adviser characteristics.

The apparent reason why so little prior restraint was taking
place was that most advisers thought of their newspapers as public
forums. It appeared that advisers did 1mt find prior'restraint necessary very often because they were doing what they were paid to do:
advking rather than censoring.
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-We asked only a few questions about how students were coping
with Hazelwood. It appeared that they were not doing things much
differently, however. We found that advisers thought stories were no
more fair and balanced and that the ruling had not resulted in making students less likely to tackle controversial topics.

Two major questions remained after the study. First, were advisers' perceptions about the amount of press freedom at the school the
same as student editors' perceptions? Second, despite what advisers
said, were students using self-censorship in order to avoid conflicts
with their principals and advisers?

PART II. HAVE STUDENT JOURNALISTS BECOME THEIR OWN
CENSORS?

Section Highlights

Student self-censorship is being practiced most at smaller
schools, at schools in smaller communities, at schools at
which the newspaper is published less often, and at schools
where the publications policy was established by the principal.

Student self-censorship is being practiced least at schools in
the West, at schools with a publication policy established by
the students or by students and the adviser, and at schools
with advisers who belong to journalism education organizations.

The more experience with high school newspapers they have
had and the more college journalism hours they have taken,
the more likely advisers are to think that student editors and
reporters are practicing self-censorship.
Prior restraint is greater at schools that have no public forum
policy and at schools whose principal established the publication policy.

Research findings that the Hazelwood ruling had had little impact
on the public high school press were contrary to what was expected.

In addition. anecdotal information seemed to contradict what
researchers had found. The Student Press Law Center, for example.
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reported that the number of calls for assistance had increased dramatically each of the first five years following the ruling. In addition,
the American Society of Newspaper Editors reported in 1990 that
journalism educators were convinced that student self-censorship was

rampant. That anecdotal information caused some researchers to
reach the same conclusion.=

In other studies following our 1990 research, however, we
reached the same conclusion that we did then, that the Hazelwood
ruling had not had much impact on the freedom of the high school
press. For example, in a national study of high school principals and
newspaper advisers in 1991, Larry Lain3 found that a majority of
school newspapers had run stories on a variety of controversial topics. Jack Dvorak4 reported similar results after his national study in
1991. Dvorak found that more than eight of 10 advisers stated that
they had "a great deal" or "almost complete" freedom in advising and
that only one in 10 advisers stated that students had less freedom of
expression because of the Hazelwood ruling. Researchers in other
studies were to corroborate our findings.
Lorrie Crow (1991)
The first study of both high school principals and student editors was conducted in late 1991 by Lorrie Crow.5 Crow sent out surveys using some of the questions from our 1990 study and some from
Click and hooenhayer's 1989 survey to prMcipals and student editors
at 240 high schools that were members of the -fexas Interscholastic
League Press Conference. She received responses from 93 editors
(39 percent) and 85 principals (35 percent).

Crow found substantial agreement between student editors and

principals concerning the extent of prior restraint that had taken
place at the school. Table 10.10 reports some of her findings. Most
principals and editors reported that no stories had been kept from
publication for any reason. When differences existed, editors most
often indicated more press freedom than did principals. Principals,
however, were less likely than student editors to say that they had
changed the words of an e0itorial or a news story.
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Table 10.10: Responses of Texas Principals and Student Editors with an
Opinion Concerning Press Freedom at Their Schools (Crow

1992)
Principals

Editors

Never

57%

41%

5 or fewer times

42%

49%

1%

10%

Never

81%

80%

5 or fewer times

19%

19%

0%

1%

Never

80%

73%

5 or fewer times

20%

27%

0%

0%

99%

96%

5 or fewer times

1%

4%

More than 5 times

0%

0%

Never

77%

72%

5 or fewer times

23%

28%

0%,

0%

In the past 12 months, about how many times has the

principal had to change the wording in an editorial or
news story? (Principals: N=85; Student editors: N=90)

More than 5 times
In the past 12 months, about how many times has a story
been kept from being published because it might embar-

rass a student or invade his/her privacy? (Principals:

N=85; Student editors: N=91)

More than 5 times
In the past 12 months, about how many times has a story
been kept from being published because its subject matter
was too controversial? (Principals: N=83; Student editors:

N=91)

More than 5 times
In the past 12 months, how many times has a story been
kept from being published because it was an attack against

a teacher? (Principals: N=85; Student editors: N=89)
Never

In the past 12 months, how many times has the principal
suppressed a story from being published? (Principals:

N=84; Student editors: N=90)

More than 5 times
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Principals

Editors

Has the principal become more interested in the content
of the school newspaper since the Hazelwood decision?
(Principals: N=74; Student editors: N=70)
Yes

31%

23%

No

69%

77%

Despite agreement on what had happened at the school, principals and editors responded differently to a variety of opinion questions. Those respcmses are reported in Table 10.1 1. Principals and
editors did agree on a number of opinion questions, however. For
example, most principals and student editors thought that the adviser
should review copy before publication, that maintaining discipline
was more important than an uncensored press, and it is not censorship for administrators to read copy before publication. On the other
hand, most principals said that administrators should have the right
to prohibit publication of articles that they think might be harmful,
but most student editors disagreed.
Table 10.11: Attitudes toward Student Press freedom Held by Texas
Principals and Student Editors Expressing an Opinion (Crow
1992)
Principals

Editors

100%

91%

0%

9%

Agree

86%

59%

Disagree

14%

41%

95%

28%

5%

72%

Advisers should review all copy before it is published?
(Principals: N=85; Student editors: N=92)
Agree
Disagree

Maintaining discipline in school is more important than an
uncensored school press. (Principals: N=17; Student edi-

tors: N=86)

School administrators should have the right to prohibit

publications of articles they think harmful, even though
such articles might not be legally libelous, obscene, or dis-

ruptive. (Principals: N=85; Student editors: N=90)
Agree
Disagree
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Principals

Editors

Agree

45%

76%

Disagree

55%

24%

Agree

78%

43%

Disagree

22%

57%

Agree

89%

63%

Disagree

11%

37%

Agree

25%

63%

Disagree

75%

37%

Agree

27%

40%

Disagree

73%

60%

Agree

11%

0%

Disagree

89%

100%

The student newspaper should be allowed to print a story

that it can prove to be true even if printing the story will
hurt the school's reputation. (Principals: N=84; Student

editors: N=92)

It is more important for the school to function smoothly
than for the student newspaper to be free from administrative censorship. (Principals: N=81; Student editors:

N=88)

Newspaper editors sometimes fail to see how the paper

can disrupt other aspects of the school. (Principals: N=84;
Advisers: N=93)

Guarantees of freedom of expression in the student newspaper outweigh public relations consideration. (Principals:
14=84; Student editors: N=92)

It is censorship for administrators to read copy before

publication. (Principals: N=83; Student editors: N=93)

Controversial issues have no place in a student newspa-

per. (Principals: N=81; Student editors: N=93)

Crow concluded as follow 5:
SIII7ey

results indicate that the Ilazelwood ruling did

not "curt off the legs" of. the Fir.,-t .imendment as come firesa7:..
The sur-,..t.v roults do in/Nitwit [icl. though, that princimls an.

'"
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still content to let advism run the show as all agreed, along with
the majority of the editors, that advisers should review all copy
before it is published. The majority of principals said they reserved

the right to prohibit publication of articles they think harmfirl,
nevertheless. Under Hazelwood, the potential for censorship is
there, but the survey shows that principals claim they just haven't
used their "rights."6

Kathryn Stofer, 1992
In 1992, Kathryn Stofer studie-' 119 principals and 93 advisers
at Xehraska public and parochial schools. Tiible 10.12 reports her

major findings. She found that principals were significantly more
likely than advisers to state that the principal had the final authority
over the publication. She also found that principals were more likely
than advisers to think that supervision of student publications at the
school had increased during the previous five years and that administrators should have the right to prohibit publication of harmful arti-

cles. Advisers were more likely to support a state law protecting
freedom of expression in public schools.
Table 10.12: Responses of Principals and Advisers at Nebraska Public and
Parochial Schools Expressing an Opinion Concerning School

Press Freedom (Stofer, 1992)
Principals

Advisers

Does the adviser read all items before publication?
(Principals: N=119; Advisers: N=92)
Yes

93%

89%

No

7%

11%

Yes

28%

75%

No

72%

25%

Yes

81%

70%

No

19%

30%

Would you support a state law protecting students' freedom of expression? (Principals: N=101; Advisers:N=83)

A student newspaper is more an educational tool than an

outlet for the open expression of shIdent opinion.

(Principals: N=99; Advisers: N=79)
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Principals

Advisers

Yes

95%

92%

No

5%

80/0

It is the adviser's job to review all copy before it is printed. (Principals: N=115; Advisers: N=87)

Student journalists are more likely to initiate stories about
controversial topics than they were 10 years ago.

(Principals: N=100; Advisers: N=76)

I.

Yes

71%

76%

No

29%

24%

Yes

68%

32%

No

32%

68%

Yes

40%

28%

No

60%

72%

Yes

78%

74%

No

22%

26%

Yes

86%

85%

No

14%

15%

Yes

86%

88%

No

14%

12%

School administrators should have the right to prohibit

publication of any article they think harmful to the reputation of the school even if it is not obscene, libelous or

disruptive. (Principals: N=106; Advisers: N=84)

Supervision of the student publications in my school has

increased in the last five years. (Principals: N=81;
Advisers: N=69)

The adviser should correct spelling errors in students'

copy. (Principals: N=109; Advisers: N=86)

School should have written policies defining student publications and students' freedom of expression in those publications. (Principals: N=95; Advisers: N=80)

If responsibility for the newspaper is part of the adviser's
job description, the adviser is not censoring students' free-

dom of expression by reading and editing their stories

before publication. (Principals: N. 101; Advisers: N=83)

10-
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Principals

Advisers

Principal

39%

21%

Adviser

15%

45%

Superintendent

20%

13%

Board of education

14%

6%

Principal and adviser

4%

8%

Other combination

8%

6%

Student editors

0%

1%

Who has final authority on what may be published in
your school newspaper?

Most principals and advisers thought that it is the adviser's job
to review all copy before publication, thai advisers are not censoring
when they read and edit student stories before publication, and that
schools should have written policies defining press freedom. Most
principals and advisers thought that student journalists were more
likely to initiate stories about controversial topics than they were 10
years earlier and that the student newspaper is an educational tool
more than an outlet for student expression. Stofer concluded the following from her study:
Tlie results of the study seem to suggest that there is some

lack of communication between principals and adrisers with
regard to the ascignment of responsibility far tasks such as proofreading and .fin actions such as determining when it is appropri-

ate to consult higher a athority. There is also a discrepancy
between the perceptions of principals and adrisen- as to who is the
final authority on what may be published.'

Stofer concluded that those uncertainties might be lessened if
more schools had written guidelines covering the duties and responsibilities of administrators and snidents.
Self-Censorship and the Student Press

Most studies of school press freedom from the 1960s through
1992 looked at prior review and prior restraint. Only a few looked at

self-censorship. The problem with early studies, Nicholas Kristof
noted as early as 1983, was that researchers "focused exclusively on
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incidents where the principal or adviser forbade publication of an
article and ignored intimidation and pressures that coerced the students themselves into altering or suppressing articles."
Some researchers assumed that self-censorship had increased
because of the Hazelwood ruling. Soon after the ruling, Kay Phillips
suggestedmuch as the Kennedy Commission hadthat considerable self-censorship was evident in all North Carolina high sCiools.
She wrote:
schools, advisers exert sulitle pressure and, in practice,
most of them are censors by the definition applied in this study:

both cutting controversial material and instituting a policy or
atmosphere of intimidation that causes students to rcfrain from
printing certain materials in the school newspaper Clearly, persistent student editor deftrence to such authority has a stultifiing
cfPct on the student press.10

In his study of school press freedom for the American Society of
Newspaper Editors, David Zweifel also proposed that student journalists were using self-censorship and were avoiding a variety of controversial topics. He wrote:
A significant number of high school journalism educators arc

convinced that the U.S. Supreme Court's Hazelwood v.
Kuhlmeier decision has turned too many high school newspaper
staff members and their advisers- into journalistic wimps.11

I le concluded that the biggest change in the secondary school
press since the Hazelwood decision was in the newspaper's content.
He noted that observers of high school journalism had concluded
that "student staff members and their advisers are steering away from
tackling controversies." Mark Goodman, executive director of the
Student Press Law Center in Washington, D.C., told Zweite] that he
felt not only that more censorship was taking place because of the
Hazelwood decision, but also that "the biggest negative that has come
out of Hazelwood is self-censorship."'"

The position expressed by Kristof, Zweite!, and Goodman also
was expressed by °lave and Malandrino in 1992. They determined
from anecdotal information that "publication content has suffered
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because advisers and students have been scared away from tackling

controversial issues" and that "many publications have been
restrained from covering issues of importance, controversy and interest to the school community."'

One reason censorshipand presumably self-censorshipwas
thought to have increased was a dramaac increase in the number of
requests for help received by the Student Press Law Center. The
center reported that the number of calls concerning threats of censorship or actual censorship increased each year from 1988 through
1992)4 After receiving 548 requests for assistance in 1988, the number of requests rose to 615 in 1989, to 929 in 1990, to 1,376 in 1991.
The total dropped slightly in 1992 to 1,364.
We wondered why the number of student complaints received
by the Student Press Law Center were increasing at a time when
studies indicated that the amount of censorship had not increased
following the laz.chz.00d decision. (A reporting system implemented
by the Student Press Law Center later in 1992 allowed the organiza-

tion to track complaints. The SPLC determined that public high
school students accounted for only 21 percent of the calls in 1992.
(:ensorship-related calls accounted for 27 percent of all calls.)

We thought that the increase in student calls might be because
the 11azeh:.00d ruling had increased students' awareness of their loss
of First Amendment rights. We also thought that the Student Press
Law Center probably had gained greater visibility because of the ruling and because of the efforts of its executive director to spread the
word about the law center's mission at national meetings of snident
journalists.
In addition to questions about the increase in student calls to the
SPLC, we wondered how much self-censorship was taking place. If
students were using self-censorship, we wanted to know whether student journalists were staying away from controversial issues because
they did not think those issues belonged in the newspaper, because
they doubted they would he printed if written, or because they were
pressured by advisers to stay away from controversial issues. We also
wanted to know to what extent publicatitm policies w ere prox iding
protection for student journalists after I
; 10
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National studies since the Hazelwood ruling had been limited
either to advisers or to principals and advisers, and researchers tend-

ed to look at prior review and prior restraint instead of at adviser
pressure on students and student self-censorship. The only statewide
swdy of student editors, Lorrie Crow's study in Texas, was not available until after our study was conducted. Because we wanted to con-

firm the conclusion from what advisers had told us in 1990 that
self-censorship was not a major problem, we decided to undertake
another study. Like the 1990 study, the 1992 survey was supported by
a grant from Southwest Missouri State University, and the university's Office of Academic Computing provided additional assistance.

The sample, which consisted of 1,040 high schools, was randomly drawn from a list of all public high schools in the country. In
April 1992, a cover letter, a 32-question survey addressed to the
Student Newspaper Editor, and a self-addressed business reply envelope were sent to each school in the sample. A follow-up mailing was
sent three weeks later.

A total of 426 surveys were returned (41 percent). Of that number, 323 were from student editors and were analyzed. A total of 103
returned surveys were from schools with no newspaper or were not
usable and were not analyzed in this study.

In early May, 35-question surveys addressed to the Student
Newspaper Adviser were sent to the same sample of 1,040 schools. A
total of 387 surveys were renirned (37 percent). Of that number, 270

were from advisers and were analyzed. A total of 117 were from
schools with no newspaper or were otherwise unusable and were not
analyzed.

We determined that some researchers after Hazelwood reported
considerable censorship was taking place because their definition of
the term differed from the definition other researchers were using.

Indeed, a problem with the analysis of much previous research
resulted because few researchers before 1990 defined "censorship"
on their questionnaires, and their stated definitions of censorship
varied considerably.

While the term most often was used by researchers in the I Q60;
and 1970s to mean "prior restraint," somc researchers in the 1980s
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began using a broader definition. Some defined it as "any official
interference by intimidation or coercion with student control of the
newspaper" or "any official interference with student control of the
newspaper"whether by principal or adviser. Some researchers considered any prior review by the adviser or the principal to be censorship. Moreover, some researchers considered it censorship if the
adviser fixed spelling errors or corrected errors of fact.

lb avoid such confusion, we looked at several aspects of censorship and self-censorship: principal and adviser prior review and prior
restraint, adviser pressure, and student intimidation, deference and
self-restraint. We proposed two overall research questions:
1.

Do student editors and advisers think that self-censorship
and censorship are taking place at public high school newspa-

pers very often and that school newspapers are avoiding
important or controversial issues?

Are community/school, newspaper, or adviser/student characteristics most closely related to differences in the amount
of self-censorship and newspaper censorship reported at public high schools?

We analyzed three community/school characteristics (region of
the country, community size, and school size) and five newspaper
characteristics (whether the newspaper was a credit or non-credit
class, how often the newspaper was published, presence of a school
publication policy, type of publication policy, and source of the publication policy).

We analyzed advisers responses based upon four individual
characteristics: gender, number of college journalism hours, years of
journalism advising experience, and membership in journalism organizations. We analyzed snidents' responses based upon one individ-

ual characteristicgender.
"lb help determine the reliability of the samples, advisers and
student editors responding were compared to each other and to
advisers in the sample we obtained in our 19Q0 study of advisers. We
found no statistically significant difference between respondents in
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our 1990 survey and respondents in the two 1992 surveys based upon
community or school size or region of the country.
We found no statistically significant difference between the 1992
editor and adviser samples based upon seven of the independent variables investigated: community size, enrollment, region of the coun-

try, whether the newspaper was part of a class or not, frequency of
publication, whether a written publication policy existed, and the
content of the school policy.

The largest number of schools in the sample had fewer than 500
students and were located in communities with under 10,000 popula-

tion. Schools were most likely to be located either in the South or
Central states. (See Graph 10.8.)
Graph 10.8

Location by Editors, Advisers (%)
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Just over half of the newspapers represented in the sample were
printed once a month. (See ( raph 10.9.) Most advisers and editors

thought their school had an open-forum publications policyopen

either to all student speech or to all student speech that is not
libelous or obscene and doesn't advocate violence. (See Graph
10.10.). In most cases, the highest level of appraval for the publications policy k as either the adviser or the principal. (See ( raph
10.11.)
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Graph 10.9
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Graph 10.11
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The only statistically significant difference between the advisers
and student editors for any variable studied concerned the source of
the publication policy. Student editors were more likely than advisers
to think that snidents were the source of the policy; however, that
difference likely can be attributed to students' misconceptions about
policies put into effect in previous years.
Purpose of the Newspaper. Both advisers and editors listed "a means
for student expression" as the most important purpose of the school
new spaper. Advisers ranked "a means for journalism students to learn
skills" second in importance and "a means for reporting good and
bad things about the school" fourth. Student editors reversed the two
rankings. Both advisers and editors ranked "a means for publicizing
school events/activities" third.
Agreement with Hazelwood. As "Iithle 10.13 shows, editors were

more likely than advisers to disagree with the laz.elwood ruling,
though slightly more editors than advisers did not have an opinion.
Of respondents with an opinion, 81 percent of editors and 69 percent
of advisers disagreed with the ruling, also a statistically significant
difference.
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Table 10.13: Advisers' and Editors' Opinion of the Hazelwood Ruling

(1992)
Do you agree with the Supreme Court's Hazelwood ruling

that gave the school board and the principal the right to
control the content of student publications that are not
public forums?

Editors

Advisers

No

70%

62%

Yes

16%

27%

No strong opinion

14%

11%

(Cramer's V = .137, significant at .01 level of confidence.)

Censorship and Self-Censorship. We concluded that the answer to the
first research question ["Do student editors and advisers think that
self-censorship and censorsl- p are taking place at public high school
newspapers very often and that school newspapers are avoiding
important or controversial issues?"[ is "No.'. While we found some
censorship and self-censorship, neither was taking place very often
and neither appeared to keep nmst newspapers from covering irnpor-

tant or controversial issues.

Table 10.14 compares editors and advisers' responses to questions about principal and adviser prior review and prior restraint.
Responses by both advisers and editors indicated that most advisers
looked at the newspaper before publication, but most principals did
not. Despite the use of prior review, prior restraint had been used in
only a minority of schools surveyed, and at most schools it had not
been used often.
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Table 10.14: Comparison of Editors' and Advisers' Responses to Survey
Clue;tions Concerning Prior Review and Prior Restraint

(1992)
Editors

Advisers

PRIOR REVIEW
Does the adviser read the contents of the newspaper

before it is published? (Editors: N = 323; Advisers: N =

267)
Never/a few times

5%

Fairly/quite often

13%

6%

Always

82%

89%

Never

62%

64%

A few times

21%

22%

Fairly often/quite often/always

17%

14%

No

79%

73%

Yes

21%

27%

No

63%

65%

Yes

37%

35%

5%

(Cramer's V = .112, significant at .05 level of confidence)
Does the principal read the contents of the newspaper

before it is published? (Editors: N = 323; Advisers: N =
263)

(Cramer's V = .041, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

PRIOR RESTRAINT
Has the adviser told the editor he/she couldn't run a par-

ticular editorial? (Editors: N = 316; Advisers: N = 263)

(Cramer's V = .072, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Has the adviser withheld an editorial from publication or

required that it be substantially rewritten (other than for
style and grammar mistakes or factual errors) because of

the subject matter? (Editors: N = 320; Advisers: N = 264)

(Cramer's V = .017, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)
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Editors

Advisers

No

64%

70%

Yes

36%

30%

No

76%

71%

Yes

24%

29%

No

74%

65%

Yes

26%

35%

No

83%

67%

Yes

17%

33%

No

66%

63%

Yes

34%

37%

Has the adviser told the editor he/she couldn't run a particular story? (Editors: N = 314; Advisers: N = 263)

(Cramer's V = .056, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Has the adviser changed copy without telling the editor
he/she was going to do so? (Editors: N = 315; Advisers:

N = 265)

(Cramer's V = .055, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Has the adviser withheld a news story from publicaftii or
required that it be substantially rewritten (other than for
style and grammar mistakes or factual errors) because of

the subject matter? (Editors: N = 317; Advisers: N = 262)

(Cramer's V = .108, significant at .01 level
of confidence)
Has the adviser rejected advertising because of the sub-

ject matter? (Editors: N = 269; Advisers: N = 208)

(Cramer's V = .186, significant at .001 level
of confidence)

Has the principal ever told the adviser or the editor that a

story or editorial couldn't run or would have to be
changed before it could run? (Editors: N

318; Advisers:

N = 262)

(Cramer's V = .035, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)
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In most schools, the adviser had not told the editor to withhold
a story or an editorial and the adviser had not actually withheld a
story or an editorial or rejected an advertisement because of subject
matter. In addition, only a minority of advisers had changed copy
without telling the editor. Moreover, the principal at most schools

had not told the student editor or adviser that a story or editorial
could not run or would have to be changed before it could run.

The difference between responses of advisers and student editors was statistically significant on three of nine questions about prior
review and prior restraint: whether the adviser read the newspaper
before publicanon, whether the adviser had withheld a story because
of the topic and whether the adviser had rejected an ad because of
topic. In all three cases, student editor, were significantly less likely
than advisers to indicate prior review or prior restraint had taken
place. Thus, similar to what Crow found in Texas about student edi-

tors and principals, we found that student editors reported more
freedom existed than did the advisers.

"lable 10.15 compares students editors' and advisers' responses
to questions concerning three things that likely would be involved in
a student editor's decision not to publish particular articles or editorials: the amount of pressure applied, the extent to which the student
editor felt intimidated, and the amount of deference the editor felt
toward the adviser.
Table 10.15: Comparison of Editors' and Advisers' Responses to Survey
Questions Concerning Pressure, Intimidation, and Deference

(1992)
Editors

Advisers

Not at all

45%

49%

Not much

40%

43%

Fairly much/quite a bit

15%

8%

How much has the adviser stressed to the editor that stories about controversial subjects should not go into the

newspaper? (Editors: N = 320; Advisers: N = 266)

(Cramer's V = .112, significant at .05 level
of confidcnce)
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Editors

Advisers

Never

67%

64%

A few times

31%

35%

2%

1%

No

66%

65%

A few times

33%

34%

1%

1%

Yes, with adviser, and maybe with school officials

12%

12%

Yes, with school officials, but not adviser

39%

28%

No

49%

60%

Not important or not very important

32%

28%

Fairly important

47%

48%

Very Important

21%

24%

Has the adviser suggested that editor not publish an editorial because it was too controversial (without actually

telling editor not to run it)? (Editors: N = 317;
Advisers: N = 262)

Fairly/quite often
(Cramer's V = .032, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Has the adviser suggested that editor not publish a story
because it was too controversial (withoui actually telling

editor not to run it)? (Editors: N = 316; Advisers: N =

263)

Fairly/quite often
(Cramer's V = .005, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Would the editor get into trouble with adviser or with
school official for wanting to print something about a controversial topic? (Editors: N = 329; Advisers: N = 262)

(Cramer's V = .119, significant at .05 level of confidence)
When deciding whether to assign or use a story, how

important is it to the editor whether the adviser will find it
objectionable? (Editors: N = 318; Advisers: N = 263)

(Cramer's V = .053, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)
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Editors

Advisers

Not at all

21%

28%

Not much

51%

63%

Fairly much/quite a bit

28%

9%

How much does the adviser worry that the newspaper

might include controversial stories? (Editors: N = 320;

Advisers: N = 268)

(Cramer's V = .250, significant at .001 level
of confidence)

Only a small percent of advisers and student editors reported
pressure by the adviser. In about half the schools, advisers had

stressed to some extent that controversial subject matter should not
go into the newspaper, but at few schools was it stressed much. The
adviser at a minority of schools had suggested that an editorial or
story be withheld because it might be too controversial, and it did
not happen often at many schools.
A considerable amount of intimidation was reported by student

editors. About half of the editors stated that they would get into
trouble if they wanted to print something about a controversial topic,
but most of them thought the problem would be with school officials
and not with the adviser.

Most student editors stated that it was important to them
whether the adviser would find a story to be objectionable, an indication of deference. Nlost advisers, however, stated that they did not
worry much that the newspaper might include controversial stories.
Response of advisers and editors to three questions were signifi-

cantly different. For all three questions, editors were more likely
than advisers to worry about controversial contents. Advisers were
significantly less likely than editors to state that the adviser had
stressed that stories about controversial subject should not go into
the newspaper. Advisers also were significantly less likely to Worn'
that the newspaper might include controversial stories than students

thought was the case and were less likely than editors to state that the
editor would get into trouble if the editor wanted to print something
about a controversial topic.
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Table 10.16 shows results of questions about students' actual use
of self-restraint. Most advisers and editors stated that student reporters
did not often hold off on controversial topics because they might be
seen as objectionable by the adviser. Only a minority of editors had

withheld a controversial story or editorial because they thought the
topic was too controversial and few advisers or editors stated that the
newspaper had failed to run important stories very often because editors thought they would not be allowed to print them. No statistically
significant disagreement was found between advisers and editors concerning the amount of self-restraint being used.
Table 10.16: Comparison of Editors' and Advisers' Responses to Survey
Questions concerning Self-Restraint (1992)
Editors

Advisers

Never

40%

35%

Once in a while

50%

55%

Fairly often/quite often

10%

10%

Never

76%

73%

A few times

23%

24%

1%

3%

Do student reporters hold off from doing stories about
potentially controversial subjects because such stories

might be seen as objectionable by the adviser?

(Editors: N = 319; Advisers: N = 262)

(Cramer's V = .050, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Has the editor withheld an editorial from publication
because he/she thought the topic was too controversial?

(Editors: N = 318; Advisers: N = 245)

Fairly/quite often
(Cramer's V = .034, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)
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Editors

Advisers

Never

79%

74%

A few times

20%

25%

1%

1%

Never

60%

58%

A few times

35%

38%

5%

4%

Has the editor withheld a story from publication because
he/she thought the topic was too controversial?

(Editors: N = 319; Advisers: N = 259)

Fairly/quite often
(Cramer's V = .065, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Has the newspaper failed to run important stories because

editor didn't think he/she would be allowed to print
them? (Editors: N = 320; Advisers: N = 266)

Fairly/quite often
(Cramer's V = .045, not significant at .05 level
of confidence)

Editors and advisers agreed about the type of subject matter that
would cause the most conflict. For both groups of respondents, sto-

ries about sex ranked as being the most likely cause of problems
between the editor and adviser, with stories about birth control and
abortion ranking second and stories about drugs ranking third.
According to editors, stories about divorce ranked fourth and stories
about political issues ranked last. Advisers ranked political issues
fourth and divorce last.
Even though they were asked only to rank the topics according
to the amount of conflict they would cause, a number of the student
editors and advisers reported stories on none of those topics would
likely cause problems. Both student editors and advisers ranked stories with potential libel, stories that invaded privacy or embarrassed

students, stories that were not fair or well-balanced or attacked
someone, and stories that were poorly written or were not accurate
as more likely to cause problems than stories about controversial
subjects. Thus, journalistic issues were more likely thaP subject matter to be a source of conflict.
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Differences between Respondents. The second research question was:
"Are community/school, newspaper, or adyiser/student characteristics most closely related to differences in the amount of self-censorship and newspaper censorship reported at public high schools?" (To
answer the question, mean Cramer's V scores were calculated for
independent variables based upon responses to questions concerning
aspects of censorship and self-censorship. The higher the V score,
the greater the difference in responses when controlling for that vari-

able.)

For student editors, the highest mean V score was for source of
publication policy, followed by type of policy, region of the country,
school size, how often the newspaper was published, community size,
whether class credit was given for being on the newspaper staff, and
gender. For advisers, the highest mean V score was for type of policy,
followed by source of policy, region, the number of professional
organizations to which the adviser belonged, the amount of advising
experience the adviser had had, school size, the number of college
hours in journalism the adviser had had, community size, how often
the newspaper was published, gender, and whether class credit was
given for being on the newspaper staff.
Discussion here will refer only to independent variables found
to be most significant: editors responses when controlling for type
and source of publications policy and advisers' responses when controlling for adviser characteristics other than gender. Gender was not
statistically significant for any question, and school/community characteristics are not things that can he changed easily if at all.
Editors who stated that their school had a policy that the newspaper could not cover some subject matter were much more likely to
state that they would get into trouble for running controversial stories and that the newspap.T had failed to run important stories.
Editors at schools with restrictive policies were more likely to
have withheld an editorial because the topic was controversial, to
have been given a suggestion by the adviser that a story should not
be published because it w as too controversial, and to have had a news
story withheld or required to be rewritten because of subject matter.
Thc principal also was mote likely to have told the editor or adviser
3
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at those schools that a story or editorial could not run or would have
to be changed before it did run.
"E-pe of publications policy did not make a difference in regard

to whether the adviser read the newspaper before publication,
whether the editor had withheld a controversial story from publica-

tion, whether the adviser had told the editor not to run a story,
whether the adviser had changed copy without telling the editor, or
whether the adviser had rejected advertising. In all those situations,
very few editors reported self-censorship or censorship, and nearly
all editors reported prior review.
Editors at schools with a publications policy established by the
principal reported considerably more censorship and self-censorship
than editors at schools with a policy established by someone other
than the principal. For example, editors at schools at which the principal established the policy were most likely to think that they would

get into trouble for wanting to print something controversial and
that the newspaper had failed to run important stories because they
might not be printed. The principals at those schools also were more
likely to read the newspaper before it was published and were more
likely to have said that a story or editorial could not be run or would
have to be changed before it could run.

Editors at schools having a policy established by the principal,
superintendent, or school board were more likely to state that the
adviser had suggested that the editor not publish an editorial because
it was too controversial.

In most cases, haying a policy established by the adviser meant
more press freedom than having one established by the principal. In
some cases, however, that was not the case. Editors at schools having
a policy set by the adviser as well as having one set by the principal
meant that editors were more likely to state that reporters held off
from doing stories because the adviser might see them as objectionable. Such editors also were more likely to state that the adviser had
told the editor not to run 2 story and that the adviser worried that
the newspaper might include controversial stories.

Three adviser characteristics were related to greater disagreement with the I la -..:.ek:.00d ruling: having taken more than six hours of
25
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college journalism classes, having more than five years of advising
experience, and belonging to one or more journalism professional
organizations. Advisers with those characteristics, however, were not
always more likely to take a hands-off role with the newspaper.

The more advising experience the adviser had had, for example,
the more likely the adviser was to have suggested that the editor not
publish a story because it was too controversial, to have withheld a
story because it was too controversial, and to have rejected an advertisement.
Advisers who had taken more college hours in journalism were
more likely to state that snident reporters held off from doing controversial stories because the adviser might object and to state that
the editor had withheld a controversial story. In addition, the adviser
was more likely to have rejected an advertisement because of subject
matter.
Advisers who belonged to more than one journalism profession-

al organization, on the other hand, were more likely to state that
their editors would not get into trouble for wanting to print something controversial. Advisers with memberships in more than one
journalism organization were less likely to think that it was important to the student editor whether the adviser would find a story to
be objectionable and were less likely to have stressed to the editor
that stories about controversial subjects should not go into the newspaper.

The more advising experience the adviser had had, the less likely
the principal was to look at the newspaper before publication; however, the amount of college journalism credit and membership in
journalism professional organizations were not statistically significant
for that question.
Conclusions from Post-Hazelwood Studies

We undertook our 1990 and 1992 studies to determine whether
the impact of the I lazeIzz'ood decision was as great as feared. Not only

did advisers in the two studies agree the extent of censorship and
self-censorship taking place was less than expected, but student editors agreed with advisers in nearly every instance.
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Possibly the most important finding in the 1990 study was that
nearly two-thirds of advisers stated that their newspaper had an open
forum policy despite the Hazelwood ruling. The 1992 study found
that almost the same percent of advisers and exactly the same percent
of student editors said the same thing.
Ours and other studies found that the Hazelwood ruling had not
caused many advisers to make more use of prior restraint than was
the case before the ruling. Both our 1990 and 1992 studies found
that most public high school newspapers were running a variety of
stories about controversial topics. The 1992 study found that most
editors were somewhat deferential to the adviser; however, editors
and advisers agreed that only limited self-censorship was being practiced and that most newspapers had not failed to run important stories because of self-censorship. We found that the Supreme Court in
Hazelwood only confirmed what most principals had thoughtthat
they were the publisher of the newspaper and were responsible only
to the superintendent and school board. We also found, however,
that they did not ordinarily exercise that power.
Post-Hazelwood studies have shown what pre-Hazelwood studies

hadthat what principals want most is a responsible press, according
to their definition of the term. It was not until the Hazelwood deci-

sion, however, that school administrators legally were given the
power to enforce responsibility, unless they voluntarily give up that

right. Supporters of the student press, of course, don't Object to
responsible journalism. "Ihey only object to school administrators
having the right to enforce it.

The Supreme Court's solution to the conflict between administrators right to determine what is appropriate speech at the school
and student journalists' right to be free from governmental interference was to state that student newspapers are not public forums unless

school officials say that they arc. According to the Court, if school
officials do not create forums, they are no inure using censorship than
the publisher of a newspaper is. That is also the position that many
newspaper editors took when the Ihrzeh.00d decision was announced.

Our studies and others have sliown that principals are not often
using prior review or prior restraint. Most principak allow the -Avis;
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er to oversee the student newspaper, but they expect to be notified of
any potentially objectionable content. What advisers have done in
most cases is to carry out the role of editor-in-chief by nearly always
reading copy, advising student journalists about what is appropriate
content, and sometimes changing copy if suggestion does not work.

In carrying out their perceived role, newspaper advisers have
tended to use suggestion and the authority of their position to promote what theN see as good and responsible journalism. Advisers try
to steer student journalists away from potential problem areas, such
as libel or privacy invasion, and sometimes are using prior restraint if

that does not work. Thus, major conflict with student editors does
not take place often.

?ART III. SCHOOL PRESS FREEDOM IN THE 1990s

Section Highlights

Directors of Scholastic Press Associations tend to think that
journalism advisers and teachers are not adequately prepared

to advise student publications and that student journalists
need supervision in exercising their First Amendment rights.
Press association directors are more likely than principals and

advisers to think that the Ihtz.clz:.owl decision has had a
negative effect on the secondary school press.

Journalism education organizations state that prior review by
advisers is advisable, but that prior review by administrators
is not.

Publications policies and publication boards help provide the
student newspaper protection against prior restraint.

State law can give inure rights to the student press than the
First Amendment.

Several advisers and ediwrs respondinit- to our 1Q92 surveys
wrote about situations concerning press freedom at their schools.
One incident, explained by an anonymous student editor, mentioned
an incident im ()lying a letter to the editor:
;28
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II-bile our adviser does not find many controversial topics in
need of censorship, our administration does at times. Just recently,
for the first time, our admthistration found it necusary to censor

a letter to the editor The article was written by a student about
the way the school's guidance counselors and some teacher,- seemed
to show firvoritism towards fbotball players and lack of concern for
other students.

No names were mentioned, but our principal found it necessat), to censor because he thought since our paper gets into the
community it would jeopardize their jobs and in his opinion it was
untrue. He agreed to cross out what he did not like, and when he
was through, there 1::as no story left. If "e were also told that if we
wrote the word "censor(edr where the article should have been,
our paper would not be distributed.

Before the incident, our adviser did not mind phnting controversial subjects. She is HOW more cautious.
may still write
on controversial topics and so Pr all the rest have been printed
without problems, although now our principal must read and
check through our paper before it goes to the printer

The letter did run, but with blank lines left where the deleted
material would have been located. The next week, the newspaper
interviewed students, asking the question: "Should school administrators censor student publications?"

A student editor from Vermont gave the following account of
the situation at her school:
editor of a nezz.spaper at a Pirly liberal school, I feel less
pressure from the administrators and other school officials than
most students in my position. Only the adviser,- see the newspaper
b,:fOre it is printed. They both support and encourage objective stories about controversial subjects.

Hozz.ez.er, as a reportei; I have felt that

(1111 sometimes

adz,ised bow to 7;.rite my stories. II-hen interviewing the principal
alld associate principal, I _Pei that they are almost trying to peek
at what I am writing clown. The principal has also tried literally
to .adz.ise' me about my story angle.
;29
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inz.estigating a school break-in, the principal told me
to try to report on more positi-ce' issues next time. Janitors that I
quctioned declined to comment, saying it wasn't their job to speak
for the school. I suspect that the janitors reacted so defensiz'ely
because of a past incident in which they were threatened by the
administration.

This indirect administratizT censoring has also occurred
through my adz.isers. After an unProrable and rez-ealing story
was printed about a specific department, my adi:isers receiz.ed sez.eral letters adz-ising them to discourage this type of story. I think
this story was well-written and objectizT.

In a recent incident, a poorly written stoiy receiz.ed direct
reaction from administrators, in the firm oPetters to the editor I
was glad to see this open critici.cm rather than indirect pressure.
Howez.er I still suspect that administrators will try to do some
indirect 'adz-ising.'
Oz.erall Ifel lucky to be editing such an uncensored nezz.spaper Despite Supreme Court decisions like Tinkei: school administrators contriz.e to control student expression."
R.H.

An anonymous adviser gave the following comments of his/her
experiences:
I I "e are in a .fairly liberal inner city school. 11-e haz.e coz..ered

such issues as drunk driz.ing, adoption, alcoholism, drug abuse,
pro/con Desert Storm, child labor etc. I do require the issues be
well-researched and interz.iews included. Both sides should be presented
an editorial may accompany the article. If the principal
does not like an article, be grces me the Big Chill fin- weeks; howenv; he is generally liberal.

haz.e been teaching fin- 20 1/2 years. I do not need my lift
to haz.e more problems than it already has. Therehre. I stress the
aboz.e requirements. I will be at the school long alter these stlfdintS (God 7:illing). I don't znint problems. No student has challenged ine. ez.er If this doesn't qualiti me fir journalism ..idz.iser
of the );'al: So be it.
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What Student Newspapers Are Publishing
Several advisers and editors responding to our 1992 surveys also

sent copies of their newspaper. An example of a school newspaper
that tackles a variety of controversial topics is The Norse Star at

Stoughton Senior High School in Stoughton, WI. The April 3,
1992, edition featured a costumed member of the Ku Klux Klan on
the cover. The headline read: "A Kinder, Gentler KKK?" The words
"Don't Bet on It" in 8-point type ran repeatedly across the page in
the backtuound.
The featured article, "Klan Tries to Revamp Image," analyzed

the Klan's attempt to look less undesirable. The student reporter,
Brooke Di locker, went to the headquarters for the Wisconsin
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. Di locker wrote:

"We are not the Klan of old. We just want to be able to speak
and let people know where we're at," says Petersen, the heartbeat of
Wisconsin's KKK chapter.

"Petersen and his friend Mike, a member from Madison,
emphasize this point often throughout the interview. They want to
dispel the idea that they are a lynch mob in bed sheets.
"The Klan is recruiting throughout Wisconsin in their effort to
'bring back' the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. According to Petersen
they've gotten 'a good response from the residents of Stoughton. In
a recent letter to the Stoughton Courier Huh, Peterson said, "We will
be in Stoughton."
Opinion pages included a point/counterpoint on legalizing narcotics, student responses to the question "Should marijuana be legalized?" a letter to the editor from the KKK's Petersen about how well
the interview 'was conducted, an article with interviews of the four
candidates for school board positions, an article on 42 incidents of
vandalism of cars in the school parking lot, and a series of articles on
women in schools that included sex discrimination, women in sports,
and sexism toward female teachers.

The Sept. 25, 1992, issue of the Norce Star included students'
responses to the question "Do you think that condoms should be
passed out in schools?" a column titled "Student Council: What's the
1
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Point?" two points of view about freshman initiation, and a series of
articles about the environment, including the top five environmental
issues in Wisconsin.
A student news magazine that tackles the issueslocal, national,

and internationalis the Crest of O.H. Cooper High School in
Abilene, Texas. Its April 24, 1992, issue included three bylMed editorials: "Student input should carry weight in teacher evaluation procedure" (which included a graphic for a student opinion survey on the

subject), "Equality isn't promoted by double standard for minorities," and "People must wake up to end nightmare of seuet racism."
The edition also featured a news analysis concerning elections in
South Africa, a story about why so few minorities wtre in gifted
classes, and an article about child abuse.

In his article about a double standard for minorities, editor Nick
Bell wrote:
Even at Cooper High School and in the modern educational
community, there are a large number of processes and events that
rather Ithanl eliminating racism, ITS was their goal, they only
promote it.

The Hispanic Seniors Banquet is one such example.
Recognition gr student excellence and encouraging people to stay in
school is good, but when you recognize any single ritce's achievements alone, you only pmmote racist ideas and qualities, which is

not at all the purpose. The purpose is to provide greater equality
among the races. But in order to do this, a racially blind policy
must be adopted, not one that promotes a single race.

What Press Association Directors Say about the School Press
Most studies of high school press freedom have looked at princi-

pals and advisers, and a few have looked at student editors. In a
recent survey, three researchers attempted to find out what press
association directors think about student press freedom.

Olson, Van Ommeren, and Rossow (1993)
Lyle Olson, Roger Van Ommeren and Marshel Rossow stir\ eyed 154 directors of state and national scholastic press associations
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and received responses from 50 percent of them.15 The responses
concerning press freedom ar .-. shown in Table 10.1 7.
Table 10.17: Responses of Scholastic Press Association Directors with an
Opinion Concerning Student Press Freedom

(Olson, Van Ommeren, and Rossow, 1993)
Agree

Disagree

69%

31%

21%

79%

77%

23%

31%

69%

65%

35%

76%

24%

87%

13%

87%

13%

5%

95%

The Hazelwood decision has had a negative impact

on high school journalism. (N=48)
Most high school journalism advisers and teachers

in my state are adequately prepared to advise

student publications. (N=66)
High School journalists do not have a complete

understanding of the legal considerations and ethics

of journalism. (N=69)
High school journalists should be given the freedom

to report on any issue without supervision. (N=71)
High school journalists should exercise First Amendment

rights on their publications only with the supervision
of their advisers. (1,!= 63)
High school journalism adviser should review all copy

before it is printed. (N=67)
It is censorship if a high school journalism adviser

forbids publication of an article. (N=67)
It is censorship if a high school administrator forbids

the publication of an article. (N=67)
School administrators should be able to prohibit the publication

of articles they consider harmful, even though those articles
may not be libelous, obscene, or disruptive. (N=73)
Who should exercise control over freedom of expression
in high school newspapers?
Students

1st

Teachers/advisers

2nd

Courts

3rd

School administrators

4th

School board

5th

Parents

6th

3;3
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The directors were much more likely to think that the
Hazelwood decision had had a negative impact on high school jour-

nalism than to think otherwise. Most directors stated that student
journalists did not have a "complete understanding" of journalism
law and ethics and that journalism advisers and teachers were not
adequately prepared to advise student publications.

Almost a third of the directors did not think high school journalists shoukl be free to report on all issues without supervision, and
most directors agreed that high school journalists should have the

supervision of advisers when exercising their First Amendment
rights. Most directors thought that the adviser should review all copy
before it is printed, but most directors also agreed that it is censorship for advisers to forbid publication of an article.
Most directors considered it censorship for high school adminis-

trators to forbid the publication of an article, though a number of
directors disagreed. Most of them also thought that administrators
should not be able to prohibit the publication of constitutionally pro-

tected material that they consider to be harmful. Directors were
most likely to state that students should exercise control over free-

dom of expression in high school newspapers, followed by
teachers/advisers.
Haze !wood's Legacy

What the Supreme Court did in Haz.e/wood z. kublmeier was to
erect a series of barriers to prevent faculty and student speech from
falling under the First Amendment. The Court said that "school officials may impose reasonable restrictions on the speech of students,
teachers, and other members of the school community" if the officials have not "opened school facilities 'for indiscriminate use by the
general public,' or by some segment of the public, such as student
organizations." The Court stated that:

A public forum is not established by inaction or lw permitting limited discourse. Instead, it happens only when the
school intentionally ()pens a forum.

2. The First Amendment provides protection only if the censorship "has no valid educational purpose."
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3.

The school may set standards for a student newspaper that
are higher than those demanded in the "real" world.

4. The emotional maturity of students may be taken into
account when deciding whether to censor a publication or
school play.
5.

Schools may restrict "student speech that might reasonably be
perceived to advocate drug or alcohol use, irresponsible sex,
or conduct otherwise inconsistent with 'the shared values of a
civilized social order,' or to associate the school with any position other than neutrality on matters of public controversy."

Potentially the most dangerous legacy of the Hazelwood decision

is the broad power it gave administrators to suppress not only student speech but also faculty speech. Mike Simpson of the National
Education Association's Office of General Counsel noted that it
could be argued that a school has more interest in controlling what is
said in a classroom or assigned for students to read than what is published in the newspaper. lie stated about the implications of the case:
Although the case inz'olz.ed censorship of a school-sponsored
papel: the Court's broad decision may adz-ersely atPct not just stu-

dent press adz.iserc but all teachers, threatening their ability to
expose students to controz-ersial idens.16

Jack Dvorak and Jon Paul Dilts also stated that HazehroolA lega-

cy might well be the harm it does to academic freedom more than
the harm done to the student press.r The two educators noted that
whereas courts have not ruled that teachers have a greater right of
academic freedom than other public employees or citizens, courts for
years have supported a teacher's right to chose appropriate teaching
methods, including promoting the classroom as a marketplace of
ideas. Hazelwood, however, puts academic freedom in doubt. The
Court stated that the role of the teacher was to instruct the student
in democratic values, not open the student to a variety of Opinions.
Dvorak and Dihs, how ever, commented:

The distinction is that it is the teaching of a process finexploring and refining ideas, not the .fixed doctrines q' the
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moment, that is of most value and which most accurately describes
the fUndamental mission of a teacher 1 8

Dvorak and Dilts recommended that newspaper advisers protect
themselves by making sure their actions can be defended as being
based upon educationally sound principles.

Another First Amendment expert, Min Eveslage, suggested that
Hazelwood's legacy could include some positive things. He also suggested that advisers take positive steps to ensure press freedom. He
wrote:

First, push .fbr a stronger journalism curriculum....The
Court:c mamlate fbr curriculum excellence, along with the Courtimposed liability aml responsibility that come with their nrir role
of "publisher" should make administrators recognize the need fbr
quality journalism programs.

Second, establish a tradition of excellence in your program.

traditionally responsible publication with a record of solid
reporting on controz.ersial issues could effc'eth.ely argue that a
sudden decision to censor or restrict controz'ersv is unreasonable
and educationally unsound.

Third, tl:y to establish the student newspaper as a public
jbrum....1.1 the school board adopts a policy that acknowletkes the
rights offree expression or the role of the student nempaper as a
fbr student ideas, .you will be in a better position to oppose
unreasonable administratiz.e censorchip.

Fourth, broaden .vour base of support 7rithin and outside the

Finally, be aware of legislative effort to assist .you. The
Supreme Court has ruled that states may olliT their citizens more
protection than the U.S. Constitution does.'"

Living with Hazelwood

Several means for overcoming the barriers that. the Supreme
Court set up have been suggested by other First Amendment experts.
'File Student Press Law Center, for example, gave suggestions to students for fighting censorship. 'Plc reasons the SPLC gave students
;16
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for opposing Hazelwood were the same reasons the Supreme Court
gave when it authorized censorship: because it "interferes with your
ability to produce quality publications and to become well-trained
student journalists." The SPLC told student journalists:
1. Don't begin censoring yourself in fear of what might happen
at your school.
2.

Establish your publication as a forum for student expression
by policy.

3.

Establish your publication as a forum for student expression
by practice.

4.

If you are censored, appeal.

5.

Use public pressure to your advantage.

6.

Call the Student Press Law Center or some other legal
authority on student press issues if you are censored.

7.

Remember alternative publications.

8.

Make a push for legislation in your state to protect student
press rights.

The best means for securing student press freedom is by making
sure that the newspaper would be seen by the courts to be a public
forum. At that point. presumably, the Tinker 7... Des Moines standards

would apply and only those limited Tinker barriers would remain.
The speech would have to materially and substantially interfere with

requirements for appropriate discipline in the operation of the
school, and guidelines would have to be in place to ensure that students First Amendment rights were not taken away.
Under Hazelwood, establishing a public forum is not as simple as
stating in the newspaper's masthead that it is a public forum. As discussed more fully in Chapter 9, the Supreme Court in the Hazelwood

case said that school facilities are public forums only if school
authorities have "lw policy or by practice" opened those facilities
"for indiscriminate use lw the general public," or for use by a segmem of the public, such as student organizations.
The standard was not met by I lazelwood Fast I ligh School even
th(nigh the school district's policy stated that free expression within
3 3-
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the rules of responsible journalism would not be restricted in student

publications. The court concluded that the school board had not
made the newspaper a public forum because the policy also stated
that the newspaper was part of the school's curriculum. Students'
claims that they could publish "practically anything" in the newspaper were dismissed as "not credible." It was clear to the court that
the adviser at Hazelwood East had a great deal to say about the contents of the Spectrum and that the principal normally reviewed issues
before publication.
The Supreme Court's standard for creating a public forum by
practice presumably would be met if, for example, all school organizations were allowed free access to a certain amount of space in each
issue. It presumably would not be met if only members of the staff or
only journalism students were allowed access. It presumably also

would not be met even if the newspaper published letters unless
every letter was published, thus providing for "indiscriminate use."
The Supreme Court did not address whether a limited public forum
might exist because it published letters or because the newspaper was
partially funded through advertising.
Presumably, a publications policy established by the newspaper
staff would not be seen by courts as official, particularly if the adviser
or principal normally had any say in the content or used prior review
over materials. A policy set by an adviser most likely would not be

sufficient to establish a forum unless the principal or school board
policy has declared that a public forum does exist.

It appears that some action on the part of the principal or school
board to Open the publication to use by all students or student organizations or a long history of being opened to everyone would be
required. The surest route to a public forum is to establish a school
district policy. Law professor Benjamin Sendor noted soon after the
Ilazehrood ruling that educators should review their school systems'
%.

policies about what freedom is available for students and faculty
members involved in curricular and extracurricular activities. I le
suggested that policies be much more specific than the vague
lazelwood Fast I Iigh School policy. l le stated that policies should
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limit censorship to "legitimate educational purposes" while allowing
for alternatives to censorship. He wrote:
In reviewing your school system's policies about student
expression in school-sponsored publications and other curricular

and extracurricular activities, it is important to understaml that
the Supreme Court in Hazelwood set only maximum bounds for
school officulls control over student expression. School board certainly can give students more freedom than allowed by officials in

Hazelwood.2'

Peter Ilabermann, Lillian Lodge Kypenhaver, and David
Martinson concluded that publications policies can be "postI laz.ehrood

lifesavers." They commented about school district publi-

cations policies:
Guidelines for student publications, drawn up within a
school district to protect press .freedom, approved by the school
board and enfinved by the superintendent's office, may, in the last

analysis in this post-Hazelwood era, be the best protection fir
students' First Amendment rights.22

Lillian Lodge Kopenhaver, David L. Martinson, and Peter
Habermann wanted to find out how much impact strong publications policies have on press freedom at a school.2' They sent questionnaires to advisers in 62 public high schools in the four-county
Miami metropolitan area and received responses from 40 of them.

The three researchers found that advisers in Dade County,
which had a strong publications policy, had a more favorable position
regarding school press freedom than did advisers in the other coun-

ties on 20 of 25 questions, and differences for 12 of the responses
were statistically significant. On none of the questions were advisers
in the other counties significantly more likely to give answers that
were more favorable toward press freedom. The researchers suspected that the difference was due to the Dade County School Board
policy. Thus, they concluded the following:
The .fitet that newspaper advisers in Dade County schools
were //tore supportive of student press rights than advisers in the
other three (.ounties is a strong indication that the level orfteedom

3;9
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enjoyed by high school students will be impacted as much by the

attitudes of the school district as a whole as by the individual
administrator at a particular school.N

Roy Mays and Julie Dodd surveyed advisers who were members
of the Florida Scholastic Press Association to find out how many of
them were located in school districts with a publications policy. Half

of the 83 advisers who responded, representing 27 of 32 Florida
school districts represented by the press association, stated that their
school district had a written policy on student publications.25 Onethird of them stated no district policy existed, and nearly a fifth did
not know or did not answer. Responses are not necessarily representative of the percent of all Florida school districts with policies, however.

The Student Press Law Center has drafted model guidelines for
a school publications policy.26 Guidelines include such things as a
statement of policy (stating that students determine content), responsibilities of student journalists, and prohibited materials. The guide-

lines note that courts have ruled that matter which is obscene to
minors, laaus, or likely to cause disruption is not protected speech
even without the I laz.elwood ruling.

An example of a school board policy that does not protect student and faculty rights is the Student Publications Policy for the
Ladue, NIO, School Districtapproved in 1970 and revised in 1976
and still in effixt following Hazelwood. It notes that the publisher of
student publications is the Board of Education. The polky states:
Final responsibility fin- the publications is vested in the Board
of. Mucation. Although the publications are primarily jo' r the stu-

dents aml the readers, the stafffc are finally responsible to the
Board of Education and nntst conduct their work with the understanding that their authority to operate has been provided by the
Board of Education, to the Superintendent of Schools, to the school

principals, alul to the advisers of the publications.

I

iti, this

authority, the staffs accept the responsibility of conducting themselves ill sild7 a manner So as not to jeopardize their authority to
publish. 17.4y art' acammable to the advisea of the publications
.fia- all activities related to school publications.
34,)
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A less-restrictive policy is the one established by the Hazelwood,

MO, School Board. That policy, however, was not seen by the
Supreme Court to give the newspaper public forum status. The
Hazelwood School District's regulations state:
School sponsored student publications will not restrict .free
expression or diverse viewpoints within the iwles of responsible
journalism. School sponsored publications are developed within the
adopted curriculum and its educational implications in regular
classroom activities....

No material shall be considered suitable for publication in
student publications that is commercial, obscene, libelous, defaming to characto; advocating racial or religious prejudice, or contributing to the interruption of*the educational process.

In stark contrast to the Ladue School District's restrictive policy
and more protective of students' First Amendment rights than the
Hazelwood School District's policy are the Rules of the School
Board of Dade County (Miami), FLwhich were put in place in
1983 and were not changed after the Ilaz...elwood ruling. They state:
The right office speech is extended to students through judicial interpretations of the First Amendment to the Constitution.
As such, the principal is charged with the authority and responsibility to see that this right is e.vercised in a manner tbat is _free
,from arbitraiy censorship, compatible with responsible student
behavioi: and consistent with the needs of the institution.

The rules also state that:
No teacher who advises a student publication will be fired,
transferred or removed from the advisership for fiiilure to exercise
editorial control over the student publication or to otherwise suppress the rights office expression Qrstudent journalists.
No student publication, whether nonschool-sponsored or W1dal. will be reviewed by school administrators prior to distribution.

While not pm iding for complete freedom of the press, publications boards allow for public discussion of controversial issues and
can insulate the adviser from repercussions from the principal for
objectionable content. A ell-formulated polic also can pros ide the
341
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student newspaper considerable freedom, particularly if approved by
the principal. The following is an example of a typical publications
board policy statement:
The purpose of the Publications Board of...Iligh School is to
advise the various publication staffi-, their sponsors, the filculty

and the administration when controversy arises or when an
adviser frels he or she is too close to a situation and needs input
from others....

Advice may be sought on matters of legality or publication
consequences or any other time when an adviser.Pels the need fir

support from people outside his/her particular staff_

Since the Publications Board is to be advisory in nature, all
suggestions should be written and a vote taken to see what the
'majority advises.'...
Under no circumstances is this board to be used dS a method

of prior restraint nor a means qf censorship. Its purpose is to help
till controversial situations become learning experiences and to
provide support for the adviser and staff in t'llst's of adveae reaction to published works. Members should help the adviser and
staff see the various possibilities open to them and possible reper-

cussion of any action taken so that well-advised choices can be
made.

What State Courts Have Ruled since Hazelwood

Another means of protection from prior restraint for public
school newspapers remains besides the limited protection provided
by the First Amendment. State courts, beginning with courts in New
Jersey, have ruled that the state constitution provides more protection for the student press than the First Amendinent does.
Few cases concerning the rights of snident journalists at schoolsponsored publications have come to trial in the first four years
lowing the I lar.elwood ruling. One ease should be of particular
concern to publications advisers. In Romano v. Ilarrington2- a newspaper adviser lost an appeal after being discharged when the newspaper published an editorial opposing Martin Luther King Jr. Day
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becoming a federal holiday. The appeals court stated that minimizing
racial tensions at the school was a reasonable pedagogical concern.18

Another case involved advertising. In Planned Parenthood of
Southern Nevada v. Clark County School District,2 a court ruled that a

school could keep Planned Parenthood's ads from running in school
publications and sports programs. Citing Hazelwood, the court ruled
that prohibiting the ads was reasonable because they were potentially
controversial and offensive to some students.3°
In addition to state courts, state free-speech laws can provide

considerable protection to student publications. As of the fall of
1993, five statesCalifornia, Massachusetts, Iowa, Colorado, and
Kansashad passed such laws. Model legislation is available from
the Student Press Law Center in Washington, D.C. (See footnote 26
for address.)

In addition, underground publications provide a means for publishing information that might not be allowed in school-sponsored

publications. Such nonschool publications have full First
Amendment protection and are protected lw the Tinker guidelines
when distributed on school property. In Burch v. Barkei;'l an appeals
court ruled in favor of a student who had distributed an underground
newspaper at a barbecue on the school grounds. The court cited
Tinker and directed the school board to rewrite its policy requiring
school officials to approve written material distributed on the school
grounds.'2

When Exactly Is Censorship in the 1990s?
Soon after the Hazelwood ruling, Robert Reynolds, the principal

of I lazelwood East I Iigh School, debated David I Iawpe, editor of
the Louisville Courier-journal. Reynolds said that he did not censor
the Spectrum, the school newspaper. "As principal and as instructional leader of this school," he stated, "I acted in the role of the former
journalism teacher, and thus became a part of the editing process."

Hawpe responded that it was "shameful that so many newspapers have fallen into lockstep with the Supreme Court decision,"
adding: "That's because they bought the metaphor. 11 you buy the
metaphor of the principal as publisher, it is very easy ease to make.
;-0
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But if you see that the metaphor is imperfect, that in fact what you
have is...an official of government acting to exercise prior restraint, I
think it is a much more difficult and disturbing case to make."3'

Of course, the Supreme Court in the Hazelwood ruling stated
that Principal Reynolds was correct in regard to Flazelwood East
High School and to other schools whose newspapers are not found
to be public forums. The ruling provided a legal basis for what principals at most public high schools always had thought they had a
right to do: stop particularly objectionable material from being printed in school publications. If school officials had not taken action to
open the newspaper for indiscriminate use by the community or students, essentially the only restriction on such action was that it must
be "reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns."

The principal's almost arbitrary power where a public forum
does not exist puts advisers in a difficult position pedagogically and

presents them with both legal and professional concerns. When a
public forum is present, the adviser also has additional ethical dilemmas. Some possible questions advisers might ask in either situation
are

When advisers assign stories, are they interfering with students rights to determine newspaper content?

Does assigning stories lead to self-censorship by editors and
reporters?

When advisers read copy, is it censorship? Does it necessarily
lead to student self-censorship?

When advisers fix errors of fact or correct misspellings without the student editor's opproval, is it censorship?
Does reading copy make advisers responsible for all content?
When they do not read stories, are they still responsible for
content? And which is the most responsible position to take?

Should advisers protect themselves by clearing potentially
controversial content with the principal?

When principals read articles before publication, is it censorship or does it lead to student self-censorship?
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Some guidance in answering those and similar questions can be
found in writings of journalism educators and in publications of jour-

nalism education organizations. The official "free press" answers
were more obvious in Tinker days, when advisers were expected to
read articles but only to advise students, not make changes. One preHazelwood article stated that courts had defined the role of adviser as
"advice-giver----when advice is sought." In the article, Mary Hartman
wrote that
Mhese same courts have removed the adviser from the role
of censoi; which perhaps, should be made clear in the guidelines.

Realistically, most advisers have enough rapport with their students to blend some teaching with their advice-giving. This is a

good-will relationship that doesn't have to be stipulated in writing..

A handbook for advisers during the middle of the Tinker era
explained that in the 1940s, 1950s, and most of the 1960s, high
school journalism instructors "learned about working with school
publications. "Ibday they work with student publications and there is a

subtle but essential distinction between the two." The handbook
noted that there was little comnlaint of censorship when the principal read newspaper copy prior to publication. Things began to
change in the 1970s, however, the article noted. It stated about that
change:
the courts made it clear that freedom oldie press
applies to student journalists in much the same way it applies to
the prof ,ssionals. schools began to understand that there was little
in the underground press that could not, that should not be dealt

with in school newspapers as long as students understood the

responsibilities that go with .freedom. The courts have ruled that
although schools may provide advisers, room, beat, light, equipment and subsidies fir school publications, control belongs basically
to the stu:lents."

As research has shown, prior review by publications advisers was
commonh practiced by advisers before and after the I laz.clwood decision. While there is unanimity among advocates of press freedom
that prior review by school administrators should not take place, the
345
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use of prior review by advisers has not usually been seen as censorship. One change that can be attributed to Hazelwood is that actual
editing by advisers, once seen as being a responsibility of the adviser,
no longer is seen as appropriate by some student rights advocates.
John Bowen, chair of the Journalism Education Association's

Scholastic Press Rights Commission, noted that prior review by
administrators is not acceptable because it gives them the authority
to decide what truth is and to withhold information that readers have
a right to see. Ile wrote as follows:
Prior review negates the educational value of a traMed, pro-

fi'ssional and active adviser working with students. The effect
would be like telling the teacher and the students their education
and their training did not actually mattei; since someone else outside the advising process would have final say.'''

The Student Press Law Center's policy on prior review and
prior restraint are given in its model legislation, available in the
"SPLC Hazelwood Packet," published in 1992. The policy on admin-

istrative prior review states: "No student publication, whether
school-sponsored or nonschool-spon.;ored, will be subject to prior
review by school administrators."'
The prior restraint policy is stated in the SPLC's model guidelines for student publications. The guidelines state that the following
prohibited material cannot be printed: anything obscene as to minors
or libelous or which would cause "a material and substantial disruption of school activities." The prior review policy suggests that the
school is not responsil)le for contents as long as administrators do
not use prior review. The policy states:
No student publication, whether nonschool-sponsored or qtlidal, will be reviewed by school administrators prior to distribution
or withheld from distribution. The school assumes no liability .finthe content of any student publication and urges all student journalists to recognize that zz-ith editorial control comes responsibility,
including the responsibility to fillow prqPssional joutwalism standards.'h

3'r"
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The Student Press Law Center sugests that student journalists
who have been subjected to prior restraint by the principal appeal the
decision to the superintendent and, if the superintendent sides with
the principal, to the school board itself.
The Journalism Education Association's policy on prior review,

revised after the flaz.elwood ruling, suggests that prior review bv
administrators is not acceptable, but prior review by advisers is
acceptable as long as student editors agree with changes and constitutionally protected material is not censored. The policy states:
"rbe journalism Education Association strongly opposes prior
rez.iew of student expression. Along with the Snident Press Law
Centel: we beliez.e no nonschool-sponsored or official publication,
printed or electronic, should bc re-ciewed by school administiwtors
prior to distribution.

Prior rez.iew by administrators, school officials or teachers
other than publications adz.isers is illogical, journalistically inappropriate (1nd educationally unsound.

A journalism teacher working with students adz.ises, counsels
and supetTises the editing process. Such internal discussions do not

inz.oke prior reviewco long as protected speech is not tampered
with and students make final content decisions....

Prior rez.lew is but a weapon in the arsenal of censorship.
and the journalism Education Association opposes its use in
schools.u)

The policy was changed slightly from the pre-I laz.elwood policy
on prior review. Rather than stating that the adviser "supervised the
editing process," the previous policy stated that a journalism teacher's
role involves counseling, advising and "editing.-4" According to John
Bowen, chair of the EA's Scholastic Press Rights Commission, the
change came about because of laz.elwood and was approved by JEA's
board of directoN and the JLA membership. Bowen stated the following about the change:
-Superz.ised the editing process- was banged from
sez.eral z.ely important reasons. First, if the adi.iser edits, zvby
haze editors?... (Mitcomes based education is impotz.cd by slit347
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dents pertbrming the functions they have been taught. They must
learn to make the critical decisions.

Secondly, to protect the validity of the forum functionand
of student controlthe editorc must perform the editing fitnction.
The adviser is there to answer questions and, more importantly,
to ask them.41

Bowen stated that he thought that prior review by advisers is
OK as long as advisers do not make changes themselves. Instead,
advisers should question and suggest to the editors what changes
ought to be made. The journalism Education Association policy on
prior restraint states:
Student media shall not be subjected to prior restraints,
review or censorship by friculty advisers, school administrators,
.tacultycchool boards or any other imlividual outside the student
editorial board, except as stated above, and only when these individuals can demonstrate legally thfined justification. In addition,

student journalists have the right to determine the content of
their media.42

Bowen stated that "ifiegally. editing is an internal function and
not a process of state control, so long as it is not arbitrarily carried
out lw the adviser, who is an agent of the state." I le stated the following concerning whether advisers have a right to change content:
Changing,. wording fin- spelling, factual inaccuracies, etc.,
should ideally be carried out by student editors, with input from
the adviser Such "editing- is not censw-ship, in my mind, so long
as th Indents and reporters fully understand the process dad the
responsibility. Also, I would argue, whenever possible, reporters
should be involved in any changes in their copy, as in thc coaching
process.4'

Bowen wrote that if students wmted to publish material that is
constitutionally unprotected (anything libelous or obscene or likely
to cause substantial disruption) that, as adviser, he would determine
w by they w anted to run the questionable material and present his
objections. If the students decided to run the material anyway, he
would ask them tn consult a media attorney. If they insisted oil run-
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ning the material, he would note his objections and tell them that he
would have to inform the principal of the students' decision, made
against his advice and that of legal counsel. "I would advise the principal of our decisions, rationales and legal advice so he or she could

take whatever steps he/she felt necessary," he wrote. "Once the
administrator intervened, however, the administrator would bear the
liability of any content." Bowen stated that the process he outlined
"leaves intact the integrity of student decision-making and advising
processes, vet can still act to protect the interests of the school syste m.

"44

To Censor or Not to Censor

Research has shown that advisers and smdent editors do not disagree verv much about what good journalism is. Student journalists
at most school newspapers are being allowed to cover controversial
issues, but they are expected to do so in a fair, accurate, and reTonsi-

ble manner. Of course, editors of nonschool, adult publications
expect the same thing of reporters. They just aren't employees of the
state and, therefore, no First Amendment issues are involved.

A close parallel to the Supreme Court's image of the student
press is the in-house college or university publication distributed lw
the office of public relations. Such publications are not public forums
and the content is determined by the college's public relations director or publication editor. Instead of what the Court envisioned, however, newspapers at most secondary schools are operating more like
something akin to public forums than to public relations newsletters.
Some researchers in the Hazelwood era have taken the libertarian

position that any interference by non-students with the content of
the school newspapereven prior review by advisersis censorship.
The position against prior review by the adviser is not commonly
accepted, however. In addition, only one federal appeals court has
agreed that the First Amendment rights of the school press are identical to those of the nonschool press. In other federal circuits, school
newspapers were operating under a type of social responsibility theo-

ry before the I lazeh.00d decision. Under court rulings during the
Tinker era, prior restraint usually was allow ed if procedural guide349
t..)
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lines were followed and the restraint was reasonablebecause of
possible disruption or because of the maturity level of the audience.
Even the dissenters in the Hazelwood case took the position that
restraint could be allowed if done in a less heavv-handed fashion. In
addition, several decades of research have found that few school officials in any circuit before the Hazelwood decision would have stood
aside and allowed the publication of material they saw as irrespcmsihie. no matter what courts had ruled.
It seems somewhat unrealistic in the post-Hazelwood era to expect

that advisers would not use prior review of school publications.
Advisers would be expected to want the newspaper to have high journalistic standards, and they are expected lw principals to make sure
the newspaper lives up to those standards. Indeed, research shows that
material that doesn't meet journalistic standards is more likely to be a
problem than controversial material. If responsible journalism is prac-

ticed lw students, little reason for prior restraint exists. The main
problem is who determines what is responsible. It appears that, under
Hazelwood, school officials have some respomibility to prohibit speech
that is not constitutionally protected. That constitutionally protected
speech that is harmful can be stopped was decided in Hazelwood. A

decision to stop constitutionally protected material is something that
should not be made without sufficient justification.

Though it did not mandate prior restraint, Hazelwood seems to
have mandated that advisers in nonpublic-fonim situations use prior
review to see that legally dangerous copy is not printed. Whereas it
could be argued before Hazelwood that school officials did not have
responsibility for the newspaper's contents if they did not use prior
review, it can be argued that school officials are rcsponsible for nonpublic forum publications w hether they review them or not.
Because anyone who is involved in the publication of a libelous
statement or an article that invades a person's privacy (because of
reporting methods or because it ircluded private, embarrassing facts
or put someone in false light) also is guilty, school officials who allow
such statements to be published mat hi included in any legal action
that results. School officials likely would be protected from lawsuits
if the publicatitm is a public ft wum and they had nt)t exercised prior
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review. But because of Hazelwood, courts may find school officials
liable at schools with nonpublic-forum newspapers even if prior
review had not been used, on the assumption that responsible advisers and principals would ensure that articles without constitutional
protection not be published.
It also might be questioned if student self-censorship always is
incompatible with a free student press. Self-censorship might take
place because of a variety of reasons: because of pressure or intimidation, because of deference to authority, because of a desire to follow
accepted journalistic practices, or because of what the editor sees as
insufficient news value. Self-restraint in not publishing something for
ethical reasons is seen in the profession as being admirable professional conduct.

It also seems unrealistic to expect student journalists not to show
some deference to a teacher concerning the newspaper content and
not to show some self-restraint in what they write and publish out of
a desire to do what the adviser expects of them. Indeed, all journalism students are in a learning situation, and most are participating in

a classroom situation. Research has shown that student journalists
tend to use self-restraint lw practicing responsible reporting and not
normally by failing to publish important stories because of fear of
censorship. Self-censorship only becomes a problem when students
fail to tackle important issues for fear of prior restraint or punishment.
Conclusions and Recommendations

It seems apparent from our 1992 study as well as other research
that any attempt to increase school press freedom should be aimed
first at newspaper publication policies. As our study showed, when

schools have an expressed policy that the newspaper is an open
forum, prior restraint and self-censorship are much less likely.

The study also showed that ho establishes the publications
policy influences the liberality of that policy. Press freedom was
found to be greater at schools at which the students as well as the
adviser had a part in forming the policy. Policies should be approved
on the school district level, however, to provide maximum protection
for the newspaper.
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It also is apparent from ours and other studies that adviser characteristics are related to how much student press freedom is allowed.
We and other researchers have found that advisers with more college
journalism hours and with more advising experience were more likely to disagree with the Haz-,elwood ruling and that advisers with tr 2Mberships in journalism education organizations tend to allow more
student press freedom.
In looking at research on school press freedom, it is necessary to

understand the researcher's determination of what censorship and
self-censorship are. It is apparent from numerous studies over the
years that most advisers read copy before publication. And, as we
have said, it also might be argued that, because of the Hazelwood rul-

ing, they are obligated to do so if the newspaper is not a public
forum. If the adviser in nonforum situations does not question
potentially libelous statements or errors of grammar or fact, the pi incipai could conclude that the adviser was acting irresponsibly for not
doing something about it. However, even in nonpublic-forum situations, the adviser has many tools other than censorship to use. If the
adviser has good rapport with students, they are likely to heed suggestions that articles contain constitutionally unprotected speech.

Can the student newspaper he a means for student expression as
well as a teaching tool and a means for publicizing school events?
Can student press freedom coexist with press responsibility? It seems
clear from three decades of research that few if any high schools have
given the school newspaper complete freedom from "interference"
by school officials; therefore, some coexistence would be necessary
even without //trzeIlvood z. Kuhlmeier

The Ilaz.dwood ruling has not been an insurmountable barrier to
scholastic press freedom or to producing student newspapers that are
more than bland bulletin boards. With well-written publication poli-

cies, responsible students, well-educated and caring advisers, and
principals dedicated to student rights as well as to student responsibility, press freedom and Hazelwood can coexist. While the ruling
legitimizes restrictions by school officials on the content of the
school press, it only gives them license to take away students First
Amendment freedoms. It does not require that they do so.
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Addendum: Comments Received from Advisers and Student
Editors
Advisers' Comments

"The only reason a story, editorial, or ad has been prevented
from running is because of rejection from the principal. Ours is an
extremely conservative community, and since the Haz:elwood ruling,
we have to send highly controversial stories to the principal for
approval. I strongly disagree with this practice but, nevertheless, it is
a rule I am obligated to follow."

+

++

-While we have had no problems with censorship, neither have
we been terribly assertive in the past. I don't really know what the
limits are because we haven't pushed them severely."
KJ.

+++++
"I have been fortunate to have mature, experienced editors who
investigate before making decisions. I.egal constraints, in our case,
are the only true restrictions we consider." (Virginia)

+++++
-We had (an underground newspaper) erupt as a result of my
having to punish students for censoring other students without the
adviser or editor's knowledge."

+

+

+

"We have no student editor. I act as editor but give students
freedom if they would like to do a particular story or editorial. I wish

they would get into controversial topics. Our main problem with
what should/should not be printed revolves around the gossip column that has been a part of the paper for 25 years."
(New )"ork
state)

++++
"My editors are generally pickier than I am. They have high
quality standards and I really stress responsible journalism!

"I have met a lot of 'dingy, irresponsible' advisers. Perhaps
la.:vh-:.ond might help that. By the same token, there are some real
35
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inept school board members and administrators who could potentially harm a publication and 'free press."
G.II. (Washington state)

+

+

"Because this is an extracurricular activim it is difficult to get
dedicated, responsible students with the basic skills needed to write.
Students here do not know how to be editors and reporters, although
they have been using these titles for years. They want to do gossip
columns and 'The Enquirer Knows stories. There is no written poli-

cy on controversial articles because there has been no writing on
such topics!

"This is my first year in this school system. Perhaps in time
things will change. At any rate, I would appreciate knowing about
your results and how you plan to use them. J.B. (Tennessee)
"P.S. I would also be grateful for any suggestions."

++++
"I do not see censorship as a problem in our school. This is a
Veil' small school with a very 'tame' newspaper. It is written and pub-

lished by the students for the students. It is not printed in a local
newspaper, as some in the area are. Neither is it mailed to individuals.

"Most of the topics covered are upcoming events or results of
past events. I do discourage 'gossip' columns or items that might be
embarrassing to other students. We have had editorials from time to
time, but I do ask that they be supported with facts, not just a place
to 'gripe' about something the student doesn't like at the school.

"Generally, the students decide what articles they want to
include."

(Anonymous)

:. .: +
Student Editors' Comments

"Although our paper has not been officially censored, it

is

reviewed by the...committee before it is published each month, and
recently we were reprimanded for a story which the... committee did
not censor. Although the story was completek- factual, there was a
quote in it w hich stated that our school would be better off without

3 _! 3
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our principal. Usually, our principal edits the paper, but he was not
here to edit 'his issue. Now he is hassling my adviser a lot. This year
our school was assigned a whole new administration and e.ere has
been a lot of controversy over the capabilities of our new principal
and although we have not vet been censored, we basically understand
what is acceptable. Also, our principal stated that (if) he had seen the
story he would have censored it."
(South Carolina)

+++
"Our school newspaper is greatly controlled by the students on
the staff. Our ads iser reads the copy before it is put in, but finds only

grammar and spelling errors. We have never had to fight her on a
story or editorial that we wanted to put in and she had not. She has
been behind us 100 percent and has put her faith into us. Our principal has done the same. Ile has never found a problem with a story
that may be controversial. Our superiors have given us the ability to
test the ground and publish well-written material that we believe in."
(Idaho)

+++
"We have had great success in covering controversial issues in
the newspaper at...I ligh School. Our articles have included animal
rights, sexual discrimination, drug and alcohol use, sexual activity,
religion, violence, abortion, adoption, divorce, political issuesthe
list goes on and on.

"During the Gu.f War, one student displayed a sign in her car
window protesting the war. Even though it contained questionable
language, we ran it with a thin line of tape over it. Many parents
objected, but our principal backed us up. We have been lucky to
receive such a large amount of support from (the) administration.
"Our staff and adviser are quite liberal and w e feel it is important to cover all news, whether good and bad. Fhe most protest we
have heard of is from parent,,, and ss e belies e this shows how uninformed mans- of them are of the trials teen-agers must face today. In
our opinion, balanced coverage is a positive s ay of informing the
public and spreading awareness."

+

(.\ LA.)

+

+
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"I feel that a school press should have the same rights as any
other newspaper. The object of a school paper is to inform the public
of events (good and bad) happening inside the school system. If the
students are not allowed to tell the controversial or bad things that
are happening, the public is not getting a true picture of the school
system." J.T. (Missouri)

++

++

"In Colorado, we have Senate Bill 99, which overrules
HazeL'ootI. We have complete freedom of speech."

+

(Colorado)

+

"As a journalism student, I have studied the Haz.ehrood case. I do

not disagree with its ruling entirely, but I do not think that the
school board should have a say-so in everything. We (journalism
staff) work hard and do good reporting. Why should something that
is true and reported carefully be denied printing? This is what I do
not understand."
(Texas)

+++++
"There is no school written policy which regulates what goes
into the newspaper. I Iowever, it is understood what can and can't be
published. My adviser made that clear when I came to be on the staff
two years ago. Sometimes I get frustrated because things that really
need to be said can't be published because someone might be offended. I mean, how dare we say something about our wonderful school
board? (I la! I la!) Nevertheless. I understand and respect my adviser's

position even though I don't always agree with her decision."
(( teorgia)

+++
"Our school newspaper is under review because several Years
ago our editor published a letter about farting. This year, we got a
new superintendent, w ho finds it necessary to complain about our
paper and is constantly threatening to take it aw ay." 1.13. (Indiana)

+
""rhe principal is given a copy of controversial issue stories w hen

the paper goes to the printe so she had ail\ Alice 'warning' that shc
3 fl 5
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may receive calls. She has never censored anything. Our adviser
(Colorado)

would not stop any topic."

++

+

"This N'ear alone, the ... has published stories on date rape, date
abuse, negative stories on school pohcies and racial issues concerning
our community as well as our nation.
"Recently an underground newspaper charged us with attacks of
too much intervention from the upper echelon of school administradate, no story or editorial has been turned down due to the
tors.
content of which they were written, and up until today the under-

ground newspaper has not written an article that would not have
been allowed in the....

"The

...

staff decides as a whole whether an article would be

overly offensive to one person or a group of people. Barely any intervention hinders the publication of the...." J.1. (Pennsylvania)

++

+

"I would like to stress thiq our answers are not characteristic of
the true nature of our newspaper. The enrollment at our high school

is approximately 1,800, hut we usually distribute fewer than 300
newspapers. Our adviser usually lets us publish what we please, but
since our staff is so small (8 pe)ple), we normally don't carry many
controversial stories or editorials.
"We have had a few instances when we've had to heed the advice
of our adviser, but that was because our editorial board felt his advice
was the best. We have run letters to the editor about homosexuality
at our school, but never covered the topic, and have run columns that
generated anger from other area schools that felt we were 'bashing'

them, but no stor in our paper has ever caused a major stir at
school, at least not this year."

+

A.I3. (Ohio)
+ 4.

"At my high school, we recentiv had a change in the administration. Saying good-bye to a liberal principal meant a change in the
subject matter of Mir paper. We didn't \N ant to upset or offend our
new principal in the first few w cek of his 'reign.'
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"Due to our principal's conservative views on teen sex, he 'dis-

couraged myself and my adviser from running a Planned
Parenthood ad. While I didn't feel this was right, there wasn't much
could do.
"I feel sorr,' for the staff (I'm graduating) of next year's newspa-

per. Our school is taking a very conservative trend. I worry about
what will happen to the paper."

(Missouri)

++

+

"In my Opinion, controversy is a good thing, and when our
newspaper prints something (mainly in editorials and columns) that
causes controversy, we feel we are doing a good job. Evo: c issue of
our new spaper gets feedback, both negative and positive, and we
always print all the letters to the editor that we receive. We never,
under any circumstances, print anything that causes us to be liable or
!night inci te v.o.ence." IC. (California)

++

+

Ile principal and adviser of our newspaper both agree that the
school newsnaper is a production of the journalism class and that it is
held responsible for all published material. The principal is usually
happy with our subject matter and praises cohtroversial articles for
their balance. The adviser does just thatadvises. Ile gives suggestions which I am able to accept or reject. I understand my responsibiliry and am proud to say that I have the trust and respect of the
adviser and principal."
(Florida)

+

+

"Your survey is misleading, indicating that advisers and editors
are at odds on what will and will not be published. Sure, we have disagreements, but this is something the staff discusses and decides on.

Usually we work together to determine how things are covered. I
would nc er describe it as conflict.

"We covered drugs and alcohol, sex, sexually transmitted diseases. and gangs this year. Fach story told of our students in these
areas. We spent hours and hours On these topics and got the full
backing of our principal.
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"If we do a good job, we can cover almost anything. It's the staffs
that are careless with facts, libel, etc., that scare administrators."
(An( nymous)

++++
"We, the editors of the ..., feel that our school board, principal,
and adviser understand that we, as the staff, took on the responsibility of producing a paper that shows mature decisions from our staff.
They understand that any controversial material will be dealt, with by
the editorial board." A.P. and L.D.

+
"As far as controversial topics go, my adviser is fairly liberal in
her thinking, and both she and I do not shv away from topics such as
these. We have had several articles and polls on sex, rape, and abortion and dedicated much of our March 1992 issue to articles on discrimination. Don't limit yourself, when establishing your newspaper,
A.D.
to just covering school-related topics."

+++
"The reason the high authorities of the school censor the paper
is because they believe the elderly people of the town will he offended."

(New Jersey)

+

+++

"Concerning the I lazelood ruling, our class discussed it and
came to the general consensus that I la.eL'ood was wrong. The school

paper was designed to be run by students. A little supervision is
needed, though, to check for libel. Censoring of material should be
an editorial decision, as in slander and controversial material!"
B.R. (Horida)
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

WE DON'T JUST MAKE IT UP AS WE GO ALONG
We began by talking about the isolation felt by so many journalism teachers and publication advisers. By now it should be e\ :dent
that the isolation is only apparent; in fact, there is an immense network of colleagues available to us in almost every high school and
college in the country, in administrative offices, in the commercial
press throughout the country. The bibliography that concludes this
book is a catalogue of hundreds of books, articles and papers written

by scores of people from junior high school teachers to Ph.D.s at
prestigious universities, authors with one specific end in mind: to
make it possible for each of us to do our jobs a little better. While
journalism teachers may not have a lot of support or understanding
in their own buildings, there is surely no other teaching field that has
at its heart such an extensive and collegial chain of help and support.
The extent to which this book can be another link in that chain is the
measure of irs success and completeness.

There is a final issue to address, one that is perhaps more often
shared with our teaching et Aleagues in other areas. The concern was
articulated by a student of one of the aythors, a \ ()ling woman who
hopes to teach high school journalism une day. l boyfriend is an
engineering major, and he doesn't think w e l anything in educatake
,cake classes:,
tion," she said recentk. lc thinks all

'leachers grow wear\ of such thinking. There's surd\ more to
the world than rocket science anti besides: I:\ en the rocket scientists had teachers w ho tam4ht them. II ii docs nothing else (and titir
65
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hope, of course, is that it does a great deal more!) the overview of the

literature of the field of journalism education contained in these
pages suggests that there (.:xists an abundant amount of research done

over a period of many years. "Haat research has provided us with a
solid intellectual and empirical base from which we can improve and
develop our field.

Certainly journalism is not the only area filat is able to draw on
an important base of research. But those underpinnings demonstrate
clearly its significance in the curriculum. In these pages we have seen

the important outcomes of journalism education in improved test
scores and classroom performance. We have seen the way in which
the writing skills, organizational skil's, and, indeed, thinking skills
that are an intrinsic part of journalism education transfer to other
areas of students' academic and personal lives.
America is built on principles of democracy and capitalism, two
qualities which also are foundational to our press system. If we purpot to teach these principles to our students, it is imperative that

they be permitted to practice them. And to do that both they and
their teachers must understand them. The law itself, as it has been
interpreted by the courts, is an area journalism teachers simply can-

not know too much about. The links between income and the
amount of freedom students have is an important emerging subject
for study. The censorship of the school press by administrators,
advis,:rs or students themselves is an area that needs constant moni-

toring. It is not enough for onl academicians to be interested in
these issues; the teachers working each day ith the young people
who \S ill someday be leading this democracy and driving its economy
must also remain aware of the growth of knowledge and understanding of these concerns.

...through its review of yinic of the important reL ent work in
our fichlt

...through its emensi\ e bibliograph \ of other studies and usefid
publicat ions:

;(1(

Don't just Make It Cp as Ire Go Along

...through its showing the broad range of people and backgrounds that are part of journalism education;

..through providing resources, suggestions, and encouragement
to our fellow journalism educators

this book has made our colleagues feel less alone and given them a
new arsenal of information with which to do their important work all
the better, then this book has met its objective. We don't just make it
up as we go along! The research base for journalism education is
deep and rich, and a knowledge of what grows in those fertile fields
will yield important fruit for our students and for us.
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newsletter sshich was distributed to students fanUbes. Students became ins ols ed in \\riling. typing, drawing, Icilding, basic editing, and disseminating. (I DM
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Describes a sun ex of college freshmen on hok ii imprlise high school language arts
instruction. Reports dlat student, fax ored II) placing greater emphasis on basic ssriting
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gathering/use of sources. and affective domain. On the open-ended question. atnong the
mcist-menti( ned of odlege students' suggesticins f))r high schciol language arts teacher.,
(2) des clop and encourage various writing st les:
sk ere to: (1) teach basic ss riting
and (3) assign more tariting. (Four tables of data arc included. and .1 son et cos er letter,
sample sun es , and 20 lciotnotes are appended.) (11 \
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Nesss-Riporting: Nesss-Writingi Secondary-Fdticatitin
ing-Skilis: *Journalism-, 'Journalism-Education; 'Nei s-Nledia
Asserts that journalism education pros ides students ss ith important life skills. Suggests
reasons ssli Journalism education Is so effectise in preparing students tor the future.
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school's curriculum. AC1. results silos% that college st Ude Ms st In) studied Journalism or
st (irked on sduml nest spapers or yearbooks pet-Ito-1u better during their freshman ear.
Includes recommendations and four tables. (A11.11)

Peterson,-Jane-W.
.\ Study ot the Coortentanon of 1 ligh School Principals, Journalism Teachers, and Local
Nessspaper Fdatirs in Selected Ittsk a (:inninumnes.
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High-School... I ligh-School-Students
'Sehool-Nestspapers
*Fditors-: "Jounulism-Fducation: 'Nest s-Nledia;
A study insestigated the extent to st hich high school journalism teachers. principals. and
local next -palm editors in selected lima ominunities has e a common understanding of
emit other and the issues tit high school journalism. A questionnaire sent to 18- nest spaper editors, high school principals, and murnalism teachers st as returned by 118 responto prompt responses (In the value of high school
dents. Me questmits ttcrc etinstracted
murnalism. the rights and responsibilities of the hi th school murnalist, and the roles of
partners in high school journalism partnerships. Results indicated that principals and
editors are iii agreement on the issues it the kaki,: of high st hot ci journalism, the rights
and resptinsibilities ot the high school murnahst. and the 11)1es of high school imirnalhni
partnerships. I c.lchers su cry Mum] tc t able lugh stitool lournalisin more highl than do
tht. pnncipals tr etlittirs. \II three groups agreed tin the role to iournalism 11.1rtnerships.
(Tit crit One tilties tti: data and three figures are included; 2", rtterences are attached.1
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Education are furnished in the report, and sec eral examples of successful] high school
newspaper and carthink programs are examtned. The report also discusses responses to
an American Society of Newspaper Editors ' 1SNEJ questionnaire, which revealed that
high school it wrnalism influences professionals. The reptirt then presents results of a
study which compared college grades, American (lollege esting (ACM) scores, and
high school grades between students with and students without high school nese spaper
or .carbook: experience students with iournalism experience achiese higher scores and
grades than their counterparts. Ihe relationship of lournalism school and teacher educatitin is resit:wed in the report, and proposed standards for state-approved teacher educa-

tion arc presented. The report closes si ith sections on surve conclusions and
recommendanons f'tir the strengthening of high school iournalism education as well as a
discussion of model guidelines for publication ads Ners. list of addltional resources and
related readings is also pros ided. (11.111
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iigh Scho,d Journalism Confronts Critical Deadline.
1"ducation 1ssociation Commission on the Role of Journalism in Secondar Fducation.
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28 p.. For a related document. see CS 211 001
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In sooperation with the menean College I csting \CH Program. the Journalism in
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Fdocation 1ssosiattott conducted .1 2-ear stud to explore the status of high school
iurnahsin and, in particular, let determine factual data concerning the Atte, of
ism in seconclar edue anon In comparing students with high schtii4 iournalisnilpublisalion experience su tilt th,se his Ing no such experience. The sttiilS S131 ilttukd into three
parts. he first part, schich compared coil,. ,te gra les. AC I scores. and high school
newspaper ur e.irlu u.k experigrades between students \sill) And nih. ut 11.:111 sch
cues, exanuned lq.249 students enrolled in lit solleges and umeersittes who had coin-

rleted at least one car of college. Results i icheated that the 4.-98 students who had
lired highet than their eounterparts
screed tin their high se hool newspaper ur ear
without pubheations experience I he second part examined 1.204 students es ho had
taken the 1( .1 \ssessment tests and the \CI. ( /11 P 111,,spectUs Writing test segment.
m order to compare the sollegiate es riling samples ol students viith and w idiom high
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AB:

Process- Ed ucat ion; *Program- Effectiveness; "Program-Es al u ati on; *Writ i
Impn)vement: *Writing-Instruction
To evaluate the effectiveness (if a new writing curriculum in the Oak Ridge Schools
(Tennessee). modeled after the process-oriented National Writing Project, a three-t ear
studs of student writing was ciinducted. The study consisted of es aluating su riling sample; collected fn)in 90 students in grades ; through 12 over ; consecutive years, and stir
cling 11) means of annual questionnaires the writing attitudes mil students, rrents, and
teachers. Results from the student attitude sun eys show an increase (Ref the %could and
third year in students' interest in learning aluitit st riting. in their loci o confidence, and
in their assiiciation of sc If-esteem with good writing. A decrease was obsersed in students' feelings of disconifiirt about completing writing assignments and in their feelings
that they do not 55 rite well and that writing is difficult. At the end of the studt , students
at each grade let el were better writers than were prey hilts students ill that grade let el.
Students m classrooms with teachers trained according to the National kVriting Project
approach performed better on the writing sample than did students in the classrooms of
untrained te.mt hers. ne teat her stirle1 showed few differences between trained and
untrained teachers in altitudes about writing, ranking of writing problems, and assessment of language arts priorities. Some significant differences were found between parent
and tt a her Attitudes. tReconunendations of the writing coninunee are included, and
writing assignments and assessment rulirics are appended.) (I( j)
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AN: W342414
11011n ook,-I Wary-Taylor
T1:

ERIC/RCS Report: journalism in the English Classroom.

PY:

1986

JN:

English-Journal; v75 ni p70-72 Nov 1986

AN':

UMI

DE: Education-; Secondary-Education
DE: *English-Instruction; *Journalisin-; *Student-Publications; *Teaching-Methods;

*riting-Composition
AB:

AN:
T1:
PY:

JN:
AV:
DE:

Presents a rationale for the use of journalism in teaching English. Drawing from sources
in the ERIC database. surveys journalistic aspects and sources that are closely related to
and useful for the teaching of writing. critical reading, and production of a student literary magazine. 010
E1327789

Moore,-Al ichael; kohlmann,-Kristin
Learning More than We Ever \ 'Canted to know about I ligh School Journalism.
1986

English-Journal; v75 n1 p56-59 Jan 1986

Extracurricalar-Activities; Faculty-Advisers; Journalism-Education; SecondaryEducation; Student-Experience; Student-Participation; Teacher-Student-Relationship;

Writing-for-Publication
DE:
A13:

*School-Newspapers; *Smdent-Publications
A faculty adviser and his student associate editor chronicle their first year of producing
the high school newspaper. Discusses problems that arose, including the interpretation
of school nols and the selection of articles. (E1.)

AN: ED253879
AU:

Arts; 'AVriting-Instruction
'Through a resiev. of literature, this paper notes that journalism has been fulfilling several elements considered crucial in the language arts program fiir many years, more richly
and more understandably for students than many traditional English composition courses and other writing classes. In view of thisind in light of the many educational refOrin
commissions directives, a one- or mo-seinester journalism course should be considered
a uorthy uniting course in either the college Isiund or the general curriculum. The
paper then examines several cimcerns raised by the commissions about language arts.
iriting's role in learning, w
competencies fulfilled in journalism courses, research
related to journalistic uniting, problems uith English education, programs f(ir English
educatiirs, and the reform mmement and nomk riling journalistic competencies. In conclusion, the paper recommends that the credibilit of journalism as a vital pari of the
language arts curriculum needs to be studied and that ciidence supporting that part
'weds to be utdely disseminated; that high school journalism classes need to attract and
keep good teachers; and that press associations on all lex els need tu become actis e in dis-

seminating research and concerns of Journalism Educators to influential grimps and
decision makers. (EU
Rout:m.1,1bn. " \ lore Than a Basic

Pro RC:7e7; (Winter 10841:20.

AN

12.129-062

TI:

Former High School journalism Students Speak.

PY.

1984

IN.

CommunuaminHournalism-l-ducanon:1od.n

378

355
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Bibliograpky

AV: UMI
I) E:

Secondary-Education

DE:

*Educational-Benefits; Education-Work-Relationship; "Journalism-Education:

AB:

*Student-Attitudes
Graduates from four high schools across the United States, some journalism majors in
college and some not, discuss their high school journalism experiences and the salue of
those experiences to their professional lives. (I

AN: F1297959
AU:
11:

I lall,-II.-L.
Will Scholastic Journalism Survive?

PY:

1984

1N:

Communication:-Iournalism-Education-Today-(CJIM; x 17 n4 p2-3 Sum 1984

AV:

UMI
Secondary-FAucation, Teaching-Alethods: Writing-Fsercises
"Course-Content; *English-C:,urriculum; *Journalism-Education; *Writing-Instruction

DE:
DE:
All:

Recommends teaching journalism as an English course or in combination N ith an
English course to ensure th.L. continuation of journalism education in the face of more
stringent graduate requirements. Describes such a course, v,hich includes literature, a
research paper, and regular composition assignments. (I ITI I)

\N: F1297961
TI:

I lall.-Lynlea
Is I ligh School Journalism Worth keeping?

PY:

1984

AU:

Communication:-.1ournalisin-Falucation-Today4(:1 FT): s 17 n4 p5-7 Sum 1984
I:MI
School-Publications: Sec(indary-FAucation:
Educational-Quality: Engli
'leacher-Certilicatiim
DE: *Educational-Improvement: *Journalism-Education: *Teacher-Qualifications

JN:

AV:
1)E:

AB:

Examines the role of certification of journalism instructors in improsing the qualit of
journalism education and of high school publications. Discusses the relationship of journalisin to the English curriculum. (II-III)

AN:
AU:
T1:

1:12 97960

PY:

1984

\Veyen.-Wendt
Benefits of a Strong Journalism Program.

n4 p3-4 Sum 1984
Communication:-.1ournalism-Education-Today-((;JFT);
1V: UMI
1)F: I ligher-Education; Secondar -Education; 'leacher- Mtitudes
Educational-Benefits: *Journalism-Education; *Student-Attitudes, *Student-Needs
1,1 sc.100. ,ourna.ism course, examining the attitudes of stuDi
va.ne o. tac
111:
...e..em.s
dents and college instructors. Discusses the importance of journalism in a ell-rounded
liberal arts education. (I ITII)
N:

National Conmossion for Excellence in Education. .1 Ndlion at Rbk: The bnpc n111: e for
1)epartment of Education. 198l.
rdueatom,d Rti;)17n. \V a...hingtnn.
Blinn, lohn Robert. " \ ( omparison of Selected \ riming Skills cif 1 ligh School I, turnalism and
ersit,
Non-journalism Students.- Ph I ), dissertatum,
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AN: F1259327

AU: ohnson,-Linda
TI: Journalism Students Develop lVriting Skills through Positive Experiences.
Pl.:

1982

JN: Quill-and-Scroll; v56 n3 0-13 Feb-Mar 1982
AV: Reprint: L'All
DE: Secondary-Education; Student-Publications; Teacher-Role; Writing-Instruction
DE: *Journalism-Education; "Student-Attinides; `Student-Motivation; *Teaching-Methods;
"Writing-Skills
AB:

Suggests students achieve greater success in writing through a program set up so that
both journalism and composition students write for publication. (HOD)

Bloom, Ber.iain:n S., ed, Taxonomy of Edwational Objecti:Ts CognitizT Domain. New York:
David McKay Company, Inc., 1956.

Sherwood. ILN., "Value of I ligh School Publications," Educational ReTiew 67 (January
1924):20-21.

Characteristics of Schools, Journalism Programs and Educators
Death by Cheeseburger: Ibgh School Journalism in the I990s and Beyond. Arlington, VA: The
Freedom Forum, 1994.

Dvorak, Jack. "Job Satisfaction and Working Conditions of Today's I ligh School Jtairnalism
Educator," Communication: lournahmt E2ucation Thday
26 (Spring 19931:2-5.
Orttnan, Sarah. "Are you the adviser or the editor-in-chiefl:"JAOS Journal (Winter 19931:6.

Lain, Laurence B. "A National Study of iligh School Newspaper Programs: Environmental
and Ads iser Characteristics, Funding and Pressures on Free Expression... (Paper presented to
the Secondary Education Division of the .k.ssociation for Education in Journalism and Mass

Communication, Montral, Qui:bec, 5 August (992.)

Irb. Janet R. "Creating the C:ulture of Journalisin," (paper presented to the Secondary
Education Division at the convention of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass
Cinnmunication, Montreal. Candi:a. August 1992.1
Petersim, Jane W. "Secondan, Journalism Research: Bridging the Gaps." (paper presented to

the Secondar Educanon

ision at the Com ention of the Association for Education in

.bnirnalism and Mass Conununication, Montreal. C:anada, 1tigust 19(12.)

AN:
AU:

111)344214

TI,

Secondary Schoollournalism in the L. nited States. Indiana I ligh School Journalism

( :5:

Institute Insight. Research Report.
Indiana 1...ms., Bloomington. I ligh Scluniljoumnalisni Inst.

Pl.:

1992

NT:

I 1 p.; 'type in tables and figures may be too small for legibility.
I: DRS Price - ME01 /P(
Phis Postage.
High-Schools; High-School-Students. National-Surs s; School- Stirs eys; StudentPublications
'Journalism-. *Journalism-Fdue.dion; 'School- Nil%spapers; ) carbon's..
A studt ins esugated media-i elated am% mes
secondary schools. A so en-page
sune su as completed b1 814 high school personnel 1111111 around the cmnir .

PR:

Dh.
DIAB:

Dvorak,-Jack

37

380

MI/

Bibliography
addressed included the extent and type of media outlets and classes; journalism credit;
recruitment of students; participation by students from multicultural backgrounds; and
the working conditions, attitudes, and characteristics of high school journalism teachers
and advisers. Results indicated that: (1) 94% of all U.S. high schools have some type of
media activity or outlet; (2) 93% publish yearbooks and 79% have newspapers; (3) more
than half a million high school students are enrolled in journalism classes; (4) nearly
three-quarters of a million students are on school media staffs; (5) 28% of journalism
teachers and advisers hold state certification in journalism, and 8% earned a journalism
major; and (6) 84% of advisers reported "a great deal" or "almost complete.' freedom in
advising. (Twenty-four notes are included.) (SR)

Lain, Laurence B. "A National Study of I ligh Seh.iol Nev,spaper Programs: A Preliminary
Report." (Paper presented to the Alid-Winter Meeting of the Secondary Education Division of
the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass (;ommunication, Nashville, Tenn.,
January 1992.)

AN: FD339035
AU:

TI:

Everton,-Muriel; Butler,-John-Al.
A Twenty-Five Year Slice of the Secondary Education Db. ision's I listorical Pie.

PY:

1.991

NT: 37 p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Association for Education in
PR:

Journalism and Mass (:ommunication (74th, Boston, NI \, August 7-10, 1991).
EDRS Price - MFOI/PCO2 Plus Postage.

DE: Communication-Skills; Edacational-Trends; Secondary-Education; StudentDE:
AB:

Publications; Teacher-Asst iciati, ins; Teacher-Certification
*Educational-I listory; *Journalism-Education

An honors lecture has been given each year since 1973 by a rvrson chosen by the
Secondary Education Division members of the Association fttr Education in Journalism
and Mass Coinniunication (Aigmo. Sesend lecturers t we provided insights into each
decade (if scholastic journalism and its relationship to sticiety. I.ecturers have discussed
flair major points as current problems: recruitment of dedicated students, help and sup-

port for advisers, language skills, and the need for research in scholastic journalism.
Conclusions drawn from adi ice given by the lecturers and analysis made of their suggestions indicate that Division members: (1) took the lead in preparing teachers of journal-

ism who achieved much during the past 25 years: (2) si rote extensisely in sarious
publications about scholastic journalism; (3) remained on the cutting edges of computer
instruction and graphic design principle,. and practices; (4) developed a stronger relatiimship 'uith other divisions of AF.J.MC; (5) led the light for teacher accreditation; (('m)
improved actisities at summer viorkshops: and (7) studied slays to imnprin c communication skills in word usage, sentence structure, and facts. (Sixteen references are attached.)
(RS)

T1:
PY:

lorio.-Sharon-1 lart in
.1-hreats to Scholastic Journalism.
1991

Communication:-Journalimn-Education-TIA:j1:1); s24 n.t plti-20 tipr 1091
DF:
B:

Omununication-Researcn; I ligh-Schools: Surves*(..:ourses-; *Course-Selection-Students; 'Journalism-Education; *School-Neuspapers:
Student-.1totudes
Describes a sun e of Oklahoma high school journalism teachers and ad% isers. Nutt:.
that 71 percent of respondents reported that enrollment in journalism and publication
production classes had either remained the same or meteased. Suggests that noneduca-
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tional factors such as student interest impact more heavily on enrollment than do educational factors. (SG)

AN: ED322527
11:

Amold.-Mary
\ lapping the Territory: A Conceptual Model of Scholastic Journalism.

VI: 1990
p.; Paper presented at the Annual Nleeting of the Association for Education in
NT:
Journalism and Mass Communication (73rd, Alinneapolis. MN, August 1-4, 19)0).
PR: EDRS Price - MFOI/PC.03 Plus Postage.
DE: Censorship-; Content-Analysis; Ethics-; Secondar -Education
DE: "journalism-; *Journalism-Education; *Models-; *Sclmol-Newspapers; "SecondarySchools
AB:

Intended to provide a comprehensive conceptual framework to serve as a scaffold for
past, present, and future research on "scholastic journalism" (journalism in the secondary
school), a topical content analysis of the Association for Education in Journalism and
Mass Conuntmication (AEJMC) Secondar Education Division research, teaching, and
issues sessions for the years 1977 to 1989 x%as undertaken. Papers or teaching sessions
\sere placed into one or more of 13 categories, including censorship and legal and ethical
issues, electronic media/technology, established media, financial concerns, publication
production, and visual content. A list of 182 primary and secondary subject headings was
developed. based on indexing practices in a number of existing electronic databases, to
serve as key ords for a nes% sletter indexing program. The categories derived from the
AFJMC program topical content analysis stere compared to the 37 masters theses and
doctoral dissertations in the "high school media" category of "Journalism Abstracts" for
the ',UM: period. Results indicated that legal and ethical issues v.ere the primary conceptual area for scholastic journalism researchers. Results also indicated that history and
cultural diversity were txto conceptual areas that %cre slighted by researchers. (Thirtynine footnotes, five tables and four figures of data, and a figure representing a conceptual
model of scholastic journalism are included; Il(, references, a list of dissertations and
theses, the no% sletter indexing key %ord list, and a list of studies concerned with secondary sclusil journalism are attached.) (RS)

Gallinger. Nanc . "Still Captke Voices? I ligh School Journalism in Ness England Needs
I lelp." Nra-spaper Resonvh journal 11.2 (Spring 19)0):12-2".

I lass thorne, HI bin . job Sanifirction and Dosatopction Among 7.c.vat High Sthool lournahmt
Tethbow. ustin. Texas: Interschidastic I.eague Press Confer:nce. Januar 1990.

\N: 1:141,)-8

\

McCallie.-Franklin-S.

TI:

Om Principal's

PY:

1990

IN:

Communicanon.-Journalism-Education- loday-(( JF.1.); x24 n1 p2+ Fall 10)0
kdnunistrator-Role; Journalism-Education; Secondar -Education
'Principals-, *School-Newspapers
Discusses the administration's it-t% of student tournalism and the student press. as presented b one high school principal. Recogniies the aloe of iournalism as an effeetne
teal bloWICarning tool an(1 recoinmends that schn mots stunulate rather than stifle stu-

111:

Fclocators Must "Stimulate--Not Stifle" Students' Ideas.

dents' ideas. tlal I)
Messenger, Is no
and 1i nold, lar
lot% a ( :enter for C ommunication Snub. 1990.
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\Vetiver, Marilyn. "A Summary of Journalism Certification Requirements: A National
Assessment," Paper presented at the Mid-winter Meeting of the Secondary Education
Division. Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, Knoxville,
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AN: E13-9792
AU: Clemons,-Molly-J.
TI: An A.dministrator's View of Student Publications.
PY:

1988

JN:

Communication:-.Iournalism-Education-Today-(CJET); v22 n1 p4-5 Fall 1988

AV: UMI
DE: Adininistrative-Policy; Administrative-Principles; Administrator-Attitudes; Censorship-;

Controversial-Issues-Course-Content; Journalism- Educa t ion; Leadership-; PeerRelationship; School-Administration; School-Nett spapers; Secondary-Education;
DE:
AB:

Student-School-Relationship
"Administrator-Role; "C:ommunication-Skills;*Principals-; "Student-Publications
Emphasizes that strong connnunication skills and daily communication with teachers,
staff, students, schoiil board members. and the public are necessary for principals to survive. Suggests that principals need not be publications censors since they support the

right of students to learn and to practice communication in classes, in oi-curricular
et ems, and in school publications. (MS1

AN: FJ37)958
TI:

Clenuins,-.\
-J.
When Will Principals I lat e No Need to Wcirry about Publications:

PY:

1988

\ U:

NASSP-Bulktin; v72 n511 p9-10 Not 1988
AV:

1....\11

DE:
DE:

Freedom-of-Speech. Secondar -Education; Student-Rights

'Administrator-Role; Principals-: 'School-Policy; 'Student-Publications; "StudentResponsibilit!.

Describes a midttestern high school's senous student publications program. Ot er the
past 20 years. students here hat e published major stories on incest, homosexuality, teen
pregnanc . cheattog, dis orce, fatal illness, anti other topics st ithout prepublication
scrutiny b the principal. Recinninendations arc pilivided to ensure fair cot erage, ale-

It:

% ant ccmtent, and excellent striting. (.\ 11.11)

\N: E.13-9793
AL':

I lall,-1 lomer

Ot rt iest of Scholasticlournaltstn in the losos and into the 1990s.

TI:
:

198s

Communicatiom-lournalism-Education

-(CJET1; 22 n1 p(c..) Eall 1988

\V:

UM]

DE:
DE.

Critical-Thinking: Fnglish-Instruction: I ligh-,ch, cols; Secondat-y-Education
"Journalism-Fducation,
itdcnt -Pubhcation,
DIscusscs the sun., awl future of high school Journalism. 111S)

Pcterscm, Jane. "A Stdch 01 the Coortentation ol High Sthool Principals. Journalism I cachets,
and I cccii Nettspaper 12ditors in Selected lima (..ommunitics" (paper prcsentcd .11 the t MI\ VIInon ccl thic ssociam in 1,1- I:dm-alum in Join nalism and .1 lass (:ommunication. Portland, Ore .
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AN: FJ377393
AC: Vilsack,-Christie
TI: A Five-Step Pim for 1.aying a Journalism Program Foundation and Improving Pubhc
Relations between Elementary, Junior and Senior 1Iigh Teachers.
PY:

1988

JN:

s 62 n.2- p20-22 Feb-Mar 1988

AV:
DE:

1.7111

DE:

*I: xtracurricular-Activities; Faculty-Ads isers; "Journalism-Education; School-

Administrators-; Elementary-Secondary-Education; I ligh-Schools; Program-Design;
Public-Relations; Recruitment-; Teachers-; YearbooksNew spapers

AB:

Promotes a plan for laying the foundation of a journalism program, including making
contacts with junior high advisers, sending newspaper staff to junior high and grade
school classrooms, and approaching administrators with a plan. (MS)

AN: FJ48967
AL: Dissel1iorst.-Frances-1..
TI: The Other Side of the "Fable. An Administrator's Perspective.
PY:

IN:

1987

Quill-and-Scroll; vol n3 p4-- Feb-Mar 1987

AV:

DE:

Decision-Making; Nom erhal-Conununication; Prohlem-Solsing: Secondary-Education;
Speech-Communication; Verhal4:inninunication

DE:

*Administrator-Role; *Creative-Thinking; *Critical-Thinking; *Ilumor-;

AB:

Education; *Student-Publications
Discusses the importance of thinking, conununication, and laughter to a successful and

useful student publications pnigrain. (SR"1-)
AN:

FP42.172

'1'1:

Ferentinos.-Nick
1 low One Award-Winning Nessspaper Reptirt, the Big Story Responsibly.

Pl.:
AV:
DE:
DE:
AB:

1986

Conummication:-Jinirnalism-Education-Today-((;J ET); s 20 n1 p5-8 Fall 1986
L'All
News-Writing; Secondary-Education; Student-Publications
'Ethics-, *Journalism-Educatii in; 'Nests-Reporting; *Scluml-Nestspapers
Discusses the school newspaper of Westlake 1 ligh School in Austin. Texas, ss hich regularly features "hard" nests stories and how, as a result, the students hate learned the
responsibility and honesty ins olved in ethical journalism. (SWF)
12.149110
I law thorne,-13(ibhy

TI:

A.Judge ( ;it es 'Ioda's Newspapers a Critique.

Pl.:

1986

IN:

C.S.P. \ ..1.-Bulletin; s4 n1 1ii-8 Sum 1986

\

L. MI

Di::

(:ontent -Anal sis; Fducanonal-Objectis es; Educational-Research; Facults -Ads isers;
Secondar -Edut anon; 1 eacher- \itituiles
*Journalism-12,1,ation, 'School-Newspapers, 'Student-Publications
Sse..st's host tt ell student mwspapers "infi mit and entertain" --the goal most often cited
m
t's.ls newspaper ds isers Notes that most tail to mesi this goal. (11'1 II
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113:
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AC: Alelingagiodohn

Central Newspaper to Observe Centennial.
PY:

1986

1N:

Quill-and-Scroll; v60 n4 p4-7 Apr-Alay 1986

AV:

1_711I

DE: Journalism-; Secondary-Education
DE: *Journalism-Education; *School-Newspapers; *Student-Publications; *Stu(lent-Research

Reports on the eltOrts of a school newspaper staff to prove that the newspaper at Omaha
Central High School is 100 years old and discusses the students' opinions of the paper
throughout its history. OW)
AN:

E1339918

Paschaldames-F.
The Adviser's RoleAn I listoric View.
OY:

1986

1N:

C.S.P.A..-Bulletin; v43 n4 p8-13 Spr 1986

AV:

1:111

DE:

Educational-I listory; Secondary-Education; Student-Publications
*Facult) -Advisers; *Journalism-Edueation; *Professional-Development; 'Teacher-Role

Chronicle's the editor's career as scholastic press and earbook adviser, noting that
advising is one of the nmst important, exciting, challenging, and rewarding careers one
can have, and that one can gnnc professionally in a chosen field by being an adviser.

AB:

orm,
AN:

I....13115N

"II

Colasurdo,-Anthony-P.
The Literary Magazine as Class Project. PY:
English-Journal; s 74 n2 p82-84 Feb 1985

1N:

1985

AV:

1...111

DE:
DI::

Fditing-; Journalism-Education; Secondar -Education
*Class-Activities; English-Instruction; *Periodicals-; *Student-Publications; 1Vritingfor-Publication
Deals w ith organizing, editing, and producing a literary magazine as .1 class project.
Suggests steps to be taken and pitfalls to be as oided. (Riff)

1B:

.AN:

F1325083

AU:

I laggert,-Donna

"11:

SNAP --I ligh School Newspaper Ads isor Program.
:

1985

IN:

Communwationdournalism-Education-Today-(C1 Fn. .19 n1 p2-$ Fall 1985

A1*:

1:111

DF: Journalism-; l,m out -Publications: School-Bminess-Relati(mship: Secondary-Fdocation;
Writing-Instruction
DF 'Journalism-Education: 'Newspaper,: *Student-Publications
AB: Fplains the Students Newspaper 1ils isor Program (SNAP) at the Call-Clirmuicle
ess %pallet-. in Pennsylvania that pros ides area high school staffs the opportunits itt use
the (1311-Chronicle's technical equipment and professional guidance to produce publica-

tions (DF)

\\1.1..

Fiu361.1
I lale,

Verbal and Visual

I oget her.
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PY:

1985

JN:

Conummication:-Journalism-Education-Today-(CJET1; v18 n3 p13-15 Spr 1985

AV:
DE:

U.N11

Faculty-Advisers; Journalism-Education; Secondary-Education; Writing-Instruction
*Editing-; *Guidelines-; Student-Publications; 'leacher-Student-Relationship
Advises faculty edit( irs to have a written set of guidelines for all materials submitted to a
literary magaiine ii as( iid alienating contributors. (CRI

AB:

AN: EJ325084
AU:

1 licks,-Irene
1 lerald's Program I lelps Young Journalists.

'11:
PY:

1985

Communication:-Journalism-Falucation-Today-((:IFT); v19 n1 p4-5 Fall 1985

3N:

AV: UMI
DE: Journalism-; Layout-Publications; School-Business-Relationship; Secondar -Education;
\ Vriting-Instruction
1)1:: *Journalism-Education; *Newspapers- *Studem-Publications
AB: Discusses the benefits of having high schoifl students produce an issue of their school
paper at the office of the "Pierce County (Washimzton) lie rald,- using its equipment
and follow Mg the advice of professionals. (1)1:i

AN:
AU:

El ;13619

'1'1:

Public Relations and the 1 ligh School Press.
198;
Quill-and-Scroll: s 59 it; p8-12 Feb-Mar 1985

keyser,-Christine-L.

PY:

N:

AV: COI
Administrator-Attitudes: New spapers-: Secondar -Educatiim; Student- Attitudes:
'leacher-Attitudes
DF: 'Journalism-Education; Alorale-; Publicity-; *Public-Relations; 'Student-Publications
.113:
A series of guidelines for generating positive relationships between publications staff
DF:

and the student body, faculty, administration, school board, and communit. (CR11)

AN:

FJ3.25085

T1:
PY:

Lesher,-Dean-S.
Leshcr Publications 1 ligh School Classroom.
198;

Cammumication:-Jiturnalism-Filucation-Today-(CJI:T); s 1') n1

.W:

198i

L'N11

(;raphic-Arts: Journalism--; l.aout-Publications; School-Business-Relationship;
Secondar -Faint:anon; Writing-Instruction
*Journalisin-Filucation; *New spapers-; Student-Publications
Describes a one-semester high st.hool journalism course taught in the building "I the
"Contra (..iista Tunes- in Walnut ( :reek, California. (Dh

1)1::
\13:

'1/4 N.
:

TI:
PY

1....1;13409

Pern,-Sue: Walters, in,- Bruce
I nerar nd .Iiiiirtialistu Both.
198;

Jr

( aimmunuation Journalism-Filui alum- I

.
1)1:

L1.11
1

1

I

msi I lit I14111.
I

I

Ilcr.lt

nd.ir\

I

dlit .1114)11: ,1.111(1.1111,

'imirnalism-Ftineat mom *StIldent-PUNIcatIons", * I cacher-Rectumsthihrt

p r PP";

Bibliography
A13:

Explains the problems of and the school's responsibility for putting Out a quality literary
magazine. (CR11)

AN: EJ313616
AU:
1'1:

PY:

Vahl,-Rod
Dissecting Leadership: Within the Staff.
1985

Communicatiom-Journalism-Education-Today-(CJE:1); v18 n3 pl 7 Spr 1985
Eaculty-Advisers; Journalism-Education; Opinions-; SecondaryAV: 1:.\ II DE:
Education; Teacher-Attitudes
DE: *Morale-; *School-New spapers; *Student-Attitudes; 'reacher-Student-Relationship
AB: Emphasizes people, professionalism, and pride as aspects of leadership that must emerge
from within a staff of school newspapers. (CR1D

JN:

\N:

E1325086

Valentine,-Eern
Publications Board Supervises Editorial Policy.
PY:

1085

JN:

Communication:-Journalism-Education-1oda-(01

DE:

Editing-; Journalism-; Layout-Publications; News-Writing; School-Business-

DE:
\ B:

s 10 n1 p7-8

1085

Relationship; Secondar) -Education; Student-Publications: Writing-Instruction
*Journalism-Education; *NewspapersExplains an editorial policy for a high school newspaper that requires using the editor of
the local prokssional newspaper as publieatiims chair. (DE)

AN:
AU:

Willis.-'rom

'11:

What an Ad iser Wants from the Staff.

IN:

Quill-and-Scroll; s 50 n4 p0 Apr-Ala) 1085

AV:

U.\11

E,1316575

1985

DE: Secondan -Education; Student-Publications; Student-Responsibility
DE: Guidelines-; *Journalism-Education; *Student-Behas !or; *Teacher-Response
Lists of behasioral guidelines lOr sliding staff members. (CR11)
AB:
AN.
L.:

F1)243151

Dodd.-Julie-F.

ligh School Principals' and New spaper

sicker,' Evaluations of the Important

Characteristics tOr Newspaper \dvisers.
PY:

1084

26 p.; Paper presented at the Annual Nleeting of the \ ssociation for Education in
Journalism and \ lass Cmilimunication (6-th. Gaines\ ille. El.. \ugust
PR:

Dr:
1)1:

\II-

I

FDRS Price - .\11:01/PCO2 Plus Postage.
Compara c-Anal),sis; Educational- Research; Media-Research: School-New spa pers;
Secondary-Education; .reacher-Role
*Eacult)- (Risers; *Journalism-I:dm:anon, 'Occupational-Suncys. *Principals-, Roleeac her-Characteristics
I terce pin
sehoul newspaper advisers responded to a
\lure than 200 high school principals and I

minty that csammed the similarities and ddlei slices m the tvo gioups ei aluations
the Impiirtant charactcristics for newspaper ads isers I he respundenus supplied informa-

tion Li incerning tils it- schools and nepaller.. their toctro.ilisiii training, and conflicts
that had slit-In-red lictukt ii ati1isers and principals during the past se.ir. In additiun. thc
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ranked personality characteristics and interpersonal communication skills on a specially
prepared scale. Results indicated that (I) neither the adviser's nor principal's background
in journalism affected his or her perception of the importance of advisers being certified

in journalism: (2) advisers with journalism training were more likely to have conflicts
with their publication staff members than those with no such training: (3) the more college journalism training an adviser had, the greater likelihood that he or she would has e
conflicts with the school administration; (4) in ranking training characteristic:, for advisers, principals ranked teaching certification and college grades as much more important
than did the advisers, who gave higher rankings to skills they would ac-ually use in advising a newspaper staff, and (6) in ranking personality traits, principals selected -supports
school philosophy" and -understands community mores- as most important, while advisers chose "assertiveness" as most important. (F1.)
.AN:

L.1308178

l.ambert-Bryce
Advising at Private School Differs from Public.

11:

1984

PY:

Gmununication:-Journalism-Education-Today-((JEF); s 18 n2 p15-16 \lin 1984
AV:
1)1::

News-Writing; Private-Schools: Productiim-Techniques; Secondary-Education

1)1.:

*Faculty-Ad% kers: *Journalism-Education; Program-Descriptions: *SchoolNew Tapers: *Student -Publicati, ins

Describes the advantages of working with students in a boarding school on newspaper
priiduction in staff selection, preliminary dununy layout, distribution, and staff training.
(CR11)

AN:

Ef291492
Shenkmam-l.yon

Publications AdvisersWhat 1re .1.heir Gimp:lc:neje,. Skills?
PN.1

1984

NASSP-Bulletin; s (i8 n468 p-5-78 Jan 1984

AV:

DE:
A13:

L.\ ll
Censorship-. Freedom-of-Speech, Legal-Responsibility; Secondary-Fducation
*Facult.- Advisers: *ltnirnalism-Fducation: *Student-Publications; *Student-Ri,:hts
Advisers to student-nm publications should be prolcssumals st oh knowledge of journalistic ethics. The author outlines responsibilities and concerns. pointing out that administrators need to treat journalism as a legitimate academic subject. (.7111)1

\ N:

F.13998.40

At_

Walling.-Domo an-R.
It's 'rime to Consider .1 School Alagasine.

:

T1:

l'Y:

1984

Clearing-I louse: SS is pl 1(i-1-

J N.

kV.
)1'.

1. 111

Intormation-Disseininanom Secondan 4' ducal, )11

1)1::

*Iournalism-bducation. *Periodicals-. *Public-Relations. *School-Communii

\13:

Relationship: Schiiob New simpers; *Sch. 01- Publications
Stresses the role school magarmes jil.m 111 pf tts dome tIi

information ahmt the sc

\

F..12-9 +9:

1Th

tl It 11)1

l)aggt.tt,-Sond
Building Stall l mists. Voralc Takes Tim&
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Bibliograpky
PY:

1983

JN:
AV:

Quill-and-Scroll: k 57 n4 p4-6 Apr-May 1983

DE:
DE:

Organizational-Climate: Secondary-Education

Reprint: 1-..\11

*(;ontlict-Resolution; 'Group-Unity: 'journalism-Education: Morale-; "St udentPublications: '12eamssorkSuggests that building unity and pride through activities, social es ents. and professionalism %% ill present destructise conflicts among the staff members of student publications.

AB:

01-)

AN: ED230964
AU:

Sparks,-Mary-Kahl

TI:

The (;rilding Systems of Award-Winning I ligh Schtol Journalism Teachers in
Production-C)riented Classes.

PY:

198$

NT: 28 p.: Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Association for Education in
Journalism and Mass Communication (66th. Corvalhs. OR, August 6-9. 1983).
EDRS Price - NIFOUPCO2 Plus Postage.
DE: Educional-Research: School-Surveys; Secondary-Education: Teacher-Role
DE: Faculty-Advisers. "Grading-: "Journalism-rducation:
iol-Nes% spapers; 'StudentEvaluation: "Vritint.,-Evaluatitin
AB: Tiienty-ses en school jtairnalism teachers ssho have been honored as "outstanding- b1
the Nessspaper Fund in the last 3 years responded to a survet about hos% they grade students in production oriented classes. The teachers reported using a sariety of grading
systems, including subjective decision making, a combination grading system, self- aluat ion. peer evaluation, and point systems. Most agreed that ineeting deadlines was an
important area in determining grat:es. 1 loss ever, there is as less agreement on the importance of spelling, grammar, and the use of string books. Among the incentives besides
grades cited by teachers for attracting and retaining good students %%ere the reputation of
the school publications. Os mg lit -lines, has ing an occasional staff !yarn, attending journalism conferences. and allossing student editors to be in charge. ( ppenthses contain
copies of student es ablation sheets used lit %anon, teachers.) (IAA
PR:

Viirnberg. James A.; Zukmiskt. James .: Gipson, Vance \ V.: Southern, J. Stephen. "A Model
for Organinng Your School's \cm itv
Thdhlin 6-.465 (October 19831:8690.

Mick, Thomas Fdssard. Jr. "1 ligh School Ness spapers Factors Significant in Achie% mg I ligh

Ratings.- Paper presented at the Annual Alecting of the \ssociation for 1- dmation

it

Journalism. Athens. Ohio, August 1982.

\N. 1-1,12-108
Al.: I lall.nan,-Dorotht
TI: I be Principle behind the Principal
:

JN:

19S2

Commumt-mmun:-Journalism-1 ducation- 1 od,n

16 n2 pl S-19 1k iii 1982

Reprint: 1....\11

DI.: Secondark -rduk anon. Student- Puldit mums
"Facidtt- \this,.
°Jotirnalism-Filucation: *Principals-. 1 cachet AdministratorRelat ionship

\II:

Destrilics ili knid ii prumpal supporme ol puldu anons ads isirs lull t.( noncnds
strategks for ktt pliq; bun ou Kt. W.)

=---..
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.AN:

11261488

AC:

Tl:

Ia kowski,-Laurence-1.
GLIPA Surveys School Newspapers.

PY:

1982

IN: communication:-Jounialism-Education:Foday-tC:11:1); s 1$ n4 p24-26 Sum 1982
Reprint: CA11
DE: Production-Techniques; Secondary-Education
DE: `Iinirnalism-Fducation; *School-Nev. spapers; *Schmil-Surveys; *Student-Publicatii ins
AB: Presents data gathered in a survey of 56 mitts% estern schools concerning various aspects
of school newspaper production. (AEA)
. \ V:

AN: 11259329

'II

Rasmussen,-Patricia-A.
"len Tips for Building a Better Journalism Program.

PY:

1982

Quill-and-Scroll; v56 n3 p19-20 Feb-Mar 1982
AV: Reprint: L'All
1)1: Secondary-rducation
DE: -Adininistrator-Role: "Faculty-Ads isers; 'Journalism-Education; 'Program-Design;
*Schotil-Newspapers
Offers helpful tips for school nes% spaper ads isers to pass to administrators in order to
AB:

IN:

build a better scholastic journalism program and to mine the administration tosard
detente with the student press. 0101)1

AN: 11257643
Rataic/ak,-.11-omas-1.
Yearbooks Become a 1 listor Reference.

'II
PY:

1982

IN:

Communication:-Journalism-rducation-Toda-a:J1 1.); s 1 i n3 p20-21 Spr 1982

AV:

Reprint: 1....\11

1)1:
DE:

Secondary-Education
'Journalism-Education: "School-Publications; 'Social-I istory: 'YearbooksAdvocates creating a reference room stoLked %sub earboiiks. school nos spapers. scrapbooks. pictures. priigrams, athletic recc rds. and films in order to presen y a school's Ills-

All:

tor-y. (HA

Viess s of the I ligh Sch il Ness spaper: A Gimparative Stud of the
Benedict, Vary. -1
Perceptions of thy Role of the lligh Schinil Ness spaper in Nine States.- Paper presented to the

Secondar Filtication Di. ision of the Association for Educatiim in Journalism Annual
Aogust I"s I
C005enth'n. F'" Lansing, \
AN:
I

I:
:

IN:

11254914
(:!aussen.-Danc-S.
4(1 .1.ips for I ligh School Filitors.
1981

Scholastic-Fditor, s 61 n1 p28-10 Sep 1981

Reprint: L. \II
Joh-PertOrmance;Iournalisin-Filucation; Secondar -Filucation
1)1 *lob-Skills; *Student-Publications; 'Writing-Skills
Pros ides guidelines for high school editors to help impro, e then paper's operation.
\ 11:
image. and content. including des ising a st1 Ic inanual and um ering school board, faculty,
parent. and administration aelts ales. ill I I h
AV:

390
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Biblingiwpkv
AN:
AU:

EJ264195
1 lale,-Ann

'II:

The Care and Feeding of Your Principal.

PY:

1981

JN:
AV:

C.S.P.A.A.-Bulletin: v39 n p4-() Win 1981-82
Reprint: 1.\,11

DE:

Attitude-Change: C.,antre Strategies: Journalkm-Education; Secondary-Education;

DI::
AB:

Student-Puhlicatums
*Administrator-Attitudes: *Facultt -Advisers; 'leacher-Administrator-Relationship
Pr °poses ttays 1) which publications advisers can win over school administrators: keeping administrators informed, gix ing them good news alum the publication staff. and letting them knou that they arc appreciated. (RI.)

TI:

Knight,-Robert-P.
Scholastic Journalism Comes of Age.

PY:

1981

School- Pr..:ss-Rec iew: .5- n4 p8-12 Niu 1981
1)E: Iligh-Schools: Journalism-. School-Publications
DE: *I
*.lournalism-Fducation
All- A review of the Advance, that ime been made in scholastic itrarnalisin over
the past 25
years. (RI.)
1N: FI)23*Q01
V.
Winitch.-Vera

TI:
CS:

The Study of Neu spaper J ournalisin in the 1 ligh Schimk. Centermg On.
Neu York C.:1w Teacher (..enters Consortium. NY.

Pl.:

1981

AV:

Neu \ ork Cit. Teacher Centers (:onsortium. 2(,)) Park Ave. South Neu York, NY

PR:
1)1::
1)1::

10011)(S1."5).
49 p.
I: DRS Price \ 1 I:0
;(12 Plus Pi istal,e.
Lal. out-Publicattons; News-Reporting: See, indar!. -1:ducation: Student-Participation

Class-Actisities: -1:nglish-Instruction: 'Journalism-Education: *Neu.- Writing:
School-New spapers: *Student- Publications
Intended as au inttliduction to the studs if journalism in An 1:nglish class, this
ciii ided into
ci sections. the first ot tt hich licenses on the purpiise and iniportance of
not spapers in a free thinking democratic society. In addition to considering the purpose
of newspapers. the first section discusses respimsilulities of jounialists. a code of ururnalism standards, appri caches to uriting news, slanted reporting. obi,....ctive reporting, ele-

ments of news stories, the "5 V and "hots- in news sic cries, nests leads, neus ston
structlire, feattire stories, techniques of inteniew ing, a checklist for new stc nes. and a
checklist for feature stories. 'I be second seen( in presents guidehnes for eimmumity-

tOcused student journalism prolects. It is arranged into suggestions I, cr 'dieting .1 topic,
org.101/Ing a fc clder. using resources. Londucting speofic lesscins. forming prineCt groups,
%%Hong summar reports, doing la% Outs. discussing problems, and getting a stor!. rhe
booklet concludes midi a checklist for student reporters. a discussion oi problem. and
pittalk. Ideas for c\tra credit, field trips and trip actnims: and a bibliography. (1101))
eshgc. Thonms. \ Research genda fcir Journalism in the Secondar
hools.- Paper presented to the SeconilAr. hilluatuin Dnision cif the .\ssociaticiii
1:thicatmn inlccuriulisro and

Lommunie.m,In \nnual ( ccitt noon, Boston. \

Ingslitari, Louis

kugust

I ciok al C aptime Voices.- VISSPB/dh

3Q3,98

1981).
cia
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Johns, Richard P. "Prescription l'or Administrators, Advisers: Accountability of Scholastic
Journalism," National Association of Secondaiy School Principals Bulletin. 59 (February 1975).
Sellmeyer, Ralph L., and Billy I. Ross, "Realities of Scholastic Journalism," A1.1SSP Bulletin,
(Febniary 1975).

51)

Nelson, Jack, ed. Commission of Inquiry into I Iigh School Journalism. Captive I 'oices. New
York: Schocken Books, 1974.
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CurriculumComputers and Computing
AN: F1426884
AL: (
11

I F perai d

ilhei Computer Tool.
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Bibliography
PY:
J

1991

AN:

E.1386983

AL:

Rttdeuald,-Pam
Computer IntOrmatitin Retrieval fin...Journalists.

Communication:-Journalistn-Education-Today-tC.:JEF); 24 n4 p14-17 Sum 1991
DE: Secondary-Educatitm
DE: *Class-Activities: *Computer-Assisted-Instruction; *Courseware-; Iypermedia-:
*Journalism-Education; *Student-Publications
AB:
Describes "I Typercard," a computer application package usable in all three modes of
instructional computing: tutor, tool, and tutee. Suggests using I lypercard in scholastic
journalism programs to teach such topics as news, headlines, design, photography, and
advertising. Argues that the ability to access, organize, manipulate. and comprehend
information may he I lypereard's most important function. (S( )

In.:

1989

JN:

Quill-and-Scroll; vói1 n3 p8-9 Feb-Mar 1989

AV:
)1::

(..A1I

AU:

Oates,-Rita-1 laugh
"Solosare Tools- to Improve Student Writing.

PY:

1987

Computers-; Closts-; I ligh-Sehools; Journalism-Education
DE: *Databases-: lntOrmation-Retrieval: Infonnation-Sers ices; *Online-Searching
AB:
Discusses the use of computer information retries al (on-line electronic search methods).
Esamines ads antages and disadsantages of on-line searching versus manual searching.
Ofters questions to help in the decision to purchase and use on-line searching ssith students. (MS)

IN:

Quill-and-Scroll. st.i I n$ p14-16 Fels-Mar 198DE: Computer-Software-Reiest.s; Computer-Uses-in-EducatoM; Ciranunar-:
Punctuation--;
Readabilit -Formulas; Spelling-

*Authoring-Aids-Programing: Computer-Softs, are: *Journalism-rducation;
AB:

"Writing-Instructitm
Reviews several soltuare packages that analyze text readabilit, check ft ir spelling and
st. le poihlems, liffer desktty publishing capabilities. teach inter\ iessing skills, and teach
grammar using a computer game. (SRT)

Oates,-Rita-I laugh
TI: (:omputer-Mediated Communicatum for I high School Classroom.
Pl.: 1987
JN: Quill-and-Scroll: 'ail n2 p8-10 Dec-Jan 19S7
DF: EtlUcs-; InlOrmation-Nemorks: Secondan-Fducation

*Computers-. 'Flectronic-Mail; *Interpersonal-Communication; *Journalism\13:

Fducation; 'Felt:communicationsFocuses on computer-mediated communicanon and its integration into the high school
journalism classrtunn. (SRT

IU
TI:

Oates.-Rtta -I laugh

( ioing beond Vord Processing. \ Surt.e o) Computer-Based .\pproachcs tor Writing
Instruction.
198"

PC;
1)1'.

21

Computer-.imi arc- Res less s. I lementar -Secondary- Fdueation, Press ruing-. Rex isionwiaten.(
vvtiting_Rcsearch. romokilis
locirs
3 93
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DE: *Computer-Assisted-Instruction; 'Computer-Uses-in-Education; *InstructionalImprovement; *Word-Processing; 'Writing-lnstruction
Noting that (1) current research suggests that technology may contribute to improved
instruction in writing but it does not do so automatically. and (2) while teachers may
successfully employ computers with their writing students, their choices of methods
remain critical, this paper surveys computer approaches and appropriate software for
effective writing instruction. hese include: prewriting software, composing tools, editing and revising approaches. and instructional software for writing skills. In addition, the
paper briefly reviews new areas related to computer technologydesktop publishing,
telecommunications, and electronic bulletin boards. The methods presented represent a
composite of approaches developed by national leaders in computer writing instruction
from the National Council of Teachers of English and the Association for Education in
Journalism and Mass Communication. (Author/SK( )
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.AN:

1:133298l
Bear.-James-A.

TI:

(lomputers: Small Schiml. Small Budget, Small Yearbtiok and Paste-Up.
I986
Quill-and-Scroll; x60 n2 p4-7 Dec-Jan 1'486

3N:

AV: UMI
Secondary-Education; Yearboi iks-

DE: 'Computer-Assisted-Instruction; "Computers-; 'Journalism-Education; ProductionAll:

Techniques; Sclumil-Publications
Describes a high school yearbook paste-up project that used phototypesetting by means
of a computer connected ni a typesetting firm. (EL)

AN:

1:1+31853

Riedl,-Richard
CompuServe in the Classroom.

":

=MP

NNO

ComputMg- leacher; x13 nO p02-04 Mar 1q80

JN:
DE:

Costs-; Information-Sources; Information-Utiluation; Learning- \ctivities; Online-

\

Systems; Periodicals-; Program-Descriptions; Secondary-Education DE:
*Information-Retrieval; `Journalism-; *Student-Projects
Describes a student maga/ine publishing project in xxhich the participating junior high

school students accessed the information utility. ( ompuSene. to gather current and

accurate background information for their magazine articles. Student use of
CompuSene is described. and the value and costs of using CompuSerse arc discussed.
tAIBIZ)

AN:

1:134610-

TI:

Schleifer.-Neal
\laking the I .cap ccc Desktim Publishing.

PN :

1QS6

JN:

Classroom4 aimputer-l.carning; .7 n p 39-41 Nis -Dec 198(c

:

AV:

1_ ..\111

1)1' licrocomputers ; Nexxspapers-; School-Publications; Secondary-l:ducathm; TeachingDE.

\lf

Alethiids

\ssisced_ i,,tructicm, 'Computer-I. ses-m-Fdtication; "Journaltsm-

liducatiom *School-Ncu Tapers; 'Student-Publications
Describes one teacher's approach to desktop publishing. Isplains hoe% the. \ laiintosh
and LaserWriter sk cry used in the puldication id" scht:til next spaper. (Midelmes arc
offered to leathers lor the establishment 4.1 deskt cc ImIdishmg
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PY:

1985

IN:

Quill-aml-Scroll; v59 n4p7-8 Apr-May l985

AV:
DE:

LA11

DE:
A13:

Faculty-Advisers; ournalism-Education; Opinions': Secondary-Education; Writing-forPublication
*Computer-Assisted-Instruction; *Editing-; *Microcomputers.: *Student-Publications;
*Word-Processing
Outlipes the advantages of computerization for both indisidual %%riters on staff and for
the journalism teacher and adviser. (CR11)

T1:
PY:
PG:
DE:

DE:
A13:

Oates,-Rita-I laugh
Computer Sofm are for Scholastic Journalism.
1985

20

Computer-Graphics; Evaluation-Criteria; Grammar-; Layout-Publications; SecondaryEducation; Vriting-Skills
*Computer-Assisted-Instruction; *Courseware-; Educational-Games;
Education; *News-Writing; 'leaching-Methods
Four cotnmercially available instructional soltu are programs for high whim] journalism
snidents are examined in this paper, which also contains suggestions tin their usc. The
four programs reviewed in the paper provide (1) practice in finding the best interviev,
sources in a newsgathering simulation (Super Scoop); (2) review and reinforcement of
grammar skills in a runts-editorial game setting (The ( ;ratmnar Examiner); (3) use of a
utility programa toolto create ciimputer graphics and actual layouts of 8 1/2 x 11- or
8 1/2 x 14-inch pages (Thc Newsroom); and (4) reviext of general knm%ledge in areas
such as American history, glis ernment, and literature in a game format (1<nou ledge
Master series). (1101))
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Students Typeset Opy at Nosspaper Plant.
PY:

JN:
AV:
D
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Communication:-Journalism-Education-Today-(( ::IFT); v19 n1 p9 Fall 198i

Computer-Literacy; Editing-; Learning-Processes; News-Writing: Program4:on tent;
School-Business-Relationship; Secondary-Education; Student-Publications; WritingInstruction
*Journalism-Education; Neu spapers-; " PrintingOutlines a program tlut alhms high school students to produce their school notspoper
in the offices of the "Ilellevuejonrnal American.- (DE)

AN:
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Of Alice and Minicomputers: Computer . \ lternatis es for Student Publications.
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Considers the advantages and disadvantages of various microcomputer hardware and
software alternatives for the campus newspaper staff. Looks at hardware factors such as

AB:

cost, speed, expandability, and software availability. Assesses choices in word processing
and business applications software. (AY( )
AN:
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Yearbook by Computer: Sun iving the Battle of the Byte.
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AV:

DE:

Electronic-Equipment; Secondary-Education; Student-Experience
lournalism-Educatii in; 'Alicrocomputers-; *School-Publications; 'Telecommunications-

AB:

; *YearbooksDescribes how a small town high school yearbook al ql newspaper staff successfully made

the transition to computerized production using the Typestar 2000 system. developed by
Inter-Collegiate Press and Data Basic of Alt. Pleasant. All. (AFA)
1:129M02
Vilson.-1 ack

Not All Bliss in Computer Newspapers.
1984

Communication :-Iournalism-Education -Today-((
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ET); s I

n3 p8-10 Spr 1984

Computers-; Electronic-Equipment; Newspapers-; School-Business-Relationship;
DE:
AB:

School-Community-Relationship; Secondary-Education
*Journalism-Education; "Alicrocomputers-; *School-Newspapers; *TelecommunicationsRecounts the unsuccessful attempts of a high school newspaper staff to transmit news
stones over a telephone nuidem to a professional typesetter and the subsequent cooperation of a 1> ical newspaper with the high school staff. (AEA)
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Communication:-Iournalism-Education-Toda
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Secondary-Fducation
Computers-; *Journalistn-Education; Production-Techniques; Student-Puldic ations
AB: Rex iews the mam uses for computers in journalism education. al .1

IN:
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Content of Student Publications
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Ricchiardi.-Sherrt
Student Press Responds viith Barrage cif Stnries Ranging from "Icarierkers to Fditurials
about the C ulf
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AB:

Describes how the student press across the United States r:sponded to the Gulf 1Var
with a barrage of stories ranging from tearjerkers about alumM w ho died to editorials
condemning anti-Arab sentiment. (SR)
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Benedict,-Mary
Rating Your Story's EQ: Ethics Quotient.

PY:
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1990

Quill-and-Scroll: v64 n3 p4-5 Feb-Alar 1990

AV:

UN1I

DE:
DE:

*Ethies-: *Journalism-Education: 'News-Reporting; 'News-Writing; 'School-

AB:

Secimdary-Education
Newspapers
Offers six quesnons intended as an ethics guide to help school newspaper writers review
their motivation for writing the story and the methods used in gathering and packaging
the information. (SR)

AN:
AU:
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FJ-106-6-1

PY:
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Frischmann.-Bob
So:dents Can Serve Readers Just as Professionals Do.

Communication:-Journalism-Education-Today -(( :IFF): v23 n2 p15 Win 1989
DE: Journalism-Education; Nel.s-Writing: Secondary-Education
DE: 'News-Reporting: 'Student-Publications
Discusses how service journalism has limitless possdulities in the scholastic press in
AB:
terms of topics and angles for news stories. (MM)
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II:

Knight,-Robert-P.
Building a Reputation for Sen ice Journalism.

PY:

1989

JN:

Communication:-Journalism-Fducation-Today-(C:IFTI: .23 n2 p13
NS()
Journalism-Education; News-Writing; Secondary-Fducation
*Administrator-Guides; "NeyYs-Reporting:"Student-Publkations
Priivides suggestions for building a reputation for sen ice journalism, including (11 how
to get started; (2) how to Iuoll sen ice ji urnal ism once it is started; and I how.to maintain sen ice journalism.

AB:

AN: ED31-441
1U:

CS:
Pl.:

7.1)mbory.-( :hris

Gwering the Cdobal Village: 1 I landlu mk for the Student Press.
Youth Communication. Washington. DC.
lo).jo

NT: 62 p.
PR:

DF:

FDRS Price 111201/PC0 I Plus Postage.
Flementary -Seumdary -1:ducatton. Guides-: International-Organuations, News-Media:

Social-Studies: Student -Participation: Student Protects: lVorld-Affairs; lVorldProblems
'Developing-Nations.
Approach; 'News-Reporting: 'News-Writing. 'StudentPublications
( ;eared to student Journalists and their advisers, this handbook demonstrates how differ.
ent Journalism te.bniques van be list l to toser des eloping nations issues lovailt . News
briefs are timely, short stUrles that gne an menu.... or summary of a nests torus. A news

JOURNAISTI KIDS DO BETTER
event is similar to a nesss brief in that the event being covered must be current and the
coverage should be thorough in as short a story as possible. A profile is a chiscription of a
program, group, or business. This type of story does not need to he timely. A personality
portrait uses a person as a window on societies and living conditions. An in-depth story
is one that requires a news hook and coverage of all sides of an issue. The explanations of
how to write these types of stories are accompanied by sample stories, that illustrate the
important points. Instructions are gis en for setting up an issues forum and for interviewing. A resource list is included of 81 international organiyations that may be contacted
for information on such topics as children in difficult circumstances, child survival and
world health, the environment, population foreign aid and trade, hunger and povert,
omen in development, community-based resources and speakers, and development in
general. The handbook also contains a glossary and additional model stories that fit into
the news brief category. (113)
AN:

El 383710
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TI:

Craghead.-Kathy
landling Sensitis c Issues in the Yearlsiok.

PY:

1988

Commtmication:-Iournalism-Education-Ti iday-(( J ET); v22 n2 p21,24 11'in 1988
NT: Themed Issue: Sensitive Issues.
1)1:: Iournalism-Education; Secondary-Education; Student-Publications
1)1.1:

*Death-, *Yearhi mks-

AI3:

Discusses inns sensitive issues should be approached in a school yearbook. ft reusing on
suggestions for ern ering the death of a student or faculty member. (M.11)
FI 383705

AL: Bo le,-Diane
TI:

Preparing a Sensitive Issue Front Beginning to Fnd.

PY:

1988

IN:

Communication:-Iournalism-Education-Today-(CJEr); s 22 n2 p9-10 Win 1988
NT: Themed Issue: Sensitive Issues.
Scluml-Newspapers; Secondar -Fducation; Teacher- 1. dministrator-Relationship

DF: *Iournalism-Fducation; *Nesss-Writing; 'Student-Publications: *Teacher113:

Respinsibility; 'Teacher-Role
Presents guidelines for student reporters %%hen ss riting about sensitive issues. Notes that
journalism teachers are respimsible fin- teaching the importance of accurac, and frit.
ensuring that students handle sensitive issues maturely and professionally. Stresses the
need to establish a good relationship with the school principal. (1111)

1N:

1:138; 707

TI:

lathassay.-Susan
A Sensios c (:.1se 8ttik : Semor Superla Os es.

PY:

1988

IN:

Communitation:-Iournalism-Fdtication-Todal.
FT), s 22 n2 pl.+ lVin 1988
NT: Themed Issue: Sensitise Issue`,
DI': Journalism-Education. Sch. iol-Ness spapers; Secondar -Fducation
1)1.: 'Student-Interests; Stmlent-Publicam ins
Suggests %say.. to deal with -senif ir superlatis es- in nessspaper supplements des cited to
high schord graduating (lasses Rept Iris that superlaos es sh.,11111 1/e positive (as in -.Most

likch to Succeed-) aml that results should be published iinl ss ith the uritten consent ii
e.ILls %l inner

Pros hies .1 Qmple release form for -seni,,r superlatis
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Perkins,-Candy
Annual Event, I himeconUng, Turns Controversial.
1988

IN: Communication:-Journalism-Education-Today4C:1 FA); v22 n2 p11-12 Win 1988
NT: emed Issue: Sensitive Issues.
DE:

Dress-Codes; Journalism-Education; News-Reporting; School-Activities; SecondaryEducation

DE: *School-New spapers; *Student-Publications; *Student-Reaction; *Student-SchoolRelationship
AB:

Describes a high school's controversial homecoming celebration, and reports how the
--chool newspaper covered the controversy. (A1A1)

AN:

1:J383708

AC: Taylor,-George
"II Community Coverage Deserves Accuracy, Fairness, Foresight, Thoroughness,
Persistence.
PY:

1988

JN:

Communication:Journalism-Education-Today-(CJEn; v22 n2 p14-17 Win

1988

Themed Issue: Sensitive Issues.

DE: Journalism-Education; Secondar -Education: Student-Publications
DE:
AB:

AN:

*Local-Issues; News-Reporting; *School-Community-Relationship; *SchoolNewspapers
Asserts that coverage of community issues is essential to a student publication. Discusses
the impor-tance of accuracy, fairness, foresight. thoroughness, and persistence %%hen
reporting on community issues. Describes and reports on community response to SO eral
controsersial sniries in a high school newspaper. (MAI)
113(8673
Teens and Media.
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IN:

Communication:Journalism- Education-Today; s 21 11+ 1)2-14 Spr 1988

NV:

CMI

DI: Media-Selection; Newspapers-; Nest s-Reporting; Nonprint-Media; SecondaryD
AB:

Education; Student-Puhlications; Telecommunications'Alass-Aledia; *Net% s-Aledia
'Teenage omsumers question the prifiritics of the media. "l'hey: (1) regard the media as
another institution against young peopk; (2) ,noid it because they find it depressing. (3)
challenge time allocated for sports and Weather(4) question emphasis on s mlence. and
lack of concern for details and fairness; and (C) adsocate a ret ersal in the role of the
(I K)
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F.1368604

'11:

Johnston,-.\largaret
Student .1ctivitiesCoserage lrt College Nestspaper
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Commumcation:-.10mnalism-Fducaticin-'1 o(lay; s21 n= p6-7 Win 198-

1987

.\\': LA11
Dr: (.onn.nt-.1rea-Writing; rditing-; Issposuort -Writ*: Nest s-Reporting; Nests-Writing:
1)1::
\.1):

Secondary-F(1m mom Writing-tOr-Publication
*School-Nett spapers: "Student-Publications
Otters esamples (It hots the Red and Black. nt i itch1 it ()dent student nest spapet at the

l'ms ersit
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Front Page Push Promotes Participation.
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DE:

Extracurricular-Activities: Secondary-Education: Student-Participation

DI: *Ness s-Reporting: *Publicity-: *School-Newspapers: "Student-Publications
AB:

Presents an effectis c Vay of helping to publicin a big school activity and increase student interest and participation. OK)
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DE: *Assignments-: *Snulent-Publications: '1"hematic-Approach: *Writing-for-Publication
Recommends as oiding cliches, (is erl long statements, and label themes fin- a literary
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magaiine and coming up ssith tailoc-inade themes through staff brainstorming. (CR11)
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*Journalism-Education. *School-Neskspapers: *Student-Leadership
Expl,Uns hots high school journalists can set-sc is pcnt erful leaders %whin the school In

recogni/ing at least four journalistic functions of a nest spaper: is6 inning. explaining,
analy.ing, and persuading. (DI:i

Sokoloff, i larrk. "Integrating Uhniking Skills into Contcnt
Nit embcr .981i:25. 44.
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Credibilits Facultt \ ds :sets: I I igher-Fduc.mon: Journalisin-Fducation; Sccondarx Education
cacher-Role, *Writing-Composition
*Plagiansm-; *Student -Publk-ations,
Suggests that pro i.ilt.iiis C Measures. Mk h a:. pn per instruction in basic journalism classes, .ire Mt alst i entnigh to present plagiarism. Urges publications that has e (Ikon ered
theis have prmted a plagiarued piexe to admit their emir franklx tti their readers. ( VINI)
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Alcoholism-: 1 ligh-School-Students: I lonmsexuality-; Secondary-Education; SrodentExperience; SuicideDE.: *Journalism-Education; "School-New-spapers: 'Social-Problems; 'Student-Development
AB: Offers examples of controversial topics that had been covered successfully hy a high
scluiol newspaper staff. (AEA)
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Examines the accounts of President John Kennedt's assassination in several high school
next spapers. Notes the transition of 111051 SC11001 papers from superficial school-related
reporting to in-depth journalism. 011111
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Stereotypes
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help high sch.Col reporters and editors deeldc k hen anonymitv for a news source is
appropriate. ( \ IS)
\ N:

El ,5s;-(19

\

Irhv.-Janet
Intermit!, mal Reporting Requires Care, Fort itudc
19ss
Communication:-Journalism-bducation- 1.4 mi.11
I honed Issue.
ksties.

Pl
NI

rI

1:

22 n2 p s-2()

19Ss

Dr. C:ultural-Inicrrclatwilship.: Culture-Contact. Do cloping-Nanons: bon ign-Countrics:
Journalism-Education; School- Nev% Tapers: Sccondarv -Education; Student-Publications
DE.
\ II:

4( ultural-Contevt.Novs ReNflItiLt
tp,e, pnildems faced vv hen inlet-Alex% liii peopk. from ditlerent culture,. Describes

se. eral situation, encountered vv hen student iournalists trav eled to the Donumean
Republic Present, sec en gindelincs l,i international c porim dev eloped (nun 'ht.
author's evil, ric Hi es Iii do eloping nations. (\I
\L
I

I

1); --44s
1-,1s. \lark!
I. se Nctuoit,ne

lniplosy (

lilies
1(''
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PY:

1988

JN:

Quill-and-Scroll; v63 n1 p7-10 Oct-Nov 1988

AV: UMI
DE: Secondary-Educatitm
DE: *Journahsm-Hucation; *News-Reporting; *Schtiol-Newspapers; *Student-Publications
Describes eight "networkMg'' strategies to uncover leads for high school reporters: (1)
A13:
follow the local media; (2) use magazine approaches; (3) borrow ideas from exchange
papers; (4) brainstorm together; (5) try a tirst-hand account; (6) investigate yourself; (7)
tackle tough issues; and (8) provide our staff uith inside information. (SR)

AN: EJ383703
AL": Wilson,/ ack
School Survey l.ists Sensitive Issues to Pursue.

T1:
PY:

1988

IN: Communication:-Journalism-Education-Today-(CJET); v22 n2 p2-5 Win 1988
NT: Theined Issue: Sensitive Issues.
DE: Adolescents-; I ligh-School-Students; Journahsm-Education; News-Reporting; SchoolNewspapers; Secondary-Education; Student-Publicatitms; Student-Research

Dr: *School-Surver,; *Student-Interests
Reports on a high school survey, conducted by the school's newspaper staff, concerning
issues of iinportance in students' lives. Notes that drug/alcohol abuse was the most frequently cited issue; other issues included AIDS. teen sex. college, and peer pressure.
Provides a table of survey results. (AIM)

AB:

AN: EJ)68603
Walker,-1111da

irly; News Stories Come from

lam Sources.

TI:

Inf .ormaton :or

PY:

1987

JN:

Communication:-Journalism-Educatimm-Today; 1.21 n2 p3-5 IVin 1987 AV:

L'A.11

DE: Content-Area-Writing; Editing-; Expositor!. -Writing: Information-Sources;
Journalism-Education; Neus-Reporting; NeNs-Writing; Secondary-Education;
Writing-for-Publicatimm
DE: *School-Neuspapers; Smdent-Publications; *YearbooksAB:

Presents ways of finding news sources for newspaper and yearbook reporters. Suggests
how to uork the "Beat System.- (I K)

AN:

F..1368602

TI:

Walker,-I Idda
Open Communication Improves Acusities Cos erage.

PY:

1987

1...\11
Communication:-Journalism-Education-Today; v21 n2 p2 lVin 1987 AV:
DE: Cooperation-, reedback-; Neu s-Reporting; School-Ness spapers; Secondar -Education
*Group-D namics; Interpersonal-Communication; *Organizational-Communication;
*Student-Publications

JN:

13:

Discusses the importame of open communication bemeen the publication staffs and
those imoked :n organiting school eents. OKI
FJ309782

\

Arnold.-(worgeA Realist], 1ppillat h I it. Synnsv. rimers

I:
:

59 n2 p4-- Dec-Jan Icr8;

JN:
UM1

41
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Bibliography
DE: _Journalism--; News. Media; News-Writing; Secondary-Education
DE: *Athletics-; *Journalism-Education; *News-Reporting; *Student-Publications
AI3:
Identifies the ads antages students have over community media persons in covering high

school athletics and encourages writers to work with rather than compete with local
media. (CR11)

AN:

KI269718
Reque,-Iohn
Use a Ee.Nlback Form!

PY:

1982

IN:

Qui ll-and-Scrolh vC- n1 0-11 Oct-Nov 1982

AV:

Reprint: I.:.\11
DE: Secondary-Education: Student-Publications
DE: 'lnformation-Sources; *Journalism-Educationt Nesss- Reporting; 'School-Newspapers
AR:

Recommends using a feedback form to help student reporters mike probkms relating to
the accuracy of direct or indirect quotation of sources. (II.)

AN:

1:12-6127

TI:

Sullnan,-Dolores-P.
I lost to Des clop Better Student Opinion Polls.

PY:

1982

IN:

C.S.P.A.A.-Bulletin: v40 n3 p--11 \

AV:

Reprint: nil

1982-8;

DE: School-Nev, Tapers: Secondary-Fducation
DE: 'Attitude-Measures; 'Journalism-Education: Opinittns-; Student-. \ tt nudes; *StudentPublications

Gives a brief history of the polling phenomenon and step-b -step instructions for conducting a reliable poll for a high school neuspaper. (I rill)

CurriculumGeneral
Ft edage. Thomas. "Strengthening Scholastic Journalism Through Goals Shared 11 ith the
Sc icial Studies." Communication: journalum Education 'finial 26 (Spring ) 99; ):6-9.

Grusin. Elinor Kelle and Stone, Gerald C. 'lice Ness spaper in Education and New Readers:
I looking Kids cii New Tapers Through Classrt
1:speriences," .7uurnillbm Ilunograpbs 141
(October 199;).
.1N:

1:14-44264

Ott en.-Betsv
(:ritiques: Required Reading f(w ll Staffers.
PY:

1992

IN:

( :ommunwation:-Iournalisin-Ftlucation-Tod,n -(CJ FT). 2 s n4 p20 Sccici
Seel mdan-Fducation

DI:.
1)F:

1992

Fcaluatnnt-Critenia: Faluatimt-Meihods: *Imn-nalisin-Fducati"n; 'StudentPubhvations

113:

Maintains that all stall--not iust editors and ads isers

1
I I
N.1(111.1..

reM.
1

I

.earn .r.un
I

judges' (lingo& s ot their publican, tn. Dem nices a prncess for duing 5cc. (SR t

'Wawa, 'tit one and Brierion, Palm

lbe \ cssspaper in Fthwation Program:

I

pes ccl

ir.mes .md I cit-n Reading I laluts," (paper presented to the 'secondary I'ducat um I )is !sum at
the t. on\ Linton of the \ssociation tor 1:dui-anon in Journaltsm and \ lass Communk ation.
\
( :anada. ugust 1992.)
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English, Earl: I hell. Clarence and Rtilnicki, Tom. Scholastic Yourna lerm. Sth ed. Ames: Iowa
State Unicersity Press, 199(i.
AN:

E1414658

T1:

Shuman,-Jim
I lelp for the No% Yearbook Adsiser: No One Should I lave to Suffer through the First
Year Alone.

Conununication:-Journalism-Education-T,,da:.-(C:jIl"fl: %.2.; n4 p12-13 Sum 1990
JN:
DE: Journalism-Flucation: Secondary-Education;
spapers; Student -Publican. ms. YearbooksDF: 'Faculty-Advisers:

Presents :Alice for neck %earbook advisers plannmg and producAm of a yearbot)k. (RS)

MI:

AN: 1:14115F
AL: VAL-R,.1
The \\ming Teacher. the Photograph Teacher 'learning Cp to Pros id,: the Rest of
Es erythmg.
19Q0

PY:

sci4 n4 p4-- Apr-May PPgi

.IN

Cooperation-: I litA-School-Students: l.aout-Pubhcations: Secondar%-Fdueation:

DE.

Teacher-F ffectiseness. .1. caching- Methods

-Journalism-Fducation. 'Photmournalism-. "School-Nocsimpers: 'Student-Publications:
'1 earns% ork-

Describes ht,%,, a %%ming teacher and a phottigraph% teacher teamed up 0) pri wide ,pp1)r-

lr,-

tunttles for hi,A skhool students to combine their skills ifl the pnAluct0in of the school
no%spaper.

\

liod. John .1. -Responsiltilit. "I he ke% to Scholastic Journalism.
ember Pissr

\

\

Ruth to:

1I

.1C .

Creen.-Nanc%

'FL

Journalism 1 raining. Preparation fur Student success.
.

riss
N.\SSP-Bullenn: c-2 n11 p-74.,:s No% 19),S

\ V.

I_ \II

'1,indan, d to. atu,II.
ademic- \ehioement,
B

AN11.
C.S
PN

-(..)Ilegv-students: Conmiumcation-Skills.

*Journalism-: Student-Public anon,.
!men iclt mg. fact checking, vi riling. research. anal%

I»ct ring deadlines -all are Dell,gamed from lourn.dism training. .1 he Journalism Iducation Association
re% entl reported that Nnidept, taking high school lournalism courses and skorking on
student publications performed better /0 collcge than students %whom such miming.
suggestions 1"1- impn11ni: iounialicm courses are pn.ilded..
11)29411q,
Language 1.rts

\rkansas state Dept ot 1 ducation. Little Rock

Pts-

N.I

4p

PR

I DRs

\

ittc

4

,

3
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Bibliography
DE:

Basic-Skills; Course-Content; Curriculum-Development; Language-Arts; PublicSchools; Secondary-Education; Skill-Development; Speech-Communication; StateCurriculum-C;uides; Writing-lnstrucdon

DE:

*Course-Objectives; *English-Curriculum; *Journalism-Education; *Speech-Curriculum
The language arts course content guides presented in this manual cover English, oral
communicathms, and journalism in grades 9-12 and pnwide a framex% ork from which a
curriculum can be built. Within each subject area and at each grade level, skills are identified at three instructional levels: basic, developmental, and extension. The basic skills
are skills xxhich all students should master; developmental skills, going beyend the basic
level, should be introduced and taught, but not mastered by all students; exti asion skills.
for learners who base mastered the required basic and recommended developmental
skills, stress the higher order thinking, processing, and problem solving skills. Subject
areas for English consist of capitalization. punctuation. writing numbers (grade 9), syl-

AB:

labication (grade 9), usage, elements of the sentence, semantics, spelling, reference skills,

literature, and composition. Eor the oral communications curriculum, subject areas
include universal dimensions of all oral communications efforts. intrapecsonal communication, interpersonal communicathim listening and critical thinking, nonverbal commu-

nication, group discussion, public speaking, parliamentary procedure, oral
interpretation, and debate. Journalism .mbiect areas include an introduction to journal[sin, history of journalism, terminolog), nev. xxriting, feature V riting, editorials, publication production. ethics, ads ertising, and careers in journalism. (MAP)

AN: ED273992
AU:
CS:

Delutain,-Edward, Ed.
Florida's Centers of Excellence in English.
Florida Cmincil of Teachers of English.

PN :

1986

TI:
JN:
AV:

Florida-English-Journal; s 22 spec iss Mar 1986

National Council of Teachers of English. 1111 Kenyon Rd.. Urbana. II.

801 (Stock

No. 17-511, S5.00 member. S5.50 nimmember).

NT: -- p.
PR:

EDRS Price - ME01/PC:(14 Plus Postage.

DE:

Debate-; Draina-; Eleinentary-Secondar -Education; Journalism-Education; ProgramDescriptions

DE:
AB:

English-Currictilum; *English-Instruction; *Language-Arts
The eight English language arts programs in the six Elorida public schools included
among the 150 Centers of Excellence in English selected In the National Cotmcil of
'leachers of English are described in this focused journal issne. Eollov,ing an introductory essay by coeditor Edm.ard Deluiam describing the Centers of Excellence selection
procedure, the titles and authors of the articles are as fUlltAls: ( ) ""lbe Drama Program
of South Plantation Iligh School" (Patricia F. Cook); (2) "The Debate Program at Txiin
Lakes I ligh School" (Barbara Dale McCall); (3) "Journalism Motel; or. Time Reaps
Rokards at South Plantation I ligh School" (Alyce Culpepper); (4) "'Hie Mass Aledia
Program of Cooper Cit) High School" (Alar) ?McClintock); (5) "Crean IVriting for
I !caring Impaired Students at South Plantation High School" (Susan S. Steege and
Mar) Lou Ridge): (6) "The Language . \rt., Program of 1 lialeah High School" (Gail
Kell) 1; (7) "English at Alm% at Junior 1 ligh School: Real Reading. Real Writing, Real
People" (Beth Oxsens Delutam. \I) ne Pitman Farrell. and Gloria Treadssell Pipkini; (8)
"English and the 1 mguage \tts at Daxid Fairchild Elemental-) School" (Alice Warrc0).
Elie journal concludes )% oh .1 eillImplele IN of the Centers of I s(ellence in the I,mtitecl
\I lies and (:anada (1111
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AN: E.13436-4
TI: Nessspaper Lesson Aids.
1986

PY:

(;ommunication:-Journalism-Education-Today-tCJ ET); v20 n2 p2-22 Win 1986

IN:
AV:

Advertising-, Crading-: Inters iosS-; Lesson-Plans, School-Ness spapers; Secondary-

DE:

Education
IW: *Class-Actis irks: *Iournalism-Educat ion; N, ss s-1A ruing; *Student-Publications
AB: Provides photocopy-ready lesson aids on story ideas, interviessing, inverted pyramid
ss riling style. newswriting. sports/scavenger hunt, finding feature material, identifying
feature leads, feature lead selection, evaluating feature lead.:, compiling survey material,
cutlines, headlines. paste-up rules, advertising, final semester project, nes% spaper evaluation. specific issue evaluation, and grading. (SWI)
FI3 ;4129
Literature Packets for the Journalism Class.

AN:

'Ili
PV:

1986

IN:

Communication:-Iournalism-Education-Today-((J ET); v1c) n4 1)13-18 Sum 1986

AV:

1:All

NT: "ftematic Issue: Journalism as Literature: Literature as Journalism
DE: Integrated-.Activities: Literary-( riticism; Secondary-Education
)E: "English-Currkulum; *Journalism-Educmion: *Literature-Appreciation
AB: I.ists the literature selections included in packets for use in journalism classes entitled
"Personalitx Sketch," "Ness sss ritmg," "Informatise Feature." "Interpretive 'Writing,"
"Personal Experience.- "Sports." "Editorial/Opinion." "Letters." "The Critical Res iess

"Humor and Satire." "Readings for Women," "The Family," "Education,"
"Photograph

"W"(irds and Writing,- and "Being Black." OW)

AN:
T1:

1:1334128

IN:

( :ommunicanom-Iournalism-Education- l'odax

Sources tin- a I aterature Priigram forIournalists.
1986

VI): s P1 n4 p12 Sum 1,086

DE:

Thematic Issue: Journalism as Literature: 1.iterature as journalism
Biblisigraphies-; 1:nglish-Curricultun. Secondan -Education

1W:

Curriculum-Deselopment, *lournalism-Fdocation; *I iterature-Ac.preciation:

N"1.

1I3:

'Reading- \latcrials
lasts 26 sources of literature from the California Reading last. OM

AN: U33412.11.
:

AIajor Audis it-s in the California Reading 1.1st.
1986

immunication -Journalism- I. ducation-.1.0da

\

AV:

1)1::
1)1::
All

19 n4 pI I Sum 198(

UNII

nem.uk. IssuejmirnAlpqn as I AlcratlIrc: I mcraturc asIournalism.
( :ourse-( :onion; (:orriculum-Deselopment; 1:nglish-( .urriculum: Secondary -Fducatum
*Journalism-Education: *Literature- \ pprcoatiun:
*Author,: *lmcgrated-Actis
Rcading-Nlatcrials
Julls.srs st hose swrk is 111(111112d in the reading program approsed for the in
1 asts
iournalism classes in ( alifornia, insluding ood \Hen. Pearl S. Buck, Jesse L. Jackson.
lrms cll
Dr)
and (
1

45
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Bibliography
AN: E1334126
Develop Your Ov,n Program.

T1:
PY:

1986

IN:

Ctimmunication:-Journalism-Education-'hiday4CJET); v19 n4 p10 Sum 1986

AV:

NT: Thematic Issue: Journalism as I.iterature: Aterature as Journalism.
DE: Literary-Cmicisni; Literaturc-; Sccondary-Etlucation

DE: English-Curriculutm *Integrated-Activities: *Journalism-Education; 'LiteratureApprcciation; *Program-Development; *Teacher-Role
Lists five steps in developing a literature program for a journalism class, including kiunting ishat you %%ant to find in literature and sharing results of the program with other

AB:

teachers. (1)1:)
AN:

1:1334125

TI:

Step-hy-Step through a I iterature Packet.
(986
Communication:-Journalism-Faltication-"Foday-(CJET): s 19 n4 p8-10 Sum 1986

Pl.:

IN:

V:

I.:MI

NT: Thematic Issue: Journalism as I .iterature: I terature as Journalisto.

DE: Course-Content: English-Curriculum: English-Instruction; Literary-Criticism:
l.iterature-; Secondar -Education
DE: Integrated- Activities: *Journalisni-Educatuin: *Literature-Appreciation: 'reachingAB:

Methods
Thoroughl discusses teaching strategies for a literature packet entitled "Personalitt
Sketch.- (DE)

AN:

E1334124

Strategies for Teaching Literature in Journalism.
PY:

1986

IN:

(;oininunication:-Journalism-Education-Toda-(CJET): v19 n4 p--8 Stun 1986

AV:

L'All

NT: "lheinatic Issue: Journahstn as Literature: I aterature as Journalism.
1)F:

DE:
.A11:

English-Curriculum: English-Instruction: Integrated- \cm ities: Literar
I terature-; Secondary-Education
*Journalism-Education: Literature-.Appreciation: *Reading-Writing-Relationship:
*.leaching-Alethods
Cits:s three strategies f(ir teaching literature in jinirnalisin classes, including using literature packets as a class project and basing students recene grades ft it- the Aiirk the do on
the literature packets. (I)1 1

AN:

E1334123

IT

For the Journalism ( lass Itself: 1l.hat a Coo,1 Reading Program Can 1)o.
:

1986

N:

11+ n4 Plt Sum 1986
(..ommunication:-Journalism-Fducation-Toda
\V: l'All
NT: Thematic Issue: linirnalism as 1.nerature: Literature as Journalism.

English-Curriculum: 1411-School-Students: 1.1tcrature- \pprcoation, ReadingWriting-Relatlonslup: Seeordary-rducation
DF:
.AB

*Class- Actis ities: 'Integrated- \cosines: "lournalisni-1: ducation; *Reading-Pr, Trains
lists four benefits to a pfurnalisin class ol A good readmg program, including pro% mg

vadinue stnrthwess tnr a class in ienp.nd nd lignoig intnnalmn ilasscs with tilt:
nal If Ilitt tile riqumincift of reading cross the eurrit.
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11334122
11:

For the lligh Sehiiol Journalist: \ 'Chat a (iood Reading Program Can 1)0.
1986

JN:

Communicatiom-lournahsm-Education-Toda -((:.11:1); vI9 n4 p5 Stun 1Q8()

AV:

L".111

N"1": Thematic Issue: Journalism as Literature: Literature as Journalism.
1)1:: English-Curriculum; I ligh-Schtml-Students; Seoindary-Education

1)1::

*Integrated-Activities; *Journalism-Education; Literature-Appreciation: 'ReadingPrograms; *Reading-Writing-Relationship

AB:

Lists ti e benefits to high school journalists as a result of a good reading program,
including adding to students' store of information and pro% iding students with reading
practice. (D121

\ N:
11:

I:134121
loss the Literature Program \Vas Created.
1986

C:ommunicatiom-Journalism-Education-Today-(C:J En: %I') n4 p2-4 Sum 1986

AV:

NT: "Ihematic Issue: Journalism as Literature: Literamre as Journalism.
Literary-Criticism; Literature-; Secondar -Education: Units-of-Stud!.
DE: English-Curneulum: Integrated-Actis ities: *Journalism-Education. *LiteratureAppreciation; *Program-C:iintent; 'Program-Des elopment
1)1::

1.13:

AN:

Traces the des elopment of a literature priigram fin- use in high school jinirnahsin classes
in California. (
a s nopsis (if the program units. 1D1:)

EJ;;1180

AL: Doss ns,-William-D.,Jr.
TI: 121 Tips on Advising I ligh School Publications.
19S5IN:

DE:

AB:

C.S.P.A.A.-Bulletin: s4; n ; p2-9 Fall

aeulty-Advlsers; Nes%spapers-. Program-Impnis einem: Secondan -I:ducati( in: StudentMotivation; Teacher-Role: Yearbooks.Journalism-l'ilucati, in: *Student-Publications
I.ists 121 suggestions for advisers of lugh school publications. includiw: makiing it clear
to students that titlist readers are la/, and has e to he minis ated to read, sending letters to
parents praising the work of their children. and maintaining a positise attitude. (1)1:)

'II.

lines.-Barbara: Nunamaker,-.1nne
1 ligh School Journalism Testbmiks. P4S0-19s;: \ n

P1 :

1985

PG:

30

en less id Content.

DI': (:(Jrnparanse- \nal sp.; Nests-Reporting; Secondan -1:ducation
*Content-.\nalsis; *Journalism-I'ducation: \lass- \ledia:
Ali.

elopment;
thook-Content:
estbook-Research
lo determine hou high school journalism testbooks published from 19S0 to Pis; de.d

m.tth iti,is nied1.1 and ti I si hat estent the deal ssith lOutnaktic skills versus hisuirical and
theoretical content. a content analysis ss as made id time comprehensise testbooks published during that period. Specific content areas that 'ten: aitak RAI in the historical and
theoretical contest si ere neus understanding, the midis idual's use of the media. mass
inedia ut s, Jk iet journalism history. pre, law,Tirst \mendment freedom, functions id
spapers. responsibility nest kchnolop tarter,. and ethlls. \Molly the iournalism
skills anah led si ere neusgathering. nests reporting, proofreadmg. op editing, pioduc-

non pnicessesmd not, 0 ritilig.'l he mah sus slimed that clirn'tlt high
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Bibliography
ism textbooks tend to cover similar information (or student development of skills.
lowever, the analysis of the coverage of the historical and theoretical content showed a
disparity among books. A content checklist for the books and a bibliography of texts
review ed are included. (1101))

AN: ED288197
CS:
PY:

Language Arts. Suggested Learner Outcomes, Grades 9-12.
Oklahoma State Dept. of Education, Oklahoma City.
1985

NT: 45 p.; For "Reading. Grades 9-12: see CS 008 963.
PR:

EDRS Price - .111:01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

DE: Communication-Skills; Critical-Thinking; Drama-; Grammar-; InterpersonalCommunication; Journalism-Education; Listening-Skills; Reading-Skills; Secondary-

Education; Speech-Instruction; Spelling-Instruction; State-Curriculum-Guides;
Student-Educational-Objectis es; Vocabulary-Development; Writing-Instruction;
1)E:
.111:

*C.:urriculum-Deselopment; English-Curriculum; Language-Arts; *Seoindary-SelmolCurncoluin; *Speech-Curriculum
Noting that language skills such as thinking, listening, reading, wridng. and speaking are
basic to education, this guide for Oklahoma schools contends that school curricula
should emphasiie the ri ut that language arts play in understanding all subjects, achieving
success in life, and in communicating with people. Follow ing a discussiiin of the philoso-

ph behind the language arts curriculum. the guide presents instructional goals for
) language arts skills: (2) literature;
(7)
specch/drama; and (8) journalism (including a journalism skills chart). Preceding the section on speech/drama Are scope aml sequence charts for literature. composition. grammar. handw ruing, listening. and speaking. (SK( )
grades 9 through 12 in the f(illow ing subject areas:

(3) composition; (4) grammar; (i) spelling and N ocabulary: (6) handw

Educational acellence fin. loz.a. Final Report of the Joint Committee on instructional
Deselopment and Academic Articulation in Iowa. Des Moines: Iowa State Board of Regents
and the Department of Public Instruction. 1984.

kopenhaser,I.illian-l.odge
T1:
PY:

Guidelines 1 lelp Press \d hers in I ligh Schools.
1984

Journalism-Educator:I. ;9 n2 p40-42 Sum 1984
DE: Educational-Philosophy; Journalism-; Legal-Responsibiht; News-Writing; Secondar DE:

Education; Writing-for-Publication
*Ginstitutional-Law ; *Journalism-ducation; *Sehool-Supenision 111:
Recogni/es the opportunity for unrnalism departments to des chip and institute courses
for scholastic journalism teachers and to deu clop guidelines for the student press based
on the most recent research. iCRI

1N:
Al. :
1:

PY:

AV:
)1;

1J28161
Glass.-Marlys-A.
11edia Studies in the Classn tom.
198;
Iuluc.utuuui-C,mnad,i u2 ml 1,2 -2C.20 Spr 198;
Reptint: U \11

Fulreign-( .ountrics; Journahsm-. Secondar -bducation
sr,:
'ClAssrnom I echntques; 'Discriminant
Researth:

\

uglisli-Cut

1 fedi,-

JOUR:V4LISM KIDS DO BETTER
AB:

Students need to be taught how to use the media effectively if they are to operate intelligendy in a society that is highly media oriented. In order to deal with media, students
must understand why media operate as they do and what the attendant consequences
are. (BRR)

AN: ED249512
AU:

TI:
CS:
PY:
AV:

Christensen,-Linda. Ed.; And-Others
A Guide to Integrating Language Arts.
Wisconsin Univ., Madison. School of Education.
1982

lVisconsin Writing Project, 556c Teacher Education Building, University of Wisconsin,
225 North Mills St., Madison, WI 53706 (S2.501.
NT: 52 p.; For other guides in this series, see CS 208 608-609, CS 208 611-612. and ED 220
864-865.
PR: EDRS Price -111:01/P0)1 Plus Postage.
DE: Creative-Dramatics: Curricul um-Development; El eme nt a ry-Seconda ry- Ed ucation:
Ness s-Reporting; Silent-Reading; Teaching-Methods: Telex ision-Viewing; WritingCompositiim; Writing-Processes
English-Curriculum; *Integrated-Actis ides; *Integrated-Curriculum: *Language-Arts;

ListeningAB:

Two model programs for integrating the language arts and specific lessons that integrate
language arts activities for kindergarten through grade 12 arc described in this luioklet.
The two programs are (I) the New Brunswick Comprehensive Reading/Language Arts
Program, which has five critical experiences as the core of the program: sustained silent
reading, oral and written composing, reading aloud to children, responding to literature,
and ins estigating and mastering basic skills; and (2) the Wisconsin Writing Project,
which provides a process model of writing for un4ing the language arts through compiisinon. The descriptions of integrated language arts activities include those for webbing (i.e., mapping a variety of experiences that are related to one theme, topic, book, or
concept), television view ing, news reponing, and creatice dramatics. The lmioklet concludes with teaching strategies and activities f,ir integrating listening into the language
arts. (1101))
F1271081

Pasqua,-"lom
Teaching EtIncs, .1 Risky Venture.
1982

Cominunication:-Journalism-Education-Toda

Fr); v16 n2 p2-9 Win 1982

Reprint: U \ 11

,Tinirn.ilisni-; 11oral-Val ties: New spapers-: Secondar -Education

*Codes-of-Ethics; *Fthical-Instruction; 'Imirnalism-Fducation; *Student-Publications:
'Values-Education
Ponits out the problems of teaching ethics to journalism students and describes codes
and .tmidelines that can assist the teacher in doing so. (I1.)
.1N:
AU:
I:

1I271082
Russell,-Luana
Rect de the Blunders to I'each I ilii

P1:

1982

JN:
\V:

coimminicatum journalism 1:dut

1)1

s.

m- I oda -(C..lb

I

I: <16 n2 p 1 n..12 \ in 1982

Reprint' L. \II

Jouinalism-; Newspapeis-. Secondart-b ducation; StudentPublicat ions

412

4!

Bibliography
*Ethical-Instruction; *Journalism-Education; *Moral-Values; *Values-Education
Emphasizes that learning ethical principles is an ongoing process rather than a unit of
study, since trial and error generate understanding ofjournalistic ethics. (11.)

DE:
AB:

AN: FI2-6126
AU:
'1'1:

Stano,-Randy
The School Yearbook is No Longer a Joke!

PY:

1982

JN: C.S.P.A.A.-Bulletin; .40 n3 p4-i Win 1982-83
AV: Reprint: UAll
DE: Journalism-Education; News-Reporting; Secondar -Education
DE: *Student-Publications; *YearbooksExamines the journalistic characteristics of many recent high schmil yearbooks. (1111

AB:

AN: E1)219--1
Brunton,-Alax, Ed.
Language Arts Curriculum ( ;nide. Second Edition.
Parkrose Public Schools. Portland, Ore.

AU:

TI:
CS:
PY:
N. I

1981

p.

:

PR:

EDRS Price - A11:01/PC03 Plus Postage.

DE:

Drama-; lementary-Secondart -Education; I luinanities- Instruction; JournalismEducation; Listening-; Middle-Schools; Ninels-; Poetry-, Reading-Instruction; ShortStories; Speech-Instruction; Spelling-Instruction

DE: *Course-Objectives; *English-Curriculum; *Language- lrts; *Language-Skills;
*Literature-Appreciation; *Writing-Instruction
AB:

Language arts course statements for grades thniugh 12 arc presented in this curricugrade 7reading, s%r
lum guide. C:ontent areas tin- each grade level are as

and spelling. ith certification required in reading; grade 8reading, %%riting, and
spelling; grade 9la riting. speaking, and listening, with certification required in each
riling
area; grade 10.---a thing (description, narratise, and exposition); grade 11
(exposition and third person form); and grade 12--u riling and literature. COUrsc statements are provided for the folhming areas: reading and ir riling anahsis, speech, drama.
basic skills, journalistic s% riling, the novel, the short suir, poetry, language study. college preparatory English, senior English. Shakespeare. school earlmok. school newspaper, global studies. humanities. reading. and writing. The statements indicate grade
les el, length of course, term hoursind prerequisites and proside course os en iews and
goals. (1101)1

Polnicki:-Tom
Career Aspirations for College hcournalists.
PY.

1981

Commtmic.mon:-Journalism-Filucation-Toda -tC1rI ); 5l
DV: I ligh-Schools; I ligher-I. &cation

J N.

\ 11:

il pl 1-12 Fall l981

*Carecr-Chmcc; Career- Planning; Careers-: *Journahsni-: *School-Publications
Tuo college journalism students oilier &Rice tor high school students uho am a career

in journalism. (Hi
1N:

'II.
.ti

I )205'Pr
From Neusrooni oo C lassrooni: \ii liii rodoctio on to the \ cusp:per. Fifth Fdition.

I

Palni Reac.h Ncuspapers.

\ est Pahn Beach. hla.
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JOUR.V-ILISM KIDS DO BETTER
PR:

DE:
DE:
.113:

EDRS Price - MI:01/PCO I Plus Postage.
Elementary-Secondars -Education; Journalism-Education; Teaching-Guides; Teaching:Methods
"Class-Activities; *Learning-Activities; *Newspapers-; *Student-Publications

Intended for use w ith students at all grade levels, this booklet contains actisities for
incorporating newspaper study into the classroom. The first section of the booklet contains a week-long teaching unit designed to familiarize students with the format and
style of newspapers. The remaining sections of the booklet contain activities desitmed to
teach stmients how to (I) use the newspaper in conjunction with television and radio. (2)
write letters to the editor, and (3) use the ads ertisements. Suggestions are also provided
for devising spelling and grammar lessons from the newspaper and for creating a class
newspaper. A copy of a class newspaper is included. (11.)

AN: ED205995
I lanson.-Phelic: 1nd-t hhers
TI:

The Newspaper in Secondary English and Language Arts: .A Teaching Guide of
Suggested Classroom Newspaper Activities.

CS:

Minneapolis Public Schmils, Minn. Curriculum Div.; Minneapolis Star and Tribune
Minn.

PY:
AV:

Minneapolis Tribune, 425 P. tland e., Minneapolk. MN 55488 (S4.00).
NU: 66 p.: For related document e ( S 206 54')
PR: EDRS Price - MFOI Ph., Postage. PC Not Available from FDRS.
1)F: Listening-Skills; Reading-Skills; Secondar-Fducation: Teaching-(uides; VritingSkills

DE.

'Class-Activities; English-Instruction; *Journalism-Education; *Language-Arts;

AB:

Nessspapers-, 'Student-Publications
Intended for use ss ith students in secondary school English and language arts classes, this

guide pros ides a number of ways to use newspapers in the classrimm. 'Elie guide is
designed to help teachers and students w ith ways for starting newspaper activities; ss ith
reading, writing, speaking. listening, and thinking opportunities; and wnh possibilities
for making newspaper reading an einii able esperience. "Ube guide pros ides appmssmatel 45 actis Me., including (I) writing finind poems. (2) preparing a newspaper collage. (3) getting the reader's interest, (4) writing picture captions. (5) writing parodies.
(o) detecting ses role stereotyping. CI preparing an advertising campaignind (8) using
humor. 1n activities indes and a glossary of newspaper terms are appended. (FL)
Arnold. Edmund C., and Krieghbaum. 1 linter. Ihmdbook of Student lournalum:
and .1skisers. Ness 1 »1:: Ness York University Press, 19-6.

Guide.fin- Staff

Catnpbell. I aurence R. "The Role of the High School New spa per.- Quill and Sei-ull 45.3
Eebruar March
11:22.
Sty./- lit .\c::-.,pdpei. Hy. Washington. D.C.: American Council on Education. Pr()

krathwohl, Das id R.; Bloom, Benjamin
.md Masia, Bert rain B. lav,momj
(*francs 11..1th-snit Dummn. Ness lork: Das id Mckav Compan.
1964.
Drcsscl, Paul I.. 14.1 ral Idu.stion and Journalism
Publications, 1960
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CurriculumMagazines: Literary and Journalistic
AN:

F1426920

AL: Carbaugh,-Janies4:hristipher
Using the 1..iteran journal for More than Literary Writing.
I989
Civic-Pei-Teens e: s2 n2 p ;-4 Spr 1989

T1:
PY:

IN:
DE: Seeondar -Education: Teaching-Methods: Writini:-Ahilit): Writing-Instruction

f

DE:

*Civics-, *Student-Publieations; "Writing-Composition; " \ Vriting-for-Pubhcation;
*Writing-Skills
Describes host the schiiol literary journal can be used to publish students xt riting about
public affairs to add new dimensions to the journal and transt.orin it to .1 comprehensive
display of students' interests and uriting abilities. (M(

AN:
AU:

Fj 3760QI.0 icklear,-1.-Grady

The Maganne: Its I !mon and Present Status.
PY:

1988

IN:

Quill-and-Scroll; 62 n4 p4-6 Apr-Ala 1'458

.1V:

1..\ II

.Art-, 1 ligh-Schools; Journalistn-Fducation. Literary-St% les, Photojournalism-,
Secondary-Fdtieation: Student-Developed-Materials: Student-Puhlicatic ins

PeriodicalsPresents the histon a nil present status of the high school Eterars art feature inaganne.
Contends that high school maga/ines must become contemporar to sun Ise. (MS1

\II:

AN: F.127-80
AU
I lou, to Put ( >ut a 1 ateran M.u.,a/ine: A Sun nor\ Guide for Beginners.

.1 l
:

jN
AV:
1)1::

11)86

1:n0%11-Journal:

-s n1 p2--; I Ian losu

1_ MI

Communication-Skills, I nglish- Instruction; Fstracurricular-Actis inc.: Faculty

kers:

journalism-, School-Publicattons: Secondar!, -1; ducation; Writing-(omposition;
1)F:
\13:

1Vriting-Skills
eacher-Role
(:reatise-M riting; 'Production-.1 echniques, 'Student-Publications,
Ids him tic prmluce a literar maganne, including picking a staff, selling the mag:anne.
getting entries, tmung and proofing, la mg out and illustranng, cutting and pasting, and
distributing the inaganne. (F1.1
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CurriculumVisuals, Graphics, Photojournalism, Typography
Olman, Gloria. -Yearbook DTP Course Meets Traditional Goals,- CIET (Gonimunication:
journalism Education liday) 26 ( \\Inter I992):16-18.
Smith, Das id E. "The Gt rod and the l'gly of Digiti/ed Photograph!,,- Cjr.7. (commuinnitUni:
lournalmn Munition Thday) 26 (Winter 19921:8-11.

AN:

F.1411516

TI:

Widmen-Laura
Finding Vays to hercome the Predictable and ()rdinary in the Portrait Sectiom

PV:

1990

JN:

64 n4 D8-10 Apr-May 1990

.\\':
DE:

(moperation-: Feature-Stories; I ligh-Schotil-Students; Schtml-Publications; SecondaryEducation, Teammork-

1)E:

*Journalism sducation: *Layout-Publications; *Photolournalisin-; *Student-

. \13:

Publicatit ins; *YearbooksShares methods of making the portrait section of a school yearbook more interesting by

combining design, feature writing, and photography ideas. Stresses the need for photoJournalists and reporters to stork together on the product. ( \

AN: 1:J406831
earbook udges Identit Qualities 01 FAcelleneL.

'1'1:

PY:

1990

*IN:

Quill-and-Scroll; v64 n3 p14-16 Feb-Mar (900

L'All
I )1::
11:

Journalism-, Journalism-Education; Secontlar-F.ducation; Student-Publications
"(;raphs-, 'Illustrations-, Photographs-; earbooks-

Offers guidelines sommari/ing the major points of judges in the 10)) Yearbook
Fscellence 'mutest reganhng: tilt istial impact; (2) isual readability: (3) appropriateness
of illustrations and graphics to the verbal c intent; and (4) i riting quality. (SR)

.\ N 1:14067.39

TI:
In

Sem mg Readers through Infographics.
1989

JN: (:mmuunication:-Journalisin-Fducation-'1 odat -((::11.-1'); v2 n2 p7-9 \\In 1989
DI:: Journalism-Education; Secondart -1:.ducation: Visual- \Ids
1W: *Graphic- rts; 'Layout -Publications; *Student. Publications, *Sun eysDiscusses him to use informatmn 1.:raplues sut eessfully. Describes hum to tonduut a sum\ ey and transform the results into an mbirmation graphic. (.\1 \11

.

\N:

11349112
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Rard,-Johnm
Former 1 earbook

In:

1986

\\

1.111

Dj.

ditiir Suggests I lov, to \sold l'hose len-dile Photographs'

1.13uiletm, v4 n1 p1--20 Slim 1086

ondar-Fducation

Dr. *Journalism-Filucation, 'Phunngr.upl.n
minultnt Pub1m1m,,,ns.

Irk ,11,

Plintunnurnalism-: '",(11001 Nt.Aspapers:

Bibliography
AB:

Offers live steps for eliminating poor quality photographs in stndent publications: plan
in advance. understand photographic techniques, understand photographt quality. make
assignments stith care, and understand phouigraphers. (1 ill 1)
I-1132)4N-

.

Yearbooks, \ lagazines. Nett Tapers.
PY:

986

Communication:-Iournalism-Fdticationz loday-i( :Jr!): vItI n3 p2 -16 Spr 101-(6
AV:

kW:

DE:
AB:

\ N:
'1'1:

Captions-; 1 leadlines-; 1 Iigher-Educauon: Journalisin-; School-Publications: SecondaryFducation
*Design-; *Layout-Publications; *Periodicals-: 'School-Nett spapers: 'YearbooksPriivides photographs and descriptions of attention-getting layouts used in high school
and college yearbooks, magannes, and net% spapers. (1)1:1
I:1313M:
Bartholiiinett

\nn
I. nu and Versatilitt -Theme.

PY:

198s

IN:

Oimmunicatuin:-Iournalism-Falucation-Today-K:IFT); 11S n3 pn-

AV:

l'.\11

1)F:

Assignments-; Secondart -Fultication; Writing-for-Publivation
'Graphic-Arts: *Iournalisin-Filucation; *Layout-Publications; *Photographs-: 'StudentPublications; Visual-.krts
Offer; tips on effecm elt and cheaplt incorporating student graphics and phntograph
mt.) a literar maganne. (CRI h

1)1::
111.

AN:

1:I+13610

\

Kranc-Carol
Cnnsv..tent and Varied

PY:

1985

IN:

CommunicationH,iiirnalism-Filik ation-Todat

\V:

I

Design.

\ B:

I is n

c

-Publicatium,: *Student Publications.
*GI apInc-Arts; 'Journalism-I:dm:30ml;
Visual-Arts
I: \plains good graphic design and gives examples using the student hterart maganne
-Runes.- (CRI

ni-3

1N:

FI

II

Cutsmger.-Iohn:
carbook Staffs \Vanting \ hire Sltuulul kanno, \

PN :

IN:
\V:

l9sC
Qiiill-,uituI-Scroli
Scuutitul,irt - I

1)1.:

19N5

\11

Dr: Scomilart -Education. Visual-Aids
DE:

Spr

u C9

n4 p4

l'hcmcs.

\pr-Ah 1,h.

I

'Student -Public:owns:
nalign-rilucmium: I .t out
*Thenutic- \pproach, 'N carbon's,1111\1 tunit mg 1 oni i.pts lor catbook sections itil plot id,: a Irish 1.4, at au tit
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IOUR.V-1LISM KIDS DO BET7ER
11:

PV:

Color, Color, Color, Color.
1985

Quill-and-Scroll:55Q n2 p8-11 Dec-Jan 1985

Journalism-: Production-Techniques: School-Nes5 Tapers; Secondary-Education;
DF:
113:

AN:
AU:
T1:

Student-Publications; Technological-Advancement
*Color-; *Color-Planning; *Iournalism-Education: *PrintingDescribes the advantages and problems of using nest color printing technology in student newspapers. (CR11)
1:129-1673

Sullivan.-Dolores-P.
The Graphic Journalist Comes of Age.
1984

i8 n p8-11 Feb- \lar 1984
1:.\11
1)F.:

Design-: I leadline,-; Journalism-Education; News-Reporting: Ph otogra phy-;
Secondary-Education: Student-Publications

1)1::

"Graphic-Arts; *1..n out-Publications; *Schz ol-Nest spapers

.113:

Present% a formula for structural page design that can help the student journalist create
graphically pleasing pages that emphasize nests content. (1111)

AN:
AU:

FI2-1084
.Arrigodim
Four 11%ns to Crop for Fffixtive Pictures.

Tl:
PY:

1982

Onnmunication:-Iournalism-Education-Today-((;J FT):
AV:
DF.:
1)F.:
113:

AN:

TI:

n2 p16-17 Win 1982

Reprint: C111

Production-Techniques; Seccindary-Fducation

"Journalism-; *Iournalistn-ducation; Layout-Publications; Photography-: StudentPublicatnins
Presents guidelines for cropping photographs for student publications. (11.,
FI259328
1 lepker,-Robyn
Croutnesnoonn g

,

.

,

tne i,arkroont.

1982

1)1::

5(1 n 1)16-18 Feb-11ar 1982
Reprint: l'111
Layout-Publications: Secondar-Fducation

1)F.:

*Journalism-Educatimi: *Photograph

.11:

Production- echniques; Student-

Publications: *Yearbooks1,11:

lighlights sis photographic errors that are commonl found it t yearbooks and urges that
photos he double-chucked in the darkroom. (110D)

1N:

1:126299-1

T1:

The State ol the \rt in (;raphics md Design. No 1.cinger Such a "11ised Bag."

\Mk-Stet,:
1982

IN:

s

n4 p--9 1pr- lay 1982

Reprint: U.111

Photograpin
1)1r.

Scconclar Tducation

iraphic \rt': Illl
4

l ayout

418

anon.: '1 carbooks-

Bibliography
Suggests that yearbook designers streamline their designs to maintain the degance of
simplicity. (1101))

AB:

CurriculumWriting and Editing
"Use (of Commercial Newspapers in Florida High
Dodd. Julie E. and Robinson. Jud)
Schools and Middle Schools.- (paper presented to the Scholastic Journalism Disision at the
eons ention of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Conununieauon, Kansas
(ity, Mo.. August 1(703.)
AN:
AU:

F.1439061 larkrider.-1ack

IL

'Teaching and Ad) isMg.

PY:

1991

Communication:-Journalism-Edueation-Toda)-(CJET): v25 n2 p16-19 Win 1 (P)1

1N:
AV:

1...\11

DE: Journalism-Education: Secondary-Education
DE: 'Student-Publications. 'Writing-tor-Publication: Writinlr-Instruction: 'Writing-Processes

Discusses striting instruction with student pubheations. teaching higher order thinking

AR:

sl.ills, developing A pnoduction schedule, process )) ruing elements. and re%

AN: 1:1435641
AL': 1 lawthorne.-Bobb)
'El: W'riting That Captures the \ction (Sports).
PY:

1091

IN:

Student-Press-Re)iew: stolo n4 p2 8- 33 Sum 19Q1

DE: Journalism-Education: Secontlar) -Education: Student-Publications
1)1:: Athletics-; 'News-Reporting: *Schlool-New papers: *Writing-for-Publication
AB: Suggests a)s for student reporters to correct!) use the medium the) has e am their disposal and reach their audience More effeetis el) than the daily professumal newspaper.

radio, or tele) ision. Discusses how to co) er the games: hoss to get the ads ance,
postgame. and in-depth .tories. litm to use photograph) effect's el): and other areas.
(MG)
AN:

E1419-81

\

Brow n,-Donal
Redwood Bark.

'II
PY:

IQ90

IN:

Communicati(in:-Jountalism-Educationzl oda.) 4C:11-11 24 n1 pi S-211 Eall 1000

DE.

journalism-Edw. anon: News-Reporting. Sccondar) -Education; Student- \\ riming.\Iu

New s-Writing. 'school-Nett Tapers. 'Student-Rights
Describes the (organuation. enettis enc.,, and readership of one particular school newspaper in California. Includes two articles about student rights. careful!) researched and
written b) student reporters. (KEI It

DE:

\B:

\ N:
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F,10-641
Chesnes Bob
Writing \wan] VViimmg Feature Stories
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JOURAI-ILISA I KIDS DO BETTER
DE: I ligh-School-Students: Secondary-Education; Student-Writing-Models
DE: 'Journalism-Education: 'News-Writing; "Schotil-Newspapers; *Student-Publications
A13:

Presents advice for writing award-winning feature stories for high school newspapers.
(SR)

knudtson. Judy. "Teaching Writing Invokes Man Curriculum Changes,- C JET
(Communiatron: journalum Educanon

AN:
AU:

TI:

F13(4-63Q

A1cCarmey.-.b,hn
Dynamic Yearbook Copy.

PY:

JN:

lay) 2:+ (Fall I 9801:1 I-14.

9811

Quill-and-Scroll: v64 nl p-1-7 Oct-Nm 1989
L.M1

DF:

ligh-schuoi-students: journalism-Education: News-Reporting; Secondan -Education:
Student- Writin!,-Abidels:

DE:
AB:

'News-Wrningi'Student-Publications: 'YearbooksMaintains that the challenge of writing vibrant yearbook cop means accepting the risk
of self-exposure, doing extensive preliminary research. asking pointed questhms during
inteniews. and double-checking quotes pnor publication. (SRI

Fj;ThIlll
AU: |kxa hison,-Marian
AN:

TI:

The String-bin

Pl:

1988

An Fas Means of Grading the Publication Stall.

Quill-and-Scroll: v62 n4 pl I 6 \ pr-May N88
UMI
DE: ..ourna..sin-: Newspapers-, Secondan -Education: Student-Publications
DI:: Grading-: 'Iournalism-rducation; *Student-Evaluation
A11Discusses luiw a iourn 311,111 teat her call grade the Ile Taper stall on its pnldilltion
efforts ill a lair and oinsistent manner. Proposes a point system for students to earn a
!,..frade in newspaper production that places the burden on students to keep track of their
work. (AlSi

JN-

AV:

1

\N: Fpol 83Purs.-13exerl

Improx mg Writing for Student Publications.
PN :

l(0

IN:

journal-ot- reaching-Writing: C n2 p20.7-14
Il4ss
DE: Interdisciplinar -Appn,ach. Secondan -Education: leaching-Methods
Dr. 'Journalism- rducation. 'New spapers-: 'Student-Publications; *Writing-Instruction
.M3:
Suggests ay. to onprose publications writing
iating time constraints on ads isers
and taking ads antage of the skill, of the publican( ins staff. facult, and other students.
Suggests: I I building on alread gamed writing experience, 12) selecting models and
posting them for students: and I using a formula sheet for gathering information.
MTh
\ N.
M."

Fj36smi
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...ruing
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\V:
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Bibliograpky
DE:
DE:
AB;

Expository-Writing; Journalism-Education; News-Reporting; Periodicals-; SchoolNewspapers; Secondary-Education; Writing-for-Publication; Written-Language
*News-Writing; *Student-Publications; 'Writing-Skills
Presents ways to develop a series of stories on a single topic. Suggests that a writer must
develop fresh facts or a fresh angle for each issue. (1K)

AN: FJ;45138
AU: Jungblut,-Josepli-A.
TI: Using your I lead(hno to (:ontrol Your Module.
I987

JN:

Quill-and-Scroll; e61 n2 p4-7 Ikc-Jan 1987

DE:
DE;

Secondary-Education; Student-Publications
*I leadlines-; "journalism-Education; "1,-.1 out-Publications; 'School-Newspapers
Describes rive common headline st) les, hms to place thern pniperly, and their advan-

AB:

tages and dkadvantages.

AN:

(sin)

E.139,)16

AL: I lzt ihorne,-Bohhy
TI: "Writing the Season Summary.JN:

I986
C.S.P.A.A.-Bulletim x4;

; 111-4 Win 1985-86

\\

[N11

DE:
DE:

Nesis-Media; Secondar -Education

"Athletic,-; "Journalism-Education; *Noss-Reporting; *Ne%s-11

Student-

Publications
AB:

Observes that, in summanting the school sport, seasi in. the reporter must look at the
performances of the season in the context of the player/coach/teain expectations. Offers
guidelines for writing season summaries and scoreboard information, and includes samI)

ple summaries. (I

AN: EJ ;49111
Al.: Mckccri,-Wilham
Teacher,. I Find Myself Set-% ing As That Editing Partner suith My Students.

T1:

I9till

JN:
.\
DE:
DE:
AB:

s4 iii p1:1-10 Sum 19M

(1.S.P.
1:.\11

Editing--; Faculty- \dxisers; Secondary-Education; Writing-Pruicesscs

"Cooperation-; 'Journalism-Education; *School-Nev.spapers: 'Student-Publications;
"Teacher-Student-Relationship; "Teaching-Methods
Ads ocatcs a collaboratne reiatuinship bets% cell student reporters and facult editors,
preset-, ing editorial ins culs ement during the su ruing process rather than atter the ,tor
ha, hecn %%mum. (1

lit

\N:

Ej+116C--

11::

I andemer,-kristen; Seehuus,- Ru hard

PN :

Richard Swyser. Oak Ridge Editor. ( mcs ( od Reporter Qualities.
19xi

s ;9 n4 pl;-1; pr-

,IN:

\\

DI:.

1..\11

ns
Opinions-. SCLI unil.ir -Education; Standar,1,-. Student -Puldi,
s-Rcporting, 'Writing-tor-1)11Ni, anon
E:rindchncs-:
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AB:

Lists criterion that award winning editor Sim, ser declares are important for becoming a
good reporter. (CRl

AN: E1313611
AU: LoCascio,.Joe
11: Beyond Poetry and Fiction.
PY:

1985

IN:

Connnunicatiml:-Journalism-Education-Today-(CJEF); %18 n3 p6-9 Spr 1985
DE: Secondary-Education; Student-Publications: Writing-Skills

DE: *Assignments-; *Journalism-Education; *Literary-St les: *School-Newspapers:

\
AN:
AU:

*Writing-for-Publication
Describes the standard student contribuMin to the literary magazine and offers substime writing assipments. (CRI I)
1:1313618

'I'urner.-Ralph-1.
Don't Write 1 leads that Bite the Dust!

PY:

1985

/N:

Quill-and-Scroll: c9 n; p4-6 Fcb-Mar 198i

AV:

[MI

DE:
DE:

Reading-1 labits: Secondary-Education; Teaching-Methods; Writing-Instruction
I leadlines-; 'Journalism-Education; *School-New spapers; Writing-tirr-Publication
Summarizes guidelines for wrifing effective and prize-witming headlines. (CRI I)

\
AN:
AU:

11,130822-

TI:

Arnold,-George:I".
Stick Y'rur Neck Out! Write .1 'letter I leadline.

Pl.:

1984

IN:
AV:

DF:
Ali:

\ . V-Bulletin; v42 n p1-4 EmIl 1984

LAll
Secondar -Education: Student-Pubhcations
1 leadlines-: 'Journalism-Education; *School-Newspapers: *Writing-Impros ement
Discusses sonic: if the pittalls inherent to tdriting news headlines. Distintmishes between
Icature and editorial he;idlines and news headlines. (1111 I)

Cripe, Dennis Alan. "We Are What We Write.- .Schoul Pr,

Nlaeroft, Gene I. "'I caching of Writing Gets New Push.It'inter Surzry. 8 anuary 1984, sec. 12, p. 1, 36.
\ N:

1:1296(1-9

\

Schrader.-Vincem-r.
Teaching Journalism on the \lccr

TI:
PY:

DI':
DI::

\lI

\

York

Elmation

1984

Fnglish-Journal:
AV:

\ 'Inter 1984):21.

04 i)91-94 \pr 1984

U\11
1

1

1

ecAniques; Res ision-W linen-Composition, Secondar -Fducation;
I

Student-Publications
q..:omputer-.\ssisted-Instruction; *Journalism-I:ducation; 'Microcomputers ; *SchoolNew Tapers; Word- Pro( essing; Wrifing -Instruction
Outlines the ads magi:c tit using micro( (milliners in producing high ...(110111 newspapers -word imicessors permit the generation of columnar newspaper coin and encour-

age studcm

.111t1 sIIiCcstc thl'( I
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in cessar Oraracteristics In computer

Bibliograpky
hardwarea large memory, good software. and reliable technical assistance for handling
problems. (MM)

AN: E1288082
AL:

TI:

Sheffield.-1..-Curtis
Better Yearbook Copy.

PY:

1983

JN:

C.S.P.A.A.-Bulletin; v41 n2 p1-4 Fall 1983

AV:

1...2l1

DE:
DE:

Literary-Styles; Netts-Reporting; Secondar)-Fducation
*Journalism-Education; Student-Publications: *Writing-Improvement; *YearbooksDiscusses the problems that usually plat,rue high school yearbook v. riting. Offers 12 ndes
of style that can help improve feature and news writing in yearbooks. (I 1111)

AB:

AN: E126125
AL:
'FE

'Faking Them by the Collar on to Better Feature Leads.

McKeen,-AVilliam

PY:

1982

IN:

C.S.P.A.A.-Bulleun; .40 n; p12- I 3 Win 1982-8;

AV:

Reprint: 1."A1

DE:
DE:

Secondary-Education; Student-Publications
*Journalism-Education; *School-Neskspapers;
Offers suggestions for putting personal excitement int() feature stones. Includes examples of "classic- kature story leads. (I m h

113:

Financing and Advertising
Mueller, Barbara and \Vullemeer, K. 1 mi. "Commercial Speech and Captice Minds:
Regulating Advertising in Public I ligh Schools." (paper presented at the comention of the
Association for Fducation in Journalism and Alas, Coininumeation. Montreal. Canada. August

Perkins. Candace. "Unit Cnvers Prns, Lon. nt. Media

ertismg."

(Commum,atim.

.7ournalum Education 141,n) 26 (Winter 1992 1:19-20.

Lam, Larn
'092.

.

1Pe . id:Tr t ivint

1 I:

FJ4ti+81
)uncan,- Font
Sell a Campaign, Not ust an .\d.

PY:

1991

En 2nd ed. lon,t City: Quill and Scroll Foundation.

IN:

Cconinuniemicm.,linirnali.ni-Fducaticm:1 cida -(C.11: I : .2i n1 p8-9 Fall 1991
NT. Special Issue: Ad% ernsing.
DF 1 ligh-Scluml-Students; Junrnalisni-Fclueaticm; Secondan -Fducation
DI::
,ukertising-. *Salcsmanship-; S
I \.0spapers
.113:
Presents nine basic steps to teadi students to sell advertising campaigns tnot lust one (d).

thus bringing in more ad\ erlising recenue tor the school paper by selling in quantits

.

(SR)
I l'Icd,

Ian

ertising

I.

prtc,al c.ilcc st.ift

st,

Rcst'Art'll I et. lunqui, to I ranstorm 1 our matcur Peddlers
t.c.2
-Jamul 1991 )."-1 I .
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Melton, Rob and Stautz, Sarmy. .1kertising I-if. Portland, Ore.: Rob Nkkon and Company.
lq91.
AN:

1:E135583

AL:
'1'1:

Shaser,-Mary-Alice
Selling Your Nevi spaper: Tips for Ad Sales.

PY.

1Q91

Il;s 25 n1 pl 2-13 Eall 19Q1
Communication:_lournalism-Fducation-Todax
NT: Special Issue: Ads ertising.
)E: 1 ligher-Eduegion:lournalism-Education: Secondary-Education
DE: *Advertising-: *Salesmanship-: *School-Nexkspapers
\ B: Presents tips for selling ads in school nes% spapers. Discusses getting started in sales, the
sales call, after the sale, and beyond the basics. (SRI

IN:

\Vardrip, Ion P. "Et arning \ bout Advertising: A Do-It-Yinirself

Commumedtton:

.bunhilum Edmatpm 1.,s1.11 2;.I Wall I QQ11:2-4.

\N:

1:14+5615

TI:

Speidel,-Ianx-W.
Professiiinal Ad Sales for Student Publicatir ins.
:

11)00

.1N:
AV:

School-Press-Resit-a. 65 n4 slit, n1 p(i-1) Sum-Fall IQOU

DE:
DE:

Corporate-Support. Journalism-Education: School-Support: Secondary-Fdocation
*Adx ertising-: Salestnanship-: Schiu Business- Relationship: *Student -Publicatir ms
Suggests fix e strategies to use sl hen xxiirking %kith corporations and businesses to cement
good relationships and bring positise cash Box% into school publication budgets. OR

AB:

1...11I

AN: Fl+is5122
Km as.-Marcia".1.
TI: \ \Mix Not Doc:lop a Parent Boxister's Club?
198m)

IN:

Quill-and-Scroll: xtri3 n: pl (1- I I Do. -Ian 1u)sm1

AV:

I:MI
Fund-Raising: Journalism-Education: Secondary-Filtication
I-mancial-Support: 'Parent-Role: Parent-School-Relationship: *School-Net% Tapers
Dcscribes the rule parents can play in helping smith the espenses [milked in running
.\lSi
school nevi spaper. Lists dos and don'ts litr desk:loping Bur mcr

DI::
\ B.

\N

EI5')Isis)

AL

Lex x .-Ioscph-R

\ihertising. '1 rx It, ) rmuIi I Ilse It. but First I .earn the Rules.

\

\V
1)1"

\U

\
II

9S9

(,uill-and-Skroll, x(i; 114 1114-16 lpr- \lax Itiisi)

\ll
isets. 1 ligh-sxihools. Publishing Industrx DI
Budgcting-: lacultx
\dserosnig-: 'irurnalism-I.,Inc.w.m:*School-Ncy.spapers, Student-Publix MI ins
Suggests adx crosing as strategx to ins reasc sehm I( ml publication budgets Oft'urs rules Mr
student publication ads crosing.
Ploppci.-Bruce
Building an I thit al \d%crusing Operation
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Bibliography
JN:
DE:
DE:
AB:

Quill-and-Scroll; v63 n3 pl 0-12 Feb-Mar 1989
Ethical-Instruction; I ligh-Schools; Journalism-Education; Mass-Media; Publications*Advertising-; 'Ethics-; *Student-Publications
Discusses three of the more significant ethical problems related to the advertising opera-

tion of student and commercial publications: (1 I explaining circulation to potential
adsertisers; (2) negotiating special deals:, and (;) fidlowing through with quality and dktribudon. (MS)
Ross, Billt I., and Sellineyer, Ralph I... School Publications: lbe Business Sac. Branson, Mo.:
3.tolatx Press, 1989.

.\N: F1379963
Watterson,-C.-B.
TI: Rx for Journalism Deparnnents and 'I heir BudgetsDTP.
PY:

1988

JN:

NASSP-Bulletin; 5-2 n511 p30-3234-37 Nov 1988
I:MI

AV:

DE: Sec(mdar
1)1::
.113:

*Computer-Assisted-Instruction; ComputerSoftss are; *Journalism-; *Microcomputers-;
'Student-Publications
One way to entice students into high school journalism courses is to integrate deskup
publishing (5ia inierocinnputers) as a vehicle for type-setting, design. and paginatiim of
school publications. Desktop publishing also sases time, cuts costs, and provides vocational training. (.\11.11)

\dams. Julian. "Staffs Make Nloney While Prinnoting Activities." Conimuni6ition: .lournalim
odat 21.2 OA inter 198"j:1i.

Llue,ition
AN:
AU:

1.134219"
I linman,-Shert 1

'11:
PY:

Grant Writing: An Oserlooked Source of Publishing .\ lonex.

JN:
1)1::

DF:
\ lI

1986
Quill-and-Scroll; 5 1 n1 p4-5 Oct-Nos 198(,

Financial-Support: 1 ligher-Education; Program-Proposals; Secondary-liducation
'Financial-Needs: Fund-Raismg; '( ;rants-; *School-Newspapers
Suggests that school newspapers \soh tight budgets aild limited ads ertising money try t()
obtain tinanual support l applying tOr educational grants and idlers tips on v. riling
grant proposals. (SR.1

\N: FD268;
.M.:
I.

PI:

I iin,-1.aurence-B.
Elie Funding of Secondary SLhool Newspapers in Ohio.
1986

p.; Paper presented at the \ nnual Alecting of the ssociation hir Education in
Journalism and 11ass ( :onnounication ((9th. Norman, ( )1:..1ug-ust ; 6. 1986).
PR. EDRS Price - \1101/PCO2 Plus Postage.
DE: Curriculum Development; Eaeultx - \dvisers; I igh-Si. hook; School Publications;
hool-Surs e s, Student Publications
1

kesc.ns

1)1::

*1-maileial-Support: 'Journalism

dui:anon; 'School

\o"PaPeis
\11.

\ stud5 identified the Principal ss,., in mInch high slu..cl newspapers are (muted in
Ohio, parneularb situ respect ii the paths (ir prim ,ite natim 01 du schtilds, the paps!
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size. frequency of publication, the methods b which papers are printed, and the sorts of
staffs that publish them. Of the 1.080 high schools listed for the state, 228 completed the
survey, 160 of which reported publishing a newspaper. The results indicated that school
size was related to the presence or absence of school newspapers, although there was no
clear relationship between community size and publication of a paper. Public schools
were more likeI to sponsor student newspapers than were private or parochial schools.
'Ube most common publication cycle for papers was monthl, but nearly 40% of respondents published les; often. Offset printing was the most popular means of reproduction,
and the likelihood of using offset increased with the sive of the school. OnIs 8% of the
papers w ere printed in a school or district print shop. Overall, the greatest percentage of
the high school newspaper budget came from single copy sales. Advertising and administration grants w ere also important sources of income, with fund raising. subscription
sales, and student activities reported as less important sources. More than half the papers
were published by classes receiving academic credit fbr the work. The results suggest
that high school newspapers are not being published frequently enough. due in part to
funding. The long-range problem of financing the newspaper will not be solved until
journalism takes a more prominent place in the curriculum. thus also attracting advisers
trained in journalism. (111-11)

AN: F,I33208.1

1:

Boost Yinir Budget and School Spirit with Special Editions.

PY:

1086

JN: Quill-and-Send]; 60 n2 p20-21 Dec-lan 1086
AV:
DE: Morale-: Seciindan -Education
DV: *Fund-Raising; ji turnalism- Education; Pn iduction-Techn iques; *School-New spapers
AB:

TI:
PY:

AV:
1)F:

I....plains how a high school newspaper staff' raised money by preparing and selling special editions wheneser a school team or organization was involved in A special es ent.
(FL)
F.W1181
Burns,-Norma
Business Management and Ads ertising in a Student Publication.
108i
s4; n3 pl 0-11 Fall 108;
L'.\11

New spapers-; Salesmanship-; School-Business-Relationship: Secondar -Education;
Standards-: Yearbooks-

DE Advertising-; *Journalism-Education, *Student-Publications
AB:

States that the business staff and busmess editor are important positions on a high school
publication and suggests ss ays of impro.ing their effccin enc.,. such as making appoimmem, with advertisers, ha.ing effectise procedures tbr collecting bills, and teas lung stu-

dents to loibk and behas e professionall. ME)
1 leaston, brank.

\ re lour 1,1 Rates \dequate?" (SP.1.1 Bulhtin 42,1 (Fall 1084).12-14.

. fd; erf writ!, m .r,bida,th Publnatiml, Norman, (
(.oide
\ incrican `student Press Institute, 1084.

1Icaston, 121-ank.

\N

1.12801

'1.
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1

I
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PY:

1983

Business-Fducation-Forum: (1983 Yearbook Issue: Prom)ting Business Education) v3n14 06-89 Apr-:\ lay 1983
AV: Reprint:
II
DE: Public-Relations; School-Publications; Secimdary-Education
DE:

Bulletins-; 'Business-Education; *Journalism-; Publicity -; 'Sehool-New Tapers;

AB:

*Writing-Instruction
Discusses the use of school publications for promoting linsiness education. (lives specific
suggestions lin st ruing news articles. (.10Wt

AN:
A

:

TI:
PY:

269- 1

Dieleman,- lerle
With that I .ittle Extra, Yearlitiok Staff, Can Double Ads ertismg Sales.
1QS2

JN:

Quill-and-Scroll: vs- n1 1)5-8 Oct-Not 1082

AV:

Reprint: I. \ 11

DE:

Secondary-Education

AdcertIsintt-: Fund-Raisint:: 'Journalism-Education: 'Student-Publications:
nearbooks\13:

Advises that giicid ad design, student and ads ertiser 1m:entices. sales team organi/atum.
and hard work can help school yearbook staffs raise nutre money. 0(.1

AN: ED213039
Dxorak.-Jack
I high Schotil Newspaper Financing: An Assessment.
PY:

1982

NT 2- p.: Paper presented at the nud-w inter \ leering of the Secondary Educatt, in Di% ision
of the Association for Education in Journalism 'Norman, 0K. Januar 19S21.
PR:
DRS Price \ID11..PC(t 2 Plus Postage.
1)1:: Costs-; I ligh-Schools: Production-Techniques; School-Publications; State-Sun eys
DE. 'binanctal-Support; *Journaltsm-Fducation: Aledia-Research: 'School-Newspapers
AB:
Fighty school, that were members of the It ixt a I ligh School Press V....dation responded
to a questionnaire about the school newspaper\ financial status in light of public school
budget cuts. The collected data indicated that nearly halt of the respondent schiiok published newspapers at no Cost and in cooperation with a community newspaper. Sixty
school papers had subsidies trout the school of S500 or less; the mammy of these did not
accept ads ernsmg. and neither subscriptions nor Indic idual sales of nes% Tapirs made up
the retenues. Respimses in other categories indicated that school newspaper personnel
siert: attempting to cconowt/c. in that many schools had typesetting equIpment and
80 of the schools did their own paste-up and darkroom work. I.
responses indicated a healthy physical situation tor newspapers in that 0. el half published tw ice or mon:
per Inontil
crtiss-tabulation tit the total budget w ith the prnumg method showed that
a, budget si/e increased, the schools tended to publish independently . \s circulation
increased to about 1.900, schools tended to accept ads erusing. but only a traction ot
those \cull .1 circulation of 2.000 or more accepted ads ertising. Those sk ith a Per isslie
s((st teilsksi to base ott'set printing and typcsettMg. lkitil on (Ins saukt! dii. esonomys
stability (it si ,o1 new spapers appear. sound (11Tili
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AV:

Reprint: L. MI

DE: Costs-: I iigh-Schuols: Journalism-rducation: Occupational-Surveys: Predietion-;

AB:

Regional-Attitudes
*Fducatirmal-Trends: *Futures-of-Society: School-Publications; 'leacher-Attitudes
Ofkrs comments from high school publications advisers on the effects of increased publishing costs and on u hat to expect in the future of school publications. (RI.,

Smoot, Marie. "Can the high school nexxspaper pa for itself.'" Quill and
Nosember

5+ tOctober-

Jerome, A.F. "Increasing your \dvernsing Revenue." 8-part series in Scholame Editor. 19-6.
Lain, I.arry. "Mind Your Business" Quill and S.roll 49,2 (December-January 1Q751:16-19.

Nixon, ().1s. "The (:ost and financing of Student Publications." School

31

( \ larcti

P)24):2.04-212.

I..essin. 1V. "The Business iif Running a School Paper," English younial 11 Oanuary 19221:8-13.

Legal Issues Related to Hazelwood
Click, J. William; Kopenhaver, I.illian Lodge; and 1 latcher. 1.arry. "Fidlos ing lazeh.:.00d
kuhlmeier: .\ttitudes of Principals and Teachers Tim ard Student Press Freedom.".burnalum
Educator 48 (Spring 19Q3):c0--(1.

Dickson, Thomas V. "I lave Student Journalists Become 'Journalistic \Vimps'?" CIET
a.wnmunteation 1.urnaluni Eduariqn 'I'm/41)26 Spnng 19Q+

.\ lays. Roy P., and Julie F. Dodd. "The Impact of the liazebood kublnieier (19S8) Decision
on the Development or Rolston of School Publication Policies" (paper presented at the midxi inter meeting of the Secondar Fducation l)nision of the .\ssociation for Filucation in
Journalism and \ lass Communication, .\flanta,
.

le D.: Van Ommeren, Roger: and Rossini., Marshel. ".\ Paradigm fiir State High
School Press Freedom Laxs" (paper presented to the Scholastic Journalism Division at the
comention ot the \ssociation for Fducation in Journalism and Alas. Communication. Kansas
Olson,

Cat, 11o.. \ii!rtist 199;.1

Stofer. Kathryn T. "Life .\ her I la/elssundi journalism Programs in Nebraska Schools
(paper submitted to the Scholastic Journalism Division for presentation at the comentlon ot
the kssociation tot idiic,itiiin iii journakm and .1 lass Communication. Kansas Cut. \ lo..
kugust 19')

rager. Robert and Russomanni, Joseph 1.. "Frei. Spei.ch fur Public Sclintil Students: \ *Basic
ip.iper presented to tile Sibidastielnurnalisin Disisinn ai the tiimentiiin iit tile .\ssui.i.itinn Iiir Filticatinn jiournalisin and \lass Communication. Kansas Cit,
ug-ust 19o;.i
bducational \

1 he Inipast of Texas Iligh School students. and Principals Perceptinns
kit/I/mut Supreme Coon Dt.T1,1011"
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unpubhshed \ I V thesis, I nixerslt 01 Oklalumia, 19921

Crou. Lorne Rona':
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Olaye, 1mafidon M., and Lynne E. Malandrino, "Contextual First Amendment Rights:
Perceptions of Teachers and Administrators in the Age of I laz.clwootr (paper presented at the

convention of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication,
Alontreal, Canada, August 1992).
AN:

EJ425390

TI:

Dickson,zloin
Exploring Ness Territory.

Pl.:

1991

Conununication:-Journalism-Education-Today-(Q1E1'); v24 n3 p9-11 Spr 1991
DE: Educational-Research; I figh-Schools; SurveysDI': *Court-Litigation; Freedom-of-Speech; Iligh-School-Students; *journalismEducation; *School-Newspapers
AB:
Discusses a survey of press freedom at American high school nessspapers. as judged by

nets spaper advisers and teachers. Explains that most respondents indicated that the
Supreme Court's Ilaz.e/wood ruling has produced little change in the fairness of high
school newspaper stories. Notes significant differences hem een responses from
Journalism Education Association members and noninembers. (SC)
E1)34105O
'11:

Dvorak.-Jack; Dilts.-Jon-Paul
Post-1 lambs nod Considerations for Iligh School Publications Advisers.

PI':

1991

AL:

NI': -0 p.; Paper presented at the Annual Sec,indary Dix ision Meeting of the Association 16r
PR:
1)1::

\

Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (Miami, EL, January 54), 19911.
EDRS Price - AlE(1/P(:03 Plus P.Istage.
Academic-Freedimi; Untimstrators-; Iligh-Schools; Legal-Probleins
*C:ourt-Litigation; 1:reedoni-01-Speech. *Journalism-Education: "School-Nets spapers;
*Student-Publicatitms
Fx en though the high school publications ads iser in the I laielwood East I ligh School
Supreme Court case cif 1983 w as named as a petitioner sitth school officials. some litigathm and inuih research indicates that adxisers have often encimntered administrat(irs in
an adversarial role. Because "1 laielwood" ruled that the schold nos spaper is part of the
curriculum. an examination of federal and state court decisions focused on several issues:
(1) the role of federal wiurts itt content-wintrol of school curricula; (2) the marketplace
of ideas concept and the notion of acadenuc freedom as applied to high school teachers:

(I) the authority of schools in controlling the curriculum: (4) the conflicts that occur
V. hen school authorities' decisions conflict %kith teacher academic freed( YID; and (5) due
pnicess rights for teachers. 1:1-0111 a teacher's point of \lest , the publication by journalistic
tradition is .1 curricular tool for the practice of journalism. %%Inch includes protections
ided h the First Amendment and the Constitution generallh. Vhen an administrator decides tu u censor sti,h a curricular %chicle, it means that the state seems to be both

siolating its mandated curriculum and implementing a practice xiolatise of the First

mendment, which it has been charged to protect in the schools. Designation of
-Spectrum- (the student neskspaper invoked in the "I latekot id- decision) as part of the

curriculum nught afford teacher-advisers a more substantial and reasonable First
Amendment claim. (One-hundred eighty-two notes arc included.) (Author/RS)
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AV:
DE:

Court-Litigation; Court-Role; Edueational-Change; Educational-Research: Journalism-;
Secondary-Education

DE: *Freedom-of-Speech; *Journalism-Education; *School-Newspapers; *StudentPublications; *1Vriting-tOr-Publication
Surveys Cohmibia Scholastic Press Associatoin member nosspapers to explore the influence of the Supreme Court's ruling in the I limekood case. Finds a great deal of control
is being exerted oser student nmspapers across the country. Finds that the clear majorit) of student newspapers across the United States are functioning as forums for student
expression. (MC)

An:

.AN:

ElYi2 787

AU:

Dickson,-Toin
I low Advisers Vie55 Changes in the I ligh School Press in the Post-I luelwood Era.

In:

1990

NT: 94 p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Secondary ':.ducation Division of
the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass ConimuLjeation (Tampa. FL
PR:

DF:
DE:

December 1990).
EDRS Price - \ 11:01/PC:04 Plus Postage.
Media-Research; Public-Sdmols; School-Sun eys

*Administrator-Role; *Freedom-of-Speech; *High-Schools; Journalism--; *SchoolNe55%papers; *Student-Rights
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administrators -need not tailerate- student speech deemed inconsistent 55ith a schook
educational mission. To study the efIects of the ruling, a 36-question surve was mailed
to a random sample of just under 1.600 American public lugh school English/Journalism
partments. Questions addressed the follo55ing issues: demographic information; each
school's 11e55spapei and it, purpose and content; si houl polic about content: changes in

content since the I laielwol)d decisuin; the type of prepulilication revio carried (nit;
censorship; and student-ads iscr conflict. There 55a, no majority position on the purpose
of the ne55spaper. but nearly mu-thirds of respi indents identified the paper as an open
forum for student speech that ta,, VIM libelous or obscene or LIM ma advocate iolence.

I.ittle change in school administrators' treatment of the papers as a result of the
Iazelst ood decision ia as reported. Over half of respondents indicated that ads kers
objected to student stories inost often because tbe Were seen as unfair or unbalanced.
.1 he findings suggest that the I la/el55th id decision ssas not the disaster Mat1 ,. people in

journalism education feared. and that student p ess freedom can eo-esist with the
Supreme ( olin

rtmliiug.
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semester of 1Q8Q, just one year after the court's decision. Responses were received from
220 principals and 360 advisers. Respondents ss ere asked to indicate on a seven-point
scale the intensity of their areement or disagreement tOr statements regarding role of
the student nessspaper, control by the administration, responsibility of the adviser. controversial issues, First Amendment rights, and the I lazelss nod decision. Results revealed
significant shifts in intensity in all seven points from the I985
11.. Click and L. L.
kopenhaser stirs ey and indicated a more alarming extent of censorship than had been
hypothesi/ed. Findings suggest tl.at ads isers clearly see their role as requiring review of
student cop and correction of factual inaccuracies and misspellings. Oen if the student
cannot be told about them before publication. More research int() the increased censorship conditions appears to he called for. (Fise tables containing the complete results of
replies and intensity measures are included.) (KEI I)
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Discusses Supreme ( wn Justice William J. Brennan Jr.'s dissenting opinion in the
I latelwood x. Kuhlmeier decision in order to help adviser; and editorial staffs who are
preparing arguments intended to impress administrators xxith the value of student puhlicatioits. (A1S)
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On January 11, 1988. the U.S. Supreme Giurt announced its decision in "Hazelwood
School DistrUt x. Kuhlmeicr,- giving educators the right to exeri:ise -editorial control
is er the style and content of student speech in school-sponmired expressive activities so
long as their actiiins arc reasonablt related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.- A study
explored the immediate react-it in to -I lazelwood x. Kuhlmeier- front professional press
associations, journalism re \jests, and nelaspaper editorials and used the results of a mail
urt cy id high scluiol ads isers ti assess the current lc% el of prepublication revicxx and

cfintros ersial content and anticipated impact of the case mt student publicaticuts iii
Tennessee. The studt also reported stirs e1 results on the anuiunt of attention the case
received in schtiols. the advisers' perceptions of attitudes of student staff members, facul-

and other adults in the cominunitt and the advisers' (mil attitudes about the outcome 61 the case. Survey results indicate that "Ilazebaood- had no immediate effect on
l'ennessee high school publications and fox adx isers anticipate changes in their puldishlog situations, a third of which (ilx. o) newspapers) are already subject to prepublication
rex leX by school administrators. Professional and editorial reaction to ths decision xx as
mr(cd. (N0 tables ot data and ( ; notes arc included.) (A1S)
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To examine how the I Iazelwood decision (flazelwood School District versus
kuhlmeier) affected high school advisers' siews of their role in controlling content in
their school newspapers and %%hat thet see as objectionable content, a study surveyed
100 Missouri high school advisers randomly selected from a list of 573 Missouri public
high schools (ssith a 5(i% response rate). Each respondent was sent a coser letter and a
34-item questionnaire. Results indicated that schools have a variety of means for controlling newspaper content, but that there ss as no significant difference bets,. een ads isers
at small and large sclunils on the questions concerning host advisers osersee their newspapers content. School size did appear to be related to the type of controversial articles

that appeared in school papers, hos% es er. In addition, findings indicated that the
I laielss mid decision %%mild not affect the content of school publications. A table pnivides
responses of advisers to ló of the stirs ey questions. (MAI)
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Stirs eys high scluiol principals in Missouri to examine boss thet have responded to their
nes% authority oser the student press follossing the Supreme Coures I latelwood decision. Reports that %%bile principals say that student nessspapers are open forums, most
also sat that thet st mild censor certain types of material. ( \ \ l)
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Covers the L.S. Supreme Court decision in i laz.elssood School District s. kuhlmeier,
%%Inch gas e principals the right to censor school publications. In "One Student's Pursuit
1

1

oflournalism,- \lesandra Salas relates one student journalist's experience, including
internships, from high school through the end ot college. ilSu
kopenhaser, Lillian I odgc, Dasid 1.. \lartmion, and Peter Ilabermann, "First Amendment
Rights in South Florida: Views of \dsisers and \dministrators in Light of ILI:e1;:.wd," The
Pn Re: u.;:, Fall I Q8').
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Censorship-; *Constitutional-I Act; *Freedom-of-Speech; *Law-Related-Education;
'School-Newspapers
Discusses the effects of the LS. Supreme Court's decision not to enunciate a broad First
Amendment protection for student journalists. Examines the decision and provides comments of legal experts and political leaders relatise to the impact of the decision in the
courts and state legislatures. Reports on teacher and student reactions. (KO)
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Phillips,-Kay-D.
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A studs examined the freedi tin of the high sdoiol press in North Carolina to determine

whether publication guidelines should be in place, and if so, what those guidelines
sluiuld contain. High school newspaper advisers, high school principals, and high school

nescspaper editors front large and small, urban and rural, eastern and tcestern high
scho(ils o LTC Inter\ itn% ed on several occasions. The nine advisers interviecced for this

stud attended the North Carolina Scholastic Press Association Workshop at the
University of North Cantlina at Chapel Hill in June, 1987 and to that extent are not
representatise of the generalitt of North Carolina high school newspaper advisers, most
of whom are untrained and have nes er attended a jinirnalism xcorkshop. But, although
better informed than average, results indicate that lot of the study advisers are well
inforined on matters of journalistic importance (North Carolina has no certification
requirements for secondar journalism teachers), all practice prior review, and all censor
student xt riting b cutting controsersial material and instituting All atmoThere of inthnidatiitn that Causes students to refrain front printing certain materials in the school news-

paper. Findings suggest that most of the problems that confront the high school
nexcspaper ads iser and staff can be as oided if even high school adopts a clear. legally
explicit set of guidelines and if ads isers are required to be xcell-trained. (Ninet -sec en
notes are attached.) (RS)
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students for censoring controversial feature articles in a schtud newspaper. Part I presents the legal backlfround of the Ilarelee mid case, discussing the U.S. Constitution and
various court decisions regarding free expression, due process, and the rights of schools

and the local, state and federal governments. Part 2 gives the background of the
lacelet mid case, and discusses the dee elopment of relevant legal issues such as -public
forum" and "compelling interest. Part 3 presents a simulation exercise, a moot court
activut in ve hich teams of students represent attorneys for petitioners and respondents.
and Supreme Court justices. Part 4 summari/es the arguments presented by both the
majority and the dissenting justices in the 1 lazehe ood case. Part 5 presents a simulation
activity in eehich students engage in a policy debate on the rights of student journalists.
Included in the packet are profiles of former I lacelte ood Fast II igh School student
1,eslie Stuart and principal Robert F. Ret noldsmd a teacher's guide to the lessons. OS)
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Outlines a lesson plan for thscussing the cie 1 rights of public school students. Uses the
U.S. Supreme Court decision in 1 la/elteood School District v. Kuhinteler as a bast,. for
discussing freedom of espression protected by the First Amendment. Pro\ ides materials
for student use and detailed directions for implementation of the lesson. tl:.0)
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Abrams, J. Marc. and S. Mark Goodman, "hid of an Fra?: The Decline of Student Press
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Discusses the C.S. Supreme Court ruling on 11a/elts mid School District x. Kuhlmcier.
college-let el jourdealing xsith school publication censtn-ship. Outlines implications
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I 11 is fastback examines I lazeltsood scht),II District t. Kohlmeier (191,8). the first high
salt tol student press case es er to reach the t nited State, Supreme Court. The pamphlet
res tett, the background and implications of the I Iaielssool decision anti speculates as to
host It still Itt: applied to student expression iii the public high schools. Chapters include:
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) "Student Press and the Public Forum Doctrine-. i2i Whateser I lappened to
"Strict Scrunot t. Raot)nal Relanonship-. and (41"Applt ing 1 la/elst, toil in
Tmker;-.
the PAIR. Schools.- I he fastback concludes that official censorship of the student press.
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journalism-: Secondary-Education
DE: *Censorship-, `Journalism-Education; School-New Tapers
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Publications; Student-Rights
*Administrators-; *Freedom-of-Speech; 'Scheml-Newspapers
Presents the results of a survey that stunts the difference between hoss school adnnnistrators and school newspaper ads isers sieve First Amendment issues. hnds that advisers
are Milt supportise of presenting possibly controversial material sshereas administrators
are primarily concerned with maintaining a safe ens it-eminent. (PA)
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Discusses legal and ethical issues surrounding methods of nos s-gathering. includmg
undercover reporting, misrepresentation ot the reporter's identit, fabrication, and plagiarism. Maintains that high school reporters she mld search out and folloss guidelines ittr
their Information-seeking methods. (SR)
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Reviews Burch e. Barker, in which the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that school
administrators prior review of an alternatikc or off-campus publication. destined for distributiim on the school campus. is in violation of the First Amendment. (MS1
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Mock Libel Trial Provides Unique Educational Experience.
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Secondary-Education; Student-Publications
*Journalism-Education; "Schtml-Newspapers
Describes a mock libel trial held at North Side I ligh School in Fort Wayne, Indiana,

AB:

involving a question of whether a school nest spaper may properl, z,)mment on a
teacher's performance. Describes lum the mock trial was integrated into rarious subjects, such as journalism, social studies. English, physics, art, and business. ;SR)
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*Student-Publicath )11.s: 'Student-Rights
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Notes that many school yearlwoks are now covering 11 hat may he considered "contro%ersial" topics. Discusses the merits of an editorial policy for yearbooks, and notes that
First Imendmerit rights and responsibilities also apply to publishing a yearbook. (I ITI
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Court-Litigation: Ethics-: Secondar -Education
*Advertising-: 'Freedom-of-Speech: *Iournalism-hducation: Political-Issues: 'SchoolNeu spapers

Discusses the responsibility of public school newspapers to carefully review the political
ad\ ertismg considered for publication because as a public tOrum paper, the school newspaper must represent a variet (if political %ieu points. (SR])
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1.egal-Res1ionsibility: *School-New Tapers
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DF: *Administrator-Attitudes; Faculty-Adsisers; 'Freedom-ol-Speech: *Principals-:
*Sell( ml-Newspapers; l'eacher-Attimde,
The opinions of principals and newspaper advisers toss ard high school student press
A13:
freedom \len: sun eyed in a random sample of principals and newspaper advisers at 502
high schools in all 50 states. Subjects completed a 30-statement instrument on %%loch
they indicated levels of agreement or disagreement on the following concerns: control
and disruption. role of student nen spapers. censi irship. responsmbilities of advisers, role

of administrators, contnnersial issues, and freedom of expression in general. Usable
responses xi ere received from 191 school nesispaper ads isers and I-14 high school principals. Among the findings \sere the following: (11 58.8% of the principals, but only 22.5"..
of the ads isers, agreed that schuiol administrators should have the right to pnihibit publi-

cation of articles the think harmful, esen though such articles might not he linelous,
(ubscene. or disruptive; 2 8. 5 i. of the principals agreed that maintaining discipline in
the schl)ol is more important than publishing a nessspaper free from administrative censorship, %%hilt:
of the advisers disagreed; (3) 06.5% of the principals and 80". of the
ads isers agreed that student nest spaper ads isers should resiess all copy before it is print-

ed; and (4) 46.i".. of the principals disagreed that the student nessspaper should be
Alum ed to print a stor. it call prose is true es en if m mung the stuiry will hurt the
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of the ads isers agreed that such an article should be
published. ( I 101))
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DE: Court-Litigation; Eaculty-.Advisers; Secondary-Education; Teacher-Role
DE: *Journalism-Education; *Legal-Resplinsibility; 'School-Ness spapers
AB: Discusses the necessity of being aware of %that constitutes libel in secondary school publications and offers examples of materials that may be libelous, including letters to the
editor, qiuttations, photographs, headlinesmd picture captions. (1) F1
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*0..nsorship-; Fducational-Philosophy; *Freedom-of-Speech; *Journalism-Education;
"Student-Publicatiims
Conclusions draxn from a next survey indicate that student editors are less willing to
tackle sensitile topics. that administrators xx ill honor first amendment rights until there
is a conflict, and that advisers continue to support students' rights.
Ill
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*Constitutional-1.,m; 'Freedom-of-Speech; *School-Nexx spapers; *Student-Rights
'1'he First Amendment pri)tects editors of sclusd nexxspapers \ccording, school polk
should offer students due process rights, and the nexispaper ads iscr, xxho is instrumental
in controlling the content of student publications, should be chosen %%kb care. (IT
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How Do Journalists Think?
A Proposal for the Study of Cognitive Bias in Newsmaking
by S. Holly Stocking and Paget H. Gross

Bloomington, Indiana: ERIC/Clearinghouse on Reading. English, and
Communication, 1989
$14.95

do Dan and Tom and Connie sometimes get it so wrong on the 6 o'clock
news, and even Charles on Sunday morMng?
More importantly, how (lo they decide what to talk about and what slant to take?

How Do Journalists Think?---a trailblazing study by a team made up of a communication researcher and a cognitive psychologist, is a diagram of the structure of logic
in the news reporter's cognitive processes. Stocking and Gross discuss categorization, theory generation and testing, information selection and integration, and the
perseverance of biases despite claims of fairness and objectivity. Notwithstanding the
fact-gathering power of the major networksm, error is inevitable.
Stocking and C h-oss...take 200 years of additional thought lbeyon't I.
kantl on the subject of rose colored glasses and apply it to the wa:
journalists filter reality through the myriad perceptual and cognitive
prisms with which all human are born. 'Iliere's no getting away from
those prisms Are jciurnalists dupes of their own senses? I suspect the
authors don't think so. The book implies that rose colored glasses can
be pushed (low n one's nose. And occasionally, c may see mer the

rnnsif we'll try.
Tom Grimes. .rIssistant Profror ofjournalivil and
II 7.\consm-.11thlison

Communtoltion.

lolly Stocking is a journalism professor at Indiana Universit who has
worked for the I.. V.Fime,,, the Alinneapolis*I.ribune, and the
I

Associated Press.
--Paget Glass, fiirillerly a J.cIticoIuçri prolosor al
ytudving, the
ly

olumbia

'I lien- book is a rejoinder for those w ho wonder how human information processing
research can be applied Stocking and ( iross depart from the hulk ()I-tradition:11
research to understand news reporting in terms of the reporters cognitix e processes.

If you are interested in ordering these or other publications, or if you would like a copy of
our catalogue, call us (812) 855-5847 or TOLL-FREE at 1-800-759-4723.
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A High School Student's Bill of Rights
by Stephen S. Gottlieb; foreword by John J. Patrick, I)irector. ERIC/ChESS
Co-published by ERIC/REC (the Clearinghouse on Reading, English, and Communication) and ERIC/CHeSS (the
Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Educotion)

$14.95
A High School Student's Bill of Rights, by Stephen S. Gothieb, on Indiana district attorney, puts into perspective the liberties and limitations under the law of high-school students and other legal minors. Students, like grown-ups, are citi-

zens with rights, but students' rights ore limited so long as they are "underaged" and under the core of their parents
ond school authorities. They hove freedom of speech in school assembly, but not completely; their lockers ore protected

from search and seizure, but not entirely; they have the right to publish their opinions in the school newspaper, but not
if the principal says no.

Gottlieb draws on three major documents in testimony to our basic rights: The U.S. Constitution ond its "Bill of Rights,"
the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, and the U.N. Declaration of Universal Human Rights. He interprets these bosic statements according to the process of judicial refinement that has arisen in the courts through lawsuits and other contests
over civil rights.

Must students be "Mirandized"?

Is religion really outlawed in schools?

May students be frisked in the hall?

May the principol abridge freedom of the

May o student speaker talk dirty in the school

school press?

assembly?

What are the rights of a student who has been

Do teachers hove the right to paddle school

suspended?

What is the legal status of Block v. White at

kids?

Who controls which books go into the school
library?

school?

Do we really have to go to school?

A High School Student's Bill of Rights is a book for all classes. Gottlieb has redesigned lesson plans drawn from the
ERIC database, actual exercises that have been tried and tested by classroom teachers from all over the country, study
outlines that have proved themselves effective. In each lesson, Gottheb addresses both teacher and student, makirig

suggestions on how to teach ond what to learn.
Gottlieb lays out in thought-provoking ways the basic concepts of republican democracy, the governmental structures,

and the legal traditions that underpin our constitutional rightsan excellent workbook for civics classes. He focuses on
three of the main historical documents of human liberty and on court cases that were decided at the pitch of crisis in

historic struggles to define and preserve our rightsa real-life workbook for history classes.
He structures air approach to all this history, low, and concern for rights and freedoms in terms of critical reading, criti-

cal thinking, and critical writingan across-the-curriculum workbook for English teachers and reading-and-wining specialists

Hiah tiihoo' Stbdcnrs

c,f R,glitc sri volume in the IRIEP sues 'Tencholg Reww In the HI( Datohow`.
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"All perzas in secondary school student publications and
journalism instruction need the information in this book.
Louis Ingelhart, Professor Emeritus of Journalisr
I11 State University, Muncie, Indiana
JACK DVORAK is on the faculty and directs the High

School Journalism Institute in the School of
Journalism at Indiana University (Bloomington). He
previously taught at The University of Iowa, and he
was an associate editor of Quill & Scroll. Widely published in professional journals, one of his abiding concerns is continuing education for secondary school
Journalism teachers and advisers.
LARRY LAIN is in the Depai unent of Communication

at the University of Dayton, Ohio; he teaches
Journalism, Mass Communication, and
Communication Ethics, among other subjects. He has
been a Journalism teacher in junior high and high
schools, and a copy editor on the Dayton Daily News.
One of his specialities is promoting the use of advertising in high school publications.
TOM DICKSON teaches in the Department of

Communication and coordinates the Journalism
Program at Southwest Missouri State University
(Springfield). He previously taught at the University
of Evansville and Arkansas State University, and he
was the editor of the Blue Springs, Missouri,
Examiner. Among his enduring interests are the rights
and responsibilities of the student press.
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